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Chapter 1

Getting Started

1.1 Overview

This course deals with the development of provably correct programs and software systems. The
KIV system is used as a tool and development environment throughout the course. The first
exercise deals with propositional logic, logical puzzles, proofs their representation in KIV. In the
next exercise several theorems about lists and list operations have to be proved. In the third
exercise you will create a structured specification yourself. The fourth and fifth exercises deal
with program verification “in the small” and “in the large”.

The exercises are solved with the KIV system. As a preparation, documentation with intro-
ductory material, theoretical background, and the exercises is issued one week in advance. It is
indispensible to read the documentation in advance and to prepare a solution. Otherwise it will
not be possible to solve the exercises with the system during the scheduled time. However, the
computers are also available at other times, if the normal work is not hindered.

The course consists of the following exercises:

• Exercise 1: Propositional and Predicate logic (3 weeks) This exercise introduces
predicate logic and the sequent calculus for constructing proofs. A simple proof strategy
that applies the rules of the basic calculus is used. Furthermore, proof trees and heuristics
for automation, and their usage are introduced.

• Exercise 2: Learning to Prove (3 weeks) In this exercise you will learn how to prove
properties for several list operations.

• Exercise 3: Algebraic specifications (2 weeks) This exercise deals with the question of
how to specify software systems, and how to prove properties of such a system.

• Exercise 4: Hoare calculus (2 weeks) The classical calculus for partial correctness proofs
of single programs and its realization in KIV are the content of this exercise.

• Exercise 5: Module verification (4 weeks) After the specification of software systems,
their implementation and verification is the focus of the last exercise. The proof obligations
for the correctness of a software module contain several programs, and deal with their
interaction. In addition, recursive procedures appear (in contrast to the Hoare exercise
where only while loops are used).

1.2 Starting KIV

Note that this description may not be valid for your system environment.
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Installation

Type

tar xfz /local/kivprakt/prakt.tgz

in a shell in your home directory. This commands extracts a directory prakt into your home
directory. The directory requires about 900K space.

You can put the directory anywhere, but you may have to modify the script prakt/startkiv.

Starting KIV

Just type

./prakt/startkiv

in a shell in your home directory.

1.3 Logical Foundations

The logic underlying the KIV system combines Higher-Oder Logic and Dynamic Logic. Higher-
Order Logic extends first-order logic with functions that have functions as arguments and results.
Also function variables and lambda expressions λx.e that denote anonymous functions are allowed.
Dynamic-Logic is an extension of first-order logic by modal program formulae. Dynamic Logic
(DL) allows the expression of properties of programs like partial and total correctness, program
equivalence etc. By a suitable axiomatisation, proofs that show these properties become possible.
The following chapter defines the syntax and the semantics of the first-order part of DL formally.
Finally a sequent calculus for DL is defined. For a survey on DL see [Har84]. [SA91] resp. [And86]
are good introduction to first-order logic and to sequent calculus resp. to higher-order logic. In
this chapter we introduce the first-order fragment of the logic. Syntax and semantics of the full
logic can be found in appendix E.

Syntax

Signatures

A signature SIG = (S,OP,X) consists of a finite set S of sorts, a finite familyOP =
⋃
s∈S∗,s′∈S OPs,s′

of operations (with argument sorts s and target sort s′) and a family X =
⋃

s∈SXs of countably
infinite sets of variables.

We always assume that the sorts S contain at least bool and nat, and the operations contain
the usual operations on bool (true, false, ∧ , ∨ , → , ↔ ,¬ ) and nat (0, succ, pred,+).

First-order expressions

For a given signature SIG, the set of expressions EXPR :=
⋃

s∈SEXPRs, where EXPRs are defined
to be the smallest sets with

• Xs ⊆ EXPRs for every s ∈ S

• If f∈ OPs,s and t ∈ EXPRs then f (t) ∈ EXPRs

• If ϕ ∈ FMA and x ∈ Xs has no duplicates then ∀ x.ϕ ∈ FMA

• If ϕ ∈ FMA and x ∈ Xs has no duplicates then ∃ x.ϕ ∈ FMA

• If t,t’ ∈ EXPRs, then t = t’ ∈ FMA

• If ϕ ∈ FMA and t,t’ ∈ EXPRs, then (ϕ ⊃ t; t′) ∈ EXPRs
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In the definition, the FMA (formulas) abbreviates EXPRbool, the set Ts (terms of sort s) is
the subset of EXPRs, that contains neither quantifiers nor programs. BXP (boolean expressions)
is Tbool.

Semantics

Algebra

An algebra A consists of a nonempty set As for every sort s and an operation fA : As → As′ for
every f ∈ OPs,s′ . We assume Abool = {tt,ff}, Anat = IN and that operations on booleans and
naturals have their usual semantics.

States

Given a signature and an algebra for that signature, a state z ∈ STA is a mapping z, which maps
variables of sort s to values of As. The state z[x ← a] is the same as z, except that the variables
in x are mapped to the values a. States are sometimes also called valuations.

Semantics of Expressions

Given an Algebra A and a state z the semantics [[e]]
z
∈ As of a DL expression e ∈ EXPRs is

defined as:

• [[x]]
z

= z(x)

• [[f(t)]]
z

= fA([[t]]
z
) for f ∈ OPs and t ∈ Ts

• [[∀ x.ϕ]]
z

= tt with x ∈ X̂s iff [[ϕ]]
z[x ← a] for all values a ∈ As

• [[∃ x.ϕ]]
z

= tt with x ∈ X̂s iff [[ϕ]]
z[x ← a] for some value a ∈ As

• [[(ϕ ⊃ e; e′)]]
z

is [[e]]
z
, if [[ϕ]]

z
= tt, and [[e′]]

z
otherwise.

Models and Validity

An Σ-Algebra is a model of a formula ϕ, short: A |= ϕ, if for all states z: A, z |= ϕ holds.
A formula ϕ is valid, if all Σ-algebras are a model of ϕ.
A formula ϕ follows from a set of formulas Φ, short: Φ |= ϕ, if any model of all formulas from

Φ is also a model of ϕ.

Sequent calculus

To define the basic axioms for DL we chose a sequent calculus, since formal reasoning with its
rules resembles informal proofs by hand quite closely. For an introduction to ’natural deduction’
with sequent calculi see [Ric78] und [SA91].

In the following we will define informally the important concepts of sequent calculus. This
should suffice to work with the rules.

Sequents

Let ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, ψ1, . . . , ψm ∈ DL(Σ,X) be two lists of formulas with n,m ≥ 0. Then the scheme

ϕ1, . . . , ϕn ⊢ ψ1, . . . , ψm

is called a sequent. ϕ1, . . . , ϕn is called the antecedent, ψ1, . . . , ψm the succedent of the sequent. A
sequent is a simply a way to present the formula

ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn → ψ1 ∨ . . . ∨ ψm
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The meaning of sequent therefore is: The conjunction of the antecedent formulas implies the
disjunction of the succedent formulas. Note that to determine, if a sequent has a model, it’s free
variables have to be treated, as if the whole sequent were universally quantified.

The empty conjunction is defined to be true, the empty disjunction is defined to be false. A
sequent with empty succedent therefore is true, if and only if the antecedent contains a contra-
diction. In the following rules, instead of using concrete formulas we will use formula schemes
(e. g. ϕ,ψ). Such placeholders are called meta variables, in contrast to elements from X, which
are called object variables. We will use meta variables not only for formulas, but also for lists of
formulas. We will use the capital greek letters Γ, ∆ for them. As an example Γ, ϕ ⊢ ∆ is a scheme
for a sequent. Any sequent with nonempty antecedent would be an instance of the scheme.

Rules of sequent calculus

If S1, . . . , Sn, S (n ≥ 0) are sequents (possibly containing meta variables), then the scheme

S1 S2 . . . Sn
S

C

is called a sequent rule. S is called the conclusion, S1, . . . , Sn die premises of the rule. sequent
rules, which have an empty set of premises (n = 0) are called axioms. C is a side condition to
form instances of the meta variables occuring of the rule (usually it restricts the instances of the
meta variables not to conatin certain variables). Often this condition is true, and we drop it in
this case.

The semantics of a rule is: if all premises are valid, and the side condition is true, then the
conclusion is true. sequent calculus consists of a finite set of such rules.

Derivations

Rules of sequent calculus can be combined to derivations. A derivation is a tree, whose nodes are
sequents. All elementary subtrees of such a derivation must be instances of sequent rules. Exactly
as for rules the root of the tree is called ‘conclusion’, the leaves are called ‘premises’. A more
formal definition of derivation is:

• A sequent is a derivation which has itself as root and as only premise.

• A tree with conclusion K and subtrees T1 . . .Tn (n ≥ 0) is a derivation, if all subtrees T1

. . .Tn are derivations, and there is a sequent rule R with Conklusion K’, condition C and
premises P1 . . .Pn, such that there is a substitution s (for the meta variables of R) such that
s(K’) = K, the condition s(B) is true and s(P1) . . . s(Pn) are the conclusions of T1 . . .Tn.

The semantics of a derivation in sequent calculus is: The conclusion follows from the premises.
A derivation with an empty set of premises is a proof of its conclusion. The basic rules of sequent
calculus for the first-order part of DL are summarized in Sect. 2.6.

In practical work with sequent calculus one usually starts with a goal S (written as a sequent)
which should be proved. Then rules are applied backwards, reducing the goal to simpler subgoals:
Note that for most of the rules defined in Sect. 2.6 the premises are simpler than the conclusion
in the sense that the maximal number of symbols in the formulas of the sequent decreases. This
process stops when the axiom axiom of sequent calculus is reached.

Theories

Finding a proof for a sequent K over some signature Σ using the basic rules establishes, that the
sequent is valid in all models of Σ. This is called logical reasoning.

But usually we want to have some meaning to be associated with the symbols. To do this we
will use a (finite) sets of axioms Ax ⊆ L(Σ,X) as preconditions. Theory reasoning allows proofs
with open premises that are axioms. A pair (Σ,Ax) is called theory or a (basic) specification. The
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existance of a theory is the usual case in program verification. Usually the theory describes data
types used in a program like naturals, lists or records. In a later chapter theories will also be used
to describe program systems (see chapter 5).

Term generatedness and induction

To describe datastructures adequatly, apart from first-order axioms we also need axioms for (struc-
tural) induction. Unfortunately an induction scheme is an infinite set of axioms, that cannot be
replaced by a finite set of formulas. As a replacement we use generation clauses as axioms. Such
a clause has the form

s generated by f1, f2, . . . fn

(‘generated by’-clauses are also possible with several sorts, but since they are rare we will not
discuss them.) In the clause s is a sort, and f1, f2, . . . fn are operation symbols with target sort s.
This axiom holds in an algebra A of the signature, if all elements a ∈ As can be represented by
a term t, which consists of operation symbols from f1, f2, . . . , fn only and containes no variables
of sort s. A term ‘represents’ an element a, if for a suitable state z: z(t) = a. In other words we
can say that the carrier set ∈ As can be generated by looking at the values of terms as described
above.

If the argument sort of the function symbols f1, f2, . . . fn contain no other sort than s, then s
is often called a sort generated by (the constructors) f1, f2, . . . fn. In this case every element of As
can be represented as the value of a variable free term t.

The simplest example for a generated sort are natural numbers, which are generated by 0 : →
nat and the successor function +1 : nat→ nat. If we write +1 postfix (i.e. x +1 instead of +1(x))
this means that every natural number is of the form

0 +1 +1 +1 . . . +1

That is, we have the axiom
nat generated by 0,+1

for natural numbers. In this special case two different terms always denote two different numbers
(such a datastructure is freely generated). This is not always the case: integers can be generated
by 0 : int, the successor function and +1 : int → int and the predecessor function −1 : int → int.
We have

int generated by 0,+1, –1

But here the two different terms ‘0’ and ‘0 +1 –1’ represent the same number. Typical examples
for data structures in which the funnction symbols f1, f2, . . . fn have other argument sorts than s,
are parameterized data structures like lists, arrays or (finite) sets. For the latter

set generated by ∅, insert

holds, if ∅ : → set is the empty set and function insert : elem × set → set adds an element to a
set. The elements of sort elem are the parameter which can be chosen freely.

Generation clauses correspond to induction schemes, which allow induction over the structure
of a term. The argument is as follows: To show a goal ϕ(x) for all elements x of some sort s,
it suffices to show that for every fi ϕ(fi(x1, . . . xn)) holds, assuming that ϕ(xi) holds for all xi
which have sort s. In those cases, where fi has no arguments of sort s (e.g. if fi is a constant),
ϕ(fi(x1, . . . xn)) must be proven without any preconditions. We will not give a formal definition
of the induction rule for arbitrary generated by clauses. Instead we only show the two examples
for natural numbers and sets, which should make the principle clear:

⊢ ϕ(0) ϕ(n) ⊢ ϕ(n+ 1)

⊢ ∀ n.ϕ(n)

⊢ ϕ(∅) ϕ(s) ⊢ ϕ(insert(e, s))

⊢ ∀ s.ϕ(s)



Chapter 2

Predicate Logic Proofs in KIV

2.1 Editing and Loading Theorems

As far as it is necessary for the first exercises we will shortly describe the structure of the software
development environment of the KIV system.

2.1.1 Directory structure

The KIV system is a system for the specification and verification of software systems. Every single
software system is handled in a project. After the start of the system (the software development
environment) you have the possibility to select an existing project (or install a new one) on
the project selection level. In the practical course you have to select for every exercise k the
corresponding project Exercise〈k〉. Every project is located in a unix directory with the same
name. Therefore the project for the first exercise is located in

〈Your project directory〉/Exercise1

By selecting a project you reach the project level. If you want back to the project selection
level you have to click on Edit – Go Back (Go Back is a sub menu of the menu Edit of the
graph visualization tool daVinci). Every project consists of specifications and modules. Their
dependency forms a directed acyclic graph. This graph is visualized with the graph visualization
system daVinci. Rectangles correspond to specifications, rhombs to modules. Specifications are
described in detail in chapter 5, modules in chapter 9. For the moment it is enough to know that
every specification and every module contains a logical theory (i.e. a signature and axioms, e.g.
the theory of natural numbers) where you can prove theorems. Every specification itself is located
in its own subdirectory of the project. The name of the subdirectory is specs/<name>. So you
find the specification “proplogic” in the directory

〈Your project directory〉/Exercise1/specs/proplogic

The specification text you will find in the file specification. You can click on a rectangle (or
rhomb) with the left mouse button to view or edit the specification. To work with a specification
you select Work on ....

After a short time you will get another window that contains a detailed of the specification’s
theorem base. The theorem base contains the axioms of the specification, and user defined theorems
(or properties, or lemmas, or what you would like to call them), and their proofs. The specification
window starts with the Summary register tab that shows the names of the axioms and theorems
sorted by their state (axiom, proved, unproved, partial, invalid, sig invalid). You can select an
entry by clicking on it with the left mouse button (this will highlight the entry). Then you can
click the right mouse button to get a popup menu where you can View the theorem, begin a New

Proof, etc. When you select the register tab Theorem Base you get another view of the axioms
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and theorems that also displays their sequents (or at least part of them). Here you don’t have to
select a theorem first with the left mouse button; instead you can just click on a theorem with
the right mouse button to get the popup menu. Both tabs have the same functionality – they just
present different views of the theorem base.

The most important menu entry is File – Save that saves the theorem base back to the hard
disk (in contrast to several other programs KIV has no autosave feature). We recommend to save
the theorem base regularly. If you leave the specification with File – Close the theorem base
will be saved automatically if necessary. Note that the daVinci window the development graph
is still active while the specification window is open, i.e. you can click in the graph to view other
specifications etc.

2.1.2 Editing Theorems

You can enter new theorems (sequents, not only formulas) either directly with the menu entry
Theorems – Enter New, or through a file (see also appendix 4.1). Because theorems are often quite
large and it is difficult to enter them without a fault you can use your favourite editor to edit a
file. For new theorems the file sequents in a specification directory is used. In our example you
have to edit

〈Your project directory〉/Exercise1/specs/proplogic/sequents

The command Edit – Theorems starts an editor with that file loaded, and is a comfortable shortcut.
(However, because a new xemacs is launched you need some patience.) Edit – Theorems just starts
the editor. It does not load the file and the new theorem. This is done with the command Theorems

– Load New. Both of these commands can also be accessed using the corresponding buttons in the
Theorem Base tab.

The syntax of the file is as follows:

1. Two or more semicolons (;;) begin a one line comment (as // in Java)

2. (: begins and :) ends a multi line comment (as /* and */ in Java). In contrast to Java
these comments can be nested.

3. Parsing stops after a line beginning with ;;; END

4. The file may not contain double quotes anywhere.

5. The file begins with an optional keyword variables that allows to declare new variables
(not necessary for the exercise).

6. The keyword lemmas begins the list of theorems.

7. A theorem has the form

〈theorem name〉 : 〈sequent〉 ;

(The trailing semicolon is mandatory.)

Every theorem can be written in this file. When an already defined theorem is loaded a second
time, this definition is ignored. A theorem can be modified with the menu entry Theorems –
Load Changed or the Load Changed button in the Theorem Base tab likewise in this file. Other
theorems which are not modified are ignored.

To prove a theorem you select either

• Begin to prove an unproved theorem,

• Continue to continue a partial proof,

• Load to load a complete proof, or
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• Reprove to reprove a completely or partially proved theorem

in the Proof menu. You can also use the popup menu by right-clicking on a theorem and select
New Proof (for Begin or Reprove), Continue Proof, or Load Proof.

The selection of any of these commands opens another window where proofs are done. As
before, all other open windows are still active. However, some commands are not possible when
you have a current proof. E. g. Theorems – Delete will issue the message ‘You can’t use this
command if you have a current proof.’ You finish a proof by closing the proof window with File

– Close. If you want to keep the proof you should save the theorem base first with File – Save.
(This also saves the current proof.) If you want to discard the proof (because you don’t want to
overwrite the old proof for some reason – KIV normally doesn’t keep different versions of proofs)
you simply close the window and answer the following question ‘The proof is modified. Update
the theorem first?’ with ‘No’. If you answer ‘Yes’ the current proof will be stored in the theorem
base and saved the next time the theorem base is saved. (If you change your mind you can also
cancel the action.)

2.2 Syntax

The syntax of predicate logic in KIV is essentially the same used e.g. in chapter 1.3. Implications
were written as → and so on. To insert these characters in the xemacs one has to press (as
described in appendix 2.3) F12 and enter implies (it is enough to enter an unique prefix, e.g.
im). The following operator precedences hold:

{¬}succ{∧}succ{∨}succ{→}succ{↔}succ{∀,∃}

Quantifiers can contains one or more variables. If more than one variable exists they are separated
by commas and after the last variable (and before the quantified formula) a dot follows. Theorems
are sequents and not only formulas. The sequent sign is ⊢.

Recently, we have added support for entering non-ascii symbols in KIV in a way very similar
to what is possible in xemacs. Just press F12 (in any editable text field) and you will see a di-
alog, where you are presented with all the symbols supported in KIV. You can insert a symbol
by either double clicking it or entering a unique prefix and hitting ENTER. After that the dia-
log is closed automatically. You can cancel the dialog by pressing ESC or clicking the close button.

Apart from that you can always paste an arbitrary text selection with your mouse, or paste
from your clipboard, or you use the ascii-syntax:

¬ ∧ ∨ → ↔ ∀ ∃ ⊢
not and or -> <-> all ex |-

When entering terms and predicates and formulas some common pitfalls should be avoided:

1. In KIV nearly arbitrary identifiers are allowed for symbols, e.g. 0, +, ++, <, list<, |’,
→3, x=y, 3_’|\ etc. The disallowed characters are brackets, space, comma, semicolon,
backquote, and double quotation mark. Colon, star, and the dollar sign are treated in a
different manner.

There must be spaces around identifiers unless the previ-
ous or next character is a bracket, comma, or semicolon!

“x=y” is not the equation “x = y”, but a three character identifier!

2. Variables, function and predicate symbols can only be entered when they are already defined
in the signature of the specification.

In the specification barbier the variables x and y of sort person are defined. Only these two
variables can be used to formulate the propositions.
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3. Functions and predicates can be written in the usual form f(t1, . . . , tn), but there are also
infix, prefix, and postfix operators. E.g. + is an infix operator so you must write “m +
n”, +1 is a postfix operator and is placed behind its argument: “(m + n) +1”. A prefix
operator precedes its argument without brackets. An infix, prefix, or postfix operator can’t
be written in another manner, i.e. it is not possible to write “+(m, n)”.

Postfix operators have a higher precedence than infix operators, so the expression “m + n
+1” is equivalent to “m + (n +1)” and not to “(m + n) +1”! Furthermore, for infix operators
exists the possibility to specify their precedences, so ∗ has a higher precedence than +. If
you are not sure about precedences you should place brackets around the expression.

Infix operators are specified in the signature definition of the specification with two dots
around the symbol. E.g. in the specification nat

. + . : nat × nat → nat;

Postfix operations have got a dot before the symbol in the definition (the dots mark the
positions of the parameters):

. +1 : nat → nat;

4. Special characters in Xemacs normally have the same name as the corresponding LATEX
symbol, so ⊙ is odot, ⊕ is called oplus and so on. For these symbol also exists an ascii
syntax which is the xemacs name with a leading backslash, e.g. \odot for ⊙, \oplus for ⊕,
etc.

A parser error occurs if the input is not correct. In the specification nat e.g. the variable x is not
defined. So the input “n + x” results in the parser error

Parser: parse error in "n + ?? x".

The parser displays two question marks before the next token that can’t be parsed. The text up
to this point was parsed successfully (though perhaps not in the manner you expected). The input
“n + = n” results in

Parser: parse error in "n + ?? = n".

If the beginning of the input is already faulty (e.g. the input “x” in the specification nat) you get

Parser: parse error at the beginning of "x".

If something is missing at the end (e.g. the semicolon after a sequent in the sequents file, see
2.1.2) you get

Parser: parse error at the end of "lemmas lem-01 : ⊢ 0 + m = m".

2.3 Using Special KIV Symbols

The font used by KIV provides some special symbols like ∀ , ∃ , ↔ , or ≤, ∪, etc. They can be
entered with an emacs command if the buffer is in ‘kivedit’-mode. Some buffers are in kivedit
mode automatically (depending on their name), otherwise the mode can be started by typing M-x

kivedit-mode. In this mode, special symbols are displayed correctly and can be entered by typing
the function key F12 (or M-x insert-kiv-symbol). The editor then asks with the message KIV

symbol to insert: for the symbol. All existing special symbols have symbolic names (e.g. all

for ∀ , etc.). A complete list of symbols is displayed by pressing the Space bar. Here is the list:
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name symbol
follows ⊢
unequal 6=
not ¬
and ∧
or ∨
implies →
equivalent ↔
exists ∃
all ∀
emptyset ∅
in ∈
union ∪
intersection ∩
times ×
< 〈
> 〉
Delta ∆
Gamma Γ
Lambda Λ
Omega Ω
Phi Φ
Pi Π
Psi Ψ
Sigma Σ
Theta Θ
Xi Ξ
all ∀
alpha α

name symbol
and ∧
beta β
bottom ⊥
box 2

chi χ
circle ©
congruent ≡
delta δ
diamond 3

diamondclose 〉
diamondopen 〈
downarrow ↓
emptyset ∅
epsilon ε
equivalent ↔
eta η
exists ∃
follows ⊢
forall ∀
gamma γ
ge ≥
glb ⊓
greaterorequal ≥
grgr ≫
higher ⊒
implies →
in ∈
infinity ∞

name symbol
integral

∫

intersection ∩
iota ι
kappa κ
lambda λ
lceil ⌈
le ≤
leftarrow ←
lessorequal ≤
lfloor ⌊
lower ⊑
lquine ⌈
lsem [[
lsls ≪
lub ⊔
models |=
mu µ
neq 6=
ni ∋
not ¬
nu ν
odiv ⊘
odot ⊙
omega ω
ominus ⊖
oplus ⊕
or ∨
otimes ⊗

name symbol
phi ϕ
pi π
psi ψ
rceil ⌉
revsemimp ⇐
rfloor ⌋
rho ρ
rquine ⌉
rsem ]]
semequiv ⇔
semimp ⇒
sigma σ
sqgreater ⊐

sqless ⊏

subset ⊂
subseteq ⊆
supset ⊃
supseteq ⊇
tau τ
theta θ
times ×
top ⊤
unequal 6=
union ∪
uparrow ↑
upsilon υ
xi ξ
zeta ζ

As stated before, you can enter these symbols in the KIV GUI as well. Just press F12 while
the caret (the text cursor) is in an editable text input field, and the KIV symbol input dialog will
open. For a brief description of how it works, please see page 9.

2.4 Proofs in KIV

The proof window (the window has the title “KIV - Specification Strategy”) is used for proofs in
the sequent calculus. In the large frame on the right you always find the currently selected premise
of the proof tree, the actual “goal” you are just now working on. On the left side all applicable
rules are shown. A last, also arbitrarily movable window with the title “current proof” shows the
actual proof tree.

Selecting basic rules

In the first exercise the basic rule set of the sequent calculus is used instead of the optimized rule
set that is normally (and in later exercises) used. Therefore the rule set has to be switched. This
is done by selecting on the menu entry Control – Options. After that a window will appear –
with a rather longish list of options. For the first exercise only the option “Use basic rules” is of
interest. Clicking on this option will mark it as selected. Clicking the “Ok” button will activate
your selection of options. This option should be activated by default.
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Short description of the menu commands

In the following section all menu commands of the proof level which are relevant for first order
proofs are described.

• Menu File

– Save: save the theorem base and the current proof

– Close: end the current proof

• Menu View

– Specification: view the used specification

• Menu Proof

– Begin/Continue: choose a new theorem to prove

• Menu Goal

– Open Goals: display informations about open premises

– Switch Goal: continue working at an other goal

– Show Tree: display the current proof tree. This command always is very useful to get
informations about the current proof.

– Prune Tree: prune a branch in the current proof tree. This makes sense if there is an
error in the proof. The position where the tree should be pruned is chosen by clicking
on the node and pressing p (or choosing Operations – Prune Tree in the tree window).
If the current proof tree is displayed it’s also possible to click on the node and use p or
Operations – Prune Tree (without using a menu command). Note that this command
doesn’t change the chosen heuristics. It is therefore possible that the new goal is treated
by the heuristics at once. In this case all heuristics should be deactivated before pruning
the tree by clicking “Use Heuristics” in the bottom left corner of the proof window.

• Menu Control

– Heuristics: choose heuristics (see below).

– Backtrack: got back to the last backtrack point. The system generates always a
backtrack point if rules are applied or the systems behavior changes because of an
interaction. Nevertheless only a certain number of backtrack points are stored.

– Options: To select the option Use basic rules. A window appears with a rather longish
list of options. For the first exercise only the option “Use basic rules” is of interest.
Clicking on this option will mark it as selected. By clicking the “Ok” button the
selection of options is ended.

Options are valid as long as you are working on a specification or doing proofs in this
specification, i.e. the option remains in charge until you go back to the project level.

Viewing proof trees

Proof trees can be displayed graphically in the tree windows. A brief description how such a tree
can be interpreted follows.
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Colors

A proof tree appears in different colors which serves for an easier orientation.

• Color of branches: closed branches are displayed in green (i.e. there exist no more open
premises resp. all open premises are axioms or theorems). Red branches lead to open
premises which have to be proven.

• Color of nodes:

– Colors of inner nodes: The color of the inner nodes marks the kind of rule that was
used.

∗ black: propositional rules not introducing case distinctions, i. e. conjunction left,
negation left, disjunction right, implication right, negation right, and other “unim-
portant” rules like simplifier, elimination etc.

∗ red: induction rules

∗ blue: cut formula, disjunction left, implication left, equivalence left, conjunction
right, equivalence right, case distinction, program calls

∗ brown: weakening

∗ green: quantifier instantiation

∗ violet: rules for loops and whiles

– Color for leave nodes: The color of the leave nodes sign how the corresponding branch
was closed (if at all).

∗ green: axiom or theorem of the specification.

∗ blue: axiom or theorem of a subspecification.

∗ red: open premise.

• filled vs. non-filled nodes: Premises are always drawn as non-filled nodes. Inner nodes
of a tree are non-filled if the applied rule was chosen by the user. If a rule was applied
automatically by an heuristic (see below) the node is filled.

• enumeration of premises: The open premises of a tree are enumerated. If the proof uses some
theorems as lemmas their names are displayed (lemmas are not treated as open premises).

Clicking a proof tree

Clicking on a node with the left mouse button marks1 the node and displays the corresponding
sequent in a sequent window. Clicking with the middle button displays the sequent in a new
sequent window2 without marking that node. Clicking a further node with the middle mouse
button opens a second, new sequent window and so on (useful if you want to see more than one
sequent). Clicking a node with the right button marks it without displaying its sequent. By left-
(or right-)clicking a part of the tree window where no node is displayed the marking is reset.

Operations

The menu operations contains a number of commands. But only a few of them are interesting:

Prune Tree After clicking on a node with the left or right mouse button this menu item causes
that the command Prune Tree is executed (see above). The tree is pruned at the marked
point.

The key p is an abbreviation of this menu item.

1The marked node will be shown in a red rectangle.
2The window will be titled Goal <nr>. For reference, in the proof tree window <nr> will be written on the right

of the node.
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Switch Goal After the choice of an open premise with the left mouse key the proof is continued
at this premise.

The key g is a shortcut for this item.

Quit The tree window (and all its sequent windows) are closed. (Shortcut: key q)

Note that these menu items are disabled when they’re not applicable. E.g. Switch Goal needs that
both a node is selected in the tree and that this node is an open premise in order to be applicable
and thus enabled.

Sequent Windows

The size of sequent windows is variable. The system tries to increase the size of the window until
the whole output (generated by the pretty printer) fits. If that is not possible scrollbars are added
to the window.

Above the sequent in some cases a text is displayed. This text is extracted from the tree-
comment of the (sub-)tree whose conclusion is the printed sequent. It normally contains the name
(and in some case also the arguments) of the used rule. In case of open premises nothing is
displayed. To close the sequent window press key q in the window (or click the Close button).

2.5 Rule set for predicate logic

The rule set for predicate logic can be found in the next section (2.6). Here we describe the usage
of three selected rules.

2.5.1 all left

The quantifier rules all left and exists right require (or allow) an instantiation that must be entered
interactively. We describe the rest for all left, but everything also works for exists right.

ϕτx,∀ x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆
∀ x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

(all left)

ϕτx is the substitution of x by τ in ϕ, τ may be an arbitrary term. The rule is also applicable for
a list of quantified variables ∀ x1, . . . , xn.ϕ. In this case a list of terms τ1, . . . , τn is used and a
parallel substitution takes place.

You can select the rule from the rule list. If there is more than one formula with a universal
quantifier in the antecedent, the first step is the selection of formula you want to apply the rule
on. Just select the formula and click ‘Okay’. Instead of selecting the rule from the rule list you
can also select the rule and the formula in one step with the mouse. Just click with the right
mouse button anywhere in the formula.

The next step is the input of the instantiation. A window appears that displays the formula,
the list of variables to instantiate, a list of suggestions (or no suggestion), a text field for your
input, and three buttons. Now you have three possibilities. You can select a substitution from
the list of suggestions. The substitution appears in the text field. Or you can enter a substitution
yourself. For every variable to instantiate you enter one term. Several terms are separated by
comma. E.g., if the variables to substitute are [x, y], you must enter something like 3, x + y.
(You can also type [3, x + y].) This means that x will be substituted by 3, and y by x + y
in parallel! (I.e. the second substitution is not equivalent to 3 + y.) The third possibility is to
choose a previously typed substitution by clicking on the down arrow at the right of the text field.
No matter how you selected the substitution, you can still edit it in the text field. This is very
convenient if a suggestion is slightly wrong. Just select and edit it.

After you are satisfied with your substitution, one more decision remains: You can discard or
keep the quantified formula. Discarding it is useful if you are sure that you don’t need it anymore,
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because it makes the sequent smaller, easier to read, and you are not tempted to use the rule
again with useless instances. However, the goal may become unprovable if your current instance
is not correct or you must instantiate the quantifier more than once. It’s your choice! If you want
to keep the quantified formula select the button ‘Okay (Keep)’, otherwise select ‘Okay (Discard)’.

If your substitution contains a variable that is not free in the sequent, a confirmation window
appears whether you really want to use that substitution. Normally, a new variable (not occurring
free in the sequent) indicates a typing error, because such a substitution is normally useless.
However, there are cases (that occur in the exercises!) where the substitution is really irrelevant.
Confirm the window this ‘Yes’ or ‘No’, and the rule is applied.

2.5.2 insert equation

Equations can be inserted with the rule insert equation

σ = τ,Γτσ ⊢ ∆τ
σ

σ = τ,Γ ⊢ ∆
(insert equation)

In this rule σ = τ is an arbitrary equation of the antecedent. The system displays all possible
equations together with their symmetric counterpart τ = σ. Since predicates in the antecedent
can be read as predicate = true (and predicates in the succedent as predicate = false) they are
also listed. Beware: every equation and predicate is offered for insert equation even if there is no
useful usage for the equation!

Now you can select one equation to insert. There are two buttons: the left is labeled Okay
(keep), the right Okay (discard). ‘keep’ means that the equation remains in the new goal (as
shown above), ‘discard’ means that the equation will be discarded after insertion (with weakening).
Beware: it is your decision! If you discard the equation the goal may become unprovable. (This
happens if the equation is false, e.g. 0 = 1, or if the right hand side contains variables that still
occur in the sequent after insert equation.)

After selecting the equation to insert (and whether to keep or to discard it) the positions where
the equation can be inserted are displayed (marked with ##. . . ). It is possible to substitute all
occurrences of σ by τ (the normal case) or just one (or several occurrences). You will not get this
question if no or only one possibility exists.

The rule can also be applied in a context sensitive manner. If you click with the right mouse
button anywhere on the left hand side of an equation, a window with the text insert equation (left
to right) appears. This will insert the equation left to right everywhere, i.e. all occurrences of the
right side are substituted by the left side, and the equation is discarded. If you click on the right
hand side the left side is replaced by the right side, again everywhere, and again the equation is
discarded. If you want to keep the equation you have to use the rule from the rule list.

2.5.3 insert lemma

To use axioms or theorems the following rule exists:

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ Γ ⊢ Θ(Γ′),∆ Θ(∆′),Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∆
(insert lemma)

• Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ is the lemma (theorem)

• Θ is a parallel substitution for the free variables of the lemma

In order to apply a theorem Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ it is necessary to enter a substitution Θ for the free variables of
the theorem to obtain the instances for the actual goal. The system shows the free variables of the
sequent and you have to enter a list of terms term1, term2, . . . termn for every variable separated
by comma. The list of terms may be optionally enclosed in square brackets. The selection of the
substitution is identical to the quantifier instantiation all left. However, there is only one ‘Okay’
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button because you can’t ‘keep’ the lemma. If you need it more than once you have to use the
rule several times.

The rule adds three new premises to the proof tree. The first one is the theorem itself. This
premise stays open and is managed by the correctness management which takes care that no
cyclical proof dependencies occur. (For example you prove the theorem A with the lemma B and
the lemma B with the theorem A). For the second premise you have to show that the (instances of
the) precondition for the lemma holds. This is the conjunction of the formulas of the antecedent
of the lemma, written as ΘΓ′. If the lemma has no conditions then ΘΓ′ is true and the statement
is an axiom. In the last premise the results (i.e. the disjunction of the formulas of the succedent,
often only one formula) are added to the previous goal.

A similar rule is insert axiom. An axiom or theorem (with all quantifiers added) is added to
the antecedent of the goal. If you instantiate the quantifiers with all left, discard the formula, and
make a case distinction (provided the axiom is ϕ → ψ), you obtain the same premises as with
insert lemma.

2.6 Basic rules

The following notation is used for the rules: ϕ,ψ denote arbitrary formulas, Γ,∆ stand for arbitrary
lists of formulas. σ, τ denote terms. The rules are written in a little bit simplified notation.
Even though we write ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆ the rule conjunction left is applicable on any conjunction in
the antecedent, not only on the first formula of the antecedent. The correct notation would be
Γ1, ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ2 ⊢ ∆.

2.6.1 Axioms

ϕ,Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆
(axiom)

false,Γ ⊢ ∆
(false left)

Γ ⊢ τ = τ,∆
(reflexivity right)

Γ ⊢ true,∆
(true right)

2.6.2 Propositional and equational rules

Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆
¬ ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

(negation left)
ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ¬ ψ,∆
(negation right)

ϕ,ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆
ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆

(conjunction left)
Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆ Γ ⊢ ψ,∆

Γ ⊢ ϕ ∧ ψ,∆
(conjunction right)

ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆ ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆
ϕ ∨ ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆

(disjunction left)
Γ ⊢ ϕ,ψ,∆

Γ ⊢ ϕ ∨ ψ,∆
(disjunction right)

Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆ ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆
ϕ→ ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆

(implication left)
ϕ,Γ ⊢ ψ,∆

Γ ⊢ ϕ→ ψ,∆
(implication right)

Γ ⊢ ϕ,ψ,∆ ϕ,ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆
ϕ ↔ ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆

(equivalence left)
ϕ,Γ ⊢ ψ,∆ ψ,Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ϕ ↔ ψ,∆
(equivalence right)

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′

Γ ⊢ ∆
(weakening, Γ′ ⊆ Γ,∆′ ⊆ ∆)

Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆ ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆
Γ ⊢ ∆

(cut formula)

σ = τ,Γτσ ⊢ ∆τ
σ

σ = τ,Γ ⊢ ∆
(insert equation)
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2.6.3 Quantifiers

Note: ϕτx is the substitution of x by τ in ϕ.

•
ϕτx,∀ x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆
∀ x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

(all left)
Γ ⊢ ϕτx,∃ x.ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∃ x.ϕ,∆
(exists right)

τ may be an arbitrary term.

The rule is also applicable for a list of quantified variables ∀ x1, . . . , xn.ϕ. In this case a list
of terms τ1, . . . , τn is used and a parallel substitution takes place.

The quantified formula can optionally be discarded.

•
ϕyx,Γ ⊢ ∆
∃ x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

(exists left)
Γ ⊢ ϕyx,∆

Γ ⊢ ∀ x.ϕ,∆
(all right)

y is a new variable, i.e. one that does not occur in the free variables of ϕ,Γ,∆.

The rule is also applicable for a list of quantified variables ∀ x1, . . . , xn.ϕ. In this case a list
of new variables y1, . . . , yn is used and a parallel substitution takes place.

2.6.4 Theory rules

•
⊢ ϕ(c) ϕ(x) ⊢ ϕ(f(x))

Γ ⊢ ∆
(structural induction)

ϕ = ∀ x′.Γ → ∆ with x′ = Free(Γ→ ∆) \ x

The specification contains a generation principle sort(x) generated by c, f

•
⊢ ∀ x.ϕ ∀ x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∆
(insert axiom/insert spec-axiom)

ϕ is an axiom, x the free variables of ϕ.

insert axiom applies a lemma from the current specification, insert spec-axiom from a sub-
specification.

•
Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ Γ ⊢ Θ(Γ′),∆ Θ(∆′),Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∆
(insert lemma/insert spec-lemma)

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ is the lemma (theorem)

Θ is a parallel substitution for the free variables of the lemma.

insert lemma applies a lemma from the current specification, insert spec-lemma from a
subspecification.

•
⊢ ϕ → σ = τ Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ Θ(ϕ),Γ

Θ(τ)
Θ(σ) ⊢ ∆

Θ(τ)
Θ(σ)

Γ ⊢ ∆
(insert rewrite lemma)

⊢ ϕ → σ = τ is the rewrite theorem.

Θ is a parallel substitution for the free variables of the theorem. (Computed automatically.)

2.7 Heuristics for basic rules

If you have worked for a while with the basic rules of the sequent calculus you will see that a
lot of steps always repeat. For example, you will always apply rules for propositional connectives
that do not introduce case distinctions. Such regular patterns of the proof can be detected by
the sytem and it can apply the corresponding rules automatically. Heuristics (see also appendix
4.5) take the decision from the user what has to be done next. But the user has to decide which
heuristics to use and which to omit. They can be switched on/off at any position in the proof.
If a heuristic is not applicable on the actual sequent the system tries to apply the next heuristic.
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If there are no more applicable heuristics the system stops the automatic proof attempt and asks
the user for an interaction. The system displays all rules that are applicable on the current goal.

The heuristics are chosen by the menu entry Control – Heuristics. If you are working with
the basic rules of the sequent calculus a two column window appears where the left column contains
all heuristics for basic rules, and the right column the currently selected, active heuristics. You
can add heuristics by clicking on them in the left window. The order of the application of the
heuristics corresponds to the order of their selection. By clicking on the OK button the heuristics
are applied on the current goal. You can turn the heuristics on or off by clicking ‘Use Heuristics’
in the lower left bottom of the proof window. If no heuristics are selected, and ‘Use Heuristics’ is
deselected, clicking on the field is a shortcut to the menu entry Control – Heuristics.

Heuristics are only heuristics: They may do the wrong thing, or something useless. And the
order of the heuristics can have considerable impact on the size of the proof. (E.g. if you do case
distinctions too early.) The following heuristics are for the basic rules:

• axiom: This heuristic searches for a possibility to apply the axiom rules axiom, false left,
true right, and reflexivity right.

This heuristic closes the goal, i.e. it can’t do anything wrong or useless, and should be always
used as the first heuristic.

• prop simplification: applies the propositional rules with one premise negation left, negation
right, conjunction left, disjunction right, and implication right.

Can’t do something wrong or useless.

• prop split: applies the propositional rules with two premises disjunction left, conjunction
right, implication left, equivalence left, and equivalence right.

Can’t do something wrong, but may do case distinctions too early.

• smart basic case distinction: tries to apply propositional rules with two premises where
one premise can be immediately closed, so that no ‘real’ case distinction is introduced.

Can’t do something wrong or useless.

• insert equation: inserts equation with the rule insert equation without discarding the
equation.

May be useless, but not wrong.

• Quantifier closing: applies the rules all left and exists right if it can find an instantiation
that will close the goal.

Can’t do something wrong or useless.

• discard quantifier: applies the rules exists left and all right.

Can’t do something wrong or useless.

• Quantifier: applies the rules all left and exists right if it finds (or rather guesses) an instan-
tiation that may be useful for the proof. This guessing is not perfect at all (and can not be
due to the undecidability of predicate logic), and therefore this heuristic is “dangerous” in
multiple regard: It can happen that this heuristic tries unnecessary instances for a quantifier,
thereby producing a large proof tree. It can also happen that this heuristic does not find
the correct instance and you have to insert it yourself (maybe several times if unnecessary
instances arose). In the worst case this heuristic tries again and again an incorrect instance
an the system does not stop at all. In this case press the Stop button. This will enforce
a stop. But for all that this heuristic often finds the correct instance and is therefore very
useful.

• batch mode: This ‘heuristic’ just switches to the next goal. It should be only used as the
last heuristic. Its effect is that all branches of the proof are treated by the heuristics as much
as possible.
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2.8 Exercise 1

For every exercise (except the last one) the basic rules have to be used, i.e. the option Use basic
rules (by selecting the menu command Control – Options) must be switched on. This should be
the case by default.

Exercise 1.1 Propositional logic
Work on the specification proplogic and switch on the option to use basic rules (with the menu

command Control – Options). Then prove without heuristics the three propositional axioms of
the Hilbert calculus:
Hilbert-1: ⊢ ϕ → (ψ → ϕ)
Hilbert-2: ⊢ (ϕ → ψ) → (¬ ψ → ¬ ϕ)
Hilbert-3: ⊢ ((ϕ → ψ) → (ϕ → χ)) → (ϕ → (ψ → χ))

Exercise 1.2 (Example) Propositional logic
Consider the following logical puzzle:

The oracle says:

The left and the right path lead to Delphi if the middle path leads somewhere else.

If at most one of the left and middle path lead to the oracle, then the right path is
wrong.

However, if the right or left path leads to Delphi, the middle path definitely does not
lead there.

Which of the three paths leads to Delphi?

To solve this puzzle we can use three propositional constants left, right, and middle. Their
intuitive meaning is: If the constant is true the path leads to Delphi, otherwise not. For example,
if left is true the left path leads to Delphi. We can now formalize the three sentences (or known
facts):

¬ middle → left ∧ right

¬ (left ∧ middle) → ¬ right

left ∨ right → ¬ middle

Together we have

〈facts〉 = (¬ middle → left ∧ right)
= ∧ (¬ (left ∧ middle) → ¬ right)
= ∧ (left ∨ right → ¬ middle)

(Note the brackets!) Now we have to find a solution. Here it is important to read exactly what
is requested. Let’s assume we found out (by hard thinking) that the middle path leads to Delphi.
This means a possible solution is middle. On the other hand, we may have found out that the
middle path leads to Delphi and the other two paths do not. This means another (more complete)
solution is middle ∧ ¬ left ∧ ¬ right. Now we can prove two things:

1. The solution fulfills the facts, i.e. the solution is indeed a solution. (This also proves that
the facts are not contradictory!)

Prove 〈 solution〉 ⊢ 〈 facts〉 :

middle ∧ ¬ left ∧ ¬ right
⊢ (¬ middle → left ∧ right)
∧ (¬ (left ∧ middle) → ¬ right)
∧ (left ∨ right → ¬ middle)
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(Note the brackets because of the priorities of ¬ , ∧ , → !) This only works for complete
solutions, i.e. if a value is given to all constants.

If we want to check a partial solution, we can prove

¬ 〈 partial solution〉 ⊢ ¬ 〈 facts〉 :

¬ middle
⊢ ¬ ( (¬ middle → left ∧ right)

∧ (¬ (left ∧ middle) → ¬ right)
∧ (left ∨ right → ¬ middle))

2. The solution follows from the facts. (This means the solution is unique.)

Prove 〈 facts〉 ⊢ 〈 solution〉 :

¬ middle → left ∧ right,
¬ (left ∧ middle) → ¬ right,
left ∨ right → ¬ middle

⊢ middle ∧ ¬ left ∧ ¬ right

It is somewhat unsatisfactory that we have to know the solution before we can prove anything.
However, we can also use the system to find a solution. We begin ‘proving’ with only the facts,
i.e. 〈 facts〉 ⊢ 〈 empty succedent〉 :

¬ middle → left ∧ right, ¬ (left ∧ middle) → ¬ right, left ∨ right → ¬
middle ⊢

Using the heuristics we get a proof tree that contains one open premise:

middle ⊢ right, left, right

And this is the solution! middle must be true and left and right must be false. The open premise
also shows that the facts are not contradictory. However, the result may be more complicated to
interpret:

• We must use only equivalence rules, i.e. rules that are true in both directions (i.e. the
conclusion is equivalent to the conjunction of the premises). This means that e.g. the rule
weakening formulas may not be used.

• One constant may be missing. If the result is just ⊢ right, left, then we don’t know
anything about the middle path (it may or may not lead to Delphi). It depends on the
problem whether this is a correct solution.

• Often the resulting proof tree has more than one open premise. Then every premise yields a
possible solution that fulfills the facts. However, this does not mean that the solution follows
from the facts (i.e. is unique). The solution is unique if all premises yield the same solution
(and this solution contains all constants).

If we have the two premises

middle ⊢ left, and ⊢ right

we have two solutions, middle ∧ ¬ left (and we don’t know anything about right), and
a second solution ¬ right (and we don’t know anything about middle and left). This is
certainly not a correct solution!

If the premises are middle ⊢ left, and middle ⊢ right, the solution is not unique.
middle must be true, but we don’t know anything about left or right. (This may be a
correct solution.)

• The resulting proof tree is closed. This means that the facts are contradictory. (Which may
be a correct solution.)
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Your task: Work on the specification proplogic, use basic rules, and any heuristics you like (a
good selection is all heuristics – how does their order influence the proofs?). Prove the three
theorems delphi-try, delphi-solution, delphi-fulfills, and compare the proof trees. (Of
course, delphi-try is not provable.)

Exercise 1.3 Propositional logic
Work on the specification proplogic, use basic rules, and any heuristics you like. Formalize

and prove the following puzzle using propositional logic. Use the propositional constants a, b, c.
What is their intuitive meaning?

Mr. McGregor, a London shopkeeper, phoned Scotland Yard that his shop had been
robbed. Three suspects A, B, C were rounded up for questioning. The following facts
were established:

1. Each of the men A, B, C had been in the shop on the day of the robbery, and no
one else had been in the shop that day.

2. If A was guilty, then he had exactly one accomplice.

3. If B is innocent, so is C.

4. If exactly two are guilty, then A is one of them.

5. If C is innocent, so is B.

Whom did Inspector Craig indict?

Add the formalization as a theorem in the file sequents (see section 2.1.2). Note that you should
enter a sequent, not a formula, and that you can only use the symbols defined in the specification.

Exercise 1.4 Propositional logic
Work on the specification proplogic, use basic rules, and any heuristics you like. Formalize

and prove the following puzzle using propositional logic. Use the propositional constants af, bf,
ad, bd. (What is their intuitive meaning? a = ‘amplifier’, b = ‘bycicle’, f = ‘flux generator’, d =
‘dragon trap’)

Engineer Trurl wants to construct two machines (a probabilistic flux generator and a
universal dragon trap) from a heap of scrap metal. The most valuable components at
his hands are a chance amplifier and a bicycle. His colleague Klapauzius asks, ‘Is it
true that if you need the bicycle for the probabilistic flux generator, and the chance
amplifier for the dragon trap if and only if you also need the bicyle for it, you then don’t
have to install the amplifier in the flux generator?’ Trurl ponders ‘If this statement
is true, then I need the bicycle for exactly one machine, and the same holds for the
chance amplifier. On the other hand, if I need the bicycle at all then the statement
must be false. But in each case I do not need both components for both machines.’

Now, Which component is needed for which machine?

Show that a unique solution exists. What is it?

Exercise 1.5 Predicate logic
Work on the specification predlogic, use basic rules or not (you can change it with the menu

Control – Options and Use Basic Rules), and any heuristics you like. Prove the following theorems:
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1. Allneg : ⊢ (∀ x. ¬ p(x)) ↔ ¬ ∃ x. p(x);

2. Exneg : ⊢ (∃ x. ¬ p(x)) ↔ ¬ ∀ x. p(x);

3. Allimpleft : ⊢ ((∀ x. p(x)) → q(y)) ↔ ∃ x. p(x) → q(y);

4. Allimpright : ⊢ (p(x) → ∀ y. q(y)) ↔ ∀ y. p(x) → q(y);

5. Eximpleft : ⊢ ((∃ x. p(x)) → q(y)) ↔ ∀ x. p(x) → q(y);

6. Eximpright : ⊢ (p(x) → ∃ y. q(y)) ↔ ∃ y. p(x) → q(y);

7. Exor : ⊢ (∃ x. p(x) ∨ q(x)) ↔ ((∃ x. p(x)) ∨ (∃ x. q(x)));

8. Exands : ⊢ (∃ x. p(x) ∧ q(y)) ↔ (∃ x. p(x)) ∧ q(y);

9. Exors : ⊢ (∃ x. p(x) ∨ q(y)) ↔ (∃ x. p(x)) ∨ q(y);

10. Alland : ⊢ (∀ x. p(x) ∧ q(x)) ↔ ((∀ x. p(x)) ∧ (∀ x. q(x)));

11. Allands : ⊢ (∀ x. p(x) ∧ q(y)) ↔ (∀ x. p(x)) ∧ q(y);

12. Allors : ⊢ (∀ x. p(x) ∨ q(y)) ↔ (∀ x. p(x)) ∨ q(y);

Note that these rules allow to shift quantifiers in a formula (possibly with renaming of bounded
variables). Specifically, all quantifiers can be shifted to the beginning of a formula so that the
body is quantifier free. This form is called a prenex form.

Exercise 1.6 Predicate logic
In this exercise you have to invent formulas yourself. Note that you cannot use arbitrary

variables, but only those that are declared in the specification! (Try the menu command View –
Specification or click in daVinci on the node and select ‘View’.)

Work on the specification predlogic, use basic rules or not, and any heuristics you like. Solve
the following tasks

1. prove exall-allex : ⊢ (∃ x. ∀ y. pr(x,y)) → ∀ y. ∃ x. pr(x,y) ;

2. prove allex-exex : ⊢ (∀ x. ∃ y. pr(x,y)) → ∃ x. ∃ y. pr(x,y) ;

3. prove not-exall : pr(a, a), pr(b, b), ¬ pr(a, b), ¬ pr(b, a), ∀ x. x = a ∨ x = b
⊢ ¬ ((∀ y. ∃ x. pr(x,y)) → ∃ x. ∀ y. pr(x,y));

4. Show that the following quantifier shift is not valid by adding a suitable precondition so that
the sequent becomes provable (similar to the previous task).

not-exand : 〈 add precondition here〉 ⊢ ¬ ((∃ x. p(x) ∧ q(x)) ↔ ((∃ x. p(x)) ∧ (∃ x.
q(x))));

5. Show that the following quantifier shift is not valid.

not-allor : 〈 add precondition here〉 ⊢ ¬ ((∀ x. p(x) ∨ q(x)) ↔ ((∀ x. p(x)) ∨ (∀ x.
q(x))));

6. Transform the following formulas into a prenex form and prove that the original form is
equivalent to the prenex formula.

prenex1 : ⊢ ((∀ x. p(x) → pr(x,y)) → ((∃ y. p(y)) → (∃ z. pr(y,z))))
↔ 〈 add prenex form here〉 ;

7. Same task as above. prenex2 :

⊢ ((∃ y. (∀ x. p(x)) → ¬ (∃ x. pr1(x,y))) → ¬ (∀ z. pr2(z,y))) ↔ 〈 add prenex form
here〉 ;
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8. Same task as above. prenex3 :

⊢ ((∃ y. pr1(x,y)) ∧ ∀ z. p(z) ↔ (∃ y. ∀ z. pr2(y,z)) ∨ q(x)) ↔ 〈 add prenex form
here〉 ;

9. prove pelletier19 : ⊢ ∃ x. ∀ y. ∀ z. (p(y) → q(z)) → (p(x) → q(x)) ;

This exercise shows a weakness of the sequent calculus because it is not possible to apply
rules inside a formula. The first rule to apply must be exists right, but it is unclear what
instance to use.

The formula is in prenex form. Untransform the formula on a piece of paper using the
shift rules of the previous exercise to obtain a formula where the quantifiers are inside the
propositional junctors. Solve this goal (again on paper). Inspect which quantifiers are
instantiated with which variables (and why). Then solve the original goal.

Exercise 1.7 Predicate logic
Work on the specification predlogic, use basic rules or not, and any heuristics you like. For-

malize and prove the following statements:

1. A barber is a man who shaves precisely those men who do not shave themselves.

It follows that no barber exists.

(use barber(x) and shaves(x,y))

2. Everybody loves my baby, but my baby loves nobody but me.

This means that ‘me’ and ‘baby’ are identical.

(use loves(x,y), baby, and me)

3. If everyone loves somebody and no one loves everybody, then someone loves some and doesn’t
love others.

(use loves)

Remember that you can only use the symbols of the specification. This is also true for variables.
The specification contains the variables x, y, z, etc., that you have to use.

Exercise 1.8 Natural numbers
In the specification nat, the natural numbers are specified. This specification contains the

constant 0, the successor function succ, and an (infix) addition function +. The axioms, which
describe the natural numbers are

distinctiveness : 0 6= succ(n);
injectivity : succ(m) = succ(n) ↔ m = n;
add-zero : n + 0 = n;
add-succ : m + succ(n) = succ(m + n)

plus the induction principle expressed through the generated by clause as described in chapter 1.3.
(Note: you can view the specification with the command View – Specification.)

Prove with the basic rules and without heuristics the correctness of the following theorems:

lem-01 : ⊢ 0 + n = n
lem-02 : ⊢ succ(m) + n = succ(m + n)
com : ⊢ m + n = n + m

Hint: The first two theorems are propositions which should help to prove com. Therefore prove
the theorems in the above order without the use of com. All proofs need induction.
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Exercise 1.9 Rewriting
This exercise shows that it must not be tedious to prove the theorem from the exercise above.

The convenient proof technique is called “term rewriting”. This proof method uses equations
σ = τ in the following way as “rewrite rules”: If there is an instance of the term σ in the goal
it will always be substituted through the corresponding instance of τ . (This requires that all
variables of τ also appear in σ.) Therefore τ should be ‘easier’ than σ. The substitution of terms
through easier ones can happen recursively as long as possible. Term rewriting is (beneath other
things) done by the simplifier rule from the normal calculus.

Switch off the basic rules by using the menu command Control – Options, and unmark the
option Use Basic Rules. Now try the proofs for lem-01, lem-02, and com again (with Proof
Reprove). If a theorem was successfully proved, it will used as a simplifier rule in the following
proofs. You can also use heuristics for the proof if you want. Therefore select PL Heuristics +
Struct. Ind..



Chapter 3

Simplification

3.1 General Comments

Deduction on algebraic specifications in KIV is mainly based on the idea that most proof steps
of predicate logic proofs (especially the steps that can be done automatically) are simplification
steps. We use “simplification” in an intuitive way so it may depend on the ideas of the user. A
complete proof for a formula ϕ is in this point of view a special case where ϕ is simplified to the
(“simplest”) formula true.

What simplification steps are, is told to the KIV system by giving simplifier rules. Simplifier
rules are sequents whose syntactical form describes what simplification step should be done. Sim-
plification steps must obviously be correct, but usually they should also be invertible meaning that
the application of an inverted (“complicating”) step is also correct. In this case it is impossible
that a provable goal becomes unprovable by simplification. There also exist non-invertible rules
in KIV. We treat here only two forms, the rest is described in appendix A.

3.2 Typical simplification steps

Typically one can distinguish between two sorts of simplification steps:

• formula substitution steps: In this case a formula is substituted by a simpler one. Typical
examples are the substitution of formulas of the form ϕ ∧ ϕ by ϕ, and the substitution of
¬ σ < succ(τ) by τ < σ. The first rule is independent of concrete data types, the second
one depends on the data type (it is only valid for natural numbers).

• term rewriting steps: In this step a term is rewritten to another, simpler one. A typical
example is the simplification of a term (σ + τ) − τ to σ. Term substitution steps always
depend on the data type.

The data type independent simplification steps are built into KIV (by the rule ’simplifier’).
Data type dependent simplification steps may often be used only if certain preconditions are

fulfilled. An example is the array specification in chapter 5.1 where it is only valid to substitute the
term ar[m, d][n] by ar[n] if it is certain that m and n are not equal. The validity of preconditions
can be shown in KIV in two ways:

• recursive call of the simplifier: This strategy attempts to simplify the precondition to true.
This is the common strategy in most systems (there are also many automated provers which
combine this strategy with the search for simplification rules according to certain strategies).
But there is one disadvantage in this strategy: It is very inefficient because it invests a large
amount of time in the attempts to prove these rules (especially if the attempt fails). Fur-
thermore, using this strategy makes it very obscure what happens during the simplification.

25
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Therefore KIV usually does not call the simplifier recursively to prove the preconditions of
a rule but uses the following strategy:

• search for preconditions: With this strategy the system tries to find the precondition in the
sequent. This corresponds to the first strategy, but instead of proving the precondition with
the full simplifier it is only tested on “is axiom”. This strategy is obviousely weaker than
the first one and leads often to the fact that variants of preconditions are needed. In the
above example a variant with the stronger precondition m < n is often needed.

The user can decide which variant to use. We have found that the first strategy is often
better in case of small proofs because more proofs can be found automatically whereas the second
strategy is more useful for routine simplification of large formulas.

An exception are preconditions that should always be fulfilled in ‘reasonable’ sequents. If for
example in a proof of the correctness of a program using natural numbers a goal contains the term
(m− n) + n this term is only reasonable if n ≤ m is valid because subtraction is not specified for
other m, n. If it is not possible to prove n ≤ m this is usually a hint that the goal is not provable
and should lead to the abortion of the whole proof. Therefore one should always try to prove
n ≤ m with the simplifier to verify the precondition for the simplification of (m− n) + n to m.

It remains to explain the exact form of the simplification rules for the simplification steps
shown above.

3.3 Syntactical form of simplifier rules

• term rewriting steps: term rewriting rules have the following form

Γ ⊢ ϕ → τ = σ (1)

where τ is the term to be simplified, σ the result of the simplification. Γ contains the
preconditions which should be validated by a recursive call of the simplifier, ϕ are the
preconditions to be searched for. The rule has to be read as a scheme, i.e. it can be used for
every substitution of the variables by terms. There are the following restrictions for rules:

1. all variables contained in the sequent must already be contained in τ (i.e. if in a sequent
an instance of τ is found the instantiation of the whole rule is fixed.)

2. τ must not be a variable.

3. ϕ must be a conjunction of literals (i.e. predicates and equations or their negations).
ϕ may be omitted so that the succedent of the sequent is simply the equation τ = σ.

4. Γ contains no quantifiers.

• formula substitution steps: formula substitution rules have the form

Γ ⊢ ϕ → (ψ ↔ χ) (2)

where ψ is the formula to be simplified, χ the result of the simplification. Γ contains (as in
the previous case) the preconditions to be proven by a recursive call of the simplifier, ϕ are
the preconditions to be searched for. The rule has to be read as a scheme as well and there
are again some restrictions:

1. all variables contained in the sequent must already be contained in ϕ and/or in ψ. This
restriction is weaker than above: if in a sequent an instance of ϕ and ψ is found the
instantiation of the whole rule is fixed.

2. ψ must be a literal or a negated literal.

3. ϕ must be a conjunction of literals. ϕ may be omitted so that the succedent of the
sequent is simply the equivalence (ψ ↔ χ)
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4. Γ contains no quantifiers.

The effect of the rule depends on the number of negations in front of ψ. If ψ = ¬ ψ1,
instances of ψ1 in the succedent are simplified to χ. If ψ = ¬ ¬ ψ1 then instances of ψ1 in
the antecedent are simplified to χ. If ψ is an atomic formula (i.e. an equation or a predicate
and not a negated formula) ψ is simplified to χ in the antecedent and in the succedent. The
last case is the common one because in most cases both simplifications should be applied.

In the last case (where ψ is an atomic formula) the rule has a modified effect if χ is a
disjunction or a conjunction of literals (this effect can obviously be avoided if χ is substituted
by ¬ ¬ χ). An example for this effect is the following rule:

⊢ ar = ar[n, d] ↔ ¬ n < #ar ∨ d = ar[n] (3)

Normally ar = ar[n, d] should be substituted in the succedent by ¬ n < #ar ∨ d = ar[n]
since this simply leads to two formulas. Substituting it in the antecedent simply leads to
a disjunction which is more difficult to read than the original formula and which can only
be removed by an explicit case distinction. Therefore the formula is substituted in the
antecedent only if one of the elements of the disjunction is already present in the succedent.
This gives the following three rules:

Γ, n < #ar ⊢ d = ar[n],∆
Γ ⊢ ar = ar[n, d],∆

Γ ⊢ n < #ar, d = ar[n],∆
Γ, ar = ar[n, d] ⊢ ∆, d = ar[n]

Γ, n < #ar, d = ar[n] ⊢ ∆
Γ, ar = ar[n, d], n < #ar ⊢ ∆

3.4 Input and use of simplifier rules

Simplifier rules are added in KIV with the command Theorems - Load New as theorems. The
sequent is defined in the sequents file. In this file theorems may be marked as simplifier rules by
using the keywords used for : together with the key ‘s’ for a global simplifier rule or the key ‘ls’
for a local simplifier rule (see below). An example:

%" lemmas

simp-rule : ⊢ n < # ar → ar[n, d][n] = d ; used for : s, ls;

"

Another possibility is to add or delete a theorem or an axiom as a simplifier rule using a menu
command. Theorems may be used as local simplifier rules (used only in the specification they are
defined in) or as global simplifier rules in all higher specifications (or as both). Therefore there
are two commands to add (Simplifier - Add Local Simplifier Rules and Simplifier -

Add Simplifier Rules) or to delete simplifier rules (Simplifier - Delete Local Simplifier

Rules and Simplifier - Delete Simplifier Rules; the theorem itself is not deleted), in the
view menu there are two commands as well. Global simplifier rules are here structured, that is
they are sorted by the subspecification they are defined in.

Application of local simplifier rules is guarded by the correctness management, i.e. the system
prevents applications which would lead to a cycle in the proof dependencies of the theorems. Local
simplifier rules are shown in the proof tree like normal lemmas as premisses. Changes in local
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simplifier rules have direct effect on the proofs in which they are used. If a theorem used in a
proof as local simplifier rule is deleted the proof gets invalid at once.

In contrast, global simplifier rules need not be checked by the correctness management because
they can not lead to cyclical dependencies in proofs. The deletion of a simplifier rule or even the
deletion of the whole theorem does not make proofs in higher specifications invalid. The check if
all used simplifier rules are still marked as simplifier rules or do still exist can explicitely be done
by Specification - Check Simplifier Rules and Specification - Check Spec Theorems.
It may also be delayed until the specification enters the proved state (Proof - Enter Proved

State). The advantage is that deleting a simplifier rule by accident or doing an incorrect change
does not make all proofs invalid.

It often happens that during working on a proof a new simplifier rule is needed. This new
simplifier rule in a subspecification of the current specification should be added in the following
way:

1. Load the subspecification with File - Load or – in case it is already loaded – with File -

Specification 〈name〉 .

2. Add the theorem in the subspecification. Now you can choose between two possibilities:
Either you prove the theorem at once and do not risk to use an incorrect theorem or you
can postpone the proof if you do not want to loose concentration for the main proof.

3. Add the theorem as a simplifier rule.

4. Save the subspecification with File - Save.

5. Switch back to the main specification with File - Specification 〈name〉 .

6. Continue the proof. (If the last step has been the use of the simplifier it should be pruned.
Then the heuristics apply the simplifier again using the new rule.)



Chapter 4

Theory Proofs

In this exercise you will prove several properties of different list operations. As you will see these
proofs differ from the proofs of the previous chapter. In theory proofs it is very important to find
a suitable induction scheme and to apply the correct lemmas.

4.1 Editing Theorems

The Specification level is used to work on a single specification. Besides viewing and printing a
specification (or parts of it) it is possible to enter and change theorems and to start and continue
the proof a theorem.

All theorems entered at this level are stored in a file called theorem base. When a specification
is selected the theorem base is loaded. So two copies of the theorem base exist while working on
a specification, the “internal” version in KIV and the “external” version on disk. It is possible
that several people work on the same unit in parallel. Therefore a locking mechanism exists which
prevents that inconsistent changes are made to the theorem base.

If you want to add a new theorem or change an existing one there are always two possibilities:
The first one is to enter the theorem directly with the commands Theorems - New Theorem resp.
Theorems - Edit Theorem. The system prompts for all information needed. How special symbols
can be entered in a dialog window or in a file is described in section 2.3.

The second possibility is to use the file sequents to add or change theorems. This file contains
a template starting with a short description of the syntax. If the comment around (: variables

; :) is removed new variables can be defined using the same syntax as in specifications. The
theorems can be entered between the keyword lemmas and the quotation mark according to the
following syntax:

<name> : <sequent> ;

used for : <some_flags> ;

comment : <some_comment> ;

where ’used for’ and ’comment’ are optional. <some comment>may be any text not containing
a ’;’, <some flags> is a comma separated list with information that the lemma should be used as
a simplifier rule. Since you can add or delete simplifier rules etc. by menu commands, you can
always omit ’used for’ if you want. Possible flags are:

29
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simplifier rule: simp, s, S, simplifier rule, simplifier, simplification
local simplifier rule: localsimp, ls, LS, local simplifier rule, locsimp,

local simplifier, local simplification
elimination: elim, e, E, elimination
forward: forward, f, F
local forward: localforward, lf, LF, local forward
cut: cut, c, C
local cut: localcut, lc, LC, local cut

A description of these simplifier commands can be found in chapter 3 and in appendix A.
All text that is written behind the exit command is ignored by the system.

4.2 Short Description of the Menu Commands

Here all menus and the important commands are described:

• Menu File: The following commands are available:

– Save: Save all changes in the theorem base (as proofs, new theorems, . . . ). A locking
mechanism prevents two people saving the theorem base at the same time.

– Load: Load additional units to work on (units are specifications or modules). You can
switch between these units with the command Specification <name>. The command
has a similar effect as Work on . . . on the project selection level.

– Specification <name>: Switch between different units already loaded.

– Unlock Theorem: Unlock theorems. A theorem is locked while somebody is working on
it to prevent two people storing the same proof in parallel. If the system crashes or
changes are not saved a theorem may be locked when you start working on a unit. In
this case it should be unlocked with this command.

– Unlock Proofdir: Unlock the proof directory. This is only needed if KIV was aborted.

– Go Back: Go back to the project level. All changes should be saved using File – Save
first.

– Exit All: Go back to the project selection level. All changes should be saved using File
– Save first.

• Menu Edit: Edit some files using Emacs.

• Menu Print: Print some information.

• Menu Latex: Generate LATEX files containing information about theorems, poofs, statistics,
used properties and specifications. These files are stored in the directory doc.

• Menu View: View some information.

• Menu Specification: Change parts of the specification.

• Menu Simplifier: Perform changes in the simplifier. For details see chapter 3 and appendix
A.

• Menu Theorems:

– Load New: Load new theorems from the sequents file.

– Enter New: Enter new theorems directely.

– Load Changed: Load changed theorems from the sequents file. Changing theorems is
possible only if you are the only one working on the unit.

– Enter Changed: Enter changed theorems directly.
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– Change Comment: Change the comment of a theorem.

– Rename: Rename theorems.

– Delete: Delete theorems. Deleting theorems is possible only if you are the only one
working on the unit.

– View: View theorems.

• Menu Control: Change some options.

• Menu Proof:

– Begin: Begin a new proof. A locking mechanism prevents two people proving the same
theorem in parallel.

– Continue: Continue to prove a partially proven theorem.

– Load: Load the proof of a theorem and modify it.

– Reprove: Prove a theorem again starting with an empty proof.

– Begin Some: Begin new proofs for several theorems.

– Reprove Some: Prove some theorems again.

– Replay Proofs: Replay an existing proof. This command is used if some proofs are
invalid because theorems have changed.

– Discard: Should not be used.

– Delete Some: Delete some proofs. It is also possible to delete only invalid or partial
proofs.

– Add Extern: Should not be used.

– Enter/Leave Proved State: Enter/Leave proved state (see project level).

4.3 Rules for Predicate Logic

The rules for predicate logic as used in KIV is similar to the set of basic rules, but in some respects
optimized. For example, the propositional rules with two premises are combined in one rule case
distinction that can be applied context sensitively by clicking anywhere in the formula. The
propositional rules with one premise are combined in prop simplification, which itself is subsumed
by simplifier. insert spec-lemma applies a lemma as insert lemma, but from a subspecification etc.

4.3.1 General Rules

weakening

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′

Γ ⊢ ∆

• Γ′ ⊆ Γ,∆′ ⊆ ∆

• The formulas to discard can be selected.

cut formula

ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆ Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∆

• ϕ is the cut formula. It can be given by typing it in or by loading it from the file formulas

(where it must be inclosed in %". . . ").
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case distinction

ψ1,Γ ⊢ ∆ ψ2,Γ ⊢ ∆ ψn,Γ ⊢ ∆

ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∨ . . . ∨ ψn,Γ ⊢ ∆

ϕ,ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆ ¬ϕ, χ,Γ ⊢ ∆

(ϕ ⊃ ψ;χ),Γ ⊢ ∆

ϕ,Γ ⊢ ψ,∆ ¬ϕ,Γχ, ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ (ϕ ⊃ ψ;χ),∆

• the rule is also applicable for →, ↔ and for formulas in the succedent with ∧, ↔ (yielding
an appropiate premise, of course).

insert equation

σ = τ,Γτσ ⊢ ∆τ
σ

σ = τ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• The rule presents all equations σ = τ of the sequent (with both orientations). Selecting a
equation replaces the left side by the right.

• The positions where σ can be replaced by τ are indicated by markers (##. . . ). You can
select some of them or “All positions”.

• The equation may be discarded in the premise.

4.3.2 Simplification Rules

simplifier

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′

Γ ⊢ ∆

• Γ and ∆ are simplified to Γ′ and ∆′ (see chapter A).

prop simplification

ϕ,ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆

ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• The rule combines the propositional logic rules with one premise, i.e. negation left/right,
conjunction left, disjunction right, implication right.

• The rule is rarely needed because the simplifier rule also applies these rules. However, the
simplifier also applies rewrite rules et.al., which is sometimes undesireable.

4.3.3 Induction Rules

induction

Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ Γ,Θ(ψ) ⊢ ∆ ϕ, Ind-Hyp ⊢ ψ

Γ ⊢ ∆

• Ind-Hyp = ∀ x, u′.(u′ ≪ u→ (ϕ→ ψ)u
′

u )

• x = free(ϕ→ ψ) \{u}
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• u is the induction variable

• The variant term induction allows to induct over a term τ . This is equivalent to adding an
equation x = τ with new variable x to the sequent and induction on x.

• Θ is a parallel substitution for u, x

• ≪ is a well founded ordering

apply induction

Γ ⊢ Θ(u′)≪ u,∆ Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ Θ(ψ),Γ, Ind-Hyp ⊢ ∆

Γ, Ind-Hyp ⊢ ∆

• Ind-Hyp = ∀ x, u′.(u′ ≪ u→ (ϕ→ ψ))

• Θ is a parallel substitution for x

structural induction (example)

⊢ ϕ(c) ∀ x′.ϕ(x) ⊢ ϕ(f(x))

Γ ⊢ ∆

• ϕ =
∧

Γ→
∨

∆

• x′ = free(ϕ) \ x

• sort(x) generated by c, f

4.3.4 Quantifier Rules

all left/exists right

ϕ
τ
x,∀ x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

∀ x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ϕ
τ
x,∃ x.ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∃ x.ϕ,∆

• An instance τ of x must be given as τ1, . . . , τn manually or chosen from some precomputed
substitutions.

• The quantified formula may be discarded in the premise

exists left/all right

ϕ
x′

x ,Γ ⊢ ∆

∃ x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ϕ
x′

x ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∀ x.ϕ,∆

• x′ are new variables (automatically computed)

4.3.5 Lemma Insertion Rules

insert lemma/insert spec-lemma

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ Γ ⊢ Γ′
τ
x,∆ ∆′

τ
x,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∆

• Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ is the theorem with free variables x.

• An instance τ of x must be given as τ1, . . . , τn manually or chosen from some precomputed
substitutions.
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insert elim lemma

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′, σ(ϕ) ∧
∧
σ(Γ) σ(ψ),Θ(Γ′) ⊢ Θ(∆′)

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′

• Γ ⊢ ϕ→ (x1 = t1 ∧ . . . xn = tn ↔ ∃y.v = t ∧ ψ) is the elimination rule

• σ is a substitution for the free variables of the elimination rule

• Θ is the substitution σ(t1), . . . , σ(tn)← σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn)[σ(v)← σ(t)]

• For details see appendix A

insert rewrite lemma

⊢ ϕ→ σ = τ Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ ϕ
Θ(τ)
Θ(σ),Γ

Θ(τ)
Θ(σ) ⊢ ∆

Θ(τ)
Θ(σ)

Γ ⊢ ∆

⊢ ϕ→ ψ ↔ χ Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ ϕ
Θ(τ)
Θ(σ),Γ

Θ(χ)
Θ(ψ) ⊢ ∆

Θ(χ)
Θ(ψ)

Γ ⊢ ∆

• ⊢ ϕ→ σ = τ is the rewrite theorem

• An instance Θ(σ) resp. Θ(ψ) must be contained in the sequent.

• The system offers all applicable instances. Select one of these.

4.3.6 Insert rewrite lemma

Some extra remarks about a very useful new rule: insert rewrite lemma.

⊢ ϕ → σ = τ Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ ϕ
Θ(τ)
Θ(σ),Γ

Θ(τ)
Θ(σ) ⊢ ∆

Θ(τ)
Θ(σ)

Γ ⊢ ∆

⊢ ϕ → (ψ ↔ χ) Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ ϕ
Θ(τ)
Θ(σ),Γ

Θ(χ)
Θ(ψ) ⊢ ∆

Θ(χ)
Θ(ψ)

Γ ⊢ ∆

Suppose you have a theorem n 6= 0 → succ(pred(n)) = n, your goal contains somewhere the
subterm succ(pred(m + m0)), and you want to rewrite succ(pred(m + m0)) to m + m0. You
can cut formula with m + m0 = 0, insert lemma the theorem, add a substitution, apply case
distinction, and insert equation. It works, but is quite tedious. Instead, you can use the rule
insert rewrite lemma, select the theorem, and get the same result without any more interaction.
You can also apply the rule context sensitive by clicking on the succ symbol in succ(pred(m + m0))
(with the right mouse button). You will get a popup menu that contains only those rewrite rules
that are applicable on the selected term. This means you don’t have to know that this rewrite
rules exists (and where it is stored), but can try it out.

If you select the rule from the rule list, the system displays a list with the specification, all
subspecifications, and how many potentially applicable rewrite rules they contain. Then you have
to select a specification. The system know computes those rewrite rules that are indeed applicable
to the current goal. It may be that no rule remains. (The reason for this approach is that there
may be a lot of subspecifications with lots of rewrite rules – checking their applicability may
be to inefficient.) Otherwise the applicable rules are displayed. If you want to apply the rule
context sensitive you have to click on a function (or predicate) symbol. The system will display
all rewrite rules that have this function symbol as their top- (or outer-)most function symbol,
and are applicable at the current position in the goal. Be warned: this can be confusing if the
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outermost symbol is an infix or postfix operation! If you click somewhere else or no rewrite rule
is applicable, nothing happens. (But context sensitive insert equation or quantifier instantiation
works as described.) Otherwise the system will display the applicable rules with their name
and the sequent. For some rewrite rules it is not possible to automatically compute a complete
substitution. In these cases you have to select or enter a substitution as in insert lemma. Finally,
the rule is applied.

There are quite a lot of theorems that can be used with this rule, but not all:

• Γ ⊢ ϕ → σ = τ rewrites either σ by τ or τ by σ (comparable to insert equation where you
can also replace the left side by the right or vice versa). Γ may be empty, and ϕ → may be
missing. Γ and ϕ may be arbitrary formulas (compare this to the restricted form of rewrite
rules the simplifier uses).

• Γ ⊢ ϕ → (ψ1 ↔ ψ2) rewrites ψ1 by ψ2 or vice versa. Again Γ and ϕ → may be missing.
However, there are restrictions on the formula to rewrite: To rewrite ψ1 by ψ2, ψ1 must be
a literal.

• Γ ⊢ ϕ → ψ where ψ is a predicate or a negated predicate.
Read this as Γ ⊢ ϕ → (ψ ↔ true/false).

And finally one word of warning about the simplifier: You can’t do serious proofs without the
simplifier (as you will probably notice very fast). But it may do things you didn’t intended it to
do. For example, if you insert a lemma that is also a simplifier rule the simplifier will probably
‘remove’ the lemma from your goal by rewriting it (with the lemma) to true. This particularly
happens if you use the simplifier heuristic, which you should do. In such a case you must

1. turn the heuristics off (by clicking on ‘Use Heuristics’ in the lower left corner of the proof
window),

2. prune the last proof step in the proof window,

3. use the lemma as you intended it (e.g. with insert equation),

4. and turn the heuristics on again.

insert rewrite lemma avoids this phenomenon. So use this rule whenever possible!

4.4 Predefined Sets of Heuristics

Heuristics are used to decrease the number of user interactions. In the best case they find proofs
automatically. Even if a proof is not found completely automatically heuristics can help the user by
applying often used, mechanical rules automatically. But there is also a risk when using heuristics:
They may apply steps which are unnecessary or even unwanted.

During a proof heuristics can be enabled and disabled at any time (using the command Control

– Heuristics). Therefore heuristics can be used for a single branch of the proof or for the whole
proof. An important property of heuristics is that there is an arbitrary hierarchical ordering: If
a heuristic can’t be applied the next heuristic according to the hierarchical ordering is tested.
Furthermore a heuristic can determine which other heuristics should be applied next. Therefore
heuristics are a very flexible concept.

To choose a good set of heuristics some experience is needed. To simplifiy matters KIV of-
fers three predefined sets of heuristics which are usually sufficient. Therefore after selecting the
command Control – Heuristics a window is displayed where a set of heuristics can be chosen:

Let the system choose the heuristics

PL Heuristics + Induction

PL Heuristics + Case Splitting

PL Heuristics
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No heuristics at all

Select your own heuristics

Read from file ’default heuristics’

Let the system choose the heuristics : If this option is selected KIV chooses one of the sets
of heuristics described below. The criterion is a very basic estimation of the complexity of
the sequent to be proven (i.e. number and kind of formulas and their combinations). This
is an experimental feature and is not recommended.

PL Heuristics + Induction : This set of heuristics is best fitting for simple goals. The proof
idea should be induction, and it shouldn’t be necessary to avoid case distinctions. This set
of heuristics finds proofs often fully automatically. The following heuristics are contained:

simplifier, elimination, module specific, Quantifier closing, cut, if-then-else split,
pl case distinction, structural induction

PL Heuristics + Case Splitting : This set of heuristics is used for more complex goals. It is
used e.g. for uncommon inductions or if some lemmas have to be applied first. In contrast
to the heurisics for simple goals the induction heuristicand some heuristics that introduce
case distinctions are missing. This set contains the following heuristics:

simplifier, elimination, module specific, Quantifier closing, weak cut, if-then-else
split

PL Heuristics : This set of heuristics is used for very complex goals where case distinctions must
be avoided. It contains the following heuristics:

simplifier, elimination, module specific, Quantifier closing

No heuristics at all : All heuristics are disabled.

Select your own heuristics : You can choose yourself which heuristics you want to use, or
you can modify the current selection. A description of the heuristics is given in the next
section.

After selecting this command a window opens containing two columns: on the left side all
available heuristics are displayed, on the right side the currently selected heuristics are shown
in order of selection. To select a heuristic click on this heuristic on the left side. It appears
on the right side at the position of the black bar. To delete a heuristic currently selected
click again on the heuristic in the left column. After leaving the window by clicking on the
OK–Button the selected heuristics are applied according to their order.

Read from file ’default heuristics’ : The file ’default-heuristics’ should contain a PPL list
of heuristics: (list "..." "..." ...). This option is for experts only.

When you begin (or continue) a proof all heuristics are disabled (but still selected).

4.5 Description of the Heuristics

Induction

induction

This heuristic applies the rule induction if a suitable induction variable and an ordering is found.
Induction orderings are found in the heuristic info where size functions (as the length of a list or
the number of elements of a set) are listed. If a data-specification is installed size functions and
order predicates are automatically inserted into the heuristic info. Additional size functions can
be added using the command Add Heuristic Info.

The induction rule is applied only once in each branch of a proof.
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structural induction

This heuristic applies the rule structural induction on first order goals trying to find an induction
variable. This heuristic applies the structural induction only once in each branch.

apply ind once

This heuristic applies the induction hypothesis (i.e. the rule apply induction) if a suitable instance
is found. The same mechanism is used to find instances as is used to search for substitution
proposals if the rule is used in an interactive way.

This heuristic does not apply the induction hypothesis if it was applied already in this branch
by any heuristic or by the user. Therefore it cannot lead to infinite loops.

apply ind

This heuristic applies the induction hypothesis always if an instance is found. Therefore it can
lead to infinite loops (not recommended).

apply ind closing

This heuristic applies the induction hypothesis if this closes the goal at once. It can’t lead to
wasted applications of rules or infinite loops but is used rather seldom.

Simplification

simplifier

This heuristic decides when the simplifier (i.e. the rule pl simplifier) should be applied on a goal.
The simplifier is called only if the goal has changed or the number of predicate logic formulas is
increased. This heuristic should be used always.

pl case distinction

This heuristic resolves propositional logical combinations into case distinctions.

Other Heuristics

module specific

This heuristic is controlled by the information provided in the file module-specific. It is used for
specific treatment of different modules or specifications (see appendix F).

batch mode

This heuristic changes the goal to be proven. If this heuristic is added after all other heuristics it
is only applied if no other heuristic can be applied. The program works as long as possible without
human interactions. It stops if a goal is reached again that was treated before.

elimination

This heuristic applies the rule insert elim lemma (see appendix 4.3.1 and A.5).

var elimination

This heuristic applies the rule insert elim lemma (see appendix 4.3.1 and A.5) only if the term to
be eliminated is a variable.
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Quantifier closing

This heuristic tries to find instances for quantified variables which close the goal at once. It applies
in these cases the rules all left and exists right resp.

Quantifier

This heuristic instantiates quantifiers if a sensible instance is found even if the goal is not closed at
once (here unification and a heuristical measure for “suitable” of instances is used). This heuristic
can lead to wasted instantiations.

weak cut

This heuristic applies cut rules on a sequent (see appendix A.6).

cut

This heuristic applies cut rules on a sequent as weak cut but applies a cut with ϕ if ϕ is an atom
and ϕ ∨ ψ is contained in the antecedent of a goal (or ϕ ∧ ψ in the succedent).

if-then-else split

This heuristic applies case distinction on if-then-else’s.

4.6 Exercise 2

Select the project Exercise2. It contains six specifications. nat-basic1, nat-basic2, and nat contain
the natural numbers, and are of no further interest.

The specifications list-basic and sort-list contain various list operations. All three specifications
have several unproved theorems. Your task is to prove these theorems. You can use the basic
rules (to get a feeling for the proofs) or the normal set of rules (described in appendix 4.3.1). Note
especially the rule insert elim-lemma which is very helpful. You can also use any heuristics you
like (see appendix 4.5). You can also invent new theorems (provided you prove them), but it is not
necessary. Note that the option ‘Use only proved locals’ is active. Its effect is that the simplifier
will only use theorems for simplification that are already proved (including all used theorems in
the proof). The advantage is that a simple theorem is not proved unintentially with a complex
one. (This can lead to problems if the proof of the complex theorem requires the simple theorem.)
On the other hand, the order in which the theorems are proved has a significant impact on the
simplicity of the proofs. To make things easier, we provide a suitable order for you.

Exercise 2.1 (list-basic)
The specification list-basic defines lists and elements. The elements have a total irreflexive

order < (note that < is also the symbol for less on the natural numbers). This is later needed to
sort lists. [] is the empty list, + is used to add an element to the front of the list. + is also used
to append two lists (and it also denotes addition of natural numbers). The postfix operators .first
and .rest select the first element and the rest of a nonempty list. # is the length of the list, ∈
tests if an element occurs in a list.

list-basic =
enrich nat with

sorts elem, list;
constants [] : list;
functions
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. + . : elem × list → list prio 9;

. + . : list × list → list prio 9;

. .first : list → elem ;

. .rest : list → list ;
# : list → nat ;

predicates
. < . : elem × elem;
. ∈ . : elem × list;

variables c, b, a: elem; z2, y2, x2, z1, y1, x1, z0, y0, x0, z, y, x: list;
induction list generated by [], +;

axioms

irreflexivity : ⊢ ¬ a < a; used for : s,ls;
transitivity : ⊢ a < b ∧ b < c → a < c; used for : f,lf;
totality : ⊢ a < b ∨ a = b ∨ b < a; used for : s,ls;
constructors : ⊢ [] 6= a + x; used for : s,ls;
first : ⊢ (a + x).first = a; used for : s,ls;
rest : ⊢ (a + x).rest = x; used for : s,ls;
append-base : ⊢ [] + x = x; used for : s,ls;
append-rec : ⊢ (a + x) + y = a + x + y; used for : s,ls;
size-base : ⊢ #([]) = 0; used for : s,ls;
size-rec : ⊢ #(a + x) = #(x) + 1; used for : s,ls;
In : ⊢ a ∈ x ↔ (∃ y, z. x = y + a + z);

end enrich

The following theorems are already proven. All except the last theorem deal with the simpli-
fication of the total order < on elements, i.e. all except the last theorem. The last theorem is a
very elementary property of lists, but it requires a little trick to prove.

lel: ⊢ a < b ∧ b = c → a < c; used for : f, lf ;
lel-01: ⊢ a < b ∧ a = c → c < b; used for : f, lf ;
loc: ⊢ ¬ a < b ↔ ¬ ¬ (a = b ∨ b < a); used for : ls ;
nen: ⊢ ¬ b < a ∧ b = c → ¬ c < a; used for : f, lf ;
nen-01: ⊢ ¬ b < a ∧ a = c → ¬ b < c; used for : f, lf ;
nll: ⊢ ¬ b < a ∧ b < c → a < c; used for : f, lf ;
nnn: ⊢ ¬ c < b ∧ ¬ a < c → ¬ a < b; used for : f, lf ;
seq: ⊢ ¬ b < a → (¬ a < b ↔ a = b); used for : s, ls ;
sls: ⊢ a 6= b → (¬ a < b ↔ b < a); used for : s, ls ;
injectivity: ⊢ a + x = b + y ↔ ¬ ¬ (a = b ∧ x = y); used for : s, ls ;

These operations are the most basic list operations. Many more can be defined with them.
However, as you will see, they allow to formulate quite complicated theorems.

Task: Prove the following theorems in specification list-basic:

elim-list-c: x 6= [] ⊢ a = x.first ∧ y = x.rest ↔ x = a + y;
case: ⊢ x = [] ∨ x = x.first + x.rest;
exrew: ⊢ x 6= [] ↔ ∃ a, y. x = a + y;
ex: x 6= [] ⊢ ∃ a, y. x = a + y;
append: ⊢ x + [] = x;
append-01: ⊢ x + y = x + z ↔ y = z;
append-02: ⊢ x + y = [] ↔ x = [] ∧ y = [];
append-04: ⊢ x = x + y ↔ y = [];
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associativity: ⊢ (x + y) + z = x + y + z;
first-append ⊢ x 6= [] → (x + y).first = x.first;
rest-append ⊢ x 6= [] → (x + y).rest = x.first + y;
first-split: y 6= [] ⊢ a + x = y + z ↔ a = y.first ∧ x = y.rest + z;
first-split-01: y 6= [] ⊢ y + z = a + x ↔ a = y.first ∧ x = y.rest + z;
length: ⊢ #(x + y) = #(x) + #(y);
zero-length: ⊢ #(x) = 0 ↔ x = [];
append-05: ⊢ x = y + x ↔ y = []; Hint: no struct. ind., use theorem length
append-03: ⊢ x + y = z + y ↔ x = z;
append-06: ⊢ x + a + y = z + y ↔ x + a + [] = z;

Hint: no struct. ind., use append-03
append-07: ⊢ x + a + y = z + b + y ↔ x = z ∧ a = b;
in-empty: ⊢ ¬ a ∈ []; Hint: no struct. ind., use axiom In
in-cons: ⊢ a ∈ b + x ↔ ¬ ¬ (a = b ∨ a ∈ x); Hint: no struct. ind., use axiom In
in-append: ⊢ a ∈ x + y ↔ ¬ ¬ (a ∈ x ∨ a ∈ y);
lastdiv: ⊢ x 6= [] ↔ (∃ y, a. x = y + a + []);
lastoc: ⊢ a ∈ x ↔ (∃ y, z. x = y + a + z ∧ ¬ a ∈ z);
split-first: n ≤ #(x) ⊢ ∃ y, z. x = y + z ∧ #(y) = n;
firstoc: ⊢ a ∈ x ↔ (∃ y, z. x = y + a + z ∧ ¬ a ∈ y);
len-01: ⊢ #(x) = #(z) → (x + y = z + y0 ↔ x = z ∧ y = y0);
split-rest: n ≤ #(x) ⊢ ∃ y, z. x = y + z ∧ #(z) = n;

Hint: no struct. ind., use split-first
lasttwo: a ∈ x, a0 ∈ x

⊢ ∃ b, y, z. x = y + b + z ∧ (b = a ∨ b = a0) ∧ ¬ a ∈ z ∧ ¬ a0 ∈ z;
Hint: no struct. ind., use lastoc (2×)

neq-01: ⊢ ¬ a ∈ y ∧ ¬ a ∈ z ∧ a 6= c → y + c + z 6= y1 + a + x;
inappend: ⊢ ¬ a ∈ y ∧ ¬ b ∈ x

→ (x + a + z = y + b + y0 ↔ a = b ∧ x = y ∧ z = y0);
unequal: #(x) = #(y), x 6= y

⊢ ∃ z, a, b, z0, z1. a 6= b ∧ x = z + a + z0 ∧ y = z + b + z1;

Some comments: All theorems without a hint can be proved by simple structural induction.
However, you have to find the correct variable for structural induction. (And correct instances for
quantifiers, and the right lemmas to use, etc.) append – zero-length are some simple properties
that are needed in lots of other proofs. They are all simplifier rules. append-05 – append-07 are
also very useful simplifier rules, but more tricky to prove. in-empty and in-cons could be used
as axioms instead of the declarative axiom In. With these two simplifier rules it is possible to
prove other properties about ∈ with structural induction. lastdiv is also a useful theorem. lastoc
and split-first are needed for the remaining theorems. They are more or less tricky to prove, but
independent from each other. Though they seem quite arbitrary they were all needed in more
complicated proofs (e.g. about paths in graphs).

Exercise 2.2 (sort-list)
The top specification is sort-list. It contains a function sort to sort a list, −l deletes the first

occurrence of an element from a list, a function ins that inserts an element in an ordered list such
that the result is still ordered, a predicate ordered that is true if a list is ordered in ascending
order (but possibly with duplicates), and a predicate perm that is true if one list is a permutation
of the other.

sort-list =
enrich list-basic with

functions
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. −l . : list × elem → list prio 9;
ins : elem × list → list ;
sort : list → list ;

predicates
perm : list × list;
ordered : list;

axioms

delete-empty : ⊢ [] −l a = [];
delete-yes : ⊢ (a + x) −l a = x;
delete-no : ⊢ a 6= b → (b + x) −l a = b + x −l a;
perm-empty : ⊢ perm([], []);
perm-not : ⊢ y 6= [] → ¬ perm([], y);
perm-rec : ⊢ perm(a + x, y) ↔ a ∈ y ∧ perm(x, y −l a);
ordered-empty : ⊢ ordered([]);
ordered-one : ⊢ ordered(a + []);
ordered-rec : ⊢ ordered(a + b + x) ↔ ¬ b < a ∧ ordered(b + x);
sort-ordered : ⊢ ordered(sort(x));
sort-perm : ⊢ perm(x, sort(x));
ins-empty : ⊢ ins(a, []) = a + [];
ins-base : ⊢ b < a → ins(a, b + x) = b + ins(a, x);
ins-rec : ⊢ ¬ b < a → ins(a, b + x) = a + b + x;

end enrich

Note the axioms sort-ordered and sort-perm. They are sufficient to define what sort does. But
how do you prove anything about sort with just those two axioms? That question is answered in
the second exercise.

Task: Prove the following theorems in specification sort-list:

del-cons : ⊢ a < b → (b + x) −l a = b + (x −l a);
del-cons-01 : ⊢ b < a → (b + x) −l a = b + (x −l a);
del-in : ⊢ b ∈ y −l a → b ∈ y;
del-in-01 : ⊢ a 6= b → (b ∈ y −l a ↔ b ∈ y);
del-shift : ⊢ (x −l a) −l b = (x −l b) −l a;
ins-in : ⊢ a ∈ ins(a, x);
ins-del : ⊢ ins(a, x) −l a = x;
ord-rec : ⊢ x 6= [] → (ordered(a + x) ↔ ¬ x.first < a ∧ ordered(x));
ord-cons : ⊢ ordered(a + x) → ordered(x);
ord-less : ⊢ ordered(b + x) ∧ a < b → ordered(a + x);
ord-del: ⊢ ordered(x) → (¬ ordered(x −l a) ↔ false);
ord-not: ⊢ b < a → ¬ ordered(a + x + b + y);
ord-delcons: ⊢ ordered(a + (y −l a)) ∧ ordered(y) ∧ a ∈ y → a + (y −l a) = y;
ord-ins: ⊢ ordered(x) → ordered(ins(a, x));
perm-empty-01 : ⊢ perm([],x) ↔ x = []; Hint: no struct. ind.
perm-cons: ⊢ perm(a + x, a + y) ↔ perm(x, y); Hint: no struct. ind.
perm-empty-02 : ⊢ perm(x,[]) ↔ x = []; Hint: struct. ind.
op-equality: ordered(x), ordered(y), perm(x, y) ⊢ x = y; Hint: struct. ind.
perm-del : ⊢ a ∈ x ∧ a ∈ y → (perm(x −l a, y −l a) ↔ perm(x,y));

Hint: struct. ind.
perm-in : ⊢ a ∈ x ∧ perm(x,y) → a ∈ y; Hint: struct. ind.
perm-rec-right : ⊢ perm(x, a + y) ↔ a ∈ x ∧ perm(x −l a, y); Hint: struct. ind.
perm-reflex: ⊢ perm(x, x); Hint: struct. ind.
perm-ins: ⊢ perm(ins(a, x), a + x); Hint: no struct. ind.
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perm-sym: ⊢ perm(x, y) → perm(y, x); Hint: struct. ind.
perm-trans: perm(x, y), perm(y, z) ⊢ perm(x, z); Hint: struct. ind.
perm-sort-rw : ⊢ perm(x, y) → perm(sort(x), y); Hint: no struct. ind.
perm-ins-01 : ⊢ perm(a + x, ins(a, y)) ↔ perm(x,y); Hint: no struct. ind.
sort-empty: ⊢ sort([]) = [];
sort-insrec: ⊢ sort(a + x) = ins(a, sort(x)); Hint: no struct. ind.

Comments: sort-empty and sort-insrec are another axiomatization of sort (actually they specify
insertion sort). How can they be proved with the two axioms that only state that a sorted list is
ordered and a permutation of the original list? Well, the central property is op-equality : If two
lists are ordered, and permutations of each other, then they must be equal. However, quite a lot
of properties about perm must be used to finish the proof of sort-insrec.



Chapter 5

Algebraic Specifications

The KIV system is based on structured algebraic specifications. In this chapter we describe the
syntax of structured algebraic specifications and a methodology for their development. A formal
description of the syntax of structured algebraic specifications is given in appendix D, a grammar
of dynamic logic is given in appendix C. A more detailed description of the simplifier (with some
additional features) can be found in appendix A.

5.1 Structured Algebraic Specifications

Basic Specifications

A basic specification consists of three parts: a description of the signature, the axioms and the
principles of induction. A basic specification begins with the keyword specification and the
declarations of sorts, constants, functions, predicates and variables. After the keyword induction

follow the principles of induction consisting of ‘generated by’-clauses (separated by ‘;’). Next are
the axioms (after the keyword axioms, separated by ‘;’). The specification ends with the keyword
end specification. Here is as an example a specification of the integers:

specification
sorts int;
constants 0,1 : int;
functions . +1 : int → int;

. –1 : int → int;

. + . : int × int → int;

. * . : int × int → int prio 10;
# . : int → int;

predicates . < . : int × int;
variables x,y,z : int;
induction

int generated by 0, +1, –1;
axioms

x +1 –1 = x; x –1 +1 = x; 1 = 0 +1;
¬ x < x; x < y ∧ y < z → x < z;
x < x +1; x +1 < y +1 ↔ x < y;
x + 0 = x; x + y +1 = (x + y) +1;
x ∗ 0 = 0; x ∗ y +1 = x ∗ y + x;
¬ x < 0 → # x = x; x < 0 → # x + x = 0;

end specification

In the example, infix, prefix, and postfix declarations are used. Normal function application
binds more tightly than postfix application, postfix binds more tightly than prefix, infix operations

43
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have the lowest priority. Infix operations have a priority given with ‘prio n’ with (6 ≤ n ≤ 15).
If it is omitted it defaults to 9. The additional keyword left indicates that the function is left
associative (otherwise it binds to the right). Functions and predicates with higher priorities bind
more tightly than those with a lower one. Some examples:

x + y + z ≡ x + (y + z)

x ∗ y + x ≡ (x ∗ y) + x

x + y +1 ≡ x + (y +1)

# x +1 ≡ #(x +1)

#x + x ≡ (#x) + x

A detailed explanation of all mixfix notations and all possibilities for overloading can be found in
appendix B.

The following propositional logical operations are predefined: ¬ , ∧ , ∨ , → , ↔ , ⊃ (in
order of binding: ¬ binds more tightly than ∧ , ∧ binds more tightly than ∨ , . . . ). (ϕ ⊃ ψ;χ)
is an if-then-else operation meaning if ϕ then ψ else χ. For first order logic the Quantors ∀ and ∃
are predefined. They have always the largest possible scope. Some examples:

¬ x ∧ y ≡ (¬ x) ∧ y

(x → y ⊃ ¬ z; y ↔ z) ≡ ((x → y) ⊃ (¬ z); (y ↔ z))

∀ x. f(x) ∧ g(x) ≡ ∀ x. (f(x) ∧ g(x)) but (∀ x. f(x)) ∧ g(x)

All these symbols can be typed using emacs as described in section 2.3. It is also possible to enter
the name of the operation as not, and, or, . . . .

Generic Specifications

In contrast to basic specifications, generic specifications have a parameter. Typical examples for
generic specifications are sets or lists where the elements form the parameter or arrays and stores
with the data stored in them as parameter. In most cases the parameter is a basic specification
which only defines the name of the parameter sort and a few properties (e.g. that there is an
ordering on the elements or that a ‘default’ constant exists). A parameter specification may
not be generic itself. Usually it contains no ‘generated by’ clauses (because this restricts the
possible elements too much). Their sorts and operations are called parameter sorts and parameter
operations respectively. All other sorts and operations of a generic specification are called target
sorts and target operations. The syntax of generic specifications begins with the keywords generic
specification and parameter followed by the name of the parameter specification. The optional
keyword using starts a list of additionally used specifications (separated by comma). Frequently
the specification of natural numbers is used as an index sort, e.g. in the specification of arrays.
Used specifications may be generic. Their parameters are added to the parameter of the whole
specification. After the keyword target the description of sorts, constants, functions, predicates,
generated by clauses and axioms is given in the same syntax as in a basic specification. The
specification is terminated by the keyword end generic specification. The parameter of a
generic specification may be instantiated by an actualization (see below). An example for a
generic specification is the following specification of arrays.

generic specification
parameter elem-spec
using nat-spec
target
sorts array;
functions mkarray : nat → array;

. [ . ] : array × nat → elem;

. [ . ] : array × nat × elem → array;
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# . : array → nat;
variables ar, ar0, ar1, ar2 : array;
induction

array generated by mkarray, [ ] :: (array × nat × elem → array);
axioms
Extension : ar1 = ar2 ↔ # ar1 = # ar2 ∧ ∀ n. n < # ar1 → ar1[n] = ar2[n]; used for : ls;
Size-mkarray : # mkarray(n) = n; used for : s,ls;
Size-put : # ar[n, a] = # ar; used for : s,ls;
Put-same : m < # ar → ar[m, a][m] = a; used for : s,ls;
Put-other : m 6= n → ar[n, a][m] = ar[m]; used for : s,ls;

end generic specification

This specification is also used in chapter 5.2 as an example for the specification methodology in
KIV. The parameter specification elem-spec declares only the sort elem and the variables a, b, c
(KIV requires to declare at least one variable for every sort). The specification introduces further
possibilities. . [ . ] is used to declare a mixfix notation so that array access can be written as
usual. Updating an array is written as ar[m, a] (the array ar is updated at index m with value
a). Because [] is overloaded we have add the types of the operation in the induction principle ( ::
(array × nat × elem → array)). The axioms have names and hints for the simplifier (used for
: s,ls;).

Union Specifications

One possibility to combine several specifications is to unite them into one specification. The
syntax of a union specification begins with the keyword union specification followed by the
specifications (separated by ‘+’) und the keyword end union specification. Signature, axioms,
and parameters of a union specification are as expected the unions of the signatures, axioms and
parameters of the subspecifications.

Enrichments

Another possibility to create larger specifications from smaller ones is the enrichment by new sorts
and operations. These are added to the specification. The parameter of the enriched specification
is the parameter of the subspecification. (A specification cannot be enriched by parameter opera-
tions. New parameter operations are needed very rarely, and the corresponding enrichment can be
simulated by an actualization.) The syntax of an enriched specification starts with the keyword
enrich and the name of the specification to be enriched. It is possible to give several specifications
separated by comma. Then the union of these specifications is enriched. After the keyword with

the new signature, induction principles, and axioms are added. The enriched specification ends
with the keyword end enrich.

Actualizations

Instances of generic specifications like sets of numbers, lists of booleans, or arrays of lists of elements
(the instance may again be generic!) are created by actualization. An actualization consists of
three parts: First, a parameter specification to be instantiated. This is in the most simple case a
generic specification, but may also be every other specification containing a parameter. Second,
the parameter is instantiated by one or more actual specifications. The actual specification may
be parameterized.

The third part is a mapping called morphism between the parameterized and the actual spec-
ification. It must fulfill several requirements that are demonstrated with the following example,
the actualization of the elements of the generic arrays with booleans:
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Parameter In most cases, each parameter sort and operation of the parameterized specification
is mapped to sorts and operations of the actual specification. In our example the parameter sort
‘elem’ is mapped to the sort ‘bool’. The variables a, b, c must also be mapped to boolean variables.
Their names can be new (i.e. not existing in the bool specification).

Parameter sorts and operations of the parameterized specification which are not mapped to
something are not actualized. They form – together with the parameter of the actual specification
– the parameter of the instance. In the example below there are no such sorts. An example is the
acualization of only one of two parameters (e.g. of pairs).

It’s obvious that in an actualization of a parameter sort by a sort of the actual specification
all operation symbols of the parameter containing this sort as argument or target sort must also
be mapped to an operation symbol and vice versa. Furthermore it’s possible to actualize several
parameter sorts by the same sort.

Target The target sorts and operations of the parameterized specification can – but need not
be – renamed during the actualization. A renaming must be injective, the results of a renaming
may not be contained in the actual specification.

The syntax of on actualization starts with the keyword actualize followed by the parameter-
ized specification. After the keyword with, a list of actual specifications (separated by comma),
and the keyword by morphism, a list (separated by ‘;’) of renamings of sorts and operations in
arbitrary order follows. A renaming consists of the symbol to be renamed, the implication symbol
‘→’ (or ‘->’), and the renamed symbol. Usually infix, prefix, and postfix declarations, and priori-
ties are inherited by the renamed symbol. The default can be changed by adding dots in front of
or behind the symbol and by a priority declaration. A ‘prio 0’ declaration creates an ‘ordinary’
(non-infix, non-prefix, non-postfix) symbol.

In this example arrays are actualized by booleans:

actualize array-spec
with bool-spec
by morphism

(: parameter :)
elem → bool; ; a → boolvar; b → boolvar0; c → boolvar1;
(: No target renamings in this actualization :)

end actualize

The sort mapping automatically changes the types of the array operations, e.g. . [ . ] : array
× nat → elem is changed to. [ . ] : array × nat → bool.

Renamings

The sorts and operations of a specification may be renamed by an injective morphism. A renaming
specification starts with the keyword rename and the specification whose sorts or operations should
be renamed. After by morphism a list of renamings follows as described in the case of actualization.
The specification ends with end rename.

Data Type Specifications

Often the constructors of a sort have the property that two different constructors always yield two
different objects, and that each application of a constructor yields a new object. Data type speci-
fications provide a convenient way to specify such sorts and their constructors. More specifically,
they are useful if:

• All syntactically different terms built up from the constructors denote different values (The
constructors are the constants and functions contained in the generated by clause. If a term
contains parameter variables it is sufficient that there exists an arbitrary variable assignment
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where the terms are different). Such data types are called ‘freely generated’. An example of
freely generated datatypes are lists with the two constructors nil (empty list) and cons (add
an element at the beginning of a list) for lists.

• There exists for each constructor and each of its arguments a function selecting the corre-
sponding argument (in case of lists these are the functions car and cdr selecting the first
element or the rest of a list respectively).

Data types fulfilling these requirements can be described in KIV by data type specifications.
Data type specifications may also be generic. A data type specification starts with the keyword
data specification or generic data specification. In the second case a parameter specifi-
cation follows after the keyword parameter. An optional list of used specifications may be given
(starting with the using keyword, separated by ‘,’). The parameter of the whole specification is
the union of the parameters of all subspecifications which is in the second case enriched by the ex-
plicitely defined parameter (this means that a specification may be generic even without an explicit
parameter). Now some data type declarations follow. They define some mutually recursive defined
sorts (in most cases only one sort is declared so that there is only one data type declaration). Each
data type declaration consists of the name of one sort. After the equals sign some constructor
declarations (separated by ‘|’) follow, which end with a ‘;’. Each constructor declaration starts
with the constructor. If the constructor is not a constant a list of selector declarations separated
by ‘;’ follows in parentheses. Each selector declaration is of the form ‘selector name : argument
sort’. A constructor declaration declares a constructor whose target sort is the sort of the data
type declaration and whose argument sorts correspond to the sorts of the selector declaration.
The selectors select the corresponding arguments. Each constructor declaration may be followed
by the keyword with and a predicate to test if a data was generated by this constructor.

The data type declaration is followed by a declaration of variables as in other types of speci-
fications. Furthermore there are two (optional) abbreviated definitions. The first begins with the
keyword size functions. Size functions may only be declared if the systems own specification
of naturals is (directly or indirectly) contained in the using list. A size function must be unary,
the argument sort must be declared in a data type declaration, and the target sort must be ‘nat’.
For such a function axioms are created that count the number of constructors of the data. Con-
structors that are constants are not counted (so the size function returns the usual length in case
of lists).

The second abbreviated declaration order predicates contains binary predicates describing
the ‘is subterm of’ relation. The corresponding axioms are generated automatically. These predi-
cates are always noetherian and may therefore be used for induction. In case of lists the order ‘is
an endpiece of’ is generated. Together with an ‘emptyp’ predicate testing if a list is empty results
the following specification of lists which is based on the specifications ‘elem-spec’ for the elements
and ‘nat-spec’ for the naturals:

generic data specification
parameter elem-spec
using nat

list = [] with emptyp
| . + . (. .first : elem; . .rest : list);

variables x, y, z : list;
size functions # . : list → nat;
order predicates . < . : list × list;
end generic data specification

Note the infix declaration of + (overloaded with addition on natural numbers) and the postfix
declarations of the selectors .first and .rest.

The axioms generated can be divided in the following groups (as shown for the example of
lists):
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• ‘Generated by’ clause: This clause declares that the sorts contained in the data type speci-
fications are generated by all of its constructors: list generated by [], +

• Injectivity of constructors: a + x = b + y ↔ a = b ∧ x = y

• Uniqueness (or distinctiveness) of constructors: a + x 6= []

• Selector axioms: (a + x).first = a, (a + x).rest = x

• Test predicates: emptyp([]), ¬ emptyp(a + x)

• Size functions: # [] = 0, # (a + x) = # x +1

• Order predicates: ¬ x < x, x < y ∧ y < z → x < z, x < a + y ↔ x = y ∨ x < y, ¬
x < nil

Actually, some more useful theorems are generated.
Basic and generic data specifications are a very common type of specification. Here are a few

examples for other data types which can be described by data specifications:

• enumeration types like booleans, or days of the weeks:

data specification
day = Mon | Tue | Wed | Thu | Fri | Sat | Sun;
variables da : day;
end data specification

• tupels (or synonym records) like pairs:

generic data specification
parameter elem12-spec
pair = . × . ( . .1 : elem1; . .2 : elem2 );
variables p : pair;
end data specification

• variant records:

data specification
using name-spec
literature = mkbook ( author : name; title : name )

| mkarticle (author : name; title : name; booktitle : name);
variables l : literature;
end data specification

• natural numbers. This specification is the most basic recursive data type specification and
is predefined in KIV:

data specification
nat = 0 | . +1 ( . –1 : nat);
variables m, n : nat;
order predicates . < . : nat,nat;
end data specification
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5.2 The Specification Methodology in KIV

This section provides some hints about the methodology that is used to specify single data types
or small groups of data types in KIV. It does not describe how to divide a large specification in
its components and should be considered only as a quick starter.

We assume that an informal description of a data type is given. In most cases it is useful to
proceed as follows:

1. Determine all sorts, functions, and predicates.

2. Determine the constructors which generate the elements of the data types. The result is
written in the ‘generated by’ clauses and determines in most cases how the specification
hierarchy should be built. Sorts having no constructors should be entered in a parameter
specification (no computer is able to generate data elements without constructors). In real
systems typical parameters are e.g. names (if you don’t want to decide at an early time that
they are strings, numbers, . . . ).

3. The next step is to decide in which case two terms generated by the constructors are equal.
If they are only equal if the terms are identical it’s the simple case of a data specification
(which may be enriched by some functions). Otherwise it is in most cases possible to write
down an axiom of extensionality of the form d1 = d2 ↔ ϕ describing when two datas d1 and
d2 are equal. The operations contained in ϕ are normally selectors which form together with
the constructors the core of a specification. All other things should be added by enrichments.

4. The selectors should be defined recursively by the constructors. Here you often need case
distinctions which should be complete (every case is treated) and sound (if cases are contained
twice the definitions should be equal).

5. At the end all other operations needed should be defined. It is recommended to use separate
enrichments for operations not directly depending on each other (especially if the data type
is complex). There are several possibilities recommended to define new operations:

• nonrecursive definition: In this case a new predicate p or function symbol f is defined
by a form p(x) ↔ ϕ or f(x) = t respectively where p or f are not contained in ϕ or
t. Case distinctions are possible. If case distinctions are sound (see above) they do not
lead to inconsistencies.

• recursive definition by constructors: The principle of definition remains the same as
above and there is a complete case distinction containing all constructors of x. That is,
each occurrence of x is replaced by c(x1, ..xn) for each constructor c. The restriction
‘p or f are not contained in’ is replaced by ‘p or f is only applied to x1, . . . , xn’.

• definition of modification functions by selector operations: In this method the effect of
modification operations is defined by their effect on the selectors used in the axiom of
extensionality.

As an example of how to use this methodology we describe the developement of the specification
of arrays:

1. Three sorts are involved in the specification of arrays: the arrays itself, the index sort, and
the sort of the elements. It is obvious that the element sort is a parameter sort and the array
sort is a target sort. In case of the index sort there are two possibilities: If natural numbers
are to be used as an index sort (easier) it must be a target sort. If other enumerations
types should also be allowed to be the index, it has to be chosen as a parameter sort.
Nevertheless, a first element and a successor function is needed (to iterate over the array) so
that the specification will roughly describe natural numbers. We choose the first solution.
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2. As constructors a function ‘mkarray : nat → array’ is needed to create an array of size
n. To create an array with an arbitrary content we need a modification operation ‘. [ . ] :
array × nat × elem → array’. ar[n,a] changes the content of the array ar at the position
n into a if n is smaller than the size of the array. Therefore the generation clause is ‘array
generated by mkarray, [ ]’.

3. Do two different terms built only by mkarray and put always differ? The answer is no
because the arrays ar[n,a] and ar[n,a][n,a] (read as (ar[n,a])[n,a]) are equal. According to the
methodology you should try to write down an axiom of extensionality. To do this a selector
‘. [ . ] : array × nat → elem’ (lookup) is needed. Furthermore arrays of different size have
to be distinguished and so a length function ‘# . : array → nat’ has to be defined. Now
it is possible to formulate the axiom of extensionality as

ar1 = ar2 ↔ # ar1 = # ar2 ∧ ∀ n. n < # ar1 → ar1[n] = ar2[n].

4. The selectors ‘lookup’ and ‘length’ should be defined recursively for the constructors of an
array. For the function ‘#’ it is easy: ‘# mkarray(n) = n, # ar[n,a] = # ar’. (But note that
we need the axiom that updating an array does not change the length of the array by some
queer side effect.) In the case of ‘lookup’ there are two possibilities to handle the problem of
‘violation of array bounds’. These possibilities exist in each case where it is not clear which
result a function returns on a certain input value (in programming languages these problem
lead to overflows, . . . ):

• underspecification: In this case you simply do not specify the result value. That means
that the function may return on a critical input value any result. Because nothing
can be induced from this fact, it’s impossible to prove the correctness of a program
containing such a function call. (Well, at least for normal programs.) This method is
chosen in data type specifications if selectors are applied on ‘wrong’ constructors (e.g.
selecting the first element of an empty list).

• error and default elements: This possibility is chosen if it makes sense that programs
(or functions) using this data type are calculating with “error” results. Typical ex-
amples are specifications of algorithms for searching, pattern matching, or unification
where failures are possible. In this case the concerned sort has to be enriched by an
error constant which also generates an element of the data type (and must therefore
be contained in the generation principle). Adding a new error constant often causes
problems because all other operations must be able to deal with it.

For example in the case of lists the constant ‘errlist’ may added to the list sort to specify
‘[].rest = errlist’. In this case it’s necessary to specify a + errlist and errlist.rest (as
errlist), too. Furthermore the axiom (a + x).rest = x is only valid for x 6= errlist . . . .
Therefore it is often easier to use existing constants as ‘default’ and specify [].rest =
rest.

In case of parameter sorts it may be useful to define a default constant ‘noelem: elem’. The
advantage of this solution is that arrays need not be initialized explicitely. Instead, for every
actualization of the elements by concrete datas (e.g. nat) a default constant has to be given
which is used to initialize arrays. An even more flexible solution is to add a further argument
of the sort elem to the operation mkarray which is used to initialize the array.

However, the two possibilities to define ‘lookup’ on an index value beyond the length of the
array remain.

5. Additional functions for arrays are e.g. copying parts of one array into another, selecting a
subarray, filling part of an array with a given element, comparing parts of two arrays etc.
These functions are typically specified in one (or more) enrichments.
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5.3 Creating Specifications in KIV

When a project is selected the system switches to the project level which is displayed by the graph
visualisation tool daVinci. All KIV commands are contained in the menu Edit. (Don’t ask.)

Each project consists of specifications (and modules which contain the implementations of the
software system) whose dependencies form an acyclic graph displayed by daVinci. Rectangles
correspond to specifications, rhombs correspond to modules.

Each specification is located in its own subdirectory specs/〈name〉 in the project directory.
The specification text itself is contained in the file specification. A specification is created with
the command Edit – Specification – Create. Then you have to choose the type of the specification.
In case of generic, enriched, union, actualized, or renamed specifications the used subspecifications
have to be selected (a first selection is made with the left mouse button, further selections are
done by holding the shift key and klicking with the left mouse button). Finish the selection with
Edit – OK (or cancel the creation with Edit – Selections – Cancel). The system actualizes the
specification graph.

A created specification containing no text is displayed in white in the developement graph.
The specification text has to be typed in using XEmacs. To load the file into XEmacs, click the
corresponding node in the developement graph with the left mouse button. You get a menu where
you select Edit Specification. This will load the file ’specification’ into an XEmacs buffer. It
contains already a template of the specification text (given in %". . . ") with some commands to
load the used subspecifications.

When the text of the specification is completed it can be installed. That means that the
specification is loaded, its syntactical correctness is checked and an internal data structure is
generated. To install a specification use the Install command which you get by clicking on the
corresponding node. If there are some errors in the specification a window is displayed showing
the errors. Note that in case of parser errors the two question marks are displayed immediately
in front of the token that cannot be parsed. Frequent errors are missing spaces between tokens
(‘a=b’ is one token, not an equation!), signature conflicts within the project, and type checking
errors (multiple defined symbols, invalid or incomplete morphisms, . . . ). When an error occurs
you can leave the error window open, continue editing the file, and try to install it once more
by selecting Yes in the error window. If a specification is successfully installed the node in the
developement graph changes its color to blue.

Note that you can change the type of the specification or the used specifications simply by
editing the file (e.g. by replacing basic specification with enrich). You do not have to delete
and re-create the specification.

Finally you can work on the specification using the work on ... command. If a specification
has to be changed the Reload command in the menu of the specification is used. The system
reloads the specification and tries to keep theorems already proven valid. If the specification is
subspecification of other specifications the system tries to use the changed subspecification instead
of the old one. If this is not possible (because a symbol is deleted in the subspecification, an added
symbol is missing in a morphism, . . . ) the system tries to reload these specifications, too. If that is
not possible the user is asked whether he wants to correct these specifications, to abort the whole
action, or to leave the specifications that are currently not loadable invalid. Invalid specifications
have a red color.

When all theorems of a specification are proven the specification can be set into Proved State.
Specifications which are in proved state are shown as green nodes. When a specification enters
the proved state all dependencies between the proofs in different specifications are checked. Here
it is especially checked whether all simplifier rules used in the proofs do still exist in the subspec-
ifications (see below).

Short description of the menu commands

The following operations can be performed on a specification by either clicking on the specification
and choosing the corresponding menu item or by choosing Edit – Specification – . . . :
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• Install: Install a specification. The text of the specification is loaded. The color of the
corresponding rectangle changes to blue.

• Uninstall: Uninstall a specificaton. The color of the corresponding rectangle changes to
white.

This is a dangerous operation because it delete all theorems and proofs!

• Reload: Reload a specification if the specification text has changed.

• Edit: Edit the text of the specification using emacs. (It is possible to use another editor,
too.) The syntax of specifications is described in chapter 5.

• View: View the text of a specification.

• Work on . . . : Work on a specification. This command is used to change to the specification
level.

• Rename: Rename a specification. The name is changed in all other specifications referring
to the specification to be renamed, too.

• Delete: Delete the specification.

• Delete edges: Delete edges in the development graph. The corresponding files are also
changed.

• Print: Print the text of a specification as a LATEX document.

• Enter Proved State: Enter into the proved state. The system checks if all dependencies are
fulfilled and if there are no cyclic proofs. If a specification is in the proved state it is not
possible to make any changes to it.

• Leave Proved State: Leave the proved state.

If a command is not contained in the popup menu it is not applicable on the specification. E.g.
you can only delete specifications that are uninstalled, and you can only uninstall a specification
if all its super specifications are already uninstalled.

To leave the project level use the command Edit – Go Back.

5.4 Exercise 3

All specifications for this exercise should be developed in advance with pencil and paper. The
project for this exercise is Exercise3, that is initially completely empty.

Exercise 3.1 Generic specification of sets
Specify finite sets with arbitrary parameter elements. (Note that the element specification

must be created first.) Define a constant for the empty set, an operation to insert an element into
a set, and a predicate to test if an element is contained in a set. Do not specify other operations.

Prove that an element is a member of a set with only one element if and only if the two elements
are equal. The theorem should be formulated in such a manner that it can be used as a simplifier
rule.

Exercise 3.2 Enrichment by a union operation
Enrich the specification of sets by a function that unites two sets.

Exercise 3.3 Data type specification of binary trees
Define a data type binary trees in a generic data type specification. The data type should have

the same parameter elements in its nodes as the sets. Leaves have no elements.
Define an order predicate < for binary trees.
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Exercise 3.4 Complete binary trees
Enrich your specifcation of binary trees with an predicate, that states that the tree is complete.

That means, that every leaf in the tree has the same depth.
Use your specification of binary trees and the given specifcation nat-pot (for natural numbers)

as foundation for your enrichment.
Hints:

• You will need to specify some other functions on natural numbers and/or on trees.

• Use those functions to specify the predicate for complete binary trees.

• The depth of a leaf is 0.

Exercise 3.5 Properties of complete binary trees

1. Prove that the number of leaves in a complete binary tree bt is 2depth(bt).

2. Prove that the number of nodes (including leaves) in a complete binary tree bt is
2(depth(bt)+1) − 1.

Hint: Of course you have to specify functions for counting nodes and leaves first.

Exercise 3.6 Actualization of sets by trees
Specify sets of binary trees (including the union operation on sets) by actualizing the union

specification with the specification of binary trees.

Exercise 3.7 Enrichment of sets of binary trees by a subtree operation
Specify a function subtrees that return the set of all subtrees of a given tree (including the tree

itself).

Exercise 3.8 Prove the injectivity of subtrees
Prove that subtrees is injective, i.e. two trees are equal if and only if they have the same

subtrees. A little hint: You should formulate a lemma that connects the order predicate for
binary trees with subtrees.

Sometimes it is very easy to write inconsistent specifications that allow to ‘prove’ everything. The
following two examples demonstrate this.

Exercise 3.9 Inconsistent specifications (1)
Enrich the subtrees specification from the last exercise with the following specification:

functions min : set → bintree;

axioms

min-def : min(s) = t ↔ t ∈ s ∧ ∀ t0. t0 ∈ s → t < t0 ∨ t = t0;

The idea is to specify a function min that selects the smallest element of a set of binary trees.
(Here we assume that your sorts are named set and bintree, and that s is a variable for sets and
t and t0 variables for trees, and that < is the order predicate for the binary trees. You have to
modify the names to fit your specifications.)

Show that this specification is inconsistent by proving ⊢ false. (You can ignore the warning
about a sub signature when adding this theorem.)

Exercise 3.10 Inconsistent specifications (2)
Another try: Enrich the subtrees specification a second time with the specification
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functions min : set → bintree;

axioms

min-in : s 6= ∅ → min(s) ∈ s;

min-min : t ∈ s → t = min(s) ∨ min(s) < t;

Show that this specification is also inconsistent by proving ⊢ false.



Chapter 6

Hoare’s Proof Strategy

6.1 Introduction

The Hoare logic ([Hoa69], [LS80]) is a well known approach to verifying “small” programs. It was
developed during the late sixties and allows to formulate properties for the partial correctness of
while programs. These properties can then be verified using the Hoare calculus. Originally it was
not possible to express and verify termination properties. This drawback has been mended in
different enhancements later on (e.g. [LS80]). These enhancements are not taken into account in
the Hoare exercises here. Proof methods which handle termination are discussed in more advanced
exercises later on.

In a first step an overview of the proof method of Hoare is given. For this, Hoare formulas and
their interpretation (semantics) are explained.

6.2 The Proof Strategy

A Hoare formula has three parts:

precondition: ϕ (formula in predicate logic)

program: α

postcondition: ψ (formula in predicate logic)

notation:

{ϕ}α{ψ}

Its interpretation is as follows: if precondition ϕ holds and program α terminates, then postcon-
dition ψ holds after α has been executed.

In order to prove, that a theory1 T implies a Hoare formula

{ϕ}α{ψ},

i.e.
T |= {ϕ}α{ψ}

holds, proof rules are used. For each program construct exactly one proof rule exists. These rules
make up the core of the Hoare calculus. They combine logical and algebraic properties of used

1T = Th(I) = {ϕ| I |= ϕ}, where I is an interpretation for the data types of the program.
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data with properties of the program structure. The rules do not depend on an interpretation of
the data type, but are valid in general.

The proof strategy is as follows: Proof rules are used to reduce the program of a given Hoare
formula {ϕ}α{ψ} to simpler programs, until formulas in pure predicate logic result. Proving these
predicate logical sub goals then is sufficient for the correctness of the overall Hoare formula relative
to the chosen interpretation. Because of this strategy, the Hoare calculus is also called a VCG
(Verification Condition Generator) approach in program verification.

In the following, programs are defined as relations between initial and final state. The notation
for Hoare formulas is slightly different in the Dynamic Logic of KIV. A Hoare formula {ϕ}α{ψ}
will be written as ϕ ⊢ [α] ψ.

6.3 Syntax and Semantics of Programs

Syntax

The set of programs PROG is defined as being the smallest possible set for which the following
holds:

• skip ∈ PROG (empty program)

• abort ∈ PROG (never terminating programm)

• x := t ∈ PROG (parallel/random assignment), where xi ∈ Xsi
and ti ∈ Tsi

∪ {?}

• var x = t in α ∈ PROG (variable allocation), where α ∈ PROG, x := t ∈ PROG

• if ε then α else β ∈ PROG (conditional), where α, β ∈ PROG, ε ∈ BXP

• begin α; β end ∈ PROG (composition), where α, β ∈ PROG

• while ε do α ∈ PROG (loop), where α ∈ PROG and ε ∈ BXP

Remarks:

1. Superfluous begin . . . end blocks are omitted as in Pascal.

2. if ε then α else skip is abbreviated with if ε then α

3. skip is equivalent to x := x

4. abort is equivalent to while true do skip

Semantics

Given an algebra A and a state z the semantics of a program z[[α]]z′ is defined as follows.2

• z[[skip]]z′, iff (if and only if) z = z′

• [[abort]] is false for every pair of states (empty relation)

• z[[x := t]]z′, iff z′ = z[x ← [[t]]
z
], where [[?]]

z
represents an arbitrary value

• z[[var x = t in α]]z′, iff there is a z′′ such that z[[x := t; α]]z′′ and z′ = z′′[x ← [[x]]
z
]

• z[[begin α; β end]]z′, iff there is a z′′ such that z[[α]]z′′ and z′′[[β]]z′

• z[[if ε then α else β]]z′, iff [[ε]]
z

= tt and z[[α]]z′, or [[ε]]
z
6= tt and z[[β]]z′

• z[[while ε do α]]z′, iff there is a finite sequence of states z0, . . . , zn (n ≥ 0) such that

2
z[[α]]z′ is a relation on states in infix notation
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– z = z0, z′ = zn,

– [[ε]]
z0

= tt = . . . = [[ε]]
zn−1

= tt, [[ε]]
zn

= ff , and

– zi[[α]]zi+1 for each i with 0 ≤ i < n

(zi is the state after the ith repetition of the loop)

Semantics of Formulas in Dynamic Logic

The semantics of formulas in Dynamic Logic is similar to the semantics of formulas in predicate
logic with the following additional two constructs.

• [[[α] ϕ]]
z

= tt, iff for all states z′, z[[α]]z′ implies [[ϕ]]
′
z

= tt gilt. (The different z′ represent
the reachable final states of program α.)

• [[〈α〉 ϕ]]
z

= tt, iff there is a state state′ for which z[[α]]z′ and [[ϕ]]
′
z

= tt hold. (This implies,
that program α terminates, i.e. there is a reachable final state z′.)

Program Equivalence

Two programs α, β are equivalent, short α ≡ β, iff their semantics are the same in all models, i.e.
for all A ∈ Alg(Σ) [[α]]A = [[β]]A holds.

Remarks on Dynamic Logic

• The semantics of Dynamic Logic does not evaluate program formulas “statically”, using a
fixed variable setting, but “dynamically”, depending on the location within other dynamic
logic formulas. The inital states may result from the execution of other programs. Therefore
the term “Dynamic Logic” is used.

• [[[α] ϕ]]
z

= tt is always true, if α does not terminate. Thus [α] ϕ models partial correctness.
Contrary to this 〈α〉 ϕ is always false, if α does not terminate.

• Formula 〈α〉 ϕ ↔ ¬ [α] ¬ ϕ is valid. Therefore diamonds can be defined using boxes and
vice versa.

• If α ≡ β, then for all ϕ, 〈α〉 ϕ ↔ 〈β〉 ϕ is valid.

• If x1, . . . , xn are the variables of α and/or β, and y1, . . . , yn are different varables, then the
validity of 〈α〉 (x1 = y1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn = yn) ↔ 〈β〉 (x1 = y1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn = yn) implies α ≡ β

• The last two remarks show, that program equivalence can be expressed in Dynamic Logic.

6.4 The Proof Rules

In the following, the rules of Hoare calculus are explained. First a general translation of Hoare
notation into Dynamic Logic is given. Afterwards all Hoare rules—written as sequent calculus
rules—which are currently available in KIV are listed. In general more than one calculus rule for
a program construct exists. The additional rules allow to partly overcome the disadvantages of a
pure VCG: trivial subgoals are omitted.
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Hoare Formulas in KIV

Hoare formulas can be expressed in Dynamic Logic as follows:

Hoare formula

{ϕ}α{ψ}

sequent

ϕ ⊢ [α] ψ

In Dynamic Logic ψ may also contain programs.

Hoare Rules in KIV

Assignment

assign (Hoare)

{ϕτx}x := τ{ϕ}

If a formula ϕ holds for (free instances of) variables x being substituted with term τ , then
ϕ holds after the assignment has been executed.

assign right (DL)

Γ ⊢ ϕτx,∆

Γ ⊢ [x := τ ]ϕ,∆

Γx
′

x , x = τx
′

x ⊢ ϕ,∆
x′

x

Γ ⊢ [x := τ ]ϕ,∆

These rules are not axioms as with Hoare, because the consequence rule of Hoare has been
integrated. The first variant of the rule is used if it is possible to substitute x with τ in ϕ
(e.g. if ϕ is a predicate logic formula). Otherwise the second variant is used, where x′ is a
new variable.

The name of the rule is extended with right because this rule is applicable, if an assignment
occurs in the succedent of a sequent.

Conditionals

if-then-else (Hoare)

{ϕ ∧ ε}α{ψ} {ϕ ∧ ¬ ε}β{ψ}

{ϕ}if ε then α else β{ψ}

• If ε holds α is executed.

• If ¬ ε holds β is executed.

if right (DL)

Γ, ε ⊢ [α]ϕ,∆ Γ,¬ ε ⊢ [β]ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [if ε then α else β]ϕ,∆

if positive right (DL)

Γ ⊢ ε Γ ⊢ [α]ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [if ε then α else β]ϕ,∆

Applying this rule only makes sense if Γ → ε is provable.

if negative right (DL)

Γ ⊢ ¬ ε Γ ⊢ [β]ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [if ε then α else β]ϕ,∆

Applying this rule only makes sense if Γ → ¬ ε is provable.
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Loops

while (Hoare)

{Inv ∧ ε}α{Inv}

{Inv}while ε do α{Inv ∧ ¬ ε}

• Inv is called loop invariant.

• If ε holds, the body of the loop is executed and Inv must hold afterwards.

• If ¬ ε holds, the body of the loop is not executed and Inv ∧ ¬ ε is trivially true, because
Inv is a precondition.

invariant right (DL)

Γ ⊢ Inv,∆ Inv, ε ⊢ [α]Inv Inv,¬ ε ⊢ ϕ

Γ ⊢ [while ε do α]ϕ,∆

• Inv is called loop invariant.

• The consequence rule has been integrated into this rule.

while right (DL)

Γ, ε ⊢ [α][while ε do α]ϕ,∆ Γ,¬ ε ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [while ε do α]ϕ,∆

This rule can be used if an invariant is not needed, e.g. if the loop is executed exactly
three times. The next two rules are special cases of this rule (comparable to if vs. if
positive/negative).

while unwind right (DL)

Γ ⊢ ε Γ ⊢ [α][while ε do α]ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [while ε do α]ϕ,∆

This rule is applicable if the rule test ε is provable before executing the loop. In this special
case the body of the loop can be executed once instead of giving an invariant.

while exit right (DL)

Γ ⊢ ¬ ε Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [while ε do α]ϕ,∆

If the rule test ε does not hold the loop is exited.

Remark: The rules while right, while unwind right and while exit right are special cases of the
invariant rule invariant right. It is possible to only use invariant right, but with the additional
rules proofs may become shorter.

Composition

composition (Hoare)

{ϕ}α{χ} {χ}β{ψ}

{ϕ}α;β{ψ}

For this rule an intermediate assertion χ has to be guessed. In order to avoid this, program
formulas are normalized in the sequent calculus of KIV.
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normalize (DL)

Γ ⊢ [α][β]ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [α; β]ϕ,∆

This rule is automatically applied after each rule application. Therefore it is not a calculus
rule on its own.

Rule normalize offers two possibilities to approach program verification:

forward: A sequent of program constructs is executed from left to right, i.e. a rule application
simplifies the first construct of a program.

backward: A sequent of program constructs is executed from right to left, i.e. a rule application
simplifies the last construct of a program.

Here, the forward direction is preferred, because it follows the intuition of symbolically executing
programs. As a disadvantage of this strategy a slightly more complicated assignment rule is needed
which is capable of substituting variables in programs (see above).

Consequence

consequence (Hoare)

ϕ→ ψ {ψ}α{χ} χ→ δ

{ϕ}α{δ}

In KIV a consequence rule is not explicitly provided, since this rule is integrated into the
other rules.

Additional Rules

simplifier (DL) A simplifier is used to simplify formulas in predicate logic.

skip right (DL)

Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [skip]ϕ,∆

6.5 An Example Proof

We will try to prove the partial correctness of a program that implements the function square on
natural numbers by repeated addition.

{0 ≤ n ∧ m = 0}

begin
k := 0;

while k < n do
begin

k := k + 1;

m := m + n;

end
end
{m = n ∗ n}

This Hoare formula is expressed in Dynamic Logic as follows:
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0 ≤ n ∧ m = 0

⊢
[begin
k := 0;

while k < n do
begin
k := k + 1;

m := m + n

end
end] m = n ∗ n

This formula can be found in project Exercise4 as the theorem Exercise1 in the specifica-
tion hoare. (This specification is just an empty enrichment, and used only to store our theo-
rems/exercises.) In order to trace all subgoals of rule applications, choose Control/Options and
select option “No automatic predtest”. This option prevents simple predicate logical subgoals
from disappearing.

We begin with the normalised sequent

0 ≤ n, m = 0

⊢
[k := 0;]

[while k < n do
begin
k := k + 1;

m := m + n

end] m = n ∗ n

The first program statement is an assignment. Applying rule assign right results in the following
sequent:

0 ≤ n, m = 0, k = 0

⊢
[while k < n do

begin
k := k + 1;

m := m + n

end] m = n ∗ n

Next, rule invariant right is applied. This rule requires an invariant. The appropriate invariant
is m = k ∗n ∧ k ≤ n. It can be entered in concrete syntax as m = k * n and k \le n. You may
wonder why we need the condition k ≤ n – we will see later.

Applying invariant right yields three subgoals:

1. 0 ≤ n, m = 0, k = 0, m 6= k ∗ n ∨ ¬ k ≤ n ⊢

2. k < n, m = k ∗ n, k ≤ n ⊢ [ k := k + 1] [ m := m + n] (m = k ∗ n ∧ k ≤ n)

3. ¬ k < n, m = k ∗ n, k ≤ n, m 6= n ∗ n ⊢

Remark: Goal 1 and goal 3 differ from the first and the third premise of the invariant rule in that
all formulas appear in the antecedent of the sequent. This is due to the ‘normalization’ that keeps
all predicate logic formulas in the antecedent for program proofs.

The intention of the three goals of rule invariant right is as follows: Partial correctness of a
while loop is guaranteed if the loop invariant

• holds at the beginning of a loop (goal 1),

• holds after each execution of the loop’s body (goal 2), and

• implies the postcondition after the while loop has terminated (goal 3).
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We are now trying to prove goal 1. The sequent of this goal no longer contains program
constructs because the application of rules of the Hoare calculus resulted in a predicate logic
subgoal. In order to prove this goal, rule simplifier is applied. This rule automatically closes
goal 1.

Goal 2 still contains two assignments which can be eliminated by applying rule assign right
twice. The first application leads to

k < n, m = k ∗ n, k ≤ n ⊢ [ m := m + n] (m = (k + 1) ∗ n ∧ k + 1 ≤ n)

the second application results in

k < n, m = k ∗ n, k ≤ n, m + n 6= (k + 1) ∗ n ∨ ¬ k + 1 ≤ n ⊢

Now also goal 2 can be closed by applying rule simplifier.
Similar to goal 1, goal 3 only contains formulas in predicate logic. Applying rule simplifier

also closes this last goal. However, here the condition k ≤ n is essential, because we need to know
that k = n. The negated loop condition only gives the information n < k. The information that
k is incremented only by 1 so that afterwards k = n must be explicitly stated in the invariant by
k ≤ n.

Remark: If option ‘No automatic predtest’ is not selected, subgoals in pure predicate logic
which can be automatically closed with the help of the simplifier are not generated at all. The
simplifier is internally applied. In this example, rule invariant right produces only goal 2.

6.6 Heuristics

When proving properties using the Hoare strategy, the following choice of heuristics are of interest:

• symbolic execution:

The following noncritical rules are automatically applied on the first program construct in
the succedent:

– assign right

– if positive right

– if negative right

– skip right

• loop exit:

If it can be automatically shown, that the loop test is false, rule while exit right is applied.

• unwind:

If a loop test evaluates to true, the body of the loop is executed once (rule while unwind
right).

• simplifier:

This heuristic decides, if rule simplifier should be applied, e.g. if predicate logical formulas
have changed.

• conditional right split:

This heuristic tries to apply rule if right on the first formula in the succedent.

Heuristics are selected by choosing Control/Heuristics. An additional window is displayed which
allows to

• select a predefined set of heuristics (all heuristics above are included in the set of heuristics
called DL Heuristics + Case Splitting),
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• deactivate all heuristics, or

• arrange an individual set of heuristics.

In the last case, a window with two columns is displayed, listing all available heuristics on the left
and all selected heuristics on the right. A heuristic is selected by clicking on its name. The order
of selection determines the application order of heuristics. By pressing ‘OK’, the heuristics are
activated and are automatically applied on the current goal.

6.7 Exercise 4

Task: Prove the Hoare formulas listed below with KIV. They are formulated as theorems in spec-
ification hoare in the project “Exercise4”. For each exercise a corresponding theorem “Exercise1”
to “Exercise6” exists. Appendix 7 contains all specifications which define natural numbers and
arrays, the data types on which the programs operate.

Exercise 4.1 example
Redo the example described above.

Exercise 4.2 sum
The following program calculates z =

∑x≤n
x=0 x. . Prove the following theorem:

{z = 0 ∧ m = 0 }

begin
while m ≤ n do
z := z + m;

m := m + 1

end
{ z = (n * (n + 1)) / 2 }

Exercise 4.3 modulo
The following program calculates the remainder of a division of natural numbers n mod m.

The original input to the program is stored in variables n0 and m0. The result of the calculation
is contained in n.

{n = n0 ∧ m = m0}

begin
while m ≤ n do
n := n - m

end
{ ∃ k. k ∗ m0 + n = n0 ∧ n < m0 }

Exercise 4.4 power
The following program calculates n = m0 ˆ e0 (m0 to the power of e0). The proof is to be

done using the standard set of heuristics described above. / is division on natural numbers, %
remainder, i.e. n%2 = 1 is true if n is odd.

{ m = m0 ∧ e = e0 }

begin
n := 1;

z := m;

while e 6= 0 do
begin

if e % 2 = 1 then n := n ∗ z;

e := e / 2;
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z := z ∗ z

end
end

{ n = m0 ^ e0 ∧ e = 0 }

Exercise 4.5 symbolic execution
The Hoare strategy can also be used to symbolically execute programs. For this, the input

variables are assigned to constant terms in the precondition. In this setting a rule application
corresponds to a step of an interpreter (which naturally is not very efficient). The program of the
last exercise is to be executed with concrete input values. The standard set of heuristics should
be used.
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hoare = nat-pot + nat-prime + natlist + oarray

oarray =
enrich oarraya with

predicates <sor : array × nat × nat;
variables m0: nat;

axioms

<sor(ar, m, n) ↔ n < # ar ∧ (∀ m0, n0. m ≤ m0 ∧ m0 < n0 ∧ n0 ≤ n → ar[m0] <
ar[n0]);

end enrich

oarraya =
actualize array with gelem by morphism

end actualize

array =
generic specification

parameter elem using nat target
sorts array;
functions

mkarray : nat → array ;
. [ . ] : array × nat → elem prio 2;
. [ . ] : array × nat × elem → array ;
# . : array → nat ;
pos : array × elem → nat ;

variables ar, ar0, ar1, ar2: array;

axioms

array generated by mkarray, ];
Extension : ar1 = ar2 ↔ # ar1 = # ar2 ∧ (∀ n. n < # ar1 → ar1[n] = ar2[n]);

Size-mkarray : # mkarray(n) = n;

Size-put : # ar[n, a] = # ar;

Put-same : m < # ar → ar[m, a][m] = a;

Put-other : m 6= n → ar[n, a][m] = ar[m];

Pos-found :
(∃ n. n < # ar ∧ ar[n] = a)

→ pos(ar, a) < # ar ∧ ar[pos(ar, a)] = a ∧ (∀ m. m < pos(ar, a) → ar[m] 6= a);

Pos-notfound : (∀ n. n < # ar → ar[n] 6= a) → pos(ar, a) = # ar;

end generic specification

natlist =
enrich natlista with

functions
Σ . : natlist → nat ;
Π . : natlist → nat ;
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axioms

sum-empty : Σ @ = 0;

sum-rec : Σ(n ’ + nats) = n + Σ nats;

prod-empty : Π @ = 1;

prod-rec : Π(n ’ + nats) = n ∗ Π nats;

end enrich

natlista =
actualize olist-sort with intnat by morphism

elem → nat; list → natlist; -1l → -pos; a → m0; a0 → m1; b → m2; c → m3;
x → nats; x0 → nats0; y → nats1; z → nats2; y0 → nats3; z0 → nats4; x1 →
nats5; y1 → nats6; z1 → nats7; x2 → nats8; y2 → nats9; z2 → nats10

end actualize

olist =
enrich olista with

functions
ins : elem × list → list ;
merge : list × list → list ;

predicates
≤ordered : list;
<ordered : list;

axioms

le-e : ≤ordered(@);

le-o : ≤ordered(a ’);

le-r : ≤ordered(a ’ + b ’ + x) ↔ ¬ b < a ∧ ≤ordered(b + x);

ls-e : <ordered(@);

ls-o : <ordered(a ’);

ls-r : <ordered(a ’ + b ’ + x) ↔ a < b ∧ <ordered(b + x);

ins-e : ins(a, @) = a ’;

ins-y : ¬ b < a → ins(a, b ’ + x) = a + b + x;

ins-n : b < a → ins(a, b ’ + x) = b + ins(a, x);

end enrich

list =
enrich list-data with

functions
. ’ : elem → list ;
. + . : list × list → list prio 9;
. + . : list × elem → list prio 9;
. + . : elem × elem → list prio 9;

predicates . ∈ . : elem × list;

axioms
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Nil : @ + x = x;

Cons : (a + x) + y = a + x + y;

One : a ’ = a + @;

Last : x + a = x + a ’;

Two : a + b = a ’ + b ’;

in : a ∈ x ↔ (∃ y, z. x = y + a + z);

end enrich

list-data =
generic data specification

parameter elem using nat
list = @

| . + . prio 9 (. .first : elem ; . .rest : list ;) prio 9
;

variables x, y, z, x0, y0, z0, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2: list;
size functions # . : list → nat ;
order predicates . < . : list × list;

end generic data specification

gelem =
generic specification

parameter oelem target
end generic specification

oelem =
enrich elem with

predicates . < . : elem × elem;

axioms

irreflexivity : ¬ a < a;

transitivity : a < b ∧ b < c → a < c;

totality : a < b ∨ a = b ∨ b < a;

end enrich

elem =
specification

sorts elem;
variables a, b, c: elem;

end specification
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nat-prime =
enrich nat-div with

functions gcd : nat × nat → nat ;
predicates

prime : nat;
. | . : nat × nat;

axioms

Prime : prime(n) ↔ 1 < n ∧ (∀ m. m | n → m = 1 ∨ m = n);

Divides : m | n ↔ (∃ n0. m ∗ n0 = n);

gcd-zero : gcd(0, n) = n;

gcd-c : gcd(m, n) = gcd(n, m);

gcd-rec1 : n ≤ m → gcd(m, n) = gcd(m - n, n);

end enrich

nat-pot =
enrich nat-div with

functions
. ˆ . : nat × nat → nat prio 12;
log : nat × nat → nat ;
2ˆ . : nat → nat ;
log2 . : nat → nat ;

axioms

Pot-zero : n ˆ 0 = 1;

Pot-succ : n ˆ m +1 = n ˆ m ∗ n;

Logdef : m ˆ n0 ≤ n ∧ n < m ˆ n0 +1 → log(m, n) = n0;

Pot2-zero : 2ˆ 0 = 1;

Pot2-succ : 2ˆ n +1 = 2 ∗ 2ˆ n;

Log2def : 2ˆ m ≤ n ∧ n < 2ˆ m +1 → log2 n = m;

end enrich

nat-div =
enrich nat-mult with

functions
. / . : nat × nat → nat prio 11;
. % . : nat × nat → nat prio 11;

axioms

Divdef : n 6= 0 → m / n ∗ n ≤ m ∧ m < (m / n)+1 ∗ n;

Moddef : n 6= 0 → m = m / n ∗ n + m % n;

end enrich
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Partial Correctness of Java
Programs

In this exercise we will do a partial correctness proof for a Java (while) program.
The first subsection will give the necessary information to enable us doing a simple proof for

a Java program. In the second subsection, we will introduce the invariant rule for while loops in
Java, which is slightly different from the rule in DL.

We will not give the theoretical foundations like semantics, nor will we give a precise definition
of the calculus. These can be found in [Ste01]), our exercise merely intends to give an impression
what additional complexity one has to face if one wants to verify Java programs.

8.1 Java Programs

Basically the calculus for Java programs is based on the same principles than the one for the
abstract programs, we used until now. But Java programs have several additional properties that
make verification (and the rules that have to be used) a lot more complex. We will not give the
details here (they can be found in [Ste01]), for our exercise some rough idea of what the problems
are, should be sufficient. In the following we list the main problems and how they are dealt with
in the KIV calculus:

8.1.1 The State of a Java Program

In our abstract programs, the state of a program just consisted of the values of ordinary first-order
variables. In Java we have to manage a graph of interconnected objects (where the fields of objects
contain pointers to other objects). Therefore, we need a state st, which stores those values. We
define an algebraic datatype which describes the state of the memory of Java (the “store”) and
two functions to access and update a store.

functions

(: access function :)

. [ . ] : store x refkey -> javavalue;

(: update function :)

. [ . , . ] : store x refkey x javavalue -> store;

variables

st : store;

To access stored values in Java, either a field o.fieldname or an element of an array a[i] is
referenced. In KIV, we use so called reference keys to access a store. A reference key is either a
reference to an object and a description of a field (which is uniquely identified by its class, static

70
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type, and name), or a reference to an array and an index into the array. Formally, reference keys
(type refkey) are specified as:

fieldspec = mkfs(. .class:classname ; . .type:javatype ; . .field:fieldname)

storekey = . ’ (. .fs : fieldspec) with is_fskey

| . ’ (. .index : int) with is_indexkey

refkey = . -- . (. .ref : reference; . .key : storekey) prio 9 left;

In order to access a field fs of object o in a store st, we write st[ o -- fs ’]. For accessing
element i of array a, we write st[ a -- i ’]. The result is not a value of an arbitrary datatype
(as in our abstract programs), but a value that can be stored in Java. Such values are integers,
references (to arrays or objects), and some others, like bytes, shorts etc. which we will not need
in our exercise. The type javavalue is defined:

javavalue = intval (. .intval : int) with is_integervalue

| refval (. .refval : reference) with is_referencevalue

| noval with is_novalue

| ....

noval is the undefined value. We can also update the store at some location with an update
function: e.g. the effect of updating an array a at index i with an integer j (the effect of an
assignment a[i] := j on the store) would result in the store st[ o -- fs ’, intval(j)].

8.1.2 Exceptions and Jumps

Java has exception handling: if an exception occurs, normal execution is stopped and a handler
for the exception is searched, When one is found, computation continues with the handling clause
(otherwise the program is stopped with an error message).

We model the search for an exception as a special execution mode of the program where
execution skips all statements until an appropriate exception handler is found. Otherwise we are
in normal execution mode.

Information about the current execution mode is stored using a special reference key mode

(note the underscore). A value of noval is interpreted as normal execution mode. This means
that

st[ mode] = noval

says, that we are currently executing a program regularly.
Jumps caused by break, continue and return are handled by special values of the mode

too. They skip execution of statements, until the end of the loop or method (that must be left) is
reached.

8.1.3 Loading Java Programs into KIV

KIV is able to read files containing Java programs directly. To add the code of such files to a
specification spec, add a file named javafiles to the directory of spec, which contains one or
more lines similar to the following:

java file: binsearch-classes = /myjavaprograms/MyPackage/SomeCode.java

Now work on spec and select File - Load Java File. This will add an axiom named
binsearch-classes to the specification which makes the method definitions, class structure etc.
as given in /myjavaprograms/MyPackage/SomeCode.java available for verification in spec. It is
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strongly recommended to let KIV read only Java Code, that has been successfully compiled. Al-
though KIV will check the code to be compilable, the error messages you will get will be completely
unreadable.

Finally it should be noted that there are restrictions on what code KIV can read: The code
can only be of the JavaCard language, so it must neither contain threads nor strings. It is also
unavoidable, that all libraries used must be explicitly included (by adding corresponding lines in
javafiles), since the semantics of a program using a library depends on it. Finally, KIV does
not (yet) support inner classes.

8.1.4 The Type System of Java

Another difference between the abstract programs and the Java programs is that they have very
different type systems. While the abstract programs use the simple type system of many-sorted
logic, Java has a complex type system involving inheritance and dynamic binding. Therefore we
must specify types and the fact, that a javavalue has a certain type explicitly. This is done by
giving a datatype

javatype =

boolean_type | int_type | short_type | byte_type

| long_type | float_type | double_type | char_type

| mkclasstype(. .class : classname) with is_classtype

| mkarraytype(. .type : javatype) with is_arraytype

| void_type with is_void_type

together with several predicates:
predicates . ≤ . : javatype × javatype;

okstore : store;
okarray : array × javatype × store;

≤ defines subtyping (based on subclassing), okstore(st) checks that all values stored in
fields are subtypes of the static type they have been given (this is an invariant in any program).
okarray(a,ty,st) checks, that a is a reference into st that stores an array whose elements all
have a type that is a subtype of ty. Several more predicates are provided by specification okfuns.

8.2 The rule for while loops in Java

Lets remember the invariant rule for while loops in DL programs:

Γ ⊢ Inv,∆ Inv, ε ⊢ [α]Inv,∆ Inv,¬ ε ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [while ε do α]ϕ,∆

For Java Programs, such a rule must look different. First of all, in a Java Program, the test for
the loop can be any Java expression with boolean return value itself, e.g. while(!s.equals(x)

&& z != w){...}. In DL programs, the test is a formula, so we can add this formula to the
antecedent or to the succedent in our sequents. Java programs cannot be part of a formula outside
a box or a diamond, so we cannot extract ε out of the boxes here.

The solution is to introduce a new Java variable x (which is in contrast also a logical variable
in KIV) of boolean type and assign the result value of the test expression ε to this variable. Then
we can use the variable x outside the boxes.

Another difference is the following: In DL programs, a loop is only exited when the loop test is
false. In Java, we additionally have exceptions and the occurence of an uncaught exception inside
the loop will also exit the loop. So, here the loop rule must consider both of these possibilities.

Together we have the rule (where ψ is the invariant):
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Γ ⊢ ψ, ∆
ψ ⊢ [st; x = ε] [st; if (x) { α }] ( (x ∧ st[ mode] = noval → ψ)

∧ (¬ (x ∧ st[ mode] = noval) → ϕ))
Γ ⊢ [ st; while ε { α } ] ϕ,∆

In the first premise, we show that our invariant is valid at the beginning of the loop, exactly
like in DL. The second premise now handles the two other cases of the DL invariant rule. Lets
take a closer look at this premise:

The variable st in the boxes defines the store, in whose context the program after the semicolon
is executed. First of all, we do the assignment of the test expression ε to a new variable x. If
this assignment terminates, afterwards one execution of the loop is unwinded by an if-then-else
statement. By x, we now decide whether to enter the loop body or not.

If we do so (denoted by x in the premise of the first implication after the boxes), and additionally
our loop exited without any exception (st[ mode] = noval), the invariant ψ must hold again. That
means, if the invariant was true before any execution of the loop, it will be true afterwards.
Otherwise, if we did not enter the loop or if an exception occured (Note: the exception could have
occured either in the test ε or in the loop body α), then the postcondition ϕ of the whole loop
must be true.

8.3 Exercise 5

Exercise 5.1 Give a proof sketch (on paper), why the invariant rule for while-loops would not
be correct, if we would replace the boxes by diamonds.

Exercise 5.2 binary search
Given is an array ar of some totally ordered elements. The values in the array are sorted in

ascending order. Additionally an element searched is given, which is contained in the array between
the two given indices. The program computes the index of the element searched by applying a
binary search strategy. The correctness of the program is to be verified.

The method is defined as follows in a Main class in package Binsearch in the file Main.java:

public static int binsearch(int[] ar, int searched) throws ElemNotFoundException{

int lower = 0;

int upper = ar.length -1;

if(ar.length == 0)

throw new ElemNotFoundException();

while (lower != upper) {

int middle = (lower + upper) / 2;

if (ar[middle] < searched) {

lower = middle + 1;

}

else {

upper = middle;

}

}

if(ar[lower] != searched)

throw new ElemNotFoundException();

return lower;

}

A theorem stating partial correctness has been defined in the sequents file. It reads:

binsearch-ok :
st[ar – position ’].intval = searched,
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sorted(ar, st), 0 ≤ position, position < st[ar – length].intval,
okarray(ar, int type, st), init(st), st[ mode] = noval
⊢ [ st; i = BinSearch.Main.binsearch(ar, searched);] i = position

The precondition in the first three lines states that the element searched is contained in the array
at index position (st[ar – position ’].intval = searched), that the array is sorted and that the index
position is a valid array index for array ar. The precondition in the third line gives some extra
information on the state. okarray and the mode have already been described, init(st) says that
all classes have been initialized.

The postcondition states, that the return value i of the method is the right index position.

Exercise 5.3 In Java, error handling should be done by using exceptions. As you can see, the
binsearch method does that also. Now prove, that an exception is thrown, when the array does
not contain the searched element:

binsearch-fail :
¬ ∃ position. st[ar – position ’].intval = searched,
sorted(ar, st), okarray(ar, int type, st), init(st), st[ mode] = noval
⊢ [st; i = BinSearch.Main.binsearch(ar, searched);] ∃ r. st[ mode] = throw(r, mk-
classtype(“BinSearch.ElemNotFoundException”.class))



Chapter 9

Modules

9.1 Procedures and local variables

Besides the program statements that were used in the Hoare exercise (like while and if) it is also
possible to use procedures and local variables. Procedures have to be declared first:

procedure
p1 (x11, x12, . . . , x1n1

; var y11, y12, . . . , y1m1
) begin α1 end

p2 (x21, x22, . . . , x2n2
; var y21, y22, . . . , y2m2

) begin α2 end
...

pk (xk1, xk2, . . . , xknk
; var yk1, yk2, . . . , ykmk

) begin αk end
in begin α end

In the declaration part (procedure . . . in) the procedures p1, . . . , pk (which are possibly mutual
recursive) with bodies α1, . . . , αk are declared. p1 has the value parameters x11, x12, . . . , x1n1

and
the reference parameters y11, y12, . . . , y1m1

. The semantics of value and reference parameters is
the PASCAL semantics. In contrast to PASCAL we do not use nested procedure declarations. A
procedure call of p1 has the form

p1(σ11, σ12, . . . , σ1n1
; z11, z12, . . . , z1m1

)

σ11, . . . , σ1n1
are terms (or variables), z11, . . . , z1m1

must be variables. A procedure call makes
sense only inside a declaration that declares the procedure.

Since declarations are usually large, they will be abbreviated in the sequel. In the following
examples, the declaration

δ ≡ p1 (x11, x12, . . . , x1n1
; var y11, y12, . . . , y1m1

) begin α1 end
p2 (x21, x22, . . . , x2n2

; var y21, y22, . . . , y2m2
) begin α2 end

...
pk (xk1, xk2, . . . , xknk

; var yk1, yk2, . . . , ykmk
) begin αk end

will be given first, and later on abbreviated to proc δ in, or completely omitted. (In KIV,
procedure declarations are never printed, but always omitted. However, they are normally part
of the formulas, a fact that should be kept in mind.) A displayed formula 〈p(σ;x)〉 ϕ actually
is 〈proc δ in begin p(σ;x) end〉 ϕ. The procedure declarations can be omitted when entering
formulas (e.g. in the sequents file). They are added automatically.

Local variable declarations have the form

var x1 = σ1, . . . , xn = σn in begin α end

The local variables x1, . . . , xn are defined with α as its scope. It is not necessary to give their type
(as in PASCAL) because they must have a signature entry that must be declared somewhere else
(see below). Initial values σ1, . . . , σn are mandatory to avoid undefined values. The initial values
are evaluated in parallel, i.e. xj used inside of σi references the global value of xj , not σj .
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9.2 Modules

A module in our context is used to implement one abstract data type, i.e. a specification, on the
basis of another. The idea is that a “complex” data type is implemented by procedures that use
“simpler” data types until eventually the basic data types of the target programming language
(or target processor) are used. A module consists of

• an export interface, i.e. the specification to implement,

• an import interface, i.e. the specification of the used data types,

• a mapping that defines the correspondence between the export interface and the import
interface and the module implementation. The mapping contains the description which
export sort is implemented by which import sort (e.g. when implementing sets by lists),
and which export operations is implemented by which procedure. Sometimes an element of
the export data type can be represented by several elements of an import data type (e.g.
when implementing sets by duplicate free, but unordered, lists). In this case it is necessary
to define an “identification” procedure that tests if two import elements represent the same
export element.

• the implementation consisting of procedure declarations that implement the export oper-
ations.

We consider an example module, that implements natural numbers (nat) by binary words (bin).
The export interface is the following specification of natural numbers:

nat =
specification

sorts nat;
constants 0 : nat;
functions

. +1 : nat → nat ;

. -1 : nat → nat ;

. + . : nat × nat → nat ;

. - . : nat × nat → nat prio 8;

. * . : nat × nat → nat prio 10;

. div . : nat × nat → nat prio 7;

. mod . : nat × nat → nat prio 7;
predicates

. < . : nat × nat;

. | . : nat × nat;
variables n, m, k: nat;
induction nat generated by 0, +1;

axioms

0 6= n +1;
0 -1 = 0;
n +1 -1 = n;
m + 0 = m;
m + n +1 = (m + n)+1;
m - 0 = m;
m - n +1 = (m - n)-1;
m * 0 = 0;
m * n +1 = m * n + m;
¬ n < n;
k < m ∧ m < n → k < n;
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¬ n < 0;
0 < n +1;
n +1 < m +1 ↔ n < m;
n div 0 = 0;
m < n → m div n = 0;
n 6= 0 ∧ ¬ m < n → m div n = (m - n div n)+1;
m mod n = m - (m div n) * n;
n | m ↔ (∃ k.k * n = m)

end specification

We implement this specification by binary words. Binary words are built from the bits 0 and
1 by adding new bits at the end with the operations .0 and .1. top selects the last bit, pop drops
the last bit. The specification is an enriched data specification:

bin =
data specification

bin = 0
| 1
| . .0 (. pop : bin)
| . .1 (. pop : bin)
;

variables z, y, x: bin;
order predicates . ≪ . : bin × bin;

end data specification

enrbin =
enrich bin with

functions . top : bin → bin ;

axioms

x.0 top = 0,
x.1 top = 1,
0 top = 0,
1 top = 1

end enrich

The implementation contains for every export operation a procedure that performs the oper-
ation on binary words. In our example, natural numbers are represented by their corresponding
binary representation, i.e. 6 is represented by ’110’, 9 by ’1001’. The representation should be
unique. This means that binary words with leading zeros like ’0010’ do not represent a natural
number. The procedure declarations (and the complete module) can be found in appendix 11.1.
The mapping is

refinement
representation of sorts

bin implements nat;
representation of operations
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zero# implements 0;
succ# implements +1;
pred# implements -1;
add# implements +;
sub# implements -;
mult# implements *;
div# implements div;
mod# implements mod;
ls# implements <;
divisor# implements | ;

The export operation 0 is implemented by the procedure zero#, + by add#, etc. (There is no
need to choose procedure names ending with #; it is just a convention.) Since the representation
of natural numbers is unique, an identification procedure is not necessary. Otherwise the mapping
would contain the line

equality eq# : nat;

9.3 Module correctness

In general, four different types of requirements must be met to ensure a correct module:

I) termination

The procedures must terminate for all binary words without leading zeros. Furthermore, the
results of the procedures must be again binary words without leading zeros. This guarantees
that we really do not use binary words with leading zeros for natural numbers.

II) congruence

The identification procedure (if present) must work like a congruence relation, i.e. it must
be reflexive, symmetrical, transitive, and compatible with all operations.

III) export axioms

The procedures must work like the export operations they implement. This means they
must fulfill the export axioms if the operations are replaced by the procedures.

IV) generatedness

Natural numbers are generated by 0 and +1. Correspondingly, it must be possible to get all
binary words that represent naturals (i.e. all binary words without leading zeros) by calling
the procedures zero# and succ# several times.

The notion of binary words without leading zeros plays an important role in our example.
Therefore we need a predicate that checks this property. One possibility is to add this predicate
to the specification of the binary words (with appropriate axioms). Another possibility is to use a
procedure that terminates if and only if the input has no leading zeros. This restriction procedure
r# looks like

δR ≡ procedure

r#(x) begin if x = 0 then skip else rh#(x) end

rh#(x)
begin

if x = 0 then abort else
if x = 1 then skip else rh#(x pop)

end
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(Recall that abort is the never-terminating program.) Now the formula

〈proc δR in begin r#(x) end〉 true

is true if and only if x has no leading zeros. The restriction procedure reflects this design decision
that was made when implementing the module, and is used only for verification purposes. It will
never be part of the code that actually runs.

Termination

Using the restriction formula, we can formulate requirement I) by a number of proof obligations.
For every procedure we get one sequent in dynamic logic. If these proof obligations are proved,
requirement I) is met. (We list only four of them.)

Term zero ⊢ 〈zero#(; x)〉 〈r#(x)〉 true

The procedure zero# terminates with a result without leading zeros.

Export constants are implemented by procedures that have no input parameters.

Term succ 〈r#(x)〉 true ⊢ 〈succ#(x; y)〉 〈 r#(y)〉 true

If the input x for succ# has no leading zeros, then succ# terminates, and the result y again
has no leading zeros.

Term add 〈r#(x)〉 true, 〈r#(y)〉 true ⊢ 〈 add#(x, y; s)〉 〈r#(s)〉 true

If both inputs for add# have no leading zeros, then the procedure terminates, and the result
has no leading zeros.

Term ls 〈r#(x)〉 true, 〈r#(y)〉 true ⊢ 〈ls#(x, y; e)〉 true

If the inputs for ls# have no leading zeros, then the procedure terminates.

The result of ls# is a boolean value, because ls# implements the predicate <. Obviously it
makes no sense to talk about leading zeros of a boolean value. So the only requirement for
procedures implementing predicates is their termination.

Congruence

The identification procedure has two inputs and returns a boolean value that is true if and only if
the two input values represent the same export element. The procedure implements an equality
test for export elements. In our example we could use the trivial implementation

eq#(x, y; var e) begin if x = y then e := true else e := false end

We obtain the following proof obligations:

Term eq 〈r#(x)〉 true, 〈r#(y)〉 true ⊢ 〈eq#(x, y; e)〉 true

The identification procedure terminates for binary words withou leading zeros.

Refl eq 〈r#(x)〉 true ⊢ 〈eq#(x, x; e)〉 e = true

Reflexivity

Sym eq 〈r#(x)〉 true, 〈r#(y)〉 true, 〈eq#(x, y; e)〉 e = true ⊢ 〈eq#(y, x; e)〉 e = true

Symmetry

Trans eq 〈r#(x0)〉 true,
〈r#(x)〉 true,
〈r#(y)〉 true,
〈eq#(x, x0; e)〉 e = true,
〈eq#(x0, y; e)〉 e = true
⊢ 〈eq#(x, y; e)〉 e = true

Transitivity
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Cong succ 〈r#(x)〉 true,
〈r#(x0)〉 true,
〈eq#(x, x0; e)〉 e = true
⊢ 〈succ#(x; y)〉 〈succ#(x0; y0)〉 〈eq#(y, y0; e)〉 e = true

Compatibility with succ#: If x and x0 represent the same natural number, then their suc-
cessors also represent the same number.

Cong add 〈r#(x)〉 true,
〈r#(y)〉 true,
〈r#(x0)〉 true,
〈r#(y0)〉 true,
〈eq#(x, x0; e)〉 e = true,
〈eq#(y, y0; e)〉 e = true
⊢ 〈add#(x, y; s)〉 〈add#(x0, y0; s0)〉 〈eq#(s, s0; e)〉 e = true

Compatibility with add#: If both inputs represent the same number the result values also
represent the same number.

Cong ls 〈r#(x)〉 true,
〈r#(y)〉 true,
〈r#(x0)〉 true,
〈r#(y0)〉 true,
〈eq#(x, x0; e)〉 e,
〈eq#(y, y0; e)〉 e
⊢ 〈ls#(x, y; e)〉 〈ls#(x0, y0; e0)〉 e = e0

Compatibility with ls#: if x and x0 represent the same number, and y and y0 represent the
same number, then the result of calling ls# with inputs x and y is the same as the result of
calling ls# with the inputs x0 and y0.

Export axioms

The procedures must work on the binary words like the export operations on natural numbers.
We obtain one proof obligation for each export axiom by a translation process, where export
operations are replaced by their implementing procedures. Consider the axiom n +1 -1 = n. A
first try is

⊢ 〈succ#(x; y0)〉 〈 pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = x

“If the successor of x is y0, and the predecessor of y0 is y1, then x must equal y1.”

If we have multiple representations for one export element the values need not be equal, but must
only represent the same export element:

⊢ 〈succ#(x; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 〈eq#(y1, x; e)〉 e

Unfortunately, both statements are wrong. succ# computes for ’01’ and ’1’ a result ’10’. However,
we only have to deal with binary words without leading zeros. Therefore, the proof obligation has
to hold only for those inputs. We obtain the following sequents (besides others):

Exp-01 〈r#(x)〉 true ⊢ ¬ 〈zero#(; x0)〉 〈succ#(x; y0)〉 x0 = y0

Exp-02 ⊢ 〈zero#(; x0)〉 〈pred#(x0; y0)〉 〈zero#(; x1)〉 y0 = x1

Exp-03 〈r#(y)〉 true ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y

Exp-19 〈r#(x)〉 true,
〈r#(y)〉 true
⊢ 〈divisor#(x, y; e)〉 e ↔ (∃ u.〈r#(u)〉 true ∧ 〈mult#(u, x; p0)〉 p0 = y)
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Generatedness

A last proof obligation guarantees that the natural numbers are indeed generated by 0 and +1.
This means for the implementation that all binary words without leading zeros can be generated
with the procedures zero# and succ# (by calling them for a number of times). This property
can be expressed with the help of an automatically generated procedure uniform r#. We get the
following proof obligation:

G bin r#(x)〉 true ⊢ 〈uniform r#(x)〉 true

If the input x has no leading zeros the procedure uniform r# terminates with input x.
uniform r# terminates if and only if after one call of procedure zero# followed by a finite
number of calls of procedure succ# returns x as result. (With multiple representations the
result must only represent the same export element as x.)

Procedure uniform r# works as follows: In a first step zero# is called. If the result perchance is
x, the procedure terminates. Otherwise a binary word y is guessed such that succ# with input y
returns x. However, this input y must again be generated by zero# and succ#, i.e. uniform r#
must terminate with input y. The declaration is

uniform r#(x)
begin

var x2 = x in
zero#(; x2);
if x2 = x then skip else
var x1 = ?, x0 = x in
begin

uniform r#(x1);
succ#(x1; x0);
if x0 = x then skip else abort

end
end

An indeterministic variable initialization var x1 = ? does the “guessing”. x1 is initialized
with the “correct” (not a random!) value if it exists. This means the indeterministic variable
initialization is equivalent to an existential quantifier over x1, and defined by the following axiom:

⊢ 〈var x = ? in α〉 ϕ ↔ ∃ x. 〈α〉 ϕ x 6∈ Var(ϕ)

9.4 The calculus for module verification

Symbolic execution of programs is an important part of the calculus (cf. the Hoare rules). New
rules are needed for the new program statements (procedure calls and local variables), and for
programs in the antecedent of a sequent. (In the Hoare calculus we had only one program in
the succedent.) Furthermore, (structural or noetherian) induction plays an important role for
recursive procedures. The complete set of rules is given in appendix 10.7. The new proof rules
and the proof idea for recursive procedures is explained in the following example proof (Exp-03).
The goal to prove is

〈r#(y)〉 true ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y (1)

If succ# is called with an input y without leading zeros the procedure terminates. If its
result y0 is used as input for pred#, then pred# also terminates and the result y1 is
equal to the original input y.
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This goal can be proved by standard induction for y. “Standard” induction means that the goal
itself is used as the induction hypothesis. We use noetherian induction with the order predicate≪
for binary words. The proof idea is to unfold, i.e. expand, the procedure calls, and to use symbolic
execution on the programs until recursive calls are reached. Then the induction hypothesis can
be implied because the arguments of the recursive call pop(y) is smaller than y (y pop ≪ y, if y
6= 0 and y 6= 1). The induction hypothesis is

Ind-Hyp =
∀ y2. y2 ≪ y →
〈r#(y2)〉 true

→ 〈succ#(y2; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y2

We get the goal

〈r#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y (2)

Since procedure r# itself is not recursive, we can unfold the call (unfolding a recursive procedure
can lead to nontermination if it is done again and again, unfolding a nonrecursive procedure
can’t) Unfolding is done with the rule call left. The procedure call is replaced by the body of
the procedure declaration, where the formal parameters are substituted by the actual values. The
result is

〈if y = 0 then skip else rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp
⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y

(3)

Symbolic execution of the if-statement and application of rule skip left leads in the first case to

Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈succ#( 0; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = 0 (4)

and in the second case to

〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0 ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y (5)

The first case is finished by symbolic execution. Unfolding succ# gives

Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈pred#( 1; y1)〉 y1 = 0 (6)

and symbolic execution of pred#

Ind-Hyp ⊢ 0 = 0 (7)

We turn to the second case. All remaining procedure calls are for recursive procedures. We unfold
succ# (once) and symbolically execute its body. This results in three cases (the case y = 0 can’t
occur). The first two cases become axioms after the symbolic execution of pred#. The third case
leads to a recursive call:

〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1
⊢ 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

(8)

The argument of succ# is now y pop. The input of rh# is y. Symbolic execution of rh# will lead
to a recursive call with the same argument y pop of succ#:

〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1
⊢ 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

(9)

Now is the right time to apply the induction hypothesis with rule apply induction. The correct
instance for y2 is y pop. We obtain two goals. (The goal that y pop is indeed less than y is proved
automatically.) The first goal states that the precondition 〈r#(y)〉 true is true for y pop, i.e. that
〈r#(y pop)〉 true holds:

〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1
⊢ 〈r#(y pop)〉 true, 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

(10)
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This is the first time that the succedent contains two program formulas. However, we can ignore
the second formula. Basically we have to prove

〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1
⊢ 〈r#(y pop)〉 true

(11)

This is done again by symbolic execution of r#(y pop) which leads to the axiom

〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1
⊢ 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true

(12)

In the second case the induction hypothesis is added to the antecedent:

〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y pop,
〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1
⊢ 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

(13)

Now we have the same procedure call succ# with the same input y pop in the antecedent and the
succedent. succ#(y pop; y0) in the antecedent computes some value (say y3). Obviously, succ#(y
pop; y1) in the succedent must compute the same value, i.e. y1 must be equal to y3. The rule
execute call follows these considerations: It introduces a new variable y3 as the result of succ#(y
pop; y0) in the antecedent, discards succ#(y pop; y1) in the succedent, and substitutes y1 by y3

in the rest of both formulas:

〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3,
〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1
⊢ 〈y3 := y3.0〉 〈pred#(y3; y2)〉 y2 = y

(14)

The formula in the antecedent is splitted into two formulas that are related by y3. This intro-
duction of intermediate values is also done by the rule split left. assign right gives

〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3,
〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1
⊢ 〈pred#(y3.0; y2)〉 y2 = y

(15)

Now we have one call of pred# with argument y3, and one call with argument y3.0. If both
arguments were equal we could again discard the call in the succedent. How do we make both
arguments equal? By symbolically executing pred#(y3.0; y2) because the recursive call will have
the argument y3.0 pop = y3. We obtain

〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3,
〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y3 6= 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1
⊢ 〈pred#(y3; y0)〉 〈y0 := y0.1〉 y0 = y

(16)

Applying execute call once more leads to

〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y4, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3,
〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y3 6= 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y4 = y pop
⊢ 〈y4 := y4.1〉 y4 = y

(17)

which is true after executing the assignment.
We note that proofs involving recursive procedures is based on induction and symbolic exe-

cution until recursive calls are reached. After the application of the induction hypothesis we try
to apply the rule execute call. However, this requires the same arguments in both calls. If they
are not equal we try make them equal by symbolic execution of the appropriate procedure. It
is important to have the implementation of the procedures in mind in order to determine which
call to unfold when. The treatment of the restriction procedure was somewhat arbitrary in this
example. It doesn’t really matter when r#(y) is unfolded.

The proof is found automatically by the system. The proof protocol in appendix 11.2 lists
for each proof step which heuristic applied the rule. The heuristic selection was “Let the system
choose the heuristics”. What heuristics exist for module verification and how modules are used in
KIV is the topic of the next chapter.



Chapter 10

Module Verification with KIV

10.1 Introduction

The proof strategy for module verification is part of the software development environment of KIV.
A project can contain not only specifications, but also modules. Each module has its theorem
base with proof obligations and user defined theorems (lemmas etc.). The user interface is similar
to that for specifications, except that some menu commands differ. The interface for proving
is also very similiar, but, of course, proof rules and heuristics dealing with programs are new.
The hierarchy from projects to specifications and modules and finally to single proofs introduces
different levels. When working with KIV, the user is always working on one of these levels. The
title of the main window indicates the current level (see Fig. 10.1).

• Selecting or creating projects: KIV

• in a project, selecting or creating specifications and modules: daVinci

• in a specification, adding or selecting theorems for proving: Specification

in a module, adding or selecting theorems for proving: Module

• proving in a specification: Specification Strategy

proving in a module: Module Strategy

This structure is mapped onto the file system. The top directory (named with ?, which is a
shortcut, and usually stands for projects) contains a file projects with a list of all known
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Figure 10.1: Hierarchical structure of the software development environment
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projects and their directories. Each project is located in its own directory which is usually found
in the projects directory. Each project directory contains two subdirectories specs and mods,
which in turn contain directories for every specification and module of the project. Finally, every
specification or module directory contains a subdirectory proofs with the theorem base and the
proofs.

10.2 The Project Selection Level

The software development environment is started by entering

PPL 1> (start)

at the PPL prompt. The KIV window appears and the user is working on the highest level. Here
only one menu Projects with the commands Select, Create and Exit exists:

Select an existing project to work with. The level changes from the project selection level to the
project level. The windows changes to daVinci.

Create a new project. The user has to provide a name and a directory for the project.

1. What is the name for the project?

The name must be new (i.e. different from all existing projects) and suitable as a
directory name. This means beside others that it should not contain spaces or slashes.

2. In which directory is the project located?

KIV suggests the project name as the directory name, but it is also possible to enter
an arbitrary directory. If the directory does not exist it is created.

After creating a new project it can be selected with Projects – Select. The system does
not change to the new project automatically.

Exit the software development environment.

10.3 Modules in Projects

It has already been mentioned that every module has its own directory (with the same name as
the module) inside a subdirectory

〈Project name〉/mods/

The module directory contains six files and two subdirectories that are created when the module
is created (with Module – Create).

• module

This file will contain the text for the module (mapping and implementation). Initially, it
contains a frame that has to be filled in by the user. Once created, the file is never overwritten
by the system.

• restriction

This file will contain the text for the restriction. Initially, it contains an empty restriction.
If no restriction is needed (i.e. true is a valid restriction), the user can ignore this file.
Otherwise it should be filled in before the module is installed.

Both the module and the restriction files are loaded when the module is installed, and
must be properly filled in.
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• sequents

This file is used to enter or modify theorems. It is loaded by the commands Theorem – Load

New and Theorem – Load Changed. It is overwritten by the command Print – Theorems

Readably. KIV will never overwrite this file by itself.

• module-specific

This file contains the patterns for the module specific heuristic which is explained in detail
in section 10.4 and appendix F. Initially this file contains no patterns.

• formulas

This file is used to enter complex formulas for some rules. The rule cut formula (and
others) has an option to read the cut formula from this file. It is intended as a temporary
buffer.

• declarations

This file is used to enter auxiliary declarations to the theorem base.

• proofs/

The proofs/ directory contains the theorem base and all proofs. This directory should never
be touched by the user!

• doc/

The doc/ directory stores documentation (proof protocols, Latex – Proof Protocol, a
LATEX version of the theorem base, Latex – Theorems, etc.), that is generated by selecting
the appropriate commands. Existing files will be overwritten.

10.4 Heuristics for Module Verification

Predefined Sets of Heuristics

Heuristics are used to decrease the number of user interactions. In the best case they find proofs
automatically. Even if a proof is not found completely automatically heuristics can help the user
by applying often used, mechanical rules automatically. Ideally, they find a proof completely auto-
matic. But there is also a risk when using heuristics: They may apply steps which are unnecessary
or unwanted or may even lead to infinite loops. When selecting heuristics, the following (partly
antagonistic) issues have to be considered.

1. Efficiency

Since the prover works interactively, the heuristics cannot take too much time, especially in
cases where they can’t do anything at all. When large goals appear, usefulness vs. efficiency
of a heuristic is a real issue.

2. Probability of wrong decisions

A wrong decision (e.g. making a case distinction when none is necessary, or instantiating
and dropping a quantifier) can lead to unprovable goals or unnecessary work for the user.
Or it can make the proofs harder. A wrong decision normally means that the heuristic is
deselected and the proof tree pruned.

The more complicated the proof is, the higher the probability of wrong decisions becomes.
This means, that fewer heuristics should be selected.

Unfortunately (or luckily?) the universal problem solving heuristic hasn’t been published yet.
Therefore KIV offers quite a large number of heuristics (ranging from general but “dumb” to
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very special but “intelligent”, and from established and useful to experimental and doubtful). An
expert user can combine the heuristics in a manner that is most useful for the given problem.

During a proof heuristics can be enabled and disabled at any time (using the command Control

– Heuristics). Therefore heuristics can be used for a single branch of the proof or for the whole
proof. An important property of heuristics is that there is an arbitrary hierarchical ordering: If
a heuristic can’t be applied the next heuristic according to the hierarchical ordering is tested.
Furthermore a heuristic can determine which other heuristics should be applied next. Therefore
heuristics are a very flexible concept.

For example, there is a heuristic that just tests if there is an assignment, a conditional or a
variable declaration. If this is the case, the corresponding rule is applied. Another heuristic only
executes procedure calls and leaves the other work (the symbolic execution of procedure bodies)
for other heuristics. There is also a global induction heuristic that only calls other heuristics —
depending on the progress of the proof.

To choose a good set of heuristics some experience is needed. To simplifiy matters KIV of-
fers three predefined sets of heuristics which are usually sufficient. Therefore after selecting the
command Control – Heuristics a window is displayed where a set of heuristics can be chosen:

Let the system choose the heuristics

DL Heuristics + Induction

DL Heuristics + Case Splitting

DL Heuristics

No heuristics at all

Select your own heuristics

Let the system choose the heuristics : KIV chooses one of the predefined sets of heuristics
described below. It uses a very simple heuristic to determine the complexity of the goal based
on the number and type of program formulas and their connection. The lower the complexity,
the more heuristics are chosen. The idea is that the goal complexity has some connection to
the difficulty of the proof. The implementation of the programs is not considered (thereby
limiting the usefulness of this option).

DL Heuristics + Induction : This set is useful for simple goals that can be proven by simple
induction and symbolic execution of programs, and where case distinctions must not be
avoided at any cost. This heuristic set often finds proofs automatically for simple recursive
programs. The set consists of the following heuristics (in the listed order):

symbolic execution, conditional right split, conditional left split, contract and
execute, split, simplifier, elimination, module specific, weak unfold, Quantifier
closing, loop exit, execute loop, omega, unwind, weak cut, dl case distinction,
unfold, induction, apply ind once, batch mode

DL Heuristics + Case Splitting : This set is useful for more complex goals, where nonstan-
dard induction (or no induction at all) is used, or some lemmas are introduced before the
induction step, or some procedures shouldn’t be unfolded. Compared to the previous set,
the induction heuristics (induction, apply ind once) and the strong heuristic for unfolding
procedures (leading to the symbolic execution of the procedure bodies) is missing. The
remaining heuristics are

symbolic execution, conditional right split, conditional left split, contract and
execute, split, simplifier, elimination, module specific, weak unfold, Quantifier
closing, dl case distinction, omega, unwind, loop exit, execute loop

DL Heuristics : This set is for very complex goals where case distinctions (by splitting condi-
tionals in programs or propositional connectives) have to be avoided at all costs. It uses the
heuristics
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symbolic execution, contract and execute, module specific, split, simplifier, elimi-
nation, conditional

No heuristics at all : Deselect all heuristics.

Select your own heuristics : This allows to select a different set of heuristics or to modify an
existing set. It is possible to select a predefined set of heuristics and this option together.

After selecting this command a window opens containing two columns: on the left side all
available heuristics are displayed, on the right side the currently selected heuristics are shown
in order of selection. To select a heuristic click on this heuristic on the left side. It appears
on the right side at the position of the black bar. To delete a heuristic currently selected
click again on the heuristic in the left column. After leaving the window by clicking on the
OK–Button the selected heuristics are applied according to their order.

Read from file ’default heuristics’ : The file ’default-heuristics’ should contain a PPL list
of heuristics: (list "...""..."...). This option is for experts only.

When you begin (or continue) a proof all heuristics are disabled (but still selected). This is
indicated in the status bar (by heuristics off). They can be enabled by clicking on the button
Heuristics On/Off in the lower left corner of the window.

Description of the Heuristics

This section describes only heuristics dealing with programs. Other heuristics that are applicable
for both predicate logic and dynamic logic goals are described in chapter 4. A description of the
heuristics for loops is pending.

Procedure calls

weak unfold This heuristic unfolds procedure call with the rules call left or call right. A
procedure call can be safely unfolded if the procedure

1. is not recursive, or

2. it is recursive, but the induction hypothesis will be applied for the recursive call, or

3. it is recursive, but the context is such that the execution path is not leading to a recursive
call (i.e. the tests of if’s can be decided).

Unconditionally unfolding a procedure call and executing the body of a recursive procedure usually
does not terminate, and has to be avoided. Additionally, the order in which procedures are
unfolded and executed (or whether to unfold them at all) can have a significant impact on the
size of the proof. If a procedure body does not contain any conditionals, or all conditionals can be
decided in a given context, then the execution of the body does not introduce any case distinctions.
Furthermore, if the execution path does not lead to a recursive call, it is safe (and normally useful)
to unfold the call.

The heuristic weak unfold deals with such procedures. It is called “weak” because it unfolds
fewer procedure calls than the following two heuristics.

unfold This heuristic unfolds the same calls as weak unfold and some more. It also unfolds calls
that lead to case distinctions if one execution path contains a recursive call where the induction
hypothesis can be applied. Usually these procedures have to be unfolded to finish the proof. The
heuristic keeps track of the procedures and will unfold each call only once. It tries to find the best
call to unfold that will minimize the size of the proof. This depends on the statical call hierarchy
(one procedure calls another) and the dynamical information flow (the result of one procedure call
is the input for another). The heuristic also unfolds nonrecursive procedures.
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strong unfold This heuristic may unfold recursive procedures several times under certain cir-
cumstances. It may also unfold procedures that do not appear in the induction hypothesis. This
heuristic should be used with care.

calls concrete This heuristic unfolds a call if all actual parameters are concrete, i.e. do not
contain variables, unless they are variables of a parameter sort. It uses the assumption that all
tests in conditionals can be decided. If this is not the case (e.g. due to missing simplifier rules)
the heuristic may lead to non-termination for recursive procedures. Normally, weak unfold is a
better choice, so this heuristic should be used only in special circumstances.

calls nonrecursive This heuristic unfolds procedures that are not recursive.

bounded calls Experimental – don’t use it.

Symbolic execution

symbolic execution This heuristic is normally the first in the list of chosen heuristics. It
executes those program statements that are uncritical. “Uncritical” means that application of the
appropriate rule does not introduce case distinctions and will not lead to non-termination. This
means it does not deal with calls, loops, and if’s with an undecidable test. It will only look at
the first formula in the antecedent and the succedent. (The idea is to execute a program until it is
finished or a critical statement is reached. This means that assigments etc. normally only appear
in the first formula.) The following rules will be applied if possible:

abort right, abort left, skip right, skip left, assign right, assign left, vardecls right,
vardecls left, if positive right, if negative right, if positive left, if negative left

split This heuristic tries to apply the rule split left anywhere in the antecedent. This is an
uncritical heuristic and can be always used.

conditional This heuristic tries to apply the rules if positive right, if negative right, if positive
left, and if negative left anywhere in a sequent. In most proofs, conditionals only appear at the first
position in the antecedent or succedent where the heuristic symbolic execution deals with them.
However, they may appear anywhere if the heuristics conditional left/right split are not used.

This heuristic may need some time if a goal contains several conditionals.

conditional right split This heuristic applies the rule if right on every formula in the succedent
if possible.

conditional left split This heuristic applies the rule if left on every formula in the succedent
if possible.

contract and execute This heuristic applies the rules execute call, contract call left, and con-
tract call right if the actual parameters of the calls are identical, and no termination goal is
introduced.

Case distinctions

pl case distinction This heuristic will do nothing for goals containing programs. This means
that case distinctions for predicate logic formulas have to be done by hand.

dl case distinction This heuristic resolves propositional connectives between program formulas
by introducing case distinctions.
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10.5 Normalization

When proving properties of programs the predicate logic formulas form the context of the current
goal. Experience shows that a user ignores them most of the time and concentrates on the program
formulas. In order to help this concentration, sequents containing program formulas are ordered
in a special manner.

1. The first part of the antecedent contains only program formulas.

2. An optional induction hypothesis follows.

3. The rest of the antecedent contains all(!) predicate logic formulas of the sequent.

4. The succedent contains only program formulas.

Predicate logic formulas are kept in the antecedent even if this means that negations are not
resolved. The rule case distinction is applicable also on negated conjunctions etc. For program
formulas, negations are resolved in the usual manner. This ordering is introduced automatically
when beginning a new proof (this may lead to a first proof step called normalize that can never
appear anywhere else in a proof), and kept intact automatically during a proof (without visible
proof steps).

The normalization also deals with compounds. (It may have been noted that no proof rule
for compounds exists.) A formula 〈α;β〉 ϕ is equvialent to 〈α〉 〈β〉 ϕ. Using this equivalence,
compounds are eliminated.

10.6 Exercise 6

Exercise 6.1 The task is to implement and verify a module that implements sets by duplicate-free
lists.

The specifications and part of the implementation are already predefined. They can be found
in the project Exercise6. The specification of sets (called set) is

set =
generic specification

parameter elem target
sorts set;
constants ∅ : set;
functions

. ++ . : set × elem → set prio 9 left;

. – . : set × elem → set prio 9 left;

. ∪ . : set × set → set ;
predicates

. ∈ . : elem × set;

. ⊆ . : set × set;
variables s’, s: set;
induction set generated by ∅, ++;

axioms
s = s’ ↔ (∀ a. a ∈ s ↔ a ∈ s’),
¬ a ∈ ∅,
a ∈ s ++ b ↔ a = b ∨ a ∈ s,
a ∈ s – b ↔ a 6= b ∧ a ∈ s,
s ⊆ s’ ↔ (∀ a. a ∈ s → a ∈ s’),
a ∈ s ∪ s’ ↔ a ∈ s ∨ a ∈ s’
end generic specification

The specification of lists contains only the elementary operations.
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list-data =
generic data specification

parameter elem using nat
list = []

| . + . prio 9 (. .first : elem ; . .rest : list ;) prio 9
;

variables x, y, z, x0, y0, z0, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2: list;
size functions # . : list → nat ;
order predicates . < . : list × list;

end generic data specification

As already mentioned, sets should be implemented by duplicate free lists (other possibilities
are arbitrary lists, or ordered lists if an ordering is added to the parameter). This means that a
restriction procedure is needed that checks if a list has no duplicates. Furthermore, an identification
procedure is needed that tests if two lists represent the same set, i.e. if one list is permutation of
the other. The restriction is already implemented in the module (see below).

The module set-list is filled in to some extent: The mapping and the implementations for
empty and the restriction are given. All other procedures have to be implemented. Note that all
declarations must be separated by a semicolon.

set-list =
module

export set
refinement

representation of sorts
list implements set;

representation of operations
empty# implements ∅;
insert# implements ++;
delete# implements –;
union# implements ∪;
member# implements ∈;
subset# implements ⊆;

equality eq# : set;
restriction r# : set;
uniform restriction uniform r# : set;
implementation
import list
variables e, e0 : bool;

declaration
empty#(var e) begin e := [] end;

r#(x)
begin

if x = [] then skip else
var e = true in begin

member#(x.first, x.rest; e);
if e then abort else r#(x.rest)

end end;
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Here are some recommendations to make the verification as easy as possible.

1. Use recursive procedures, not while loops.

2. Implement the identification procedure eq# with subset#.

3. Don’t use always ‘DL Heuristics + Induction’. This set can prove some simple goals auto-
matically, but will lead to very nasty sequents for more complex goals. On the other hand
you can always use ‘DL Heuristics + Case Splitting’.

You can use either structural induction or (noetherian) induction for the proofs.

4. It is very important to invent useful theorems! Even if it takes some time to type them in –
in the end they simplify the verification more than you think. Some additional tips on how
to formulate theorems:

• Use as few propositional connectives as possible. They have to be simplified (with
additional proof steps) when you use the theorem as a lemma, and when you prove the
theorem.

• Don’t formulate a theorem as an equivalence ⊢ ϕ ↔ ψ. Formulate two theorems for
each direction (ϕ ⊢ ψ and ψ ⊢ ϕ).

• Formulate the theorem only with the really indispensible preconditions. Otherwise you
have to prove that they hold every time you use the theorem. This applies especially
to the precondition that a list is duplicate free. If the theorem holds without this
precondition (e.g. member# always terminates), you should formulate this theorem
even though a proof obligation with the precondition already exists.

• Theorems for sets (e.g. ¬ a ∈ s → ¬ a ∈ s − b) are usually useful theorems for the
implementation (of course the theorem has to be formulated for the procedures working
on the duplicate free lists).
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10.7 Rules for Module Verification

10.7.1 Introduction

This document contains the rules for cosi. The name given to each rule corresponds to the
names when using cosi. The actual implementation of a rule might differ in some details from
its representation. Especially we try to introduce as less new variables and equations as possible.
Those simplifications, however, should allow the user to choose a rule — it is the purpose of the
system to handle these technical details.

Almost all rules are also applicable for box formulas instead of diamond formulas.
Most rules are applicable not only on the first formula in the antecedent or succedent but on

a formula at an arbitrary position.
program rules contains all rules dealing with programs, DL rules all other rules for sequents

containing programs.

10.7.2 Program rules

call right

Γ ⊢ 〈proc δ in α
σ,x
y,z 〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈proc δ in f(σ, x)〉ϕ,∆

for bounded procedure blocks:

Γ ⊢ 〈proc δ times κ in α
σ,x
y,z 〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈proc δ times κ+ 1 in f(σ, x)〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈abort〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈proc δ times czero in f(σ, x)〉ϕ,∆

• δ contains a declaration f(y, z).α

• The substitution is actually more complex.

• The counter κ specifies the number of calls allowed at most.

• Rule applicable on boxes too

call left

〈proc δ in α
σ,x
y,z 〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈proc δ in f(σ, x)〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

for bounded procedure blocks:

〈proc δ times κ in α
σ,x
y,z 〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈proc δ times κ+ 1 in f(σ, x)〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈abort〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈proc δ times czero in f(σ, x)〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• δ contains a declaration f(y, z).α

• The substitution is actually more complex.

• The counter κ specifies the number of calls allowed at most.

• Rule applicable on boxes too
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execute call

Γ ⊢ σ = τ 〈proc δ1 in f(σ;x)〉(x = y), ϕ
y
x,Γ ⊢ ψ

y
z

〈proc δ1 in f(σ;x)〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ 〈proc δ2 in f(τ ; z)〉ψ

• δ1 and δ2 contain identical declarations for f

• y are new variables

• the procedure f is functional

• the rule is also applicable for non-functional procedures with the additional condition Γ ⊢
x = z

contract call left

Γ ⊢ σ = τ 〈proc δ1 in f(σ, z)〉(z = x′), ϕ
x′

x , ψ
x′

y ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈proc δ1 in f(σ, x)〉ϕ, 〈proc δ2 in f(τ , y)〉ψ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• δ1 and δ2 contain identical declarations for f

• z, x′ are new variables

• the procedure f is functional

• the rule is also applicable for non-functional procedures with the additional condition Γ ⊢
x = y

contract call right

Γ ⊢ σ = τ [proc δ1 in f(σ, z)](z = x′),Γ ⊢ ϕ
x′

x , ψ
x′

y ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈proc δ1 in f(σ, x)〉ϕ, 〈proc δ2 in f(τ , y)〉ψ,∆

• δ1 and δ2 contain identical declarations for f

• z, x′ are new variables

• the procedure f is functional

• the rule is also applicable for non-functional procedures with the additional condition Γ ⊢
x = y

proc omega left/proc omega right

∃κ.〈proc δ times κ in α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈proc δ in α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∃κ.〈proc δ times κ in α〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈proc δ in α〉ϕ,∆

abort right

Γ ⊢ ∆
Γ ⊢ 〈abort〉ϕ,∆ Γ ⊢ [abort]ϕ,∆
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abort left

〈abort〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆
Γ ⊢ ∆

[abort]ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

skip right/skip left

Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈skip〉ϕ,∆

ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈skip〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• Rule applicable on boxes too

vardecls right

x′ = τ,Γ ⊢ 〈αx
′

x 〉ϕ

Γ ⊢ 〈var x = τ in α〉ϕ

Γ ⊢ ∃x′.〈αx
′

x 〉ϕ

Γ ⊢ 〈var x =? in α〉ϕ

• x =? is a random variable declaration

• both rules are integrated into one

• for boxes replace the ∃ by a ∀

vardecls left

〈αx
′

x 〉ϕ, x
′ = τ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈var x = τ in α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

∃x′.〈αx
′

x 〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈var x =? in α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• x =? is a random variable declaration

• both rules are integrated into one

• Rule applicable on boxes too

assign right

Γ ⊢ ϕτx,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈x := τ〉ϕ,∆

Γx
′

x , x = τx
′

x ⊢ ϕ,∆
x′

x

Γ ⊢ 〈x := τ〉ϕ,∆

• x′ is a new variable

• The second rule is used only if the first one is not applicable (because it is not possible to
substitute in ϕ)

• Rule applicable on boxes too

assign left

ϕτx,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈x := τ〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

ϕ,Γx
′

x , x = τx
′

x ⊢ ∆x′

x

〈x := τ〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• x′ is a new variable

• The second rule is used only if the first one is not applicable (because it is not possible to
substitute in ϕ)

• Rule applicable on boxes too
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if right/if left

Γ, ε ⊢ 〈α〉ϕ,∆ Γ,¬ε ⊢ 〈β〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈if ε then α else β〉ϕ,∆

〈α〉ϕ,Γ, ε ⊢ ∆ 〈β〉ϕ,Γ,¬ε ⊢ ∆

〈if ε then α else β〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• Rule applicable on boxes too

if positive right/if positive left

Γ ⊢ ε,∆ Γ ⊢ 〈α〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈if ε then α else β〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ε,∆ 〈α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈if ε then α else β〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• Rule applicable on boxes too

• Rule is offered only, if simplifier can prove first premise.

• First premise does not appear in proof tree.

if negative right/if negative left

Γ ⊢ ¬ε,∆ Γ ⊢ 〈β〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈if ε then α else β〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ¬ε,∆ 〈β〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈if ε then α else β〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• Rule applicable on boxes too

• Rule is offered only, if simplifier can prove first premise.

• First premise does not appear in proof tree.

split left/split right

〈α〉x = x′, ϕ
x′

x ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ 〈α〉true 〈α〉x = x′,Γ ⊢ ϕ
x′

x ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈α〉ϕ,∆

• x = asgvars(α)

• x′ are new variables

10.7.3 DL rules

induction

Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ Γ,Θ(ψ) ⊢ ∆ ϕ, Ind-Hyp ⊢ ψ

Γ ⊢ ∆

• Ind-Hyp = ∀x, u′.(u′ ≪ u→ (ϕ→ ψ)u
′

u )

• x = free(ϕ→ ψ) \{u}

• u is the induction variable

• Θ is a parallel substitution for u, x

• ≪ is a well founded ordering
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apply induction

Γ ⊢ Θ(u′)≪ u,∆ Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ Θ(ψ),Γ, Ind-Hyp ⊢ ∆

Γ, Ind-Hyp ⊢ ∆

• Ind-Hyp = ∀x, u′.(u′ ≪ u→ (ϕ→ ψ))

• Θ is a parallel substitution for x

structural induction

⊢ ϕ(c) ϕ(x) ⊢ ϕ(f(x))

Γ ⊢ ∆

• ϕ = ∀x′.Γ→ ∆ with x′ = free(Γ→ ∆) \ x

• sort(x) generated by c, f

all left/exists right

[α]ϕ,∀x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

∀x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ 〈α〉ϕ,∃x.ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∃x.ϕ,∆

• asgvars(α) ⊆ x

• It is also possible to enter a parallel substitution for x instead of a program α.

exists left/all right

ϕ
x′

x ,Γ ⊢ ∆

∃x.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ϕ
x′

x ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∀x.ϕ,∆

• x′ are new variables

insert lemma/insert spec-lemma

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ Γ ⊢ Θ(Γ′),∆ Θ(∆′),Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∆

• Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ is the theorem

• Θ is a parallel substitution for the free variables of the theorem.

insert elim lemma

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′, σ(ϕ) ∧
∧
σ(Γ) σ(ψ),Θ(Γ′) ⊢ Θ(∆′)

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′

• Γ ⊢ ϕ→ (x1 = t1 ∧ . . . xn = tn ↔ ∃y.v = t ∧ ψ) is the elimination rule

• σ is a substitution for the free variables of the elimination rule

• Θ is the substitution [σ(t1), . . . , σ(tn)← σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn)][σ(v)← σ(t)]
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insert rewrite lemma

⊢ ϕ→ σ = τ Γ ⊢ Θ(ϕ),∆ Γ
Θ(τ)
Θ(σ) ⊢ ∆

Θ(τ)
Θ(σ)

Γ ⊢ ∆

• ⊢ ϕ→ σ = τ is the rewrite theorem

• Θ is a parallel substitution for the free variables of the theorem

weakening formulas

Γ ⊢ ∆
ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

cut formula

ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆ Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∆

• ϕ is the cut formula

case distinction

ψ1,Γ ⊢ ∆ ψ2,Γ ⊢ ∆

ψ1 ∨ ψ2,Γ ⊢ ∆

• the rule is also applicable for →, ↔ and for formulas in the succedent with ∧, ↔ (yielding
an appropiate premise, of course).

insert equation

σ = τ,Γτσ ⊢ ∆τ
σ

σ = τ,Γ ⊢ ∆

simplifier

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′

Γ ⊢ ∆

• The formulas Γ and ∆ are simplified.

• The rule removes propositional connectives, if this is possible without case distinctions,
otherwise it keeps the propositional structure of the formulas intact.

10.7.4 While Rules

invariant right

Γ ⊢ Inv,∆ Inv, ε ⊢ [α]Inv Inv,¬ε ⊢ ϕ

Γ ⊢ [while ε do α]ϕ,∆

• Inv is the loop invariant
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while right/while left

Γ,¬ ε ⊢ ϕ,∆ Γ, ε ⊢ 〈α〉〈while ε do α〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈while ε do α〉ϕ,∆

Γ,¬ ε, ϕ ⊢ ∆ 〈α〉〈while ε do α〉ϕ,Γ, ε ⊢ ∆

〈while ε do α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• Rule applicable on boxes too

while unwind right/while unwind left

Γ ⊢ ε,∆ Γ ⊢ 〈α〉〈while ε do α〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈while ε do α〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ε,∆ 〈α〉〈while ε do α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈while ε do α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• Rule applicable on boxes too

• Rule is offered only, if simplifier can prove first premise.

• First premise does not appear in proof tree.

while exit right/while exit left

Γ ⊢ ¬ ε,∆ Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈while ε do α〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ¬ ε,∆ ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈while ε do α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• Rule applicable on boxes too

• Rule is offered only, if simplifier can prove first premise.

• First premise does not appear in proof tree.

omega right/omega left

Γ ⊢ ∃ κ.〈loop if ε then α times κ〉(¬ ε ∧ ϕ),∆

Γ ⊢ 〈while ε do α〉ϕ,∆

〈loop if ε then α times κ〉(¬ ε ∧ ϕ),Γ ⊢ ∆

〈while ε do α〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

• κ is a new countervariable

loop unwind right

Γ ⊢ 〈α〉∃ κ.〈loop α times κ〉〈κ := κ+ 1〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∃ κ.〈loop α times κ〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈α〉〈loop α times κ〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈loop α times κ+ 1〉ϕ,∆

loop left

Γ, κ = 0 ⊢ ϕ Γ, κ 6= 0 ⊢ 〈α〉〈loop α times κ− 1〉ϕ,∆

Γ, 〈loop α times κ〉ϕ,∆

loop exit right

Γ ⊢ 〈κ := 0〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∃ κ.〈loop α times κ〉ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈loop α times 0〉ϕ,∆
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loop unwind left/loop exit left

〈α〉〈loop α times κ〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈loop α times κ+ 1〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈loop α times 0〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

loop right

Γ, ε ⊢ 〈α〉∃ κ.〈loop if ε then α times κ〉〈κ := κ+ 1〉ϕ, 〈κ := 0〉ϕ,∆ Γ,¬ε ⊢ ∃ κ.ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∃ κ.〈loop if ε then α times κ〉ϕ,∆

execute loop

Γ ⊢ y = y
0
,∆ 〈loop α times κ〉x = x0, ϕ

x
0

x ,Γ ⊢ ψ
x
0

x ,∆

〈loop α times κ〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ (〈loop α times κ〉ψ)
y
0

y

〈loop α times κ〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ y = y
0
,∆ ∃ κ.(〈loop α times κ〉ψ)ϕ

x
0

x ,Γ ⊢ ψ
x
0

x ,∆

〈loop α times κ〉ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∃ κ.(〈loop α times κ〉ψ)
y
0

y



Chapter 11

Module Verification: An Example

11.1 The Nat-Bin Module

nat-bin =
module

export nat
refinement

representation of sorts
bin implements nat;

representation of operations
zero# implements 0;
succ# implements +1;
pred# implements -1;
add# implements +;
sub# implements -;
mult# implements *;
div# implements div;
mod# implements mod;
ls# implements <;
divisor# implements | ;

implementation

import enrbin

procedures
bitadd# (bin, bin, bin) : (bin, bin);
bitsub# (bin, bin, bin) : (bin, bin);
addc# (bin, bin, bin) : bin;
subb# (bin, bin, bin) : (bin, bool);
divisorh# (bin, bin) : bin;
divmod# (bin, bin) : (bin, bin);

variables u, r, q, p, x1, y1, s, z, ca, c, bo, b, a: bin; e0, e: bool;

declaration

zero#(var x) begin x := 0 end;

succ#(x; var y)

101
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begin
if x = 0 then y := 1 else
if x = 1 then y := 1.0 else
if x top = 0 then y := x pop.1 else begin succ#(x pop; y); y := y.0 end

end;

pred#(x; var y)
begin

if x = 0 ∨ x = 1 then y := 0 else
if x = 1.0 then y := 1 else
if x top = 1 then y := x pop.0 else begin pred#(x pop; y); y := y.1 end

end;

add#(x, y; var s) begin addc#(x, y, 0; s) end;

addc#(x, y, c; var s)
begin

if x = 0 then if c = 0 then s := y else succ#(y; s) else
if y = 0 then if c = 0 then s := x else succ#(x; s) else
if x = 1 then
if c = 0 then succ#(y; s) else
if y = 1 then s := 1.1 else
begin succ#(y pop; s); if y top = 0 then s := s.0 else s := s.1 end

else
if y = 1 then
if c = 0 then succ#(x; s) else
begin succ#(x pop; s); if x top = 0 then s := s.0 else s := s.1 end

else
var z = 0 in
begin

bitadd#(x top, y top, c; z, c);
addc#(x pop, y pop, c; s);
if z = 0 then s := s.0 else s := s.1

end
end;

bitadd#(a, b, c; var z, ca)
begin

if a = 0 then
if b = 0 then begin ca := 0; z := c end else
if c = 0 then begin ca := 0; z := 1 end else
begin ca := 1; z := 0 end

else
if b = 0 then
if c = 0 then begin ca := 0; z := 1 end else
begin ca := 1; z := 0 end

else
begin ca := 1; z := c end

end;

sub#(x, y; var s) begin
var e = true in
subb#(x, y, 0; s, e) end;

subb#(x, y, b; var s, e)
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begin
if x = 0 then
begin s := 0; if y = 0 ∧ b = 0 then e := true else e := false end

else
if y = 0 then
if b = 0 then begin s := x; e := false end else
if x = 0 then begin s := 0; e := false end else
begin pred#(x; s); e := true end

else
if x = 1 then
begin s := 0; if y = 1 ∧ b = 0 then e := true else e := false end

else
if y = 1 then
begin

e := true;
if b = 0 then pred#(x; s) else
begin pred#(x pop; s); if x top = 0 then s := s.0 else s := s.1 end

end
else

var b = 0, z = 0 in
begin

bitsub#(x top, y top, b; z, b);
subb#(x pop, y pop, b; s, e);
if e then
if s = 0 then s := z else if z = 0 then s := s.0 else s := s.1

end
end;

bitsub#(x, y, b; var z, c)
begin

if x = 0 then
if y = 0 then begin z := b; c := b end else
if b = 0 then begin z := 1; c := 1 end else
begin z := 0; c := 1 end

else
if y = 0 then
if b = 0 then begin z := 1; c := 0 end else
begin z := 0; c := 0 end

else
begin z := b; c := b end

end;

mult#(x, y; var p)
begin

if x = 0 then p := 0 else
if x = 1 then p := y else
begin mult#(x pop, y; p); p := p.0;
if y top = 1 then add#(p, y; p) end

end;

ls#(x, y; var e) begin
var s = 0 in
subb#(x, y, 0; s, e) end;

div#(a, b; var q)
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begin
var x = 0 in
if b = 0 then q := 0 else divmod#(a, b; q, x)

end;

mod#(a, b; var x)
begin

var q = 0 in
if b = 0 then x := a else divmod#(a, b; q, x)

end;

divmod#(a, b; var q, r)
begin

var e = true in
ls#(a, b; e);
if e then begin q := 0; r := a end else
if a = 1 then begin q := 1; r := 0 end else
begin

divmod#(a pop, b; q, r);
if q = 0 then begin q := 1; sub#(a, b; r) end else
begin

if r = 0 then r := a top else if a top = 0 then r := r.0 else r := r.1;
ls#(r, b; e);
if ¬ e then begin sub#(r, b; r); q := q.1 end else

q := q.0
end

end
end;

divisor#(x, y; var e)
begin

var z = 0 in
if y = 0 then e := true else
if x = 0 then e := false else
begin

ls#(y, x; e);
if ¬ e then
begin divisorh#(x, y; z); if y = z then e := true else e := false end

end
end;

divisorh#(u, y; var z)
begin

var e = true, x = 0 in
ls#(y, u.0; e);
if ¬ e then
begin

divisorh#(u.0, y; z);
add#(z, u; x);
ls#(y, x; e);
if ¬ e then z := x

end
else

z := u
end
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11.2 Module Verification: an Example Proof
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iii-03

〈r#(y)〉 true ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y

• proofsteps: 57

• interactions: 0

• automation: 100.0 %

• used lemmas: -

• used simplifier rules:

⊢ x pop.1 = x ↔ ¬ (x = 0 ∨ x = 1 ∨ x top = 0)

⊢ x.0 pop = x

⊢ x.0 top = 0

⊢ x.0 = x0.0 ↔ x = x0

⊢ 1 6= x.0

⊢ 0 6= x.0

⊢

true → (x pop = 0 → ¬ ¬ (x = 0 ∨ x = 1 ∨ x = 0.0 ∨ x = 0.1))

⊢ x pop ≪ x ↔ ¬ (x = 0 ∨ x = 1)

⊢ x top 6= 0 ↔ x top = 1

⊢ x pop.0 = x ↔ ¬ (x = 0 ∨ x = 1 ∨ x top = 1)

⊢ x.1 pop = x

⊢ 0 6= 1

⊢ x.1 top = 1

⊢ x top 6= 1 ↔ x top = 0

⊢ x.0 6= x0.1

⊢ 1 6= x.1

⊢ 0 6= x.1

1) induction: induction for y
〈r#(y)〉 true ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y

2) unfold: call left 1
〈r#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y

3) conditional left split: if left 1
〈 if y = 0 then skip else rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y

4) symbolic execution: skip left
〈skip〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y = 0 ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y

5) pl simplifier: pl simplifier
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Ind-Hyp, y = 0, true ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y

6) weak unfold: call right 1
Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈succ#( 0; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = 0

7) symbolic execution: if positive right 1
Ind-Hyp

⊢ 〈if 0 = 0 then y := 1 else
if 0 = 1 then y := 1.0 else

if 0 top = 0 then y := 0 pop.1 else
begin

succ#( 0 pop; y);
y := y.0

end〉 〈pred#(y; y1)〉 y1 = 0

8) symbolic execution: assign right
Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈y := 1〉 〈pred#(y; y1)〉 y1 = 0

9) weak unfold: call right 1
Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈pred#( 1; y1)〉 y1 = 0

10) symbolic execution: if positive right 1
Ind-Hyp
⊢ 〈if 1 = 0 ∨ 1 = 1 then y := 0 else

if 1 = 1.0 then y := 1 else
if 1 top = 1 then y := 1 pop.0 else

begin
pred#( 1 pop; y);
y := y.1

end〉 y = 0

11) symbolic execution: assign right
Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈y := 0〉 y = 0

12) (from 3) induction: call right 1
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0 ⊢ 〈succ#(y; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y

13) symbolic execution: if negative right 1
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0

⊢ 〈if y = 0 then y1 := 1 else
if y = 1 then y1 := 1.0 else

if y top = 0 then y1 := y pop.1 else
begin

succ#(y pop; y1);
y1 := y1.0

end〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

14) conditional right split: if right 1
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0

⊢ 〈if y = 1 then y1 := 1.0 else
if y top = 0 then y1 := y pop.1 else

begin
succ#(y pop; y1);
y1 := y1.0
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end〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

15) symbolic execution: assign right
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y = 1 ⊢ 〈y1 := 1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

16) pl simplifier: pl simplifier
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y = 1 ⊢ 〈pred#( 1.0; y2)〉 y2 = y

17) weak unfold: call right 1
〈rh#( 1)〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈pred#( 1.0; y2)〉 y2 = 1

18) symbolic execution: if negative right 1
〈rh#( 1)〉 true, Ind-Hyp

⊢ 〈if 1.0 = 0 ∨ 1.0 = 1 then y := 0 else
if 1.0 = 1.0 then y := 1 else

if 1.0 top = 1 then y := 1.0 pop.0 else
begin

pred#( 1.0 pop; y);
y := y.1

end〉 y = 1

19) symbolic execution: if positive right 1
〈rh#( 1)〉 true, Ind-Hyp

⊢ 〈if 1.0 = 1.0 then y := 1 else
if 1.0 top = 1 then y := 1.0 pop.0 else

begin
pred#( 1.0 pop; y);
y := y.1

end〉 y = 1

20) symbolic execution: assign right
〈rh#( 1)〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢ 〈y := 1〉 y = 1

21) (from 14) conditional right split: if right 1
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈if y top = 0 then y1 := y pop.1 else
begin

succ#(y pop; y1);
y1 := y1.0

end〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

22) symbolic execution: assign right
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y top = 0 ⊢ 〈y1 := y pop.1〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

23) weak unfold: call right 1
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y top = 0 ⊢ 〈pred#(y pop.1; y2)〉 y2 = y

24) symbolic execution: if negative right 1
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y top = 0

⊢ 〈if y pop.1 = 0 ∨ y pop.1 = 1 then y0 := 0 else
if y pop.1 = 1.0 then y0 := 1 else

if y pop.1 top = 1 then y0 := y pop.1 pop.0 else
begin

pred#(y pop.1 pop; y0);
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y0 := y0.1
end〉 y0 = y

25) symbolic execution: if negative right 1
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y top = 0

⊢ 〈if y pop.1 = 1.0 then y0 := 1 else
if y pop.1 top = 1 then y0 := y pop.1 pop.0 else

begin
pred#(y pop.1 pop; y0);
y0 := y0.1

end〉 y0 = y

26) symbolic execution: if positive right 1
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y top = 0

⊢ 〈if y pop.1 top = 1 then y0 := y pop.1 pop.0 else
begin

pred#(y pop.1 pop; y0);
y0 := y0.1

end〉 y0 = y

27) symbolic execution: assign right
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y top = 0 ⊢ 〈y0 := y pop.1 pop.0〉 y0 = y

28) (from 21) pl simplifier: pl simplifier
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y top 6= 0

⊢ 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

29) unfold: call left 1
〈rh#(y)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

30) symbolic execution: if negative left 1
〈 if y = 0 then abort else if y = 1 then skip else rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

31) symbolic execution: if negative left 1
〈 if y = 1 then skip else rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

32) apply ind once: apply induction with y2 ← y pop
〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

33) weak unfold: call right 1
〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈r#(y pop)〉 true, 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

34) conditional right split: if right 1
〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈 if y pop = 0 then skip else rh#(y pop)〉 true,
〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

35) symbolic execution: skip right
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〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y pop = 0
⊢ 〈skip〉 true, 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

36) (from 32) contract and execute: execute call (1,1)
〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 〈pred#(y0; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y

6= 0,
y 6= 1

⊢ 〈succ#(y pop; y1)〉 〈y1 := y1.0〉 〈pred#(y1; y2)〉 y2 = y

37) symbolic execution: assign right
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈y3 := y3.0〉 〈pred#(y3; y2)〉 y2 = y

38) weak unfold: call right 1
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈pred#(y3.0; y2)〉 y2 = y

39) symbolic execution: if negative right 1
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈if y3.0 = 0 ∨ y3.0 = 1 then y0 := 0 else
if y3.0 = 1.0 then y0 := 1 else

if y3.0 top = 1 then y0 := y3.0 pop.0 else
begin

pred#(y3.0 pop; y0);
y0 := y0.1

end〉 y0 = y

40) conditional right split: if right 1
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈if y3.0 = 1.0 then y0 := 1 else
if y3.0 top = 1 then y0 := y3.0 pop.0 else

begin
pred#(y3.0 pop; y0);
y0 := y0.1

end〉 y0 = y

41) symbolic execution: assign right
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y3.0 = 1.0

⊢ 〈y0 := 1〉 y0 = y

42) pl simplifier: pl simplifier
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y3.0 = 1.0, 1 6= y
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⊢

43) weak unfold: call left 1
〈pred#( 1; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = 1, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1, 1 6= y

⊢

44) symbolic execution: if positive left 1
〈if 1 = 0 ∨ 1 = 1 then y0 := 0 else

if 1 = 1.0 then y0 := 1 else
if 1 top = 1 then y0 := 1 pop.0 else

begin
pred#( 1 pop; y0);
y0 := y0.1

end〉 y0 = y pop,
〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = 1, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, 1 6= y

⊢

45) symbolic execution: assign left
〈y0 := 0〉 y0 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = 1, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top =

1, y 6= 0,
y 6= 1, 1 6= y

⊢

46) pl simplifier: pl simplifier
〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = 1, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top = 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, 1 6= y,
0 = y pop

⊢

47) weak unfold: call left 1
〈succ#( 0; y0)〉 y0 = 1, 〈rh#( 0)〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢

48) symbolic execution: if positive left 1
〈if 0 = 0 then y := 1 else

if 0 = 1 then y := 1.0 else
if 0 top = 0 then y := 0 pop.1 else

begin
succ#( 0 pop; y);
y := y.0

end〉 y = 1,
〈rh#( 0)〉 true, Ind-Hyp

⊢

49) symbolic execution: assign left
〈y := 1〉 y = 1, 〈rh#( 0)〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢

50) pl simplifier: pl simplifier
〈rh#( 0)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, 1 = 1 ⊢

51) weak unfold: call left 1
〈rh#( 0)〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢

52) symbolic execution: if positive left 1
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〈 if 0 = 0 then abort else if 0 = 1 then skip else rh#( 0 pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢

53) symbolic execution: abort left
〈abort〉 true, Ind-Hyp ⊢

54) (from 40) symbolic execution: if negative right 1
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y3.0 6= 1.0

⊢ 〈if y3.0 top = 1 then y0 := y3.0 pop.0 else
begin

pred#(y3.0 pop; y0);
y0 := y0.1

end〉 y0 = y

55) pl simplifier: pl simplifier
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y3.0 6= 1.0

⊢ 〈pred#(y3.0 pop; y0)〉 〈y0 := y0.1〉 y0 = y

56) contract and execute: execute call (1,1)
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y pop, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y

top = 1,
y3 6= 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1

⊢ 〈pred#(y3; y0)〉 〈y0 := y0.1〉 y0 = y

57) symbolic execution: assign right
〈pred#(y3; y1)〉 y1 = y4, 〈succ#(y pop; y0)〉 y0 = y3, 〈rh#(y pop)〉 true, Ind-Hyp, y top =

1,
y3 6= 1, y 6= 0, y 6= 1, y4 = y pop

⊢ 〈y4 := y4.1〉 y4 = y



Chapter 12

Verification of Parallel Programs

The goal of this chapter is to learn how to verify temporal properties of simple parallel programs
with KIV. Temporal logic is defined and a simple programming language for parallel programs
is introduced. Furthermore, the basics of the KIV proof method to verify temporal properties of
parallel programs are explained.

12.1 Introduction

Example Consider the following program semaphore which contains two processes running in
parallel.

semaphore ≡
while true do

await S > 0; S := S − 1 | PC1 := 1;
(: critical section :)

(: skip :) PC1 := 2;
S := S + 1 | PC1 := 3;
(: noncritical section :)

(: skip :) PC1 := 0

while true do
await S > 0; S := S − 1 | PC2 := 1;
(: critical section :)

(: skip :) PC2 := 2
S := S + 1 | PC2 := 3;
(: noncritical section :)

(: skip :) PC2 := 0;

The two processes consist of while loops which never terminate. The processes make use of a
so called semaphore S to synchronise the execution of a critical program fragment. The critical
fragment is here abstracted to a no operation statement skip. Before entering the critical section,
the processes wait for the semaphore S to be greater than 0. If this is the case, the semaphore is
immediately decremented to prevent the other process from also entering its critical section. After
the execution of the critical statements, semaphore S is restored to its original value 1.

As a requirement, the two processes must never execute their critical program fragments at the
same time. In order to refer to a certain program position, two program counters PC1 and PC2

have been introduced which are updated in every step.

The requirements we consider here are formalised in temporal logic which can be used to restrict
the behaviour of a program during execution. In contrast to Hoare Logic, we need to consider not
only the initial and final states of program execution, but all of the intermediate states as well.

Parallel processes communicate with each other using shared variables. It is also possible for
the processes to communicate with an abstract environment. In this case, the parallel program
defines a reactive system which reacts on input from the outside world.

A temporal proof obligation in KIV most often is of the following form

ϕPL, [α] ,2 ψ ⊢ χ

113
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where ϕPL describes the precondition, α is the parallel program to examine and ψ is a so called
environment assumption. Formula χ is the temporal formula to verify.

Example The following temporal proof obligation for program semaphore gives an impression
of the task which is to solve within this chapter.

(: initial values :)

S = 1, PC1 = 0, PC2 = 0,
(: parallel program :)

[semaphore] ,
(: environment assumption :)

2 (S′′ = S′ ∧ PC ′′1 = PC ′1 ∧ PC
′′
2 = PC ′2)

⊢ (: property to prove :)

2 (PC1 6= 1 ∨ PC2 6= 1)

If, initially, semaphore S is 1 and the parallel program semaphore is executed, then the property
2 (PC1 6= 1 ∨ PC2 6= 1) (read “always during execution only one of the processes is in its critical
section”) holds, if the environment assumption is satisfied. The environment assumption in this
example simply states that variables S, PC1, and PC2 are never modified by the environment.

The semantics of temporal formulas and the simple programming language for parallel pro-
grams are explained in Section 12.2. An introduction to the KIV proof method is given in Sec-
tion 12.3. It is your task to verify the property above in Section 12.4

12.2 Semantics

12.2.1 Traces

In predicate logic, a so called state z maps variables to values (see Sect. 1.3). The value of a
variable x in state z is z(x). In temporal logic, (linear) sequences of states (z0, z1, z2, z3, . . .) are
considered.

z0 z1 z3z2

A sequence of states represents all of the intermediate variable assignments of a program execution.
The sequences can be finite or infinite, in the case of a nonterminating program. In the following,
we will also refer to sequences of state as traces. We write down traces as (z0, . . . , zn) with variable
n ∈ N ∪ {∞}: the length n of the trace is either finite (∈ N) or infinite (=∞).

Example Program
while true do N := N + 1

never terminates and increments variable N in each step. If the program is executed, different
sequences of states result depending on the initial value of N . If N is initially 5, then the following
sequence is generated.

z0 z1 z2 z3 . . .

N 5 6 7 8

12.2.2 Static and dynamic variables

In KIV, we distinguish between static and dynamic variables. Static variables can be compared
to constants and dynamic variables to program variables of a programming language. Dynamic
variables are also called flexible. Variables in KIV are static by default. In order to define a
dynamic variable, a keyword flexible is used in the variable slot of a specification.
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Example Statement
variables N,N1, N2 : nat flexible;

defines N , N1, and N2 to be dynamic variables of type nat.

As a convention, names of dynamic variables always start with an uppercase letter, while static
variables are denoted by names starting with a lowercase letter.

12.2.3 Primed and doubly primed variables

A primed variable X ′ can be used to refer to the value of a variable X after a transition. This
notation is useful to formalise properties of a program transition. A formula in predicate logic,
which refers to unprimed and primed dynamic variables X and X ′ defines a program transition.
The unprimed variables X are interpreted as program input, the primed variables X ′ as output.

Example Formula N ′ > N states that the program transition modifies N such that the output
value N ′ is strictly larger than the input value of N .

Reactive systems communicate with an environment. In order to model the behaviour of the
environment, doubly primed variables X ′′ are used. A formula in predicate logic, which refers to
primed and doubly primed dynamic variables X ′ and X ′′ defines an environment transition. The
primed variables X ′ are interpreted as input for the enviroment, the doubly primed variables X ′′

as output.

Example Formula N ′′ = N ′ states that the environment does not change the value of N .

Program and environment transitions alternate. A state transition between states zi and zi+1

starts with a program transition which is followed by an environment transition. This can be
depicted as follows.

= environment transition

= program transition

= state transition

X X ′ X ′′

X X ′′

X ′′X ′X

X ′

z0 z1 z2

In state z0, the program transition takes the initial, unprimed values of X as input and returns
values X ′ which are the input to the environment transition. The environment returns the doubly
primed values X ′′. Important: The doubly primed values X ′′ are equal to the unprimed values
X in the next state z1. In other words: the output of the environment X ′′ in state z0 is the input
X to the program in state z1.

12.2.4 Semantics of temporal operators

A number of different temporal operators can be used to formalise properties of a sequence of
states. The operators used here, are informally defined as follows.

2 ϕ ϕ holds now and always in the future
3 ϕ ϕ holds now or eventually in the future
ϕ until ψ ψ eventually holds and ϕ holds until ψ holds
ϕ unless ψ always if ϕ does not hold, then ψ holds or ψ held earlier
◦ ϕ there is a next step which satisfies ϕ (strong next)
• ϕ if there is a next step, it satisfies ϕ (weak next)
laststep the current state is the last
blocked execution is blocked
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(z0, . . . , zn) |= 2 ϕ iff (zi, . . . , zn) |= ϕ forall 0 ≤ i ≤ n

(z0, . . . , zn) |= 3 ϕ iff there exists 0 ≤ i ≤ n with (zi, . . . , zn) |= ϕ

(z0, . . . , zn) |= ϕ until ψ iff there exists 0 ≤ i ≤ n
with (zi, . . . , zn) |= ψ

and (zj , . . . , zn) |= ϕ forall 0 ≤ j < i

(z0, . . . , zn) |= ϕ unless ψ iff forall 0 ≤ i ≤ n
holds (zi, . . . , zn) |= ϕ

or there exists 0 ≤ j ≤ i with (zj , . . . , zn) |= ψ

(z0, . . . , zn) |= ◦ ϕ iff n 6= 0 and (z1, . . . , zn) |= ϕ

(z0, . . . , zn) |= • ϕ iff n = 0 or (z1, . . . , zn) |= ϕ

(z0, . . . , zn) |= laststep iff n = 0

(z0, . . . , zn) |= blocked iff n 6= 0 and z0(Blk) is true

Table 12.1: Formal semantics of temporal operators

z0 z1 z2 zn

ϕ

ϕ

ϕ

ϕ

z0 z1 z2 zn

ϕ

ϕ

ψ

Figure 12.1: Illustrations for 2 ϕ on the left and ϕ until ψ on the right

While the informal definitions sketch the basic idea of the operators, the formal definitions
of Table 12.1 clarify the semantics of the operators in detail. A trace (z0, . . . , zn) satisfies 2 ϕ,
if and only if for every postfix (zi, . . . , zn) formula ϕ is satisfied. This is depicted on the left of
Figure 12.1. The trace satisfies ϕ until ψ, if and only if for some i, postfix (zi, . . . , zn) satisfies
ψ (in other words: ψ eventually holds), and for all j < i, postfix (zj , . . . , zn) satisfies ϕ (in other
words: ϕ always holds before ψ holds). This is depicted on the right of Figure 12.1. The notion
of blocking is relevant for the interleaving of two programs.

Example Consider the following temporal formulas with their informal interpretations.

1. Formula 3 N = 10 states that eventually the value of N is equal to 10.

2. Formula N ′ = N + 1 until N > 10 states that the program increments N until the value of
N is greater than 10.

3. Formula 2 N ′′ = N ′ states that the environment always leaves N unchanged.

Exercise 7.1 Similar to the explanations of the always and until operators, try to rephrase the
semantics of the temporal operators 3 ϕ, ϕ unless ψ, ◦ ϕ, • ϕ, and laststep in your own words
and draw figures illustrating the traces which satisfy the temporal formulas (see Figure 12.1).
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X := t an assignment changes X ′ to the value of t and leaves all other
variables unchanged; it is never blocked; it terminates after the
first transition

skip the no operation statement leaves all variables unchanged; it is
never blocked; it terminates after the first transition

α;β sequential composition is to execute the transitions of program α
first and then to execute β

if ε then α else β a conditional requires no step to evaluate its condition ε; it exe-
cutes the transitions of α, if the condition is true, otherwise β is
executed

while ε do α a while loop requires no step to evaluate its condition ε; it executes
α as long as condition ε is true, otherwise it terminates

await ε an await statement terminates as soon as condition ε is true; until
then all variables are unchanged and the program is blocked

α
f
β interleaving two programs is to either execute the first transition of

program α or β, but only if the transition is not blocked; continues
interleaving the rest of the programs; the interleaving is blocked,
if the first transitions of both programs are blocked

Table 12.2: Informal semantics of parallel programs

12.2.5 Semantics of parallel programs

A parallel program can be interpreted as a transition system. In each step zi, the program takes
the unprimed values X as input and executes a certain transition to calculate the output values
X ′. In Table 12.2, we informally describe the transition system which is defined by the different
program statements. Statements X := t and skip define single transitions. In order to describe a
transition, we need to know,

• which variables are modified and which variables are unchanged,

• whether a transition is blocked, and

• how execution is continued after the first transition.

Sequential composition, conditionals and while loops, combine transition systems α and β to form
a larger transition system. An await statement is used to synchronise parallel processes: execution
of a process is blocked until a certain condition holds. Finally, the interleaving operator combines
two parallel processes. Either a nonblocked transition of process α or of process β is executed. If
both processes are blocked, then the interleaving is also blocked.

In KIV, parallel programs are written in square brackets [α] to receive a temporal formula.

Example As an example for a temporal proof obligation, consider

N = 0, [while true do N := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′ ⊢ 3 N = 10

Initially, the value of N is 0. The program is a nonterminating loop which increments N in
every step. All other variables are unchanged. The program transitions are never blocked. The
environment does not modify N . Our task is to verify that eventually the value of N is greater
than 10.
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12.3 Calculus

The proof method for the verification of parallel programs in KIV is symbolic execution with
induction. Different from verifying sequential programs in Hoare Logic or Dynamic Logic, the
temporal property must be considered during execution already. Therefore, program and property
are “executed” simultaneously. Executing two interleaved parallel processes gives many different
cases, i.e. proof branches: in each step either a transition of the first or the second process is
executed. To counter the exponential growth of the proof size, a simple sequencing strategy is
exploited in KIV. The three principles

1. symbolic execution (see Sect. 12.3.1),

2. induction (see Sect. 12.3.2), and

3. sequencing (see Sect. 12.3.3)

are explained next.

12.3.1 Symbolic execution

For symbolic execution of simple temporal proof obligations, a single proof rule

L(Γ) ⊢ L(∆) S(Γ) ⊢ S(∆)

Γ ⊢ ∆
step

is sufficient. Rule step generates two premises, the first assuming that execution terminates,
the second executing all of the possible first steps. The rule considers every parallel program
and temporal formula occuring in the sequent simultaneously! Function L(ϕ) returns a formula
describing the conditions under which execution terminates. Function S(ϕ) calculate a formula
which describes the first transition. The two functions are explained next.

Executing PL formulas

The basic idea of executing a PL formula is to substitute the values of the dynamic variables X in
the first state z0 with fresh static variables xi. If the first transition is executed, then the values
of the unprimed and primed dynamic variables X and X ′ are stored in distinct static variables x0

and x1. Moreover, variables X ′′ are replaced with the corresponding unprimed variables X.

S(ϕPL) :≡ ϕPL

x0,x1,X
X,X′,X′′

If execution terminates, then all unprimed, primed and doubly primed dynamic variables X, X ′,
and X ′′ are substituted with a single static variable x0 which represents the final value of the
dynamic variable X.

L(ϕPL) :≡ ϕPL

x0,x0,x0

X,X′,X′′

Static variables in ϕPL are not affected by functions S and L!

Example Executing the first transition of formula N ′ = N + 1 ∧ N ′′ = N leads to

S(N ′ = N + 1 ∧ N ′′ = N ′) ≡ n1 = n0 + 1 ∧ N = n1 .

After the first transition, the new initial value of N is the old value n0 incremented by one. If
execution terminates, then we receive the condition

L(N ′ = N + 1 ∧ N ′′ = N ′) ≡ n0 = n0 + 1 ∧ n0 = n0 .

(In this case, the condition is contradictory. Execution cannot terminate while variable N is still
incremented.)
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ϕ L(ϕ) S(ϕ)

2 ϕ L(ϕ) S(ϕ) ∧ 2 ϕ
3 ϕ L(ϕ) S(ϕ) ∨ 3 ϕ
ϕ until ψ L(ψ) S(ψ) ∨ S(ϕ) ∧ ϕ until ψ
ϕ unless ψ L(ϕ) ∨ L(ψ) S(ψ) ∨ S(ϕ) ∧ ϕ unless ψ
• ϕ true ϕ
◦ ϕ false ϕ
laststep true false
blocked false blk0

Table 12.3: Definition of L(ϕ) and S(ϕ) for temporal formulas

Executing TL formulas

The definitions of functions L(ϕ) and S(ϕ) for a temporal formula ϕ are given in Table 12.3. For
operator 2 ϕ, if execution terminates, then formula ϕ must hold in the final state. Otherwise, if
execution takes a step, then formula ϕ holds now and after executing the first transition, 2 ϕ again
holds. For operator ϕ until ψ, if execution terminates then formula ψ must hold. If execution
takes a step, then either a state satisfying ψ is reached, or formula ϕ holds and after the execution
of the first transition, ϕ until ψ again holds.

For combinations of temporal formulas with conjunction ϕ ∧ ψ, disjunction ϕ ∨ ψ, etc., func-
tions S and L simply descend. For example, S(ϕ ∧ ψ) ≡ S(ϕ) ∧ S(ψ).

Example Executing the first transition for formula N ′ = N + 1 until N > 10 leads to

S(N ′ = N + 1 until N > 10)

≡ S(N > 10) ∨ S(N ′ = N + 1) ∧ (N ′ = N + 1 until N > 10)

≡ n0 > 10 ∨ n1 = n0 + 1 ∧ (N ′ = N + 1 until N > 10) .

Either the old value n0 is greater than 10 (in this case, the final condition of operator until is
satisfied), or n0 is incremented to receive n1 and the until condition again holds in the next state.
If execution terminates, then we receive the condition

L(N ′ = N + 1 until N > 10)

≡ L(N > 10)

≡ n0 > 10 .

The final value n0 of variable N must be greater than 10.

Exercise 7.2 Calculate

1. S(2 ¬ (L1 ∧ M1)) ≡ . . .

2. S(• 2 ¬ (L1 ∧ M1)) ≡ . . .

3. S(N = 0 ∧ (N ′ = N +m unless ◦ N > 100) ∧ (2 N ′′ = N ′)) ≡ . . .

4. L(N = 0 ∧ (N ′ = N +m unless ◦ N > 100) ∧ (2 N ′′ = N ′)) ≡ . . .

Executing parallel programs

For executing parallel programs, we define a special function

T : PROG → {(FMA× {F,T} × (PROG ∪ {E}))}

which returns the set of first program transitions. A transition is a triple containing
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α L(α) T (α)

X := t false {(x1 = S(t) ∧
∧
{y1 = y0 | y1 6≡ x1},F,E)}

skip false {(
∧
x1 = x0,F,E)}

α;β L(α) ∧ L(β)
{(L(α) ∧ ϕ, b, β′) | (ϕ, b, β′) ∈ T (β)}

∪ {(ϕ, b, α′;β) | (ϕ, b, α′) ∈ T (α)}
while ε do α L(¬ ε) {(S(ε) ∧ ϕ, b, α′;while ε do α) | (ϕ, b, α′) ∈ T (α)}
await ε L(ε) {(¬ S(ε) ∧

∧
x1 = x0,T,await ε)}

α
f
β L(α) ∧ L(β)

{(ϕ,F, α′
f
β) | (ϕ,F, α′) ∈ T (α)}

∪ {(ϕ,F, α
f
β′) | (ϕ,F, β′) ∈ T (β)}

∪ {(ϕ ∧ ψ,T, α′
f
β′) | (ϕ,T, α′) ∈ T (α), (ψ,T, β′) ∈ T (β)}

Table 12.4: Definition of L(α) and T (α) for parallel programs

• FMA: the PL formula defining the relation between unprimed and primed variables,

• {F,T}: a flag which is T, if the transition is blocked, and

• (PROG∪ {E}): the remaining program to execute in the next step. If no program remains,
E is returned.

Table 12.4 contains the definition of function T (α) for all program statements in addition to
the definition of function L(α) returning a formula which is the condition under which the program
terminates. For assignments, a set containing a single transition is returned, which defines variable
x1 to be equal to S(t) and leaves all other variables unchanged (y1 = y0). The transition is not
blocked (flag F) and the remaining program for the next state is empty (program E). A while
loop takes a step only, if condition ε is satisfied – otherwise, the loop terminates. If ε is true, the
first transition of the body α is executed and the remaining body α′ is returned together with the
repeated while loop as program for the next state. The overall transition is blocked, if the first
transition of α is blocked. The first transitions of an interleaving α

f
β of two processes α and β is

the union of all unblocked first transitions of α and unblocked first transitions of β. Furthermore,
if for both processes there are transitions which are blocked, then there is also the possibility for
the interleaving to be blocked.

Example The transitions of program while true do N := N + 1 are calculated as follows:

T (while true do N := N + 1)

≡ {(true ∧ ϕ, b, α′;while true do N := N + 1 | (ϕ, b, α′) ∈ T (N := N + 1)}

where T (N := N + 1)
≡ {(n1 = n0 + 1,F,E)}

≡ {(true ∧ n1 = n0 + 1,F,E;while true do N := N + 1)}

≡ {(n1 = n0 + 1,F,while true do N := N + 1)}

The result is a single transition where N is incremented by one. The transition is not blocked and
the program continues with again executing the while loop.

The transitions of a temporal formula [α] containing a parallel program are executed by cal-
culating the set of transitions of α with function T (α) and by transforming the resulting program
transitions into a temporal formula as follow:

S([α]) :≡
∨
{ϕ ∧ ¬ blk0 ∧ [α′] | (ϕ,F, α′) ∈ T (α)}

∨
∨
{ϕ ∧ blk0 ∧ [α′] | (ϕ,T, α′) ∈ T (α)}

For the unblocked transitions the boolean variable blk0 is false, for the blocked transitions it is
true.
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Example The single transition

{(n1 = n0 + 1,F,while true do N := N + 1)}

is transformed into the following formula:

n1 = n0 + 1 ∧ ¬ blk0 ∧ [while true do N := N + 1]

Exercise 7.3 Calculate

1. T (await S > 0;S := S − 1) ≡ . . .

2. T (N := N + 1
f
M := M + 1) ≡ . . .

Executing temporal proof obligations

Example Consider again the following proof obligation

N = 0, [while true do N := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′ ⊢ 3 N = 10

Applying rule step leads to

L(N = 0),L([while true do N := N + 1]),L(2 N ′′ = N ′) ⊢ L(3 N = 10)
S(N = 0),S([while true do N := N + 1]),S(2 N ′′ = N ′) ⊢ S(3 N = 10)

N = 0, [while true do N := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′ ⊢ 3 N = 10
step

After evaluating functions L(ϕ), the first premise finally reads:

n0 = 0,¬ true, n0 = n0 ⊢ n0 = 10 .

Rule simplifier uses the contradiction ¬ true in the antecedent to close the goal. After evaluating
functions S(ϕ) in the second premise, we receive

n0 = 0,
n1 = n0 + 1 ∧ ¬ blk0 ∧ [while true do N ′ := N + 1],
N = n1 ∧ 2 N ′′ = N ′

⊢ n0 = 10 ∨ 3 N = 10 .

Simplifying the goal leads to

N = 1, [while true do N ′ := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′ ⊢ 3 N = 10 .

Thus, symbolic execution of the proof obligation gives rise to a single next premise, where the new
initial value of N is 1. The target property N = 10 has not yet been satisfied and we need to
continue symbolically executing the premise by again applying rule step.

Exercise 7.4 Prove the lemma inc-10

N = 0, [while true do N := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′ ⊢ 3 N = 10

of specification simple-parprogs in KIV. Use heuristics TL Heuristics to automatically simplify
the premises, and apply rule step as often as necessary.
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12.3.2 Induction

For proving properties of programs with loops, we basically do noetherian induction over the value
of an arbitrary induction term t of type nat with rule

Γ, n = t, IndHyp ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∆
where IndHyp :≡ 2 t < n → (

∧
Γ →

∨
∆)

The initial value of the induction term t is stored in a fresh static variable n. If – after the execution
of a number of steps – the value of the term has decreased (t < n), the induction hypothesis can
be applied.

Normally, induction requires an invariant which again holds after the loop has been executed.
For the verification of parallel programs, a separate rule generalise is used to introduce an invariant.

<prove that invariant initially holds>∧
Γ0 →

∨
∆0,Γ ⊢ ∆

<continue with induction>
Γ0 ⊢ ∆0

Γ ⊢ ∆
generalise

Example For the proof obligation

N = 0, [while true do N := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′ ⊢ 3 N = 10

we generalise N = 0 with N ≤ 10 to receive

N ≤ 10, [while true do N := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′ ⊢ 3 N = 10

and apply induction with the induction term 10−N .

N ≤ 10, [while true do N := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′, n = 10−N, IndHyp ⊢ 3 N = 10

The initial value of 10 − N is stored in variable n. After executing the first transition with rule
step, we receive a single premise

N = n0 + 1, n0 < 10, [while true do N := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′, n = 10−n0, IndHyp ⊢ 3 N = 10 .

In this premise, the body of the while loop has been completed, and the remaining program is
identical to the program of the last premise. Furthermore, the induction term has decreased:
10−N = 10− (n0 + 1) < 10− n0. Induction can be applied to close the goal.

Induction can only be applied, if the remaining program is identical to the program in the
induction hypothesis. For parallel programs it is not sufficient to use induction once. Instead,
induction must be used every time one of the parallel processes is in front of a while loop. In
order to avoid the necessity of an induction rule every time a process loops, KIV implements
a special induction strategy called VD induction which is initiated only once. Afterwards, if a
premise contains a program which already occured earlier in the proof, induction can be applied
using apply VD induction. The rule requires the selection of a node in the proof tree which contains
the identical parallel program. We apply the rule by highlighting the desired node in the proof
tree and by selecting apply VD induction from the proof menu (see Figure 12.2). Important:
It is even possible to refer to proof nodes which are on a different proof branch as long as the
condition that the induction term has decreased can be established!

An induction term t is only necessary for the verification of eventually properties 3 ϕ. If an
always formula 2 ϕ occurs in the succedent, formula 2 ϕ can be selected instead of an induction
term. The formula is converted into an equivalent formula

N0 = N ′′0 + 1 until ¬ ϕ

in the antecedent and variable N0 is used as an induction term.

Exercise 7.5 Prove lemma inc-m

N = 0, [while true do N := N + 1],2 N ′′ = N ′ ⊢ 3 N = m

of specification simple-parprogs in KIV. Generalise condition N = 0 appropriately. Use rule
VD induction and provide a suitable induction term. Again use heuristics TL Heuristics.
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Figure 12.2: Rule apply VD induction in KIV

Figure 12.3: Rule insert proof lemma in KIV

12.3.3 Sequencing

While executing two interleaved processes many different cases must be considered. In each step,
either a transition of the first or the second process is executed. After executing several steps, in
some cases the same transitions have been executed, but in a different order. These cases can be
contracted with rule insert proof lemma

<proved in a different proof branch>

Γ0 ⊢ ∆0 Γ,
∧

Γ0 →
∨

∆0 ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∆
insert proof lemma

If you arrive with a premise, where the parallel program is the same as in a different premise,
highlight the premise and chose insert proof lemma from the context menu (see Fig. 12.3).

Example Consider the temporal proof obligation

[begin N := 1; . . . end
n

begin M := 2; . . . end],2 (N ′′ = N ′ ∧ M ′′ = M ′) ⊢ . . . .

After executing the first step, the following premises result

N = 1, [begin . . . end
n

begin M := 2; . . . end],2 (N ′′ = N ′ ∧ M ′′ = M ′) ⊢ . . .
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and

M = 2, [begin N := 1; . . . end
n

begin . . . end],2 (N ′′ = N ′ ∧ M ′′ = M ′) ⊢ . . . .

In the first premise, assignment N := 1 of the first process, in the second premise, assignment
M := 2 of the second process have been executed. Executing a step for both premises gives four
premises, and two of the four premises read

N = 1,M = 2, [begin . . . end
n

begin . . . end],2 (N ′′ = N ′ ∧ M ′′ = M ′) ⊢ . . . .

In one premise, a transition of the first process was followed by a transition of the second and vice
versa. These two premises can be contraced with rule insert proof lemma.

12.3.4 Summary of proof method

Currently, it is best to execute a parallel program breadth first, i.e. execute a step for every open
premise before you continue with symbolic execution. Following is a recipee for doing most of the
proofs for simple parallel programs.

1. Use heuristics TL Heuristics.

2. If necessary, use rule generalise to introduce an invariant.

3. Start induction using rule VD induction.

4. For every open premise do:

(a) If the remaining program is identical to a program occuring earlier in the proof, try to
close the premise with rule apply VD induction.

(b) Execute a step with rule step.

(c) Simplify the resulting premises.

5. Try to contract premises with rule insert proof lemma.

6. Continue with step 4.

12.4 Verification of program semaphore

Exercise 7.6 Prove lemma mutex

(: initial values :)

S = 1, PC1 = 0, PC2 = 0,
(: parallel program :)

[semaphore] ,
(: environment assumption :)

2 (S′′ = S′ ∧ PC ′′1 = PC ′1 ∧ PC
′′
2 = PC ′2)

⊢ (: property to prove :)

2 (PC1 6= 1 ∨ PC2 6= 1)

of specification semaphore in KIV. Follow the recipee of Section 12.3.4.
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Figure 12.4: sample traces

12.5 Bakery algorithm

12.5.1 Fairness

In parallel programming there is a term called fairness. Fairness states, how to deal with certain
aspects of the execution of interleaved programs. Looking at your proof for lemma mutex you
will notice one run through the proof tree, where only one process has ever made a step. The
other program was completely ignored. Such behaviour is generally called unfair.

Usually one would postulate that every activated process gets a chance to progress through a
run, which is a fairness condition. A weak fair run of a system is one, in which every process,
continuously enabled will infinitly often progress. Look again at your proof tree for property
mutex. Look for a run, where one process advanced to L3 and the other took over from there on
(i.e. find a loop leading back to that node without the other process (the L process) ever stepping).
To go through such a loop infinitly often would be forbidden by a fair scheduler. However, for the
proof of the mutex property, it is not necessary to forbid this run, therefore you did not need to
use the weak fairness condition built into the KIV scheduler.

Now, there is an even stronger term of fairness, so called strong fairness. Consider again
your proof tree. You will notice one loop, in which one process is continously at L0. This loop
cannot be forbidden by weak fairness (why not?). Strong fairness states, that such runs, where
one process is enabled infinitly often, will progress infinitly often.

For a more visual explanation of the difference of both fairness terms, take a look at Fig. 12.5.1.
To understand these figures correctly, assume, they depict the enabledness of one process in an
interleaving system. Further consider states labeled e as states, where this process is enabled but
does not progress and states labeld ¬ e as states, where this process is not enabled.

For fairness considerations, ignore finite prefixes of the trace and only consider the infinite runs.
In trace 2 you can see that after some time the process is enabled continouosly often but does not
progress. Therefore, such a run would be forbidden by any (weak or strong) fair scheduler. On
the other hand consider trace 1. Although the process is enabled here infinitly often, it is not so
continouosly. Therefore, this trace would be allowed by a weak fair scheduler, but forbidden by a
strong fair scheduler.

12.5.2 Flaws in the semaphore implementation

Although you’ve just prooved the correctness of the semaphore mutex algorithm with respect to
its saftey property, there is still a flaw included. As you’ve seen above, there is a run, where one
process waiting for entry into the critical section (at label L0) might starve there. Starvation
is known as a term describing a situation, where a process could perform an action (i.e. some
requirements are fulfilled), but is prevented from doing so by one or more different processes. You
might have come accross this term at the standard example, the dining philosophers.

The liveness property, claiming that every request to enter the critical section is finally
satisfied, does not hold with the semaphore mutex implementation. The reason for this is, that
the await used in the program semaphore is only treated weakly fair.

You can overcome this flaw by two means, a strong fair scheduler or a different algorithm for
the mutex problem.
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12.5.3 Bakery algorithm

The bakery algorithm has been invented by Leslie Lamport to meet several demands. It can
be shown that every request to enter the critical section is guaranteed to be fulfilled, regardless
the fairness of the scheduler. An even more important fact is (although of no relevance for this
lecture), that it still guarantees the mutual exclusion property when dealing not with interleaving
but with synchronous parallel execution.

The bakery algorithm bases on waiting numbers. Each process is assigned a waiting number
(initially 0) and with each request to enter the critical section assigns itself the highest waiting
number currently assigned to another process plus one. The process then enters a wait state until
its waiting number is the smallest of all assigned waiting numbers (note that for synchronous
parallel execution the case that waiting numbers are equal has to be accounted for).

This is an implementation for the bakery algorithm for two processes:

bakery ≡
while true do

(: noncritical section :)

(: skip :) PC1 := 1;
(: number assignment :)

Y1 := Y2 + 1 | PC1 := 2;
await Y1 < Y2 ∨ Y2 = 0;
(: critical section :)

(: skip :) PC1 := 3;
(: number reset :)

Y1 := 0 | PC1 := 0;

while true do
(: noncritical section :)

(: skip :) PC2 := 1;
(: number assignment :)

Y2 := Y1 + 1 | PC2 := 2;
await Y2 ≤ Y1 ∨ Y1 = 0;
(: critical section :)

(: skip :) PC2 := 3;
(: number reset :)

Y2 := 0 | PC2 := 0;

Exercise 7.7 Prove lemma safe

(: initial values :)

Y1 = 0, Y2 = 0, PC1 = 0, PC2 = 0,
(: parallel program :)

[bakery] ,
(: environment assumption :)

2 (Y ′′1 = Y ′1 ∧ Y
′′
2 = Y ′2 ∧ PC

′′
1 = PC ′1 ∧ PC

′′
2 = PC ′2)

⊢ (: property to prove :)

2 (PC1 6= 2 ∨ PC2 6= 2)

of specification bakery in KIV. Follow the recipee of Section 12.3.4. Along with the completed
proof also hand in a picture of an abstracted proof tree (what information out of the proof tree is
relevant?)

Hint: You will need at least two generalisations when advancing breadth first, those may not
have to be applied in the beginning. Use at least six times the rule apply VD induction and lots
of insert proof lemma. The proof tree should look rather symmetrically

Hint: The picture of the proof tree is there rather to help you with this exercise than to bother
you. It is wise to draw it while proving the property.

Now you have shown the safety property of the bakery algorithm, you can move on to the
liveness property.

Exercise 7.8 Specify and prove lemma liveness of specification bakery in KIV. Follow the
recipee of Section 12.3.4.

Hint: Liveness does only state, that every requesting process enters the critical section (when
is a process requesting?).

Hint: The proof tree should be somehow similar to the one from property safe, but with
extensions.

Hint: As bakery is symmetrical, for this exercise it is enough to show the liveness for the left
process.
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Thinking about your just finished proofs and the used algorithm, you will come to the con-
clusion, that the formalization of bakery is not very sophisticated. That is, You will not find one
single useful program that is a refinement of this implementation. In the last tl exercise we will
therefore move to a more realistic implementation of bakery. In this implementation, the critical
and noncritical sections are represented by anonymous functions. Those functions do not change
the state of system variables (especially not Y1 and Y2). Additionally it is guaranteed for the
function critical to terminate, as most properties rely on the fact that no process crashes within
the critical section.

This is the enhanced bakery algorithm for the last exercise:

bakery-critical ≡
while true do

(: noncritical section :)

noncritical;PC1 := 1;
(: number assignment :)

Y1 := Y2 + 1 | PC1 := 2;
await Y1 < Y2 ∨ Y2 = 0;
(: critical section :)

critical;PC1 := 3;
(: number reset :)

Y1 := 0 | PC1 := 0;

while true do
(: noncritical section :)

noncritical;PC2 := 1;
(: number assignment :)

Y2 := Y1 + 1 | PC2 := 2;
await Y2 ≤ Y1 ∨ Y1 = 0;
(: critical section :)

critical;PC2 := 3;
(: number reset :)

Y2 := 0 | PC2 := 0;

Exercise 7.9 Complete and prove lemma overtake-critical

(: initial values :)

Y1 = 0, Y2 = 0, PC1 = 0, PC2 = 0,
(: parallel program :)

[bakery-critical] ,
(: environment assumption :)

2 (Y ′′1 = Y ′1 ∧ Y
′′
2 = Y ′2 ∧ PC

′′
1 = PC ′1 ∧ PC

′′
2 = PC ′2)

⊢ (: your task :)

of specification bakery in KIV. The overtake property states, that after a request of one
process, the other process is not allowed to enter the critical section more than once.

As with the liveness property, it is sufficient to proof the property for one process.
Hint: The property does not state, that the critical section will eventually be entered (which

tl operators imply some liveness?). This property does not make the liveness proof obsolete.
Hint: Your drawn proof tree shows (in general) all runs allowed by bakery. Before starting to

verify, you should make clear to yourself why the property holds.
Hint: You will need much more induction applications this time thanks to critical and non-

critical.
Hint: To symbolically execute critical and noncritical you have to ”call weaken” them out

of the context menu.
Hint: An induction might be no longer applicable, once the invariant no longer holds. You

can identify such goals, when the variable used in the induction hypotheses no longer changes.
You can check this by using the ”Goal again with Indhyp” option or by activating ”show indhyp”
from the options menu.

12.6 Specification in TL

12.6.1 General approach

As you have learned before, specification of TL properties falls into three different parts
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12.6.2 Pressuretank

Exercise 7.10



Chapter 13

Statechart Beweise in KIV

13.1 Statecharts

Statecharts stellen im Wesentlichen Zustandsübergangssysteme mit Hierarchie dar. Sie bestehen
aus einer Menge von Zuständen und einer Menge von Übergängen. Man unterscheidet dabei
zwischen BASIS -, ODER- und UND-Zustände. Ein Basis-Zustand ist ein nicht weiter zerlegbarer,
atomarer Zustand (wie bei einem endlichen Automaten). ODER-Zustände beinhalten mehrere
Unterzustände, von denen jeweils immer genau einer aktiv ist (ein ODER-Zustand entspricht
sozusagen einem endlichen Automaten). Bei einem UND-Zustand sind immer alle Unterzustände
gleichzeitig aktiv. Dies ist vergleichbar mit der parallelen Kombination von endlichen Automaten.

In Abbildung 13.1 ist ein einfaches System mit Statecharts modelliert. Das System besteht
aus einem Lichtschalter, der mit einer Zeitschaltuhr gekoppelt ist. Wenn der Schalter einmal
gedrückt worden ist, so bleibt das Licht aktiviert, bis die Zeitschaltuhr abgelaufen ist (hier fünf
Zeiteinheiten lang).

System

Light Timer
OpenOff

On Close

Transitionen:
t1: Press/ < set := true >
t2: Sw Off
t3: Set
t4: [X > 5]/ < sw off := true;x := 0 >

statische Reaktionen:
cnt: Tick/ < x := x+ 1 >

Initialisierung:
X := 0

t3
t2 t4

t1

cnt

Figure 13.1: Statechart Modell eines Lichtschalters mit Zeitschaltuhr

Dieses System modelliert man durch einen UND-Zustand System. Dieser UND-Zustand hat
zwei Unterzustände: Light und Timer. Beides sind ODER-Zustände. In ihnen ist also jeweils nur
ein Unterzustand, also entweder On oder Off bzw. entweder Open oder Close aktiv. On, Off,
Open und Close sind allesamt BASIS -Zustände.

Durch Und -Zustände kann Parallelität modelliert werden, da dort alle Unterzustände gle-
ichzeitig aktiv sind also sozusagen parallel sind. Parallele Zustände werden durch eine gestrichelte
Linie von einander getrennt. Ein Beispiel für einen UND-Zustand ist der Zustand System. Hier
sind die beiden Unterzustände Light und Timer, die durch eine gestrichelte Linie getrennt sind,
beide aktiv. Parallele Zustände kommunizieren über einen Broadcast-Mechanismus miteinander.
Das bedeutet, dass Ereignisse über die Grenzen des Zustands, in dem sie erzeugt wurden, hinaus

129
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sichtbar sind.
Ein (Zustands-)Übergang bzw. eine Transition ist eine gerichtete Verbindung zwischen den

Unterzuständen eines ODER-Zustands. Ein Übergang wird mit einem Tripel der Form

ϕ[cond]/act

beschriftet. Dies bedeutet, dass der Zustandsübergang ausgeführt wird, wenn das Ereignis
ϕ vorhanden ist und die Bedingung cond gilt. Bei einem Übergang wird dann die Aktion act
ausgeführt. Eine Aktion ist im Allgemeinen ein C-Programm (in KIV ein DL-Programm).

Falls kein Ereignis notwendig ist schreibt man abkürzend [cond]/act, falls keine Bedingung
notwendig ist ϕ/act und falls keine Aktion durchgeführt werden soll ϕ[cond]. In Abbildung 13.1
sind die Beschriftungen der Transitionen t1 bis t4 rechts angegeben.

Statischen Reaktionen erlauben es innerhalb von Zuständen auf Ereignisse zu reagieren, ohne
dass ein Zustandsübergang ausgeführt werden muss. Ist z.B. in dem Statechart von Abbildung 13.1
der Zustand Close aktiv und das Ereignis Tick vorhanden, so wird eine statische Reaktion (cnt)
ausgelöst, die die Variable x um eins erhöht.

Die Ausführung der Statecharts soll mit dem asynchronen Zeitmodell abgebildet werden. Dabei
können mehrere Statechart-Schritte (Mikro-Schritt) innerhalb eines Zeitschrittes (Makro-Schritt)
ausgeführt werden. Makro-Schritte werden immer erst dann ausgeführt, wenn keinerlei Mikro-
Schritte mehr möglich sind. In diesem Fall nennt man das Chart in diesem Fall auch stabil. Makro-
Schritte sind durch ein reserviertes Ereignis Tick gekennzeichnet. Eine detailliertere Einführung
zu Statecharts findet sich im Anhang.

13.2 Statecharts in KIV

13.2.1 Statechart-Spezifikation in KIV

Die konkrete KIV-Syntax für die Beschreibung von Statecharts ist ein strukturierter Text mit
Schlüsselworten. Die KIV-Spezifikation in Abbildung 13.2 modelliert das in Abbildung 13.1
beschriebene System.

Eine Statechart-Spezifikation wird in KIV durch chart specification eingeleitet. Danach
können beliebig viele basiccharts, orcharts bzw. andcharts spezifiziert werden.

In Abbildung 13.2 wird zuerst ein basicchart Close spezifiziert. variables definiert eine lokale
Variable X, die bei der Initialisierung des Statecharts den Wert 0 erhält (initial values). Sie wird
durch die statische Reaktion static reaction Tick | begin X := X +1 end bei jedem Auftreten von
Tick um eins erhöht. Tick ist implizit definiert und kennzeichnet einen Makro-Schritt. Allgemein
hat eine statische Reaktion die Form e | α und ist aktiviert, wenn der boolesche Ausdruck e zu
true evaluiert wird. Dann führt sie das Programm α aus.

Das orchart Timer bestehen aus einem einfachen Basiszustand Open (nach ‘=’) und dem
Unterzustand Close. Der Basiszustand Open ist implizit definiert und führt weder statische Reak-
tionen aus noch definiert er Variablen oder Ereignisse. Im Gegensatz dazu wird mit subcharts
Close (im Allgemeinen können hier auch mehrere Charts angegeben werden) die komplette Defi-
nition von Close in Timer integriert. Dies umfasst sowohl die Definition der Variablen X als auch
die statische Reaktion, die in Close ausgeführt wird. Zusätzlich wird nach import events das
Umgebungsereignis Set definiert und nach events das lokale Ereignis Sw Off. Mit initial state
wird der Initialzustand Open des Oder -Zustands definiert. Nach transitions folgt eine Liste von
Übergängen. Ist der Ausgangszustand des Übergangs Open aktiv und das Ereignis Set vorhanden,
wird der Zustand Close betreten. Die allgemeine Form eines Übergangs ist s1 → e | α → s2 mit
s1 als Ausgangszustand, e als Übergangsbedingung, a als Aktion und s2 als Endzustand. In KIV
wird bei Übergängen nicht zwischen Ereignisse und Bedingungen unterschieden. Für e können
prädikatenlogische Formeln verwendet werden, für a DL-Programme und für s1 und s2 Zustände
des Charts. Beachte: Groß-/Kleinschreibungskonventionen gelten analog zu Temporallogik.

Das andchart System schaltet die beiden Zustände Light und Timer parallel und definiert das
Umgebungsereignis Press. Alle anderen Variablen, die in den Unterzuständen definiert wurden,
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chart specification
basicchart Close;

variables X : nat;
initial variables X = 0;
static reactions

Tick | begin X := X +1 end;
orchart Timer = Open subcharts Close;

import events Set;
events Sw Off;
initial state Open;
transitions

Open → Set | → Close;
Close → X > 5 | begin Sw Off := true ; X := 0 end → Open;

orchart Light = Off + On;
import events Sw Off, Press;
events Set;
initial state Off;
transitions

Off → Press | begin Set := true end → On;
On → Sw Off | → Off;

andchart System = Light | Timer;
import events Press;

end chart specification

Figure 13.2: Statechart Spezifikation in KIV

sind nun lokale Variablen. Dies gilt auch für Sw Off im Zustand Light. Da System die gesamte
Definition der Untercharts importiert, wird auch die lokale Definition von Sw Off importiert.

13.2.2 Beweisen mit Statecharts in KIV

Semantisch beschreibt ein Statechart eine Menge von Traces (Folgen von Belegungen), die als
Menge von Intervallen interpretiert wird. Deshalb ist es prinzipiell möglich Statecharts wie tem-
porallogische Formeln zu behandeln. Wir sprechen dementsprechend auch von einer Statechart-
Formel. Wie temporallogische Formeln oder parallele Programme werden Statecharts durch
Ausführen der Übergänge abgearbeitet.

Die Variablen eines Statecharts sind in ITL flexible Variablen X ∈ variables(SC). Deshalb
werden implizit auch noch die Variablen X ′ und X ′′ definiert (vergleiche Temporallogik in KIV).
Für Statecharts ist implizit definiert, dass immer X ′ = X ′′ gilt. Dies ist sinnvoll, da sonst etwa
von der Umgebung der Zustand des Charts geändert werden kann. Dies ist nicht erwünscht. Die
einzige Ausnahme sind import events und import variables des in der Hierarchie am höchsten
liegenden Charts.

Wir betrachten Statecharts als Formeln zur Beschreibung dynamischer Systeme. Wenn wir
einen Beweis führen wollen, der bestimmte temporallogische Eigenschaften eines Statecharts zeigen
soll, steht das Statechart als Vorbedingung im Antezedenten einer Sequenz. Die gewünschte
Eigenschaft bildet die rechte Seite. Das Sequenzensymbol bedeutet – wie in Temporallogik –
Traceinklusion. Als Beweisstrategie wird symbolische Ausführung verwendet.

Um ein Statechart symbolisch ausführen zu können, müssen zuerst die Übergangsmengen
berechnet werden, die von der aktuellen Konfiguration aus möglich sind. Anschließend werden
die Übergangsmengen ausgeführt. Die Ausführung einer Übergangsmenge beschreiben wir durch
ein DL-Programm, das den Statechart-Schritt beschreibt. Diese Regel nennen wir sc-step. Damit
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ist es möglich auch eine Statechart-Formel in Normalform zu bringen.

13.2.3 Ein Beispiel

Betrachten wir die Zeitschaltuhr [chart system] aus Abbildung 13.1. Wir wollen zeigen, dass die
Variable X – auf einem initialen Ablauf – niemals größer als 6 ist. Um dies zu zeigen, müssen
wir alle möglichen Abläufe aus dem Anfangszustand untersuchen. Beweisen mit symbolischem
Ausführen bedeutet, wir müssen die Eigenschaft für den aktuellen Zustand zeigen und für alle
möglichen Fortsetzungen.

Um die möglichen Fortsetzung zu berechnen, führen wir von den Ausgangszuständen Off und
Open führen wir einen (Statechart-)Schritt aus. Die Berechnung der möglichen Übergangsmengen
ergibt vier Fälle:

• Es wird parallel t1 und t3 ausgeführt.

• Es wird nur t3 ausgeführt.

• Es wird nur t1 ausgeführt.

• Es wird keine Transition ausgeführt.

Welche Fortsetzungen möglich sind, hängt von den Aktivierungsbedingungen ab. Für die
obigen vier möglichen Schritte sind folgende Aktivierungsbedingungen notwendig:

• Press ∧ Set

• ¬Press ∧ Set

• Press ∧ ¬Set

• ¬Press ∧ ¬Set

Als nächstes wird berechnet, welche Ereignisse im nächsten Schritt aktiv sind. Dies wird
durch das DL-Programm stp bestimmt. Die Zustandskonfiguration im nächsten Schritt wird
durch das DL-Programm nxt berechnet. Insgesamt liefert der Statechart-Schritt also folgende vier
Prämissen:

(1) (Press ∧ Set) ∧ step([chart system], {t1, t3}, {Set}) ∧ ◦nxt([chart system], ({t1, t3})),Γ ⊢ 2X ≤ 6

(2) (¬Press ∧ Set) ∧ step([chart system], {t3}, ∅) ∧ ◦nxt([chart system], ({t3})),Γ ⊢ 2X ≤ 6

(3) (Press ∧ ¬Set) ∧ step([chart system], {t1}, {Set}) ∧ ◦nxt([chart system], ({t1})),Γ ⊢ 2X ≤ 6

(4) (¬Press ∧ ¬Set) ∧ step([chart system], ∅, ∅) ∧ ◦nxt([chart system], (∅)),Γ ⊢ 2X ≤ 6

[chart system],Γ ⊢ 2X ≤ 6

Γ beschreibt hier den Anfangszustand. Wenn die DL-Programme stp und nxt abgearbeitet
sind, hat man die linke Seite der Sequenz in Normalform und kann einen temporallogischen Schritt
ausführen.

An der dritten und vierten Prämisse werden die DL-Programme stp und nxt erläutert (die
anderen beiden Prämissen stehen ohnehin im Widerspruch zu Γ und werden automatisch von
Simplifier geschlossen).

Mit copy([chart system]) werden am Anfang jedes Schrittes die Variablenwerte der flexiblen
Variablen kopiert. Dies ermöglicht es, während der Ausführung eines Statechart-Schrittes auf die
Variablenwerte vor Beginn der Schrittausführung zuzugreifen.

copy([chart system]) = tick := Tick | set := Set | sw off := Sw Off | x := X
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Das Programm reset([chart system]) setzt die Ereignisse zurück, indem es allen Ereignissen
(den Variablenkopien) eines Statechart false zuweist. Das Kopieren der flexiblen Variablen und
das Rücksetzen der Ereignisse ist unabhängig vom konkreten Schritt.

reset([chart system]) = tick := false | set := false | sw off := false

Nun können durch das Programm exec(actions) die Aktionen der Übergänge und statische
Reaktionen ausgeführt werden. Für die dritte Prämisse muss der Übergang t1 ausgeführt werden.
Statische Reaktionen finden keine statt. Da in der Aktion nur ein Ereignis gesetzt wird, müssen
keine Variablenwerte x̃ gesetzt werden.

exec(< set := true >) = set := true

Anschließend müssen zur Definition der nächsten Belegung den 2-fach gestrichenen Variablen
die Werte der Schrittberechnung zugewiesen werden. Dies geschieht durch das Programm upd imp.

upd imp({t1}) = tick = Tick′′ ∧ set = Set′′ ∧ press = Press′′ ∧ x = X ′′ ∧
sw off = Sw Off ′′

Der gesamte (Mikro-)Schritt der 3. Prämisse ist dann

stepmicro([chart system], {t1}, {set}) = < copy([chart system]); reset([chart system]);
exec(< set := true >);upd imp({t1}) >

Die vierte Prämisse spiegelt, denn Fall wieder, dass weder t1 noch t3 ausgeführt werden. Da
keine Transition ausgeführt wird, ist das Statechartstabil. In diesem Fall vergeht wirklich Zeit und
es wird ein Makro-Schritt ausgeführt. Bei Makro-Schritten werden Ereignisse von der Umgebung
durch das Programm env eingelesen.

env([chart system]) = tick := true | press :=?

Die ausgezeichnet Systemvariable tick kennzeichnet einen Makro-Schritt und wird deshalb auf
true gesetzt. Der Wert von press ist unbestimmt. Daraus ergibt sich der Makro-Schritt:

stepmacro([chart system]) = 〈copy([chart system]); reset([chart system]); env([chart system])〉

Nach der Schrittberechnung muss bei der Abwicklung eines Statechart-Schrittes die Zustand-
skonfiguration für die Nachfolgebelegung berechnet werden. Die Funktion nxt(SC, T ) berechnet
für ein Statechart SC und eine Übergangsmenge T die sich ergebende Zustandskonfiguration. Für
den Mikro-Schritt der 3. Prämisse ergibt sich die Zustandskonfigurationen

nxt([chart system], {t1}) =
System ∧ Timer ∧ On ∧ Light ∧ Open ∧ ¬ Off ∧ ¬ Close ∧ [chart system]

13.2.4 Beweistechniken über Statecharts in KIV

Bis jetzt wurde die Modellierung von Statecharts in KIV vorgestellt. Ziel ist es Eigenschaften
über STATEMATE-Statecharts mit der eingeführten Semantik nachzuweisen. Hier gibt es nun zwei
Möglichkeiten Eigenschaften nachzuweisen. Einerseits kann eine Eigenschaft mit einem anfangs
initialisiertem Statechart nachgewiesen werden, andererseits sind auch allgemeinere Beweise ohne
erstmalige Initialisierung des Statecharts möglich. Insbesondere im zweiten Fall bietet es sich an,
durch Einführung geeigneter Invarianten, das Statechart auf partielle Zustandskonfigurationen
zu generalisieren. Soll nun eine Eigenschaft ohne Initialisierung bewiesen werden, so muss ein
Lemma folgendermaßen formuliert werden: [chart < chartname >],Γ ⊢ ϕ. Soll der Beweis
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auf einem initialisiertem Statechart durchgeführt werden, so ist das Schlüsselwort initial noch
mitanzugeben: [chart initial < chartname >],Γ ⊢ ϕ. Die Grundidee bzw. die prinzipiellen
Techniken zur Beweisführung haben jedoch die beiden Varianten gemeinsam. Deshalb sollen diese
jetzt auch soweit möglich zusammen vorgestellt werden.

Die Grundidee der Statechartbeweise ist eine Induktion über die Zustände (Konfigurationen).
Wird eine Zustandskonfiguration mit einer zu zeigenden Aussage ϕ erreicht, und trat diese Aussage
ϕ in dieser oder einer verallgemeinerten Form in einer gleichen Zustandskonfiguration, die im
selben Intervall, das die Ausführung der Statecharts beschreibt, liegt, schon einmal echt vorher
auf, so kann das Beweisziel mit V D induction geschlossen werden. Es ist also sinnvoll zu Beginn
eines Beweises einer Eigenschaft über ein Statechart mit einer V D induction zu starten, um
damit spätere Beweisziele schließen zu können. Anschließend wird das Statechart schrittweise
ausgeführt. Dabei ist durch die Variable tick jeweils ersichtlich, ob es sich um einen Mikro-
oder Makro-Schritt handelt. Zur Ausführung eines Statechartschrittes wird die Regel sc step
angewandt. Nach der Abarbeitung des DL-Programms des Statecharts wird der temporallogische
Schritt durch die Regel step (tl step) ausgeführt. Nun kann das Beweisziel entweder geschlossen
werden (meist mit V D induction) oder das Statechart muss mit weiteren Schritten abgearbeitet
werden.

Bei der Durchführung von Beweisen ohne Initialisierung des Statecharts kann, wie eben beschrieben
vorgegangen werden. Dabei bietet sich ein Beweis mit partiellen Zustandskonfigurationen an, in
dem nach Berechnung der Übergangsmengen eine verallgemeinernde Invariante eingeführt wird
und die Übergangsmengen für den weiteren Beweis überflüssig macht. Dadurch können Fallunter-
scheidungen vermieden und der Beweis kürzer und eleganter geführt werden. Wird die Invariante
jedoch nicht sorgfältig genug gewählt, kann es vorkommen, dass Teilbäume nicht mehr gezeigt
werden können.

Bei Beweisen mit Initialisierung des Statecharts muss, bevor mit dem eigentlichen Beweis
begonnen werden kann, erst die Regel init sc ausgeführt werden. Diese initialisiert das Statechart
wie in der Spezifikation vorgeschrieben. Der weitere Beweis verläuft wie oben beschrieben durch
symbolisches Ausführen des Statecharts.

Oft ist die Regel insert as proof lemma nützlich, wenn man einen Zustand erreicht der schon
einmal in einem anderen Teilbaum bewiesen wurde. (Leider ist diese Regel bei der Nutzung
der VD-Induction nicht mehr in allen Fällen ohne weiteres anwendbar.) Des weiteren kann die
Ausführung des Statecharts durch geeignete Fallunterscheidung erheblich beschleunigt werden,
indem z.B. weniger Schritte auszuführen sind. Falls der momentane Zustand der Spezifikation
der Statecharts wiederspricht, kann die Regel sc wf angewandt werden. Diese überprüft das
Statechart auf Wohlgeformtheit. Als Heuristiken empfiehlt sich die Wahl von TL Heuristics (und
Select your own heuristics, wobei man die Regel dl case distinction vor der Regel tl execute
einordnen sollte).

13.2.5 Regeln des Statechartkalküls

Bevor wir jedoch mit den Beispielbeweisen beginnen, sollen noch kurz die statechartspezifischen
Kalkülregeln vorgestellt werden.

sc step Im Statechart-Kalkül beschreibt eine Statechart-Formel SC die statische Übergangrelation
des Statecharts. Die aktuelle Zustandskonfiguration, Belegung der Variablen und die aktiven
Ereignisse werden durch die Formelmengen Γ und ∆ einer Sequenz bestimmt. Das Abspalten und
Ausführen aller konfliktfreier Übergänge eines Statecharts beschreibt das Regelschema sc step.

∨n
i=1cond(sti) ∧ step(SC, sti) ∧ ◦ nxt(SC, sti),Γ ⊢ ∆

SC,Γ ⊢ ∆
sc step

(1)

Durch indeterministische Übergänge kann eine Konfiguration eines Statechart in verschiedene
Nachfolgekonfigurationen übergehen. Die Regel sc step berechnet für eine Statechart”=Formel
SC und die Konfiguration in Γ ⊢ ∆ eine Menge potentieller Übergangsmengen st1, . . ., stn. Eine
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Übergangsmenge sti ist tatsächlich möglich, wenn die entsprechende Ausführungsbedingung cond(sti)
erfüllt ist. In der Ausführungsbedingung sind die Aktivierungsbedingungen aller Übergänge
und statischen Reaktionen des auszuführenden Schrittes zusammengefasst. Das Ausführen eines
Schrittes durch step(SC, sti) berechnet, durch ein DL-Programm beschrieben, die Nachfolgebele-
gung in den 2-fach gestrichenen Variablen der aktuellen Belegung entsprechend der Relation ρstep
aus Abschnitt.

sc init Oft möchte man Aussagen für ein Statechart SC zeigen, dessen erster Zustand eine Aus-
gangskonfiguration ist. Um die Ausgangskonfiguration nicht für jeden Beweis explizit beschreiben
zu müssen, wurde der Statecharttyp ŜC eingeführt, der in einer Ausgangskonfiguration startet.
Eine Initialisierungsregel führt die Einschränkungen für die Ausgangskonfiguration ein und wan-
delt für den weiteren Beweis den Typ ŜC in SC. Nun kann der Statechart nach und nach
abgewickelt werden (ŜC kann nicht abgewickelt werden, da dessen Traces immer in einer Aus-
gangsbelegung beginnen). Die Initialisierung berechnet die Ausgangsbelegungen von Variablen,

die Ausgangszustände und, dass keine Ereignisse aktiv sind. Die Funktion initialize(ŜC) berech-
net die initiale Konfiguration.

initialize(ŜC) :=∧
s∈states(SC) ∩ decompl(root(SC)) s ∧

∧
s∈states(SC)\decompl(root(SC))¬ s ∧∧

e∈events(SC) ¬ e ∧
∧
v∈vars(SC)v = default(v)

default(v) weist dazu den Variablen den Initialwert aus dem initial value-Slot des Statecharts zu,
falls dieser vorhanden ist, ansonsten einen beliebigen Wert. Die Regel sc init

initialize(ŜC), SC,Γ ⊢ ∆

ŜC,Γ ⊢ ∆
sc init

definiert die initiale Belegung eines Statecharts.

sc wf Durch Statecharts werden auch Konsistenzeigenschaften für Belegungen definiert. So ist es
z.B. nicht erlaubt, dass in einer Belegung zwei Unterzustände eines Oder -Zustands oder in einem
Makro-Schritt lokale Ereignisse aktiv sind. Für Statecharts, die in einer Ausgangskonfiguration
starten, erhält die Schrittberechnung die Konsistenz. Beschreibt eine Sequenz jedoch eine partielle
Zustandskonfiguration, können Übergänge berechnet werden, die zu Inkonsistenzen führen.

Analog kann es geschehen, dass bei der Schrittberechnung eine Aktivierungsbedingung für
eine Übergangsmenge berechnet wird, die sowohl aktive lokale Ereignisse als auch aktive Umge-
bungsereignisse fordert. In beiden Fällen erhalten wir Sequenzen, die inkonsistente Belegungen
beschreiben, die wir im Beweisverlauf nicht weiter beachten müssen.

Um Inkonsistenzen zu erkennen, addiert die Regel sc wf (wellformed sc) im Antezedenten
der Sequenz ein Prädikat, das konsistente Zustandskonfigurationen beschreibt. Beschreibt eine
Sequenz nur inkonsistente Belegungen, wird dieses Prädikat zu false ausgewertet und wir erhalten
einen Widerspruch im Antezedenten. Ansonsten präzisiert das Prädikat die Sequenz, so dass sie
nur noch konsistente Belegungen beschreibt. Wir definieren das Konsistenzprädikat für Zustände
mit Hilfe der konsistenten Konfigurationen conf(SC)

consstates(SC) :=
∨

cnf∈conf(SC)

s1 ∧ . . . ∧ sn ∧ ¬ s̄1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬ s̄m

für si ∈ cnf, s̄j ∈ states(SC)\cnf. Für Ereignisse definieren wir

consevents := ¬ ((
∨

e∈eventsloc(SC)

e) ∧ (
∨

ē∈eventsenv(SC)

ē ∨ tick)).

Mit diesen beiden Prädikaten können wir nun die Regel sc wf folgendermaßen definieren:

consstates(SC), consevents(SC), SC,Γ ⊢ ∆

SC,Γ ⊢ ∆
sc wf
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13.3 Übungen

Die Übungen zu den Statechartbeweisen finden sich im Projekt Exercise9. Dort muss dann das
Modul light-exercise geöffnet werden.

Übung 1

a) Beweisen Sie das Lemma [chart initial system] ⊢ 2 (Tick → (Close → X ≤ 5)) indem sie
den Beispielbeweis ohne partielle Zustandskonfigurationen nachvollziehen.

b) Beweisen Sie das Lemma [chart initial system] ⊢ 2 (Tick → (Close → X ≤ 5)) und gen-
eralisieren sie die Variable X.

Übung 2

Beweisen Sie nun analog, folgende Lemmas:
[chart initial system] ⊢ 2 X ≤ 6
[chart initial system] ⊢ 2 (Tick → (On → Close))

Übung 3

Beweisen sie das Lemma [chart initial system] ⊢ 2 On → 3 Off . Dazu ist es hilfreich, folgendes
ein Hilfslemma zu verwenden: [chart system], On,Close ⊢ 3 Off

Übung 4

Erstellen sie eine neue Spezifikation light-exercise-c die eine beliebige aber feste Laufzeit c der Uhr
realisiert. Beweisen sie für dieses (zustandsunendliche) System analoge Lemmata.

Übung 5

Erstellen sie eine Statechart-Spezifikation eines Allgäuer Weidezauns. Die modernen Weidezäune
im Allgäu sind mit Strom geladen. Dadurch wird eine viel effizientere Lokalisation des Viehs
gewährleistet. Unglücklicherweise hat die Verwendung von Strom auch nachteilige Auswirkungen
auf die Bauern. Das folgende System stellt diesen Zusammenhang dar.

OnOff

Power

Weidezaun

Happy Worry

Bauer

Transitionen:
t1: Switch On
t2: Switch Off
t3: Touch Wire[On]
t4: [Off ]

t3

t4

t2

t1

Figure 13.3: Statechart Modell eines Allgäuer Weidezauns

a) Erstellen sie eine KIV-Spezifikation dieses Systems.
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b) Formulieren sie in Temporallogik eine – nicht triviale – Verhaltensmaßregel für moderne
Bauern, die sicherstellt, dass der Bauer immer glücklich ist. Beachten Sie dabei, dass der
Bauer die Zustände On und Off nicht direkt sehen kann.

c) Beweisen sie diese Eigenschaft in KIV.



Chapter 14

Statecharts-Anhang

Statecharts stellen ein graphisches Mittel zur Beschreibung des operationellen Verhaltens dynamis-
cher Systeme dar. Die wesentlichen Eigenschaften von Statecharts haben Harel et al. folgender-
maßen charakterisiert:

Statechart = Zustandsdiagramm + Hierarchie + Parallelität +
Broadcast-Kommunikation

Statecharts sind im Wesentlichen eine Erweiterung von Zustandsübergangsdiagrammen. Das Hi-
erarchiekonzept erlaubt es Statecharts modular und gut strukturiert in Unterzustände zu zerlegen.
Diese Unterzustände werden wiederum detaillierter in eigenen Zustandsdiagrammen beschrieben.
Parallele Zustände bilden nebenläufige Prozesse ab, die über Broadcast-Kommunikation Daten
austauschen und sich synchronisieren können.

14.0.1 Grundlagen

Statecharts gibt es in einer Reihe von Varianten, die sich in ihrer Ausdrucksmächtigkeit und
Semantik unterscheiden. Wir stellen im Folgenden STATEMATE-Statecharts vor.

Zustandsdiagramm

Statecharts sind erweiterte Zustandsdiagramme, die aus einer Menge von Zuständen und einer
Menge beschrifteter Übergänge bestehen. Ein Übergang ist mit einem Tripel der Form

Ereignis[Bedingung]/Aktion

beschriftet. Der Zustandsübergang kann ausgeführt werden, wenn das Ereignis e vorhanden und
die Bedingung c gültig ist. Wir nennen den Übergang dann aktiviert. Bei dem Übergang wird die
Aktion a ausgeführt. Bei der Beschriftung sind alle drei Bestandteile optional.

Ein einfaches Statechart besteht aus einer Menge von Basis-Zuständen, die mit Übergängen
zusammenhängend verknüpft sind. Eine solches Diagramm ist in Abbildung 14.1 zu sehen und wird
Oder -Zustand genannt. In einen Oder -Zustand ist immer genau ein Unterzustand aktiv und wird
deshalb auch als Xor -Zustand bezeichnet. Der Ausgangszustand s1 ist durch die eingehende Kante
gekennzeichnet. Sobald das Ereignis e1 eintritt, wird in den Zustand s2 übergegangen. Ist jedoch
die Bedingung c erfüllt, wird die Aktion a1 ausgeführt und der Zustand s3 aktiviert. Wenn sowohl
das Ereignis e1 vorliegt als auch die Bedingung c gilt, sind beide Übergangsbedingungen erfüllt
und es wird indeterministisch entweder in den Zustand s2 oder s3 gewechselt. Indeterminismus
ist eine weitere Eigenschaft von Statecharts.

Hierarchie

Das Hierarchiekonzept von Statecharts erlaubt es, Zustände zusammenzufassen bzw. das Verhal-
ten innerhalb eines Zustands detaillierter zu beschreiben. Das hierarchische Statechart in Abbil-

138
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Figure 14.1: Oder-Zustand
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Figure 14.2: Hierarchie

dung 14.2 fasst die beiden Zustände s1 und s3 zu s zusammen. Sobald das Ereignis e1 vorhanden
ist, wird der Zustand s, und damit auch die beiden Unterzustände s1/3, verlassen und der Zustand

s2 aktiv. Die beiden Übergänge von s1/3 aus Abbildung 14.1 können damit zu einem Übergang
zusammengefasst werden.

Das Hierarchiekonzept von Statecharts ermöglicht die Priorisierung von Übergängen. So haben
Übergänge, die innerhalb eines Zustands stattfinden, eine geringere Priorität als Übergänge, die
aus einem Zustand herausführen. Ein Übergang von s1 nach s3 hat also eine niedrigere Priorität
als der Übergang von s nach s2. Ist der Zustand s1 (und damit auch s) und das Ereignis e1 aktiv,
während die Bedingung c erfüllt ist, wird im Statechart aus Abbildung 14.2 deterministisch der
Übergang in den Zustand s2 ausgeführt (vgl. Abbildung 14.1, dort entsteht ein Indeterminismus).

Tritt im Zustand s2 das Ereignis e2 ein, wird wieder der Zustand s aktiv und, da s1 durch die
eingehende Kante als Ausgangszustand gekennzeichnet ist, auch s1. Übergänge können auch über
Hierarchiegrenzen hinweg gehen. Soll nach dem Zustand s2 immer der Zustand s3 aktiv werden,
würde der mit e2/a2 beschriftete Übergang über die Grenze des Zustands s hinweg direkt zum
Zustand s3 geführt werden.

Parallelität

Für die Darstellung paralleler Prozesse oder Abläufe besitzen Statecharts sogenannte Und -Zustände.
Wie in Abbildung 14.3 zu sehen, werden zwei (oder mehrere) Oder -Zustände durch eine gestrichelte
Linie getrennt zu einem Und -Zustand zusammengefasst. Im Und -Zustand s können gleichzeitig
mehrere Unterzuständen aktiv sein. Z. B. sind initial die Zustände s11

und s21
aktiv. Die

Möglichkeit Und -Zustände zu verwenden, vereinfacht die Modellierung nebenläufiger Systeme.
Sie erweitern zwar nicht die Ausdrucksmächtigkeit der Sprache – parallele Zustände können
auch durch einen Produktautomaten dargestellt werden –, führen aber zu übersichtlicheren und
verständlicheren Modellen.
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Figure 14.3: Und-Chart

Broadcast Kommunikation

Parallele Zustände kommunizieren über einen Broadcast-Mechanismus miteinander. Das bedeutet,
dass Ereignisse und Variablen über die Grenzen des Zustands, in dem sie erzeugt wurden, hinaus
sichtbar sind. Sind in Abbildung 14.3 die beiden Ausgangszustände s11

und s21
aktiv und es tritt

das Ereignis e1 ein, findet ein Zustandsübergang von s11
nach s12

statt und erzeugt das Ereignis
e2. Dieses Ereignis ist wegen der Kommunikation mittels Broadcast im Oder -Zustand s2 sichtbar
und führt zum Übergang nach s22

. Dabei wird das Ereignis e3 erzeugt, das wiederum in den
Zuständen s1 und s2 sichtbar ist und in beiden zu einem Übergang nach s11

bzw. s21
führt.

In diesem Beispiel hat das Ereignis e1 zu einer Kettenreaktion geführt. Erst nachdem alle
oben beschriebenen Übergänge durchgeführt wurden, ist das Statechart wieder in einem stabilen
Zustand.

Ereignisse, Bedingungen und Aktionen

Ereignisse unterscheiden sich von Bedingungen indem sie nur einmalig aktiv sind (wenn sie nicht
neu erzeugt werden). Die Kettenreaktion, die im Statechart aus Abbildung 14.3 durch das Ereignis
e1 ausgelöst wird, erzeugt die Ereigniskette < e1, e2, e3 >. e1 ist nicht mehr aktiv, wenn e2 gilt.
e2 wird beim Übergang von s11

nach s12
erzeugt und ist nur für den Übergang von s21

nach
s22

aktiv, danach nicht mehr. Übergänge können nicht nur mit einzelnen Ereignissen beschriftet
werden. Ereignisse können mit booleschen Operationen (∧, ∨, ¬) verknüpft werden und der
entsprechende Übergang ist nur dann möglich, wenn der Ereignis-Ausdruck zu true evaluiert
werden kann.

Auf der anderen Seite beschreiben Bedingungen z. B. Vergleichsoperationen zwischen Vari-
ablenwerten. In STATEMATE sind Operatoren auf natürlichen und reellen Zahlen, Arrays und
benutzerdefinierten Datentypen möglich. Außerdem gibt es noch abgeleitete Prädikate wie z. B.
in(s). In KIV können Bedingungen ebenso wie Ereignisse verknüpft werden und sind erfüllt, wenn
der Ausdruck unter der gegebenen Variablenbelegung wahr ist.

Wie erwähnt, können Aktionen Ereignisse erzeugen (/e) und Variablen einen Wert zuweisen
(z.B. x := 5). Ein Übergang kann auch mehrere Aktionen parallel ausführen (/a1; a2). Des
weiteren können in KIV komplexe Aktionen bedingt (if then else) und iterativ sein (for-Schleife).

Statecharts erzeugen beim Betreten und Verlassen eines Zustands s sogenannte entered- bzw.
exited-Ereignisse (entered(s) bzw. exited(s)). Durch die Broadcast-Kommunikation sind diese
Ereignisse in parallelen Zuständen sichtbar und Zustände können sich so synchronisieren. Ist
ein Zustand s aktiv, gilt das Prädikat in(s), das ebenfalls in Übergangsbeschriftungen verwendet
werden kann.

Bis jetzt wurden Ereignisse, Bedingungen und Aktionen immer nur in Bezug auf Zustandsübergänge
betrachtet. Statecharts bieten mit statischen Reaktionen aber auch die Möglichkeit, innerhalb von
Zuständen auf Ereignisse zu reagiert und Aktionen auszuführen, ohne dabei Zustandsübergänge
durchzuführen. Statische Reaktionen haben, wie Beschriftungen von Übergängen, die Form e[c]/a
(siehe Abbildung 14.4). Sie werden innerhalb eines aktiven Zustands ausgeführt, wenn dieser nicht
verlassen wird und die Aktivierungsbedingung erfüllt ist.
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s

e[c]/a

Figure 14.4: Statische Reaktionen

Konfiguration

Durch die Verwendung paralleler Zustände, kann sich ein Statechart gleichzeitig in mehreren
Zuständen befinden. Um diesen Systemzustand von einem einzelnen Zustand zu unterscheiden,
nennen wir ihn Zustandskonfiguration. Eine Zustandskonfiguration ist eine maximale Menge von
Zuständen, in denen sich ein Statechart gleichzeitig befinden kann. Jedes Statechart hat im-
plizit einen Ausgangszustand (Oder -Zustand), der alle weiteren Zustände des Statecharts um-
fasst. Dieser wir in der graphischen Notation häufig weggelassen. Eine Zustandskonfiguration
c enthält i) den Ausgangszustand r, ii) wenn c einen Oder -Zustand enthält, muss sie genau
einen der Unterzustände enthalten, iii) wenn c einen Und -Zustand enthält, enthält sie auch alle
seine Unterzustände und iv) sie enthält keine weiteren Zustände. Sei r der implizit gegebene
Ausgangszustand, so ist die initiale Zustandskonfiguration des Statecharts aus Abbildung 14.3:
{r, s, s1, s2, s11

, s21
}.

Eine Konfiguration enthält neben der Zustandskonfiguration die aktiven Ereignisse und die
Variablenbelegung der Statechart-Variablen.

14.0.2 Ausführung von Statecharts

Statecharts werden in Schritten ausgeführt. Ein Schritt ändert die aktuelle Konfiguration und
durch die auszuführenden Übergänge berechnet sich eine Nachfolgekonfiguration1. Durch das
Hintereinanderausführen von Schritten wird so eine Sequenz von Konfigurationen erzeugt, die
einem Lauf durch das modellierte System entspricht. Eine Konfiguration enthält

• eine Liste alle aktiven Zustände

• die Belegung der Variablen

• eine Liste aller Ereignisse, die im vorigen Schritt erzeugt wurden

Ein Schritt führt Übergänge paralleler Zustände gemeinsam aus, für einen Oder -Zustand je-
doch maximal einen. Erlaubt die aktuelle Konfiguration verschiedene Übergänge innerhalb eines
Oder -Zustands, so stehen sie in Konflikt. Ein Schritt führt dann indeterministisch einen dieser
Übergänge aus.

Das Fortschreiten der Zeit kann in einem Statechart unterschiedlich modelliert werden. Im
asynchronen Zeitmodell können mehrere Statechart-Schritte innerhalb eines Zeitschrittes aus-
geführt werden. Ein Statechart-Schritt wird dann als Mikro-Schritt, ein Zeitschritt als Makro-
Schritt bezeichnet. Es werden so lange Mikro-Schritte durchgeführt, bis das Statechart eine stabile
Konfiguration erreicht hat, also kein Übergang mehr ausgeführt werden kann. Danach folgt ein
Makro-Schritt.

14.0.3 Ausführung von Statecharts in KIV

Ein Statechart beschreibt eine Menge von Traces (Folgen von Belegungen), die als Menge von
Intervallen interpretiert wird. Wie temporallogische Formeln oder parallele Programme werden
Statecharts durch Ausführen der Übergänge abgearbeitet. Sei I = (σ0, σ1. . .) ein Intervall das
einen Trace durch ein Statechart beschreibt. Nach dem Ausführen des ersten Schrittes erhalten wir
das nun kürzere Intervall I ′ = (σ1. . .). In I ′ ist die erste Belegung σ1 nicht mehr notwendigerweise
eine initiale Konfiguration.

1für Konfiguration, Zustandskonfiguration und Zustand wird oft der Begriff ‘Zustand’ synonym verwendet
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Die Variablen eines Statecharts sind in ITL flexible Variablen X ∈ variables(SC), die zu-
gleich noch die Variablen X ′ und X ′′ definieren. Dies ist notwendig, da in KIV offene Systeme
betrachtet werden, deren Variablen auch vom Kontext, in dem das System betrachtet wird, bee-
influsst werden können. Deshalb kann nach einem Systemübergang der Kontext Variablen noch
beliebig abändern. Zur Beschreibung der Änderungen durch den Kontext verwenden wir eine
Relation zwischen 1-fach und 2-fach gestrichenen Variablen. Das Systemverhalten wird weiterhin
durch die Beziehung zwischen flexiblen und 1-fach gestrichenen Variablen beschrieben. In KIV
repräsentieren also die 2-fach gestrichenen Variablen den Wert der flexiblen Variablen der nächsten
Belegung. Die Formel X ′ = X +1 ∧ X ′ = X ′′ beschreibt, dass das System X um eins erhöht und
der Kontext X nicht weiter ändert. Im Nachfolgezustand ist X um eins erhöht.

Wir betrachten Statecharts als Formeln zur Beschreibung dynamischer Systeme. Das Stat-
echart beschreibt diejenigen Intervalle, die die temporallogischen Eigenschaften erfüllen sollen.
Diese Intervalle werden durch symbolisches Ausführen des Statecharts bestimmt. Dabei berech-
nen wir sukzessive alle möglichen Folgen von Belegungen, die ein Statechart beschreibt.

Um ein Statechart symbolisch ausführen zu können, müssen zuerst die Übergangsmengen
berechnet werden, die von der aktuellen Konfiguration aus möglich sind. Anschließend werden
die Übergangsmengen ausgeführt. Die Ausführung einer Übergangsmenge beschreiben wir durch
ein DL-Programm, das den Statechart-Schritt beschreibt. Dabei werden in Beweisen über State-
charts alle Mikro-Schritte innerhalb eines Makro-Schrittes explizit ausgeführt und nicht zu einem
Schritt zusammengefasst. Ein Makro-Schritt wird dann durch tick -Ereignis gekennzeichnet. Durch
Verwendung der Tick -Ereignisses (2 Tick → ϕ) können wir auch Aussagen ϕ formulieren, die nur
zu Makro-Schritten gelten und so Beweise über Makro-Schritte führen. Um zu der neuen Zus-
tandkonfiguration zu gelangen, muss zusätzlich zur Schrittberechnung die Zustanskonfiguration für
die Nachfolgebelegung berechnet werden. Nun wird mit der Abwicklung eines temporallogischen
Schrittes in den nächsten Zustand des Intervalls übergegangen. Dabei wird z.B. einer Variable X
der Wert des Nachfolgezustands X ′′ zugewiesen.

Ausführen eines Statechart Schrittes

Das Programm step(SC, st) berechnet für einen vervollständigten Übergang
(g, T,ACT ) ∈ Steps(SC,Γ ⊢ ∆) mit

〈step(SC, T, ACT )〉ϕ :={
ACT = ∅, < stepmacro(SC) > ϕ
sonst, < stepsmicro(SC, T,ACT ) > ϕ

die Variablenwerte, die sich durch den Statechart Schritt ergeben, weist diese Werte den 2-fach
gestrichenen Variablen zu und stellt so die Relation zur Nachfolgebelegung her. Ist die berechnete
Übergangsmenge T leer, es sind also keine Übergänge möglich, berechnet 〈step(SC, T, ACT )〉ϕ
einen Makro-Schritt, ansonsten führt ein Mikro-Schritt die möglichen Übergänge aus.

Mikro-Schritt Die Ausführung eines Mikro-Schrittes wird in mehrere Teilprogamme unterteilt:

copy(SC) := v1 := V1 | . . . | vn := Vn, für vn ∈ variables(SC)
reset(SC) := e1 := false | . . . | em := false, für ei ∈ eventsloc(SC) ∪ {tick},
exec(~α) := α1; . . .;αn für ~α =< α1, . . ., αn >
upd imp(SC, T ) := e1 := true | . . . | en := true für ei ∈
{e | e ∈ eventsimpl(SC) und entweder e = ex(s) ∧ s ∈ exited(T )

oder e = en(s) ∧ s ∈ entered(T )}.

Am Anfang eines jeden Schrittes werden die Variablenwerte kopiert, um während der Ausführung
eines Statechart-Schrittes auf die Werte der Variablen vor Beginn der Schrittausführung zurückgreifen
zu können. Wir führen die Programme dann auf Kopien der Variablen aus. Nun müssen wir die
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Ereignisse zurücksetzen. Das Programm reset(SC) weist dazu allen lokalen Ereignisse (den Vari-
ablenkopien) eines Statecharts false zu. Umgebungsereignisse müssen nicht zurückgesetzt werden,
da sie nur dann ausgeführt werden, wenn tick einen Makro-Schritt kennzeichnet. Danach wer-
den die Aktionen ~α der Übergänge und statischen Reaktionen durch exec(~α) ausgeführt. Die
Programme weisen nur den Hilfsvariablen neue Werte zu und überschreiben deshalb nicht die
flexiblen Statecharts-Variablen. Greifen wir auf flexible Variablen V zu, erhalten wir also immer
den Wert der Variablen vor Beginn der Schrittausführung. Deshalb können wir die Programme
αi sequentiell ausführen und erhalten trotzdem die Berechnung der Werte nach der STATEMATE-
Semantik.

Die Semantik von Statecharts erlaubt, Aktionen in beliebiger Reihenfolge auszuführen. Wir
berücksichtigen dies in der Berechnung eines Mikro-Schrittes, indem jede Permutation der Aktio-
nen ~α ∈ perm(ACT ) der auszuführenden Aktionen ACT einen separaten Schritt berechnet. Nach
dem Ausführen der Aktionen werden mit set(SC, T ) abgeleitete Ereignisse, die das Betreten und
Verlassen von Zuständen kennzeichnen, gesetzt.

Nach dem Ausführen der Schritt-Berechnung durch Abarbeiten des Programms, werden die
berechneten Variablenwerte den 2-fach gestrichenen Variablen zugewiesen. Dies stellt die Bedin-
gung set

ϕ :=
∧

i
xi = X ′′i für xi ∈ vars(SC) ∪ events(SC)

sicher. Wir definieren nun einen Mikro-Schritt für eine vervollständigte Übergangsmenge st =
(g, T,ACT ).

stepsmicro(SC, T,ACT ) :=∨
~α∈perm(ACT ) < copy(SC); reset(SC); exec(~α);upd imp(SC, T ) > ϕ

Makro-Schritt In einem Makro-Schritt generiert env(SC), nachdem alle Variablenwerte kopiert
und die Ereignisse zurückgesetzt wurden, das tick -Ereignis und weist allen Umgebungsvariablen
und -ereignisse beliebige Werte zu (x :=? weist in DL-Programmen x willkürlich einen Wert aus
dem Wertebereich von x zu).

env(SC) := tick := true | x1 :=? | . . . | xn :=?
für x ∈ eventsenv(SC) ∪ varsenv(SC)

Zusammen mit reset(SC) und ϕ von oben definieren wir einen Makro-Schritt

stepmacro(SC) := 〈copy(SC) ; reset(SC) ; env(SC)〉ϕ.

Wie schon erwähnt, wird ein Makro-Schritt nur in einer stabilen Konfiguration ausgeführt, wenn
also die Menge der konfliktfreien Übergänge leer ist. Umgebungsereignisse müssen auch im Makro-
Schritt nicht zurückgesetzt werden, da ihnen neue, zufällige Werte zugewiesen werden.

Neue Zustandskonfiguration Zusätzlich zur Schrittberechnung muss bei der Abwicklung eines
Statechart-Schrittes die Zustandskonfiguration für die Nachfolgebelegung berechnet werden. Die
Funktion nxt(SC, T ) berechnet für ein Statechart SC und eine Übergangsmenge T die sich
ergebende Zustandskonfiguration. Sei S := entered(T ) ∪ active(T ) die Menge der aktiven und
S := states(SC)\(entered(T ) ∪ active(T )) die Menge der inaktiven Zustände des nächsten Schrittes.
Die Statechart-Formel SC bleibt unverändert, da sie die statische Zustandsübergangsrelation des
Statecharts beschreibt.



Appendix A

Simplifier Rules

A.1 Introduction

While verifying formulas of dynamic logic, the cosi strategy must often deal with predicate logic
formulas. There are four main reasons, why simplification of such formulas is important:

1. Simplification leads to better readability.

2. Simplification of predicate logic formulas is important to eliminate superfluous variables in
program formulas.

3. Goals which are true regardless of all program formulas (including those where all program
formulas have been eliminated by the cosi strategy) can be closed

4. The tests of conditionals and while loops can be decided, which means a reduction of search
space.

Simplification is done by rules of the sequent calculus. The rules are (as usual in a sequent calculus)
applied backwards, until no one is applicable. Although, the KIV-System stores the antecedent
and succedent of a sequent as lists of formulas, the rules, described in the following sections match
without considering the order of the formulas, so you can view a sequent as consisting of two sets
of formulas. Simplification is done automatically when trying to decide conditional tests, it can
be called manually by clicking on “simplifier” and there is a heuristic, also called “simplifier”, to
do it.

Since simplification is dependent on the datastructure used in sequents to prove, the informa-
tion, how to simplify, is kept with the specifications of datastructures.

Simplifier rules are split into four types: First, there are built-in rules, described in section
A.2, that are used independent of the datastructure (concerned mostly with propositional logic).

The next class of simplifier rules is datastructure dependent, and given explicitly by the user,
while working on a specification. The first class is given by marking some theorems of the specifi-
cation with the command “Simplifier – Add Simplifier Rules” or “Simplifier – Add Local Simplifier
Rules”.

Theorems which are local simplifier rules are used when proving (other) theorems over the
same specification, in which the theorem is defined. Theorems which are declared as simplfier
rulesare used when proving in superspecifications of the specification, in which they are defined.
This distinction is useful to use axioms like extensionality only locally in proofs of other theorems,
which are then used (globally) as simplifier rules.

Theorems which can be declared to be simplfier rules must have one of several special forms,
so that the system is able to generate rules of the sequent calculus from them. The generation of
rules is done uniformly, so if you have verified the theorem, there is a uniform validation for the
generated rule (which again uses the theorem). The admissible forms for the theorems, and which
rules are actually generated is described in section A.3.

144
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The third class of simplifier rules deal are associativity and commutativity axioms (AC). They
are not used directly, but allow all other simplifier rules to be used modulo AC. AC rules are also
used by several heuristics and tactics to do matching modulo AC (e.g. when computing proposals
for instances of quantifiers, when using cut rules (see below), when replacing left hand sides of
equations by right hand sides etc.).

The last class of simplifier rules is called “forward rules”. It is used to add information to a
sequent, so it is datastructure dependent too. The rules are described in section A.4.

In addition to the simplifier there is an elimination heuristic, which tries to eliminate “bad”
function symbols, by trading them for “good” ones. The heuristic and also the “insert elim lemma”
is based on “elimination rules”. These are described in the Sect. A.5. Elimination rules are used
locally and globally (so there are no special local elimination rules).

Finally there are the two heuristics weak cut and cut, which apply the cut rule on goals. These
are based on cut rules, which are explained in the last section. Cut rules may be local or global.

The following conventions apply to the sections below:

• Γ, ∆, Γ1, . . . are (possibly empty) sets of formulas,

• ϕ,ψ, χ are formulas

• σ, τ , ρ are terms

A.2 datastructure independent simplification rules

The following datastructure independent simplifier rules are used:

• the usual axiom of the sequent calculus

• all basic rules of the sequent calculus, that eliminate junctors

• rules that eliminate the constants ‘true’ and ‘false’.

• rules, that eliminate reflexive equations.

• two rules for eliminating all-quantifiers in the sucedent and existential quantifiers in the
antecedent by inserting new variables

• rules, that try to eliminate equations x = τ (or τ = x) in the antecedent. For every such
equation, where x does not occur in the variables of τ , the rule tries to eliminate the equation
by substituting τ for x in the rest of the sequent. Since substitution is not possible on all
program formulas, the rule is not always applicable.

• rules, that minimize the scope of quantifiers, such as (x 6∈ Free(ψ))

∀ x.(ϕ(x) → ψ) ⊢ (∃ x.ϕ(x)) → ψ

• rules, that eliminate redundant quantifiers, such as (x 6∈ Vars(τ))

∃ x.(x = τ ∧ ϕ) ⊢ ϕ[x ← τ ]

A.3 Rules generated from theorems

Theorems which may be used to generate simplifier rules have the following general form

Γ ⊢ ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn → ϕ

n must be ≥ 0, for n = 0 the implication is omitted. Depending on the form of ϕ, the rule is
in one of four classes:
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• If ϕ is an equation, then the rule is a rewrite rule.

• If ϕ is an atomic formula, but no equation, then the rule is an axiom rule.

• If ϕ is an equivalence then the rule is an equivalence rule

• If ϕ is an implication, then the rule is a implication rule

To avoid conflicts in the last case, n is not allowed to be 0 there. Instead, we allow in the case
n = 1 ψ1 to be true. All rules come with applicability conditions, which are the formulas in Γ and
ψ1, . . . , ψn. Those in Γ must be proved, the others must be present in the sequent. Applicability
conditions should be put in the antecedent, if goals often contain stronger conditions which imply
the condition (e.g. instead of a condition x 6= y we often have the stronger conditions x < y or y
< x in the sequent). Otherwise they should only be put in the preconditions (this is likely to be
the case for e.g. li 6= nil).

The four classes of rules are described in the following subsections. We will use the following
notations:

• an atomic formula is either a predicate or an equation

• a literal is either ϕ or ¬ ϕ for a atomic formula ϕ

• An atomic formula is in a sequent, if it is in the succedent of the sequent

• A negated atomic formula ¬ ϕ is in a sequent, if ϕ is in the antedent of the sequent

• For an atomic formula ∼ ϕ is ¬ ϕ, for a literal ¬ ϕ, ∼ ϕ is ϕ

Rewrite Rules

Rewrite rules are of the form:

Γ ⊢ ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn → σ = τ

where σ must not be a variable or a constant. ψ1, . . . , ψn must be literals. The variables of
the theorem must be a subset of x = Vars(ψ1, . . . , ψn, σ).

The variables of τ must be a subset of those in σ (remark: this restriction may be dropped in
the future). The rule rewrites instances of the term σ by instances of the term τ . Formally, the
rule is applicable to a sequent Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ if there is a substitution [x ← ρ] with domain x as above
such that

• σ[x ← ρ] is a term of the sequent contained in some formula ϕ

• ψ1[x ← ρ], . . . , ψn[x ← ρ] are contained in the sequent

• Γ′ ⊢ ∆, ∧ Γ[x ← ρ] is provable by the simplifier, where Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′ is Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ without ϕ.

If the rule is applicable, it replaces all occurences of σ[x ← ρ] in ϕ by τ [x ← ρ]
Example: ⊢ pop(push(a,x)) = x

Example: ¬ x = 0 ⊢ x -1 +1 = x
Example: ⊢ ¬ li = nil → length(cdr(li)) = pred(length(li))
Pragmatics: These rules are mainly used to do term rewriting. τ should be ‘simpler’ than σ.
Most rewrite rules are either used to eliminate applications of selectors and defined functions to
constructor terms (first two examples), or to move such selectors and defined functions “inwards”
(last example)
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Axiom Rules

Γ ⊢ ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn → ϕ

where ϕ is a literal, but not an equation. ψ1, . . . , ψn must be literals. The variables of the
theorem must be a subset of x = Vars(ψ1, . . . , ψn, ϕ). The rule closes sequents containing ϕ and
eliminates ∼ ϕ from sequents containing it.

Formally the the rule is applicable to a sequent Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ if there is a substitution [x ← ρ]
with domain x as above such that

• ϕ[x ← ρ] or ∼ ϕ[x ← ρ] is contained in the sequent

• ψ1[x ← ρ], . . . , ψn[x ← ρ] are contained in the sequent

• Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′, ∧ Γ[x ← ρ] is provable by the simplifier, where Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′ is Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ without
ϕ[x ← ρ]

If the rule is applicable, it removes all occurences of ∼ ϕ[x ← ρ] from the sequent, resp. closes
the goal, if ϕ[x ← ρ] is contained in it.

Example: ¬ 0 = x +1
Example: ¬ x = x +1
Example: ⊢ ¬ member(x,delete(x,set))
Example: ⊢ 0 ≤ x
Example: ⊢ x ≤ x
Example: ⊢ ¬ x +1 ≤ x
Pragmatics: These rules are mainly used to separate different constructor terms (first two exam-
ples) or two specify when a predicate is true or false.

Equivalence Rules

Equivalence rules have one of the four forms, which will be described in the following subsections

Succedent Equivalence Rules

A succedent equivalence rule has the form

Γ ⊢ ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn → (¬ ϕ ↔ χ)

where ϕ is an atomic formula. ψ1, . . . , ψn must be literals. The variables of the theorem must
be a subset of x = Vars(ψ1, . . . , ψn, ϕ). The rule replaces instances of ϕ in the succedent by χ.

Example: ⊢ x 6= y → ¬ y < x ↔ x < y
Example: ⊢ ¬ x = true ↔ x = false
Example: ⊢ ¬ x = false ↔ x = true

Pragmatics: Used in cases, where we do not want the full equivalence rule (with ϕ ↔ ∼ χ
instead of ¬ ϕ ↔ χ) Such cases occur, if the idea of a rule is to prefer some non-negated literal
to an (under the sideconditions) equivalent negated literal. An obvious example is the first, where
the nonnegated form allows to remove the sidecondition x 6= y and the full equivalence rule would
lead to an infinite loop. The second and third example produces only positive boolean equations
in the antecedent. If we woud use the equivalence rule x = false ↔ ¬ x = true instead, we would
get ¬ x = true in the antecedent instead of x = false.
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Antecedent Equivalence Rules

An antecedent equivalence rule has the form

Γ ⊢ ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn → (¬ ¬ ϕ ↔ χ)

where ϕ is an atomic formula. ψ1, . . . , ψn must be literals. The variables of the theorem must
be a subset of x = Vars(ψ1, . . . , ψn, ϕ). The rule replaces instances of ϕ in the antecedent by χ.

Pragmatics: Same as in the previous case, but we prefer the negated literal to the positive
(rarely used).

Conjunctive Equivalence Rules

A conjunctive equivalence rule has the form

Γ ⊢ ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn → (ϕ ↔ χ1 ∧ . . . ∧ χm)

where ϕ is an atomic formula. ψ1, . . . , ψn must be literals. The variables of the theorem must
be a subset of x = Vars(ψ1, . . . , ψn, ϕ). The rule does two things: First, it removes occurences of
(instances of) ∼ ϕ an adds instead χ1, . . . , χn to the antecedent. Second if for some i, (instances of)
the formulas ψ1, . . . , ψn, ϕ,∼ χ1, . . . ,∼ χi−1,∼ χi+1, . . . ,∼ χm are all contained in the sequent,
then ϕ is replaced by χi

Formally the the rule is applicable to a sequent Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ if there is a substitution [x ← ρ]
with domain x as above such that either

• ∼ ϕ[x ← ρ] is contained in the sequent

• ψ1[x ← ρ], . . . , ψn[x ← ρ] are contained in the sequent

• Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′, ∧ Γ[x ← ρ] is provable by the simplifier, where Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′ is Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ without
∼ ϕ[x ← ρ]

or there is an 1 ≤ i ≤ m, such that

• χ1, . . . , χi−1, χi+1, . . . , χm are literals

• ϕ[x ← ρ] is contained in the sequent

• ψ1[x ← ρ], . . . , ψn[x ← ρ] are contained in the sequent

• ∼ χ1[x ← ρ], . . . , ∼ χi−1[x ← ρ], ∼ χi+1[x ← ρ], . . . , ∼ χm[x ← ρ] are contained in
the sequent

• Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′, ∧ Γ[x ← ρ] is provable by the simplifier, where Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′ is Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ without
ϕ[x ← ρ]

In the first case ∼ ϕ[x ← ρ] is removed and χ1[x ← ρ], . . . , χn[x ← ρ] are added to the
antecedent. In the second case ϕ[x ← ρ] is replaced by χi[x ← ρ]

Example: ⊢ x -1 +1 = x ↔ ¬ x = 0
Example: ⊢ primefactorlist(x) = primefactorlist(y) ↔ x = y
Example: ⊢ x ≤ y → (y ≤ x ↔ x = y)
Example: ⊢ p(x) = y ↔ x = s(y) (where ‘s’ and ‘p’ are successor and predecessor on integers)
Example: ⊢ ¬ x = 0 ∧ ¬ y = 0 → (pred(x) = pred(y) ↔ x = y)
Example: ⊢ zerop(x) ↔ x = 0
Example ⊢ member(x,delete(y,set)) ↔ ¬ x = y ∧ member(x,set)
Pragmatics:

These rules are used in all cases, where a formula ϕ is equivalent to a simpler formula χ (under
some conditions). Sometimes χ is a conjunction as in the last example. Consider the last one:
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Here we want to replace member(x,delete(y,set)) in the antecedent by the two simpler formulas ¬
x=y and member(x,set). But normally we do not want the same thing in the succedent to happen
(since we would get a conjunction in the succedent which leads to a case distinction). Instead we
want to replace member(x,delete(y,set)) in the succedent by x=y if we have member(x,set) in the
succedent too (since under the condition ¬ member(x,set) member(x,delete(y,set)) is equivalent
to the x = y). Similarly we want member(x,delete(y,set)) in the succedent to be replaced by
member(x,set) if we have x = y in the succedent. These three cases are covered by the rule. If
you really want to introduce the conjunction use

⊢ member(x,delete(y,set)) ↔ ¬ ¬ (¬ x = y ∧ member(x,set))

Disjunctive Equivalence Rules

A disjunctive equivalence rule has the form

Γ ⊢ ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn → (ϕ ↔ χ1 ∨ . . . ∨ χm)

where ϕ is an atomic formula. ψ1, . . . , ψn must be literals. The variables of the theorem must
be a subset of x = Vars(ψ1, . . . , ψn, ϕ).

The rule does two things: First, it removes occurences of (instances of) ϕ an adds instead
χ1, . . . , χn to the sucecedent. Second if for some i, (instances of) the formulas ∼ ψ1, . . . ,∼ ψn,∼
ϕ, χ1, . . . , χi−1, χi+1, . . . , χm are all contained in the sequent, then ∼ ϕ is replaced by ∼ χi

Formally the the rule is applicable to a sequent Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ if there is a substitution [x ← ρ]
with domain x as above such that either

• ϕ[x ← ρ] is contained in the sequent

• ∼ ψ1[x ← ρ], . . . , ∼ ψn[x ← ρ] are contained in the sequent

• Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′, ∧ Γ[x ← ρ] is provable by the simplifier, where Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′ is Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ without
ϕ[x ← ρ]

or there is an 1 ≤ i ≤ m, such that

• ∼ χ1, . . . ,∼ χi−1,∼ χi+1, . . . ,∼ χm are literals

• ∼ ϕ[x ← ρ] is contained in the sequent

• ∼ ψ1[x ← ρ], . . . , simψn[x ← ρ] are contained in the sequent

• χ1[x ← ρ], . . . , χi−1[x ← ρ], χi+1[x ← ρ], . . . , χm[x ← ρ] are contained in the sequent

• Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′, ∧ Γ[x ← ρ] is provable by the simplifier, where Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′ is Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ without
∼ ϕ[x ← ρ]

In the first case ϕ[x ← ρ] is removed and ∼ χ1[x ← ρ], . . . , ∼ χn[x ← ρ] are added to the
antecedent. In the second case ∼ ϕ[x ← ρ] is replaced by ∼ χi[x ← ρ]

Example: member(x,insert(y,set)) ↔ x=y ∨ member(x,set))

Pragmatics:

Same as for Conjunvctive Case. Here ϕ is equivalent to a disjunction instead of a conjunction
(or equivalently ¬ ϕ is equivalent to a conjunction).
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Implication Rules

Implication rules rules have the form

Γ ⊢ ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn → (ϕ → χ)

where ϕ is a literal. ψ1, . . . , ψn must be literals. The variables of the theorem must be a subset
of x = Vars(ψ1, . . . , ψn, ϕ). The rule removes occurences of (instances of) ∼ ϕ in the sequent and
adds χ instead.

Formally the rule is applicable to a sequent Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ if there is a substitution [x ← ρ] with
domain x as above such that either

• ∼ ϕ[x ← ρ] is contained in the sequent

• ψ1[x ← ρ], . . . , ψn[x ← ρ] are contained in the sequent

• Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′, ∧ Γ[x ← ρ] is provable by the simplifier, where Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′ is Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ without
∼ ϕ[x ← ρ]

Then the rule removes ∼ ϕ[x ← ρ] from the sequent and adds χ[x ← ρ] to the antecedent
Example: ¬ pred(x)=x → ¬ x = 0

Example: ⊢ subtree(t,right(t)) → t=emptytree
Example: ⊢ regexp-less(r,alt1(r)) → ¬ altp(r) (from the LEX-Example, regexp-less is the term-
order on regular expressions, altp tests r for being a regexp with two alternatives, alt1 selects the
first)
Pragmatics: These rules are mainly used in two cases. In the first, ϕ is equivalent to ϕ, but we
only want to replace ϕ in the antecedent by ψ. The other case is, when ϕ is “nearly equivalent”
to ψ, i.e. if ϕ implies ψ, and the reverse implication would hold, if an additional axiom for
an underspecified function or predicate would be added. Typical such “additional axioms” are
axioms for selector applications on the wrong summand in data specifications (like 0 -1 = 0 or
left(emptytree) = emptytree as in the first two examples). The cases, where ϕ is not equivalent
to χ are dangerous to use, since simplifier rules like ⊢ x + y < z → y < z (e.g. to prove that x
+ y < z, ¬ y < z ⊢ is valid), are not invertible (i.e. the conclusion does not imply the premise).
Non invertible rules lose information, that may be necessary in other cases (e.g. in (0 +1) + y <
z, y +1 = z ⊢ applying the simplifier rule above would yield y < z, y +1 = z ⊢ , which is no
longer provable). Therefore they should be avoided.

A.4 Forward rules

Forward rules are used to add information to sequents. They have the form:

Γ ⊢ ϕ → ψ

where ϕ is a conjunction of literals and ψ is an arbitrary first order formula. All free variables
x of the sequent must be contained in the free variables of ϕ. The rule adds instances of ψ to the
sequent, if ϕ and Γ can be proved.

Formally the rule is applicable to a sequent Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ if there is a substitution [x ← ρ] with
domain x as above such that

• ϕ[x ← ρ] is contained in the sequent

• Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′, ∧ Γ[x ← ρ] is provable by the simplifier, where Γ′′ ⊢ ∆′′ is Γ′ ⊢ ∆′ without
ϕ[x ← ρ]
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Then the rule adds ψ[x ← ρ] to the sequent, if it has not already been added in the current
branch of the proof.
Pragmatics: The rule is typically used to compute the closure of transitive relations
Example: ⊢ x < y ∧ y < z → x < z
Example: ⊢ x ≤ y ∧ y < z → x < z
and to derive weaker formulas from stronger ones (e.g. to establish preconditions for rewrite rules).
Example: ⊢ succ(x) < y → x < y
One should be careful not to use the same rule as a forward rule and as an axiom rule. Otherwise
the added formula will immediately be removed by the axiom rule.

A.5 Elimination rules

Elimination rules try to eliminate “bad” function symbols such as ‘-1’,‘-’,‘car’ and ‘cdr’,‘delete’
for “good” ones (in the examples the good function symbols are ‘+1’,‘+’,‘cons’,‘insert’). This is
done by replacing a term like ‘x -1’ or ‘x - y’ by a new variable z and replacing ‘x’ by ‘z +1’ resp.
‘z + y’. The rule produces appropriate side conditions, while the heuristic tries to prove (or find)
these conditions to be applicable. The heuristic and the rule are based on elimination rules of the
following form:

Γ ⊢ ϕ → (x1 = t1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn = tn ↔ ∃ y.v = t ∧ ψ)

where ϕ is a conjunction of literals and ψ is an arbitrary first order formula. For every i, the
variables of the sequent are contained in the two disjoint sets Vars(ti) and {x1, . . . , xn}. v, x1,
. . . , xn are pairwise different variables. The variables y are not free in the sequent. v does not
occur in ψ or t (but in every ti). x1, . . . , xn do not occur in ϕ or Γ. The precondition ϕ and the
sideformula ψ are optional.
Example: ⊢ x 6= 0 → ( x = y -1 ↔ y = x +1 )
Example: ⊢ ¬ x < y → z = x - y ↔ x = z + y)
Example: x 6= nil ⊢ ( a = car(x) ∧ y = cdr(x) ↔ x = cons(a,y))
Example: x 6= nil ⊢ ( y = cdr(x) ↔ ∃ a. x = cons(a,y) ∧ a = car(x)) (eliminates only cdr,
not car)
Example: b 6= 0 ⊢ ( k = x div b ∧ r = x mod b ↔ x = k * b + r ∧ r < b)
Example: ⊢ x ∈ set → ( set’ = delete(x,set) ↔ set = insert(x,set’) ∧ ¬ x ∈ set’)
Example: prodp(x) → ( x1 = sel1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ xn = seln(x) ↔ x = mkprod(x1,. . . ,xn))
where mkprod and prodp are constructor and predicate of a product type, sel1, . . . , seln are the
selectors of its factors
Example: ⊢ set 6= ∅ → set’=butmin(set) ↔ ∃ x. set=insert(x,set’) ∧ ∀ y. y ∈ set’ → x
< y
Example: ⊢ n = m mod2ˆ d ↔ ∃ k. m = k * 2ˆ d + r ∧ r < d

The elimination rule tries to find a substitution σ, such that σ(ti) is in the sequent, σ(v) is a
variable, and all variables in ti are instantiated to terms with disjoint variables (we do not consider
terms like ‘x div x’, ‘(y - z) div x’ or ‘x div (x - y)’ in the sequent, but we do consider ‘x div y +
z’)). If such a substitution can be found, there is also a variant, which renames x1, . . . , xn and
y (these are exactly all other variables in the rule) to new variables relative to the sequent under
consideration. Then it creates a sidegoal, in which Γ and ϕ must be proved (the heuristic must
find the literals of ϕ in the sequent and must prove Γ). The main goal of the rule is then created
by first replacing every σ(ti) by σ(xi), then substituting σ(t) for σ(v) and finally adding σ(ψ). So,
if the substitution is empty, the proof tree created looks like:

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′, ϕ ∧ ∧ Γ ψ,Γ′[t ← x][v ← t] ⊢ ∆′[t ← x][v ← t]

Γ′ ⊢ ∆′

Examples (sidegoals are trivial, hence omitted)
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b 6= 0, r < b ⊢ ϕ(k ∗ b + r,b, r, k)

b 6= 0 ⊢ ϕ(a,b, amodb, adivb)

cons(a, y) 6= nil ⊢ ϕ(a, y, cons(a, y))

x 6= nil ⊢ ϕ(car(x), cdr(x), x)

¬ z + y < y ⊢ ϕ(z, z + y, y)

¬ x < y ⊢ ϕ(x− y, x, y)

x ∈ insert(x, set′),¬ x ∈ set′ ⊢ ϕ(insert(x, set′), set′)

x ∈ set ⊢ ϕ(set,del(x, set))

insert(x, set′) 6= ∅,∀ y.y ∈ set′ → x < y ⊢ ϕ(insert(x, set′), set′)

set 6= ∅ ⊢ ϕ(set,butmin(set))

r < 2ˆn ⊢ ϕ(k ∗ 2ˆn + r, r)

⊢ ϕ(m,mmod2ˆn)

Several examples show, that elimination may produce redundant formulas. The redundant
formulas are always some of the instances of preconditions in ϕ or Γ. We could have formulated
elimination rules, such that these redundant formulas would be eliminated (by moving them to
the right side of the equivalence), but then we would not have had the choice if side conditions
should be found by matching or by proof. In the first (third) example, a (x) must be a variable,
while b (y) may be an arbitrary term.

A.6 Cut rules

The weak cut and the cut heuristic apply the cut rule with a literal ϕ, which is computed by using
the information present in cut rules. Cut rules must have one of the four forms

•

ϕ ∧ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ϕn → σ = τ

where ϕ is a literal with free variables contained in the variables of σ.

•

ϕ ∧ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ϕn → ψ

where ψ must be a literal. The free variables of ϕ must be a subset of free(ψ)

•

ϕ ∧ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ϕn → ψ ↔ χ

where ψ must be a literal. The free variables of ϕ must be a subset of free(ψ)

•

ψ ↔ ϕ ∧ ϕ1 ∧ . . . ϕn

where ψ is a literal, and free(ϕ) ⊆ free(ψ)
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All forms cause a cut with an instance Θ(ϕ) of ϕ. For the first form the cut is done, if Θ(σ) is
a free term (i.e. none of it’s variables are bound) of the sequent. For the other forms a cut is done,
if Θ(ψ) is a free literal that occurs in the sequent. In the second case the cut is done regardless of
whether the literal is in the antecedent or in the succedent.

The weak cut heuristic computes the set of all possible cut formulas according to the cut rules.
Reflexive equations, literals already present on the toplevel of the current goal and all literals with
which a cut has already been done are excluded from this set. One of the most often computed
formulas from this set is then chosen for the aplication of the cut tactic. The cut heuristic computes
the same set of potential cut formulas, but additionally adds all literals, which are present in the
sequent, but not on top-level (e.g. a literal ϕ1 in an antecedent formula ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 is added). Again
the most often computed formula is chosen.
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Mixfix Notation and Overloading

In this section we will use the symbols c for a constant with sort s,f for a function with argument
sorts s1, . . . sn and target sort s’, and p for a predicate with argument sorts s1, . . . sn (the target
sort is bool).

B.1 Classification of operations

KIV allows the following classes of operations:

• usual operations

• postfix operations

• prefix operations

• infix operations

• outfix operations

• outinfix operations

• outprefix operations

• outpostix operations

A symbol is of one of the last four classes, if and only if it starts with one of the “closing
bracket” characters ⌋, ⌉, }, ], ]] or q. It is then called an outfix symbol. For each closing bracket
character, there is the corresponding “opening bracket”: ⌊, ⌈, {, [, [[ and p. Closing bracket
characters cannot be used otherwise in symbols (opening bracket characters cannot be used in
symbols at all). Note that the symbol ] alone is reserved for program formulas.

So “×a” can only be an operation of one of the first four classes, while “}abc” alwas belongs
to one of the last four classes.

Infix operations have one of the priorities “1 left”, “1 right”, “2 left”, . . . , “15 left”,“15 right”.

B.2 Overloading

Operations from each of the eight classes can be overloaded only with operations of the same class.
Two infix operations can be overloaded only if they have the same priority. When an operation is
overloaded and used in a place, where its type cannot be inferred, it is always possible to clarify
which type is intended by writing “c :: s”, “f :: (s1×. . .×sn → s′)”, or “p :: (s1×. . .×sn → bool)”
instead.

154
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B.3 Generalities on Usage

Operations are used in five places:

• declaration in the signature

• usage of functions and predicates in formulas

• on the right hand side of a renaming in morphisms

• in a generated by-clause

• on the left hand side of a renaming in morphisms

The following sections will define the syntax for each class of operations and each of the first
three places. In generated-by-clauses and on the left hand side of equations, outfix symbols are
always paired with their opening bracket (with a space in the middle). Otherwise just the symbol
is written. As an example

set generated by { }, ∪

is a correct generated by clause (where the outfix symbol “}” has been paired with the opening
bracked “{”).

Some other general remarks:

• In declarations it is always possible to use a comma instead of “×”as the separator between
sorts.

• Usually the right hand side of a renaming gets the same type (and priority) as the left hand
side. When the left hand side is an outfix symbol, but the right hand side is not, then as a
default the right hand side is a usual operation.

• ∧ , ∨ , → , ↔ are infix operations with prio 4 right,3 right,2 right and 1 right.

• ¬ is a prefix predicate, equality is an infix operation of priority 5 right.

• The strength of binding is (form strong to weak): usual application, postfix function, prefix
function, infix operation with priority 15 (associative to the left or right),14, . . . , infix
operation with priority 5, equality, postfix predicate, prefix predicate, infix operation with
priority 4, . . . , infix operation with priority 1.

• Note that quantifiers (and lambda expressions) do not care about binding strength. They
always bind to the farthest right as possible.

B.4 Usual Operations

Usual operations can be constants or functions or predicates (with any number of arguments).

Declaration

constants c : s;
functions f : s1 × . . .× sn → s’;
predicates p : s1 × . . .× sn;

Usage Usual applications are written f(t) and p(t).
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Renaming If the left hand side of a renaming is a postfix,prefix or infix operation, but the right
hand side should be a usual operation, then at the right hand side a “prio 0” must be added. For
example

∪ → union prio 0;

is a correct renaming of the infix operation “ ∪ ” to the usual operation

B.5 Postfix Operations

A postfix operation can only be a function or a predicate with one argument

Declaration Postfix declarations are written with a dot before the operation symbol

functions . f : s1 → s′; predicates . p : s1;

Usage Postfix application is written t f and t p.

Renaming If the left hand side of a renaming is not a postfix operation, but has one argument,
and the renamed symbol should be postfix, then at the right hand side a dot must be added before
the symbol. For example

succ → . +1;

is a correct renaming of the usual operation “size” to the postfix operation “#”.

B.6 Prefix Operations

A prefix operation can only be a function or a predicate with one argument

Declaration Prefix declarations are written with a dot after the operation symbol

functions f . : s1 → s′; predicates p . : s1;

Usage Prefix application is written f t and p t.

Renaming If the left hand side of a renaming is not a prefix symbol, but has one argument, and
the renamed symbol should be prefix, then at the right hand side a dot has to be added behind
the symbol. For example

size → # .

is a correct renaming of the usual operation “size” to the prefix operation “#”.
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B.7 Infix Operations

A infix operation can only be a function or a predicate with two arguments. An infix operation
has a priority from“1 left”, “1 right”, “2 left”, . . . , “15 left”,“15 right”. The number determines
the binding strength (the higher the stronger is the binding). “right” signals a right-associative
operation like conjunction (x ∧ y ∧ z is the same as x ∧ (y ∧ z)), a negative a left-associative
operation (like subtraction “−”in the library).

Declaration Infix declarations are written with a dot before and after the operation symbol
and a prio n left or prio n right at the end of the declaration. The default priority is “9 right”.
The “right” at the end can be omitted.

functions . f . : s1 × s2 → s′ prio n left; predicates . p . : s1 × s2 prio n;

Usage Infix application is written t1 f t2 and t1 p t2. Note that a space is needed between the
arguments and the function symbol (except when the arguments are in brackets).

Renaming If the left hand side of a renaming is not an infix symbol, but has two arguments,
and the renamed symbol should be infix, then at the right hand side a dot has to be added before
and after the symbol and a priority may be given (like in a declaration) For example

sub → . − . prio 9 left; add → . + . ;

are correct renamings.

B.8 Outfix Operations

An outfix operations has one argument.

Declaration Outfix operations are declarated by giving the opening bracket, then a dot and
then the operation symbol:

functions { . }s : s1 → s′; predicates { . }p : s1 (: a predicate testing the
argument to be a one-element set :) ;

Usage Application of an outfix symbol is written opening bracket, argument, operation symbol
like in “{a}s”. Note that in a formula you do not need to add space before or after the opening
bracket or before the operation symbol. Space is only needed behind the operation symbol.

Renaming If the left hand side of a renaming has one argument, and should be renamed to an
outfix operation write opening bracket, dot, operation symbol on the right hand side.

For example

elemtoset → { . }

is a correct renaming.
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B.9 Outinfix Operations

An outinfix operation always has two arguments. Outinfix operations are often used as construc-
tors for pairs.

Declaration Outinfix operations are declarated by giving the opening bracket, then a dot, a
comma, another dot and then the operation symbol:

functions ⌊ . , . ⌋x : s1 × s2 → s′;

Usage Application of an outinfix symbol is written opening bracket, first argument, operation
symbol like in “⌊ a, b⌋ x”. Note that in a formula you do not need to add space before or after
the opening bracket or before the operation symbol. Space is only needed behind the operation
symbol.

Renaming If the left hand side of a renaming has one argument, and should be renamed to an
outinfix operation write opening bracket, dot, comma, dot, operation symbol on the right hand
side:

For example

mkpair → [ . , . ]p

is a correct renaming.

B.10 Outprefix Operations

An outprefix operation has at least two arguments. Outinfix operations are often used to apply a
function to arguments, as array selectors or as array modifiers.

Declaration Outprefix operations are declared by giving a dot, the opening bracket, then a dot,
and finally the operation symbol:

functions . [ . ]s : s1 × s2 × . . . sn → s′;

Note that only one dot is used between the brackets, regardless how many arguments the
outprefix operation has.

Usage Application of an outprefix symbol is written first arguments, opening bracket, remaining
arguments separated with comma, and finally operation symbol like in “f ⌊ a, b⌋x”. Note that in a
formula you do not need to add space before or after the opening bracket or before the operation
symbol. Space is only needed behind the operation symbol.

There is a special rule for using outprefix symbols in assignments:
Instead of writing f := f⌊ t1, t2, . . . tn, tn + 1⌋x it is possible to write f⌊ t1, t2, . . . tn⌋x :=

tn + 1, if the operation “⌋x is overloaded to have type s1 × s2 × . . . sn → sn+1 → s1 and type
s1 × s2 × . . . sn → sn+1. Usually s1 will be an array sort (or a dynamic function), the overloaded
function of the first type is an array modifier (or a modification operation for dynamic functions),
the second an array selector (or application of a dynamic function).
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Renaming If the left hand side of a renaming has one argument, and should be renamed to
an outprefix operation write dot, opening bracket, dot operation symbol on the right hand side
(again only one dot between the brackets, regardless how many arguments the function has).

For example

update-array → . [ . ]p

is a correct renaming.

B.11 Outpostfix Operations

An outpostfix operations has two arguments.

Declaration Outpostfix operations are declarated by giving a dot, the opening bracket, another
dot and then the operation symbol:

functions [[ . ]] s : s1 × s2 → s′; predicates { . }p . : s1 × s2;

Usage Application of an outpostfix symbol is written opening bracket, first argument, operation
symbol, second argument like in “[[ a]] s v”. Note that in a formula you do not need to add space
before or after the opening bracket or before the operation symbol. Space is only needed behind
the operation symbol. The program formulas of Dynamic Logic are like outpostfix operations.

Renaming If the left hand side of a renaming has two arguments, and should be renamed to
an outpostfix operation write dot, opening bracket, dot, operation symbol on the right hand side.

For example

eval → . [[ . ]]

is a correct renaming.

B.12 Some examples

The following examples of expressions give the expressions without brackets, and with full brack-
eting. They use infix operations ‘+’ and ‘*’ of priorities ‘9 right’ and ‘10 right’, a postfix function
‘+1’, a prefix function ‘#’, and a postfix predicate ‘evenp’. Also the predefined operations = (infix
with prio 5 right), ∧ (infix with prio 4 right), ∨ (infix with prio 3 right), → (infix with prio
2 right), ↔ (infix with prio 1 right), ¬ (prefix predicate) are used.
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# n +1 ≡ #(n +1)
# m + n ≡ (# m) + n
# n +1 ≡ #(n +1)
# m + n ≡ (# m) + n
f(n) +1 ≡ (f(n)) +1
m + n evenp ≡ (m + n) evenp
m ∧ k evenp ≡ m ∧ (k evenp)
# m evenp ≡ (# m) evenp
x + y + z ≡ x + (y + z)
x * y + x ≡ (x * y) + x
x + y +1 ≡ x + (y +1)
# x +1 ≡ #(x +1)
# x + x ≡ (# x) + x
¬ x ∧ y ≡ (¬ x) ∧ y
(x → y ⊃ ¬ z; y ↔ z) ≡ ((x → y) ⊃ (¬ z); (y ↔ z))
∀ x. f(x) ∧ g(x) ≡ ∀ x. (f(x) ∧ g(x)) but (∀ x. f(x)) ∧ g(x)
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Syntax of Dynamic Logic

This grammar of the PPL parser uses the following assumptions described:

1. The start symbol is ‘start’.

2. Terminals are written in bold.

3. Pseudoterminals are written in italics. There are three kinds: PPL-Variables (which start
with a backquote), meta variables (which start with a $) and other symbols. In the last
two cases the lexical analysis returns a token, depending on the entry of the symbol in the
current signature. If the symbol has no entry the pseudoterminal returned is sym. Otherwise
it may be sort, xov, fct, proc, praefixfct, praefixprd, postfixfct, postfixprd or infixfct{l‖r}i.

4. In priorities “right” may be omitted.

5. [ . . . ] means: is optional.

6. {. . .}∗ means: repeated any times (even 0 times)

7. {. . .}+ means: repeated at least one time.

8. {. . . //sep}∗ means: repeated any times, separated by sep.

9. {. . . //sep}+ means: repeated any times, separated by sep.

10. {. . . | . . .}+ means: alternative.

11. Superscript index i is always in {0 . . . 4, 6 . . . 15}

term : term1 [ite term ; term ]
;

start : expr
| prog 2
| sorts {sym // , }+ ;
| constants defconstlist aux
| functions {deffct }+

| predicates {defprd }+

| defvarlist
| defproclist
| procdeclmv
| vlmv
| vdlmv
| pdlmv

161
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| flmv
| sort
| fct
| proc

| [ ]
| [ {proc // , }+ ]
| [ {fct // , }+ ]
| [ {expr nonppl // , }+ ]
| [ expr nonppl | expr nonppl ]
| . vl .
| procedure pdl end procedure
| var vdl end var
;

crosscomma : ×
| ,
;

symorplusorstern : sym
| +
| ∗
;

sym : symbol
| specialsymbol
;

extsymorplusorstern : extsym
| +
| ∗
;

extsym : extsymbol
| specialsymbol
;

specialsymbol : →
| <

| >

| ×
| in
;

pplvarassym : symbol
| in
;

string1 : symbol1
| ×
| in
| ∀
| ∃
| <

| >

| →
;

string : sort
| string1
;

symbol : sort
| symbol1
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;
extsymbol : sort

| extsymbol1
;

symbol1 : regsymbol
| outsymbol
;

extsymbol1 : regsymbol
| extoutsymbol
;

regsymbol : infixfctri

| infixfctli

| const
| xov
| fct
| postfixfct
| praefixfct
| postfixprd
| praefixprd
| infixfctl10
| infixfctl11
| infixfctl12
| infixfctl13
| infixfctl14
| infixfctl15
| proc
| sym
;

outsymbol : rceiloutfct
| rceiloutinfct
| rceiloutprefct
| rceilsym
| rflooroutfct
| rflooroutinfct
| rflooroutprefct
| rfloorsym
| rsemoutfct
| rsemoutinfct
| rsemoutprefct
| rsemsym
| rquineoutfct
| rquineoutinfct
| rquineoutprefct
| rquinesym
| rgeschwoutfct
| rgeschwoutinfct
| rgeschwoutprefct
| rgeschwsym
| rceiloutpostfct
| rflooroutpostfct
| rquineoutpostfct
| rgeschwoutpostfct
| rsemoutpostfct
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| reckigzuoutpostfct
| reckigzusym

| ]
;

extoutsymbol : ⌈ rceiloutfct
| ⌈ rceiloutinfct
| ⌈ rceiloutprefct
| ⌈ rceilsym
| ⌊ rflooroutfct
| ⌊ rflooroutinfct
| ⌊ rflooroutprefct
| ⌊ rfloorsym
| [[ rsemoutfct
| [[ rsemoutinfct
| [[ rsemoutprefct
| [[ rsemsym
| p rquineoutfct
| p rquineoutinfct
| p rquineoutprefct
| p rquinesym
| { rgeschwoutfct
| { rgeschwoutinfct
| { rgeschwoutprefct
| { rgeschwsym
| ⌈ rceiloutpostfct
| ⌊ rflooroutpostfct
| p rquineoutpostfct
| { rgeschwoutpostfct
| [[ rsemoutpostfct

| [ reckigzuoutpostfct

| [ reckigzusym

| [ ]
;

infixfct : infixfctl1
| infixfctl2
| infixfctl3
| infixfctl4
| infixfctl5orgreater
| =

| infixfctl6
| infixfctl7
| infixfctl8
| infixfctl9
| infixfctl10
| infixfctl11
| infixfctl12
| infixfctl13
| infixfctl14
| infixfctl15
| infixfctr1
| infixfctr2
| infixfctr3
| infixfctr4
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| infixfctr5
| infixfctr6
| infixfctr7
| infixfctr8
| infixfctr9
| infixfctr10
| infixfctr11
| infixfctr12
| infixfctr13
| infixfctr14
| infixfctr15
;

fctnonpraefix : fct
| infixfct
| postfixfct
| postfixprd
;

fct : fctnonpraefix
| praefixfct
| praefixprd
| ∗
;

extfct : fctnonpraefix
| praefixfct
| praefixprd
| ∗
| ⌈ rceiloutfct
| ⌈ rceiloutinfct
| ⌈ rceiloutprefct
| ⌈ rceilsym
| ⌊ rflooroutfct
| ⌊ rflooroutinfct
| ⌊ rflooroutprefct
| ⌊ rfloorsym
| [[ rsemoutfct
| [[ rsemoutinfct
| [[ rsemoutprefct
| [[ rsemsym
| p rquineoutfct
| p rquineoutinfct
| p rquineoutprefct
| p rquinesym
| { rgeschwoutfct
| { rgeschwoutinfct
| { rgeschwoutprefct
| { rgeschwsym
| ⌈ rceiloutpostfct
| ⌊ rflooroutpostfct
| p rquineoutpostfct
| { rgeschwoutpostfct
| [[ rsemoutpostfct

| [ reckigzuoutpostfct

| [ reckigzusym
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| [ ]
;

rceilsym : rceiloutfct
| rceiloutinfct
| rceiloutprefct
| rceiloutpostfct
| rceilsym
;

rfloorsym : rflooroutfct
| rflooroutinfct
| rflooroutprefct
| rflooroutpostfct
| rfloorsym
;

rsemsym : rsemoutfct
| rsemoutinfct
| rsemoutprefct
| rsemoutpostfct
| rsemsym
;

rquinesym : rquineoutfct
| rquineoutinfct
| rquineoutprefct
| rquineoutpostfct
| rquinesym
;

rgeschwsym : rgeschwoutfct
| rgeschwoutinfct
| rgeschwoutprefct
| rgeschwoutpostfct
| rgeschwsym
;

reckigzusym : reckigzuoutpostfct
| reckigzusym

| ]
;

var : ppl variable
| var nonppl
;

var nonppl : xov
| const
| xmv
;

vl : [ppl variable ]
| [var , ] vlmv [, {var // , }+ ]
| var nonppl
| var , {var // , }+ [, vlmv [, {var // , }+ ] ]
;

expr : ppl variable
| expr nonppl
;

expr nonppl : expr nonppl1
| expn2 ite expr ; expr
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;
expr5 : expr5a

| praefixprd expr5
| boxdiaexpr
;

expr nonppl5 : expr5a nonppl
| praefixprd expr5
| boxdiaexpr
;

expr5a : expr5b
| expn5a postfixprd
;

expr5a nonppl : expr5b nonppl
| expn5a postfixprd
;

expr5b : expr6
| lexpr5
| rexpr5
;

expr5b nonppl : expr nonppl6
| lexpr5
| rexpr5
;

lexpr5 : lexpn5 infixfctl5orgreater expr6
| expn6 infixfctl5orgreater expr6
| lexpn5 = expr6
| expn6 = expr6
| lexpn5 6= expr6
| expn6 6= expr6
;

infixfctl5orgreater : infixfctl5
| >

;
infixfctl5 : infixfctl5

| <

;
infixfctr2 : infixfctr2

| →
;

rexpr5 : expn6 infixfctr5 rexpr5
| expn6 infixfctr5 expr6
;

infixfctr9 : infixfctr9
| +
| ×
;

infixfctr10orstern : infixfctr10
| ∗
;

term5 : term5a
| praefixprd term5
| boxdiaterm
;

term5a : term5b
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| term5a postfixprd
;

term5b : expn6
| lterm5
| rexpn5
;

lterm5 : lterm5 infixfctl5 expn6
| expn6 infixfctl5 expn6
| lterm5 = expn6
| expn6 = expn6
;

expn5 : expn5a
| praefixprd expn5
| boxdiaexpn
;

expn5a : expn5b
| expn5a postfixprd
;

expn5b : expn6
| lexpn5
| rexpn5
;

lexpn5 : lexpn5 infixfctl5orgreater expn6
| expn6 infixfctl5orgreater expn6
| lexpn5 = expn6
| expn6 = expn6
| lexpn5 6= expn6
| expn6 6= expn6
;

rexpn5 : expn6 infixfctr5 rexpn5
| expn6 infixfctr5 expn6
;

expri : {expri+1 // infixfctli }+

| {expri+1 // infixfctri }+

;

expni : {expni+1 // infixfctli }+

| {expni+1 // infixfctri }+

;

termi : {termi+1 // infixfctli }+

| {termi+1 // infixfctri }+

;

expr nonppli : {expr nonppli+1 // infixfctli }+

| {expr nonppli+1 // infixfctri }+

;
expr16 : praefixexpr

| outpraefixexpr
| expr17
;

expr nonppl16 : praefixexpr
| outpraefixexpr
| expr nonppl17
;

expn16 : praefixexpn
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| outpraefixexpn
| expn17
;

praefixexpr : praefixfct expr16
| ∗ expr16
| ampersand expr16
;

praefixexpn : praefixfct expn16
| ∗ expn16
| ampersand expn16
;

outpraefixexpr : ⌈ expr rceiloutprefct expr16
| [[ expr rsemoutprefct expr16
| ⌊ expr rflooroutprefct expr16
| p expr rquineoutprefct expr16
| { expr rgeschwoutprefct expr16
;

outpraefixexpn : ⌈ expr rceiloutprefct expn16
| [[ expr rsemoutprefct expn16
| ⌊ expr rflooroutprefct expn16
| p expr rquineoutprefct expn16
| { expr rgeschwoutprefct expn16
;

expr17 : expn17 postfixfct
| expr18
;

expr nonppl17 : expn17 postfixfct
| expr nonppl18
;

expn17 : expn17 postfixfct
| expn18
;

expr18 : expn18
| allex
;

expr nonppl18 : expn nonppl18
| allex
;

boxdiaexpr : [ progseq nonparasg ] expr5
| < progseq nonparasg > expr5
;

boxdiaexpn : [ progseq nonparasg ] expn5
| < progseq nonparasg > expn5
;

boxdiaterm : [ progseq nonparasg ] term5
| < progseq nonparasg > term5
;

allex : ∃ vl . expr
| ∀ vl . expr
;

expn18 : ppl variable
| expn nonppl18
;
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expn nonppl18 : exprmv
| termmv
| xmv
| const
| xov
| fctnonpraefix ( {expr // , }+ )
| expn nonppl18 ⌈ expr rceiloutpostfct

| expn nonppl18 [ expr reckigzuoutpostfct

| expn nonppl18 [ expr ]
| expn nonppl18 ⌊ expr rflooroutpostfct
| expn nonppl18 [[ expr rsemoutpostfct
| expn nonppl18 p expr rquineoutpostfct
| expn nonppl18 { expr rgeschwoutpostfct
| ( expr )
| outfixexpr
;

outfixexpr : ⌈ expr rceiloutfct
| ⌈ expr , expr rceiloutinfct
| ⌊ expr rflooroutfct
| ⌊ expr , expr rflooroutinfct
| [[ expr rsemoutfct
| [[ expr , expr rsemoutinfct
| p expr rquineoutfct
| p expr , expr rquineoutinfct
| { expr rgeschwoutfct
| { expr , expr rgeschwoutinfct
;

fl : [{expr // , }+ , ] flmv [, {expr // , }+ ]
| {expr // , }∗

;
prog : parasg

| ppl variable
| prog 2
;

prog 2 : progmv
| asg
| proc ( apl )
| while expr do prog
| if expr then prog [else prog ]
| skip
| abort
| [procedure pdl in ] begin {prog // ; }+ end
| bwhile expr do {prog // ; }+ times term
| loop {prog // ; }+ times term
| var vdl in prog
| procedure pdl times expr in begin {prog // ; }+ end
;

parasg : [{asg // | }+ | ] parasgmv [| {asg // | }+ ]

| {asg // | }+ | asg
;

asg : var := term
| var := [?]
;
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progseq nonparasg : prog 2 [; {prog // ; }+ ]
| ppl variable
;

vdl : [{vardecl // , }+ , ] vdlmv [, {vardecl // , }+ ]
| {vardecl // , }∗

;
vardecl : var = expr

| var = [?]
| ppl variable
;

pdl : [{procdecl // ; }+ , ] pdlmv [, {procdecl // ; }+ ]
| ppl variable
| {procdecl // ; }∗

;
procdecl : proc ( param ) begin {prog // ; }+ end

| procdeclmv
;

param : {var // , }+ [; var {var // , }+ [; procedure {proc // , }+ ] ]
| [{var // , }+ ; ] procedure {proc // , }+

| var {var // , }+ [; procedure {proc // , }+ ]
| ε
;

apl : {expr // , }∗ [; [{var // , }+ ] ; {proc // , }+ ]
| {expr // , }∗ ; {var // , }+

;
spec0 : ppl variable

| pplvarassym
;

symren : sort → sym
| const → sym
| proc → sym
| xov → sym
;

renoutsymbol : ⌈ . rceiloutfct
| ⌈ . rceilsym [. ]
| ⌊ . rflooroutfct
| ⌊ . rfloorsym [. ]
| [[ . rsemoutfct
| [[ . rsemsym [. ]
| p . rquineoutfct
| p . rquinesym [. ]
| { . rgeschwoutfct
| { . rgeschwsym [. ]
| ⌈ . rceiloutprefct .
| ⌊ . rflooroutprefct .
| p . rquineoutprefct .
| { . rgeschwoutprefct .
| [[ . rsemoutprefct .
| . ⌈ . rceiloutpostfct
| . ⌈ . rceilsym
| . ⌊ . rflooroutpostfct
| . ⌊ . rfloorsym
| . [[ . rsemoutpostfct
| . [[ . rsemsym
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| . p . rquineoutpostfct
| . p . rquinesym
| . { . rgeschwoutinfct
| . { . rgeschwsym

| . [ . reckigzuoutpostfct

| . [ . reckigzusym

| . [ . ]
| ⌈ . , . rceiloutpostfct
| ⌈ . , . rceilsym
| ⌊ . , . rflooroutpostfct
| ⌊ . , . rfloorsym
| [[ . , . rsemoutpostfct
| [[ . , . rsemsym
| p . , . rquineoutpostfct
| p . , . rquinesym
| { . , . rgeschwoutinfct
| { . , . rgeschwsym

| [ . , . reckigzuoutpostfct

| [ . , . reckigzusym

| [ . , . ]
;

prdandprio : sym [. ]
| . sym
;

defconstlist aux : [defconstlist aux ] sym : sort ;
| [defconstlist aux ] sym , {sym // , }+ : sym ;
;

deffct : sym : {sort // crosscomma }+ → sort ;
| . symorplusorstern . : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| sym . : sort → sort ;
| . sym : sort → sort ;
| ⌈ . rceilsym : sort → sort ;
| ⌊ . rfloorsym : sort → sort ;
| [[ . rsemsym : sort → sort ;
| p . rquinesym : sort → sort ;
| { . rgeschwsym : sort → sort ;
| ⌈ . , . rceilsym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| ⌊ . , . rfloorsym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| [[ . , . rsemsym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| p . , . rquinesym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| { . , . rgeschwsym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| ⌈ . rceilsym . : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| ⌊ . rfloorsym . : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| [[ . rsemsym . : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| p . rquinesym . : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| { . rgeschwsym . : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| . ⌈ . rceilsym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;

| . [ . reckigzusym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| . ⌊ . rfloorsym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| . [[ . rsemsym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| . p . rquinesym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
| . { . rgeschwsym : sort crosscomma sort → sort ;
;
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defprd : sym ;
| sym : {sort // crosscomma }+ ;
| . symorplusorstern . : sort crosscomma sort ;
| sym . : sort ;
| . sym : sort ;
| ⌈ . rceilsym : sort ;
| ⌊ . rfloorsym : sort ;
| [[ . rsemsym : sort ;
| p . rquinesym : sort ;
| { . rgeschwsym : sort ;
| ⌈ . , . rceilsym : sort crosscomma sort ;
| ⌊ . , . rfloorsym : sort crosscomma sort ;
| [[ . , . rsemsym : sort crosscomma sort ;
| p . , . rquinesym : sort crosscomma sort ;
| { . , . rgeschwsym : sort crosscomma sort ;
| ⌈ . rceilsym . : sort crosscomma sort ;
| ⌊ . rfloorsym . : sort crosscomma sort ;
| [[ . rsemsym . : sort crosscomma sort ;
| p . rquinesym . : sort crosscomma sort ;
| { . rgeschwsym . : sort crosscomma sort ;
| . ⌈ . rceilsym : sort crosscomma sort ;

| . [ . reckigzusym : sort crosscomma sort ;
| . ⌊ . rfloorsym : sort crosscomma sort ;
| . [[ . rsemsym : sort crosscomma sort ;
| . p . rquinesym : sort crosscomma sort ;
| . { . rgeschwsym : sort crosscomma sort ;
;

defproclist : procedures {defproc }+

;
defproc : sym mode ;

;
mode : ( {sort // , }∗ ) [: sortlist nonempty or sort [: ( {mode // , }+ ) ] ]

;
sortlist nonempty or sort : ( {sort // , }+ )

| sort
;

defvarlist : variables defvarlist aux
;

defvarlist aux : [defvarlist aux ] sym : sort ;
| [defvarlist aux ] sym , {sym // , }+ : sort ;
;
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Syntax of Algebraic Specifications
and Moduls

This grammar uses the same assumptions as described in the syntax of dynamic logic in appendix
C.

1. The start symbol is ‘start’.

2. Terminals are written in bold.

3. Pseudoterminals are written in italics.

4. In priorities “right” may be omitted.

5. [ . . . ] means: is optional.

6. {. . .}∗ means: repeated any times (even 0 times)

7. {. . .}+ means: repeated at least one time.

8. {. . . //sep}∗ means: repeated any times, separated by sep.

9. {. . . //sep}+ means: repeated any times, separated by sep.

10. {. . . | . . .}+ means: alternative.

11. Attached number j is always from {1 . . . 9}.

start : expr
| sequent
| module specific {pattern forbidden rule applyrule }∗

| {gen }+

| implementation
| lemmas {string : sequent ; optionals }∗

| [restriction {proc // , }∗ ; {proc // , }∗ ; ] procedure pdl end procedure
| sort
| fct
| proc
| module
| spec nonppl

| [ ]
| [ {proc // , }+ ]

174
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| [ {fct // , }+ ]
| morphism
| signature signature end signature
;

optionals : [usedfor [{string // , }+ ] ; ] [remark ]
| [usedfor {string // , }∗ ; ] comment [remark ]
;

pattern : pattern {expr // , }∗ ⊢ {expr // , }∗ ;
;

forbidden : [forbidden [{expr // , }+ ] ⊢ [{expr // , }+ ] ; ]
;

rule : rule rule1 ;
;

rule1 : insert lemma string substitution
| execute call
| contract call left
| callleft
| callright
| assignleft
| assignright
| loopunwindright
| loopunwindleft
| loopexitleft
| loopexitright
| splitleft
| splitright
| weakening {exprposarg // , }+

| cut formula expr
| allleft
| existsright
| insert speclemma namessubsarg
| insert neg rewritelemma negrewritearg
| insert pos rewritelemma posrewritearg
| ifleft
| ifright
| case distinction exprposarg
;

substitution : with [ {expr // , }∗ ] → [ {expr // , }∗ ]
| with ppl variable
| ε
;

exprposarg : right j

| left j

;
callleft : call left j

| call left
;

callright : call right j

| call right
;

assignleft : assign left j

| assign left
;
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assignright : assign right j

| assign right
;

loopunwindleft : loopunwind left j

| loopunwind left
;

loopunwindright : loopunwind right j

| loopunwind right
;

loopexitleft : loopexit left j

| loopexit left
;

loopexitright : loopexit right j

| loopexit right
;

splitleft : split left j

| split left
;

splitright : split right j

| split right
;

allleft : all left j with [ {expr // , }+ ] discard

| all left with [ {expr // , }+ ] discard
;

existsright : exists right j with [ {expr // , }+ ] discard

| exists right with [ {expr // , }+ ] discard
;

ifleft : if left j

| if left
;

ifright : if right j

| if right
;

discard : and discard
| ε
;

namessubsarg : string from specification string [ string ] substitution
| string from specification string substitution
;

negrewritearg : [string from specification ] string substitution

| string from specification string [ string ] substitution
;

posrewritearg : [string from specification ] string substitution

| string from specification string [ string ] substitution
;

applyrule : [applyrule 1 ; ]
| applyrule 11 ;
| applyrule once ;
| applyrule unique ;
| applyrule always ;
;

crosscomma : ×
| ,
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;
symorplusorstern : sym

| +
| ∗
;

sym : see grammar for DL
;

extsymorplusorstern : extsym
| +
| ∗
;

extsym : extsymbol
| specialsymbol
;

specialsymbol : →
| <

| >

| ×
| in
;

pplvarassym : symbol
| in
;

string1 : symbol1
| ×
| in
| ∀
| ∃
| <

| >

| →
;

string : sort
| string1
;

symbol : sort
| symbol1
;

extsymbol : sort
| extsymbol1
;

symbol1 : regsymbol
| outsymbol
;

extsymbol1 : regsymbol
| extoutsymbol
;

regsymbol : infixfctri

| infixfctli

| const
| xov
| fct
| postfixfct
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| praefixfct
| postfixprd
| praefixprd
| proc
| sym
;

outsymbol : rceiloutfct
| rceiloutinfct
| rceiloutprefct
| rceilsym
| rflooroutfct
| rflooroutinfct
| rflooroutprefct
| rfloorsym
| rsemoutfct
| rsemoutinfct
| rsemoutprefct
| rsemsym
| rquineoutfct
| rquineoutinfct
| rquineoutprefct
| rquinesym
| rgeschwoutfct
| rgeschwoutinfct
| rgeschwoutprefct
| rgeschwsym
| rceiloutpostfct
| rflooroutpostfct
| rquineoutpostfct
| rgeschwoutpostfct
| rsemoutpostfct
| reckigzuoutpostfct
| reckigzusym

| ]
;

extoutsymbol : ⌈ rceiloutfct
| ⌈ rceiloutinfct
| ⌈ rceiloutprefct
| ⌈ rceilsym
| ⌊ rflooroutfct
| ⌊ rflooroutinfct
| ⌊ rflooroutprefct
| ⌊ rfloorsym
| [[ rsemoutfct
| [[ rsemoutinfct
| [[ rsemoutprefct
| [[ rsemsym
| p rquineoutfct
| p rquineoutinfct
| p rquineoutprefct
| p rquinesym
| { rgeschwoutfct
| { rgeschwoutinfct
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| { rgeschwoutprefct
| { rgeschwsym
| ⌈ rceiloutpostfct
| ⌊ rflooroutpostfct
| p rquineoutpostfct
| { rgeschwoutpostfct
| [[ rsemoutpostfct

| [ reckigzuoutpostfct

| [ reckigzusym

| [ ]
;

fct : see grammar for DL
;

extfct : praefixfct
| praefixprd
| ∗
| ⌈ rceiloutfct
| ⌈ rceiloutinfct
| ⌈ rceiloutprefct
| ⌈ rceilsym
| ⌊ rflooroutfct
| ⌊ rflooroutinfct
| ⌊ rflooroutprefct
| ⌊ rfloorsym
| [[ rsemoutfct
| [[ rsemoutinfct
| [[ rsemoutprefct
| [[ rsemsym
| p rquineoutfct
| p rquineoutinfct
| p rquineoutprefct
| p rquinesym
| { rgeschwoutfct
| { rgeschwoutinfct
| { rgeschwoutprefct
| { rgeschwsym
| ⌈ rceiloutpostfct
| ⌊ rflooroutpostfct
| p rquineoutpostfct
| { rgeschwoutpostfct
| [[ rsemoutpostfct

| [ reckigzuoutpostfct

| [ reckigzusym

| [ ]
;

rceilsym : rceiloutfct
| rceiloutinfct
| rceiloutprefct
| rceiloutpostfct
| rceilsym
;

rfloorsym : rflooroutfct
| rflooroutinfct
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| rflooroutprefct
| rflooroutpostfct
| rfloorsym
;

rsemsym : rsemoutfct
| rsemoutinfct
| rsemoutprefct
| rsemoutpostfct
| rsemsym
;

rquinesym : rquineoutfct
| rquineoutinfct
| rquineoutprefct
| rquineoutpostfct
| rquinesym
;

rgeschwsym : rgeschwoutfct
| rgeschwoutinfct
| rgeschwoutprefct
| rgeschwoutpostfct
| rgeschwsym
;

reckigzusym : reckigzuoutpostfct
| reckigzusym

| ]
;

expr : see grammar for DL
;

sequent : see grammar for DL
;

pdl : see grammar for DL
;

spec : unionspec0
| spec0
;

spec0 : ppl variable
| pplvarassym
| spec1
;

spec nonppl : spec1 [+ {spec0 // + }+ ]
;

spec1 : basicspec
| unionspec
| genericspec
| enrichedspec
| actualizedspec
| renamedspec
| basicdataspec
| gendataspec
;

unionspec : union specification unionspec0 end union specification
;

unionspec0 : spec0 + {spec0 // + }+
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;
basicspec : specification signature [axioms genlistandaxioms ] end specification

;
genlistandaxioms : [[{gen }+ ] {[string1 : ] expr // , }+ [, ] ] {declaration [string : ] pdl }∗

| {gen }+ {declaration [string : ] pdl }∗

;
gen : {sort // , }+ generated by {extsymorplusorstern // , }+ ;

| {sort // , }+ freely generated by {extsymorplusorstern // , }+ ;
;

signature : [sorts {sym // , }+ ; ]
[constants constdeflist aux ]
[functions {fctdef }+ ]
[predicates {prddef }+ ]
[procedures {procdef }+ ]
[variables vardeflist aux ]

;
enrichedspec : enrich {spec // , }+ enrichedpart

;
enrichedpart : with signature end enrich

| with signature axioms genlistandaxioms end enrich
;

genericspec : generic specification
parameter spec [using {spec // , }+ ]
genericpart

;
genericpart : target signature end generic specification

| target signature axioms genlistandaxioms end generic specification
;

actualizedspec : actualize spec
with {spec // , }+

by morphism [{symren // , }+ [, ] ]
end actualize

;
renamedspec : rename spec

by morphism [{symren // , }+ [, ] ]
end rename

;
morphism : morphism [{symren // , }+ [, ] ] end morphism

;
symren : sort → sym

| const → sym
| fctren
| procren
| xov → sym
;

procren : proc → sym
;

fctren : extfct → symorplusorstern
| extfct → . sym
| extfct → sym .
| extfct → . symorplusorstern . [prioleftright ]
| extfct → sym prio 0
| extfct → renoutsymbol
;
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renoutsymbol : ⌈ . rceiloutfct
| ⌈ . rceilsym [. ]
| ⌊ . rflooroutfct
| ⌊ . rfloorsym [. ]
| [[ . rsemoutfct
| [[ . rsemsym [. ]
| p . rquineoutfct
| p . rquinesym [. ]
| { . rgeschwoutfct
| { . rgeschwsym [. ]
| ⌈ . rceiloutprefct .
| ⌊ . rflooroutprefct .
| p . rquineoutprefct .
| { . rgeschwoutprefct .
| [[ . rsemoutprefct .
| . ⌈ . rceiloutpostfct
| . ⌈ . rceilsym
| . ⌊ . rflooroutpostfct
| . ⌊ . rfloorsym
| . [[ . rsemoutpostfct
| . [[ . rsemsym
| . p . rquineoutpostfct
| . p . rquinesym
| . { . rgeschwoutinfct
| . { . rgeschwsym

| . [ . reckigzuoutpostfct

| . [ . reckigzusym

| . [ . ]
| ⌈ . , . rceiloutpostfct
| ⌈ . , . rceilsym
| ⌊ . , . rflooroutpostfct
| ⌊ . , . rfloorsym
| [[ . , . rsemoutpostfct
| [[ . , . rsemsym
| p . , . rquineoutpostfct
| p . , . rquinesym
| { . , . rgeschwoutinfct
| { . , . rgeschwsym

| [ . , . reckigzuoutpostfct

| [ . , . reckigzusym

| [ . , . ]
;

basicdataspec : data specification
[using {spec // , }+ ]

{sym = {constructordef // | }+ ; }+

[variables vardeflist aux ]
[size functions {fctdef }+ ]
[order predicates {prddef }+ ]

end data specification
;

gendataspec : generic data specification
parameter spec
[using {spec // , }+ ]
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{sym = {constructordef // | }+ ; }+

[variables vardeflist aux ]
[size functions {fctdef }+ ]
[order predicates {prddef }+ ]

end generic data specification
;

constructordef : sym [( {selector // , }+ ) [with prdandprio ] ]
| sym with prdandprio
| . symorplusorstern . ( selector , selector ) [prioleftright ] [with prdandprio ]
| . sym ( selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| sym . ( selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| ⌈ . rceilsym ( selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| p . rquinesym ( selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| [. ] [[ . rsemsym ( selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| ⌊ . rfloorsym ( selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| { . rgeschwsym ( selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| ⌈ . , . rceilsym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| p . , . rquinesym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| [[ . , . rsemsym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| ⌊ . , . rfloorsym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| { . , . rgeschwsym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| ⌈ . rceilsym . ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| p . rquinesym . ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| [[ . rsemsym . ( selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| ⌊ . rfloorsym . ( selector )
| ⌊ . rfloorsym . ( selector , selector ) with prdandprio
| { . rgeschwsym . ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| . ⌈ . rceilsym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| . p . rquinesym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| . ⌊ . rfloorsym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
| . { . rgeschwsym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]

| . [ . reckigzusym ( selector , selector ) [with prdandprio ]
;

selector : [. ] sym : sym
| sym . : sym
;

prdandprio : sym [. ]
| . sym
;

prioleftright : prio {1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 } {left | right | ε}
;

constdeflist aux : [constdeflist aux ] sym : sym ;
| [constdeflist aux ] sym , {sym // , }+ : sym ;
;

fctdef : sym : {sym // crosscomma }+ → sym ;
| . symorplusorstern . : sym crosscomma sym → sym [prioleftright ] ;
| sym . : sym → sym ;
| . sym : sym → sym ;
| ⌈ . rceilsym : sym → sym ;
| ⌊ . rfloorsym : sym → sym ;
| [[ . rsemsym : sym → sym ;
| p . rquinesym : sym → sym ;
| { . rgeschwsym : sym → sym ;
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| ⌈ . , . rceilsym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| ⌊ . , . rfloorsym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| [[ . , . rsemsym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| p . , . rquinesym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| { . , . rgeschwsym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| ⌈ . rceilsym . : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| ⌊ . rfloorsym . : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| [[ . rsemsym . : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| p . rquinesym . : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| { . rgeschwsym . : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| . ⌈ . rceilsym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;

| . [ . reckigzusym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| . ⌊ . rfloorsym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| . [[ . rsemsym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| . p . rquinesym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
| . { . rgeschwsym : sym crosscomma sym → sym ;
;

prddef : [sym . : ] sym ;
| sym : {sym // crosscomma }+ ;
| . symorplusorstern . : sym crosscomma sym [prioleftright ] ;
| . sym : sym ;
| ⌈ . rceilsym : sym ;
| ⌊ . rfloorsym : sym ;
| [[ . rsemsym : sym ;
| p . rquinesym : sym ;
| { . rgeschwsym : sym ;
| ⌈ . , . rceilsym : sym crosscomma sym ;
| ⌊ . , . rfloorsym : sym crosscomma sym ;
| [[ . , . rsemsym : sym crosscomma sym ;
| p . , . rquinesym : sym crosscomma sym ;
| { . , . rgeschwsym : sym crosscomma sym ;
| ⌈ . rceilsym . : sym crosscomma sym ;
| ⌊ . rfloorsym . : sym crosscomma sym ;
| [[ . rsemsym . : sym crosscomma sym ;
| p . rquinesym . : sym crosscomma sym ;
| { . rgeschwsym . : sym crosscomma sym ;
| . ⌈ . rceilsym : sym crosscomma sym ;

| . [ . reckigzusym : sym crosscomma sym ;
| . ⌊ . rfloorsym : sym crosscomma sym ;
| . [[ . rsemsym : sym crosscomma sym ;
| . p . rquinesym : sym crosscomma sym ;
| . { . rgeschwsym : sym crosscomma sym ;
;

procdef : sym premode ;
;

premode : ( {sym // , }∗ ) [: symlist nonempty or sym [: ( {premode // , }+ ) ] ]
;

symlist nonempty or sym : ( {sym // , }+ )
| sym
;

sortlist nonempty or sort : ( {sort // , }+ )
| sort
;
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vardeflist aux : [vardeflist aux ] sym : sym ;
| [vardeflist aux ] sym , {sym // , }+ : sym ;
;

module : module
export spec
refinement
modimpl end module

;
modimpl : implementation

import spec
[procedures {procdef }+ ]
[variables vardeflist aux ]
declaration pdl

| implementation ppl variable
;

implementation : implementation
import spec
[procedures {procdef }+ ]
[variables vardeflist aux ]
declaration pdl

| implementation ppl variable
;

refinement : refinement
[representation of sorts {sym implements sort ; }+ ]
[representation of operations {progclause }+ ]
[equality {sym : sort ; }+ ]

;
progclause : sym implements const ;

| sym implements fct ;
;



Appendix E

Syntax and Semantics of
Higher-Order Dynamic Logic

The Basic Logic of KIV is a Higher-Order variant of Dynamic Logic. Operations and procedures
with higher-order types can be defined in the functions, predicates, procedures and variables
parts of specifications. Just use a function type (in parenthesis) in those places, where a first-order
definition would require to use a sort. For example,

functions map : (int → int) × intlist → intlist;

is a correct function definition. Functions are not curried, so the definition

functions map2 : (int → int) → intlist → intlist;

defines a unary function, while map is a function with 2 arguments. As usual, the function
arrow binds to the right (but weaker than ×), so an additional parenthesis around “intlist →
intlist” in the definition of map2 is possible, but unnecessary. Typical higher-order expressions
with these function symbols are

map(λ x. x + x, nil), map2(f)(nil)

Lambda expressions can have several arguments (just like quantifiers), and can be written
either using the special greek symbol λ or just ascii lambda. Variable f has been declared with

variables f : int → int;

If a function has a higher-order argument or result type, KIV requires that you define a variable
of this type too (which is used in the rule “expand right” of Sect. E.3). So, both definitions of map
and map2 require the definition of f. The simplifier of KIV automates β-reduction, i.e. it rewrites
all occurrences of (λ x. e) (e) to e

e
x. Other rules used in cosi are given in Sect. E.3.

E.1 Syntax of Higher-Order Dynamic Logic

Definition 1 Sorts and Types
Given a set SO of base sorts, the set of sorts (also called types) S is defined to be the least set,
which includes the base sorts in SO, and which includes for every vector of argument sorts s ∈ S+

and each target sort s′ ∈ S also the function sort s⇒ s′.

Definition 2 Signatures
A (many-sorted) signature SIG = (SO,OP,X, P ) consists of a finite set of base sorts SO, a family
OP =

⋃
s∈SOPs of operations (for a base sort an operation in OPs is a constant, otherwise a

186
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function) a family X =
⋃

s∈SXs of countably many variables for each sort, and a family P =⋃
s∈S∗,s′∈S∗Ps,s′ of procedure names with value parameters of sorts s and reference parameters

of sorts s′ (procedure names are used in programs).
It is assumed, that SO contains at least the base sorts bool and nat, and that OP contains the

usual operations on these sorts (true, false, ∧ , ∨ , → , ↔ , ¬ , 0, +1, −1, +). A function with
target sort bool is called a predicate.

Definition 3 DL Expressions
For a many-sorted signature SIG, the set DLEXPR =

⋃
s∈SDLEXPRs of expressions, and the

set PROG of programs are defined to be the smallest sets with

• Xs ⊆ DLEXPRs for every s ∈ S

• OP s ⊆ DLEXPRs for every s ∈ S

• If e ∈ DLEXPRs⇒ s′ and t ∈ DLEXPRs then e(t) ∈ DLEXPRs′

• If e ∈ DLEXPRs and x ∈ X̂s then λx.e ∈ DLEXPRs⇒ s

• If ϕ ∈ FMA and x ∈ X̂s then ∀ x.ϕ ∈ FMA

• If ϕ ∈ FMA and x ∈ X̂s then ∃ x.ϕ ∈ FMA

• If t, t′ ∈ DLEXPRs, then t = t′ ∈ FMA

• If ϕ ∈ FMA and t, t′ ∈ DLEXPRs, then (ϕ ⊃ t; t′) ∈ DLEXPRs

• If x ∈ X̂s and t ∈ Us, where Us = Ts ∪ {?}, then x := t ∈ PROG

• If α ∈ PROG, x ∈ X̂s and t ∈ Us, where Us = Ts ∪ {?}, then var x = t in α ∈ PROG

• If α ∈ PROG, x ∈ X̂s and ϕ ∈ FMA var x with ϕ in α ∈ PROG

• skip,abort ∈ PROG

• If α, β ∈ PROG, then α ∨ β ∈ PROG

• If α, β ∈ PROG, then α;β ∈ PROG

• If α, β ∈ PROG and ε ∈ BXP, then if ε then α else β ∈ PROG

• If α ∈ PROG and ε ∈ BXP then while ε do α ∈ PROG

• If α ∈ PROG and κ ∈ Tnat then loop α times κ ∈ PROG

• If p ∈ Ps,s′ , t ∈ Ts, x ∈ X̂s′ then p(t;x) ∈ PROG.

• If p ∈ Ps,s′ , t ∈ Ts, x ∈ X̂s′ and κ ∈ Tnat then procbound κ in p(t;x) ∈ PROG.
This program is a call to p with maximal recursion depth bounded by κ.

• If α ∈ PROG and ϕ ∈ FMA then 〈α〉 ϕ ∈ FMA (there is a terminating run with ϕ)

• If α ∈ PROG and ϕ ∈ FMA then [α] ϕ ∈ FMA (for all terminating runs ϕ)

• If α ∈ PROG and ϕ ∈ FMA then 〈|α|〉 ϕ ∈ FMA (all runs terminate and ϕ)

The definition uses FMA (formulas) to abbreviate DLEXPRbool. The set Ts (Terms of sort s)
is the subset of DLEXPRs, that does neither contain quantifiers nor programs. BXP (boolean
expressions) is Tbool. First-order expressions must contain no lambda-expressions, no operations
other than constants or functions with base sorts as argument and target sorts. Used variables
must all be of base sorts. Also in applications the function expression must be an operation, and
the arguments must be terms. In equations, the arguments must be terms too.
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Remark 1 Like in Pascal we use begin . . . end as brackets around programs. if ε then α is
used as an abbreviation for if ε then α else skip.

Remark 2 The tests of while loops and conditionals must be boolean expressions in the definition
above (ε ∈ BXP). This is necessary for application programs. For proof obligations and in proofs
it is sometimes convenient to use arbitrary formulas. This extension does not pose any problems,
everything that follows holds for arbitrary ε ∈ FMA too.

Definition 4 Assigned Variables
The set asgv(α) of assigned variables in a programs α is defined by:

• asgv(skip) = asgv(abort) = ∅

• asgv(α;β) = asgv(α) ∪ asgv(β)

• asgv(α ∨ β) = asgv(α) ∪ asgv(β)

• asgv(if ε then α else β) = asgv(α) ∪ asgv(β)

• asgv(while ε do α) = asgv(α)

• asgv(loop α times κ) = asgv(α)

• asgv(var x with ϕ in α) = asgv(α) \ x

• asgv(var x = t in α) = asgv(α) \ x

• asgv(p(t;x)) = x

• asgv(procbound p(t;x) times κ) = x

Definition 5 Procedure Declarations
The setPD of procedure declarations is the set of all p(x;var y).α with p ∈ Ps,s′ x, y ∈ X̂s,s′ ,
α ∈ PROG and asgv(α) ⊆ x ∪ y. α must not contain procedure calls with bounded recursion
depth. p is the procedure defined with the procedure declaration, α is the body of the procedure.

E.2 Semantics of Higher-Order Dynamic Logic

Definition 6 Algebra
An Algebra A over a signature SIG consists of a nonempty carrier set As for every base sort s.
Carriers of functions sorts s⇒ s are inductively constructed to be the sets of functions from As
to As′ . For an operation f ∈ OPs its semantics fA is an element of As. For every procedure p
∈ Ps,s′ and every n ∈ IN the algebra A contains a relation [[p]]A,n between As,s′ and As′ ∪ ⊥
(which is the semantics of p when the maximal recursion depth is bounded by n). [[p]]A,0 must
be the relation, which relates every initial state with ⊥ only (a program with allowed recursion
depth 0 behaves just like abort). [[p]]A denotes the semantics of the procedure and is defined
as the union of all [[p]]A,n. The semantics defines a relation between the initial values of value
and reference parameters and the result values of the reference parameters. The special value ⊥
expresses (possible) nontermination for a certain input.

It is assumed that Abool = {tt,ff }, Anat = IN, and that the operationen on booleans and natural
numbers have their usual semantics.

Definition 7 States/Valuations
For a signature SIG and an algebra A over this signature a state (or synonymously, a valuation)
z ∈ STA is defined as a function, that maps the variables of sort s to values in As. The state
z[x ← a] is the state, which results from z by modifying the values at variables x with a.
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Definition 8 Semantics of Expressions
For an algebra A and a valuation z the semantics [[ e]]

z
of a DL expression e ∈ DLEXPRs is a

value in As. The semantics of programs is a relation z[[α]]z′ (written infix), where z and z′ are
either states or a bottom element ⊥, which indicates nontermination. If z = ⊥ , then z[[α]]z′ iff
z′ = ⊥ too. For z 6= ⊥ the semantics of programs and the semantics of programs are defined
by:

• [[x]]
z

= z(x)

• [[f ]]
z

= fA

• [[e(t)]]
z

= [[e]]
z
([[t]]

z
) for e ∈ DLEXPRs⇒ s′ and t ∈ Ts

• [[λx.e]]
z

with x ∈ X̂s is the function, which maps each vector a ∈ As to [[e]]
z[x ← a].

• [[∀ x.e]]
z

= tt with x ∈ X̂s iff [[e]]
z[x ← a] = tt for all values a ∈ As

• [[∃ x.e]]
z

= tt with x ∈ X̂s iff [[e]]
z[x ← a] = tt for some values a ∈ As

• [[(ε ⊃ e; e′)]]
z

is [[e]]
z
, if [[ε]]

z
= tt, and [[e′]]

z
otherwise.

• z[[skip]]z′ iff z = z′

• z[[α]]z′ iff z′ = ⊥ .

• z[[x:=t]]z′ iff z′ = z[x ← [[t]]
z
], where each [[?]]

z
is some arbitrary value.

• z[[α;β]]z′ iff there is a z′′ with z[[α]]z′′ and z′′[[β]]z′

• z[[α ∨ β]]z′ iff z[[α]]z′ or z[[β]]z′

• z[[if ε then α else β ]]z′ iff
either [[ε]]

z
= tt and z[[α]]z′ or [[ε]]

z
= ff and z[[β]]z′

• z[[loop α times κ]]z′ iff
there are states z0 := z, z1, . . . , zn := z′ with n := [[κ]]

z
such that

zi−1[[α]]zi for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n

• z[[while ε do α]]z′ iff
there are states z0 := z, z1, . . . , zn := z′ with zi−1[[α]]zi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
[[ε]]

zi
= tt for 1 ≤ i < n and [[ε]]

z
′ = ff (terminating loop).

Also z[[while ε do α]] ⊥ iff there is a sequence z0 := z, z1, . . . , zn, . . . such that for all n
[[ε]]

zi
= tt and zi[[α]]zi+1 (diverging loop).

• z[[var x = t in α]]z′ iff z[x ← a][[α]]z′′ and either z′ = z′′ = ⊥ or z′ = z′′[x ← [[x]]
z
] where

ai = [[ti]] for ti 6=? and otherwise ai is arbitrary.

• z[[var x with ϕ in α]]z′ iff z[x ← a][[α]]z′′ and z′ = z′′[x ← [[x]]
z
] where a is such that

[[ϕ]]
z
′ = tt. if an a with [[ϕ]]

z
′ = tt does not exist, then z[[var x with ϕ in α]] ⊥

• z[[p(t, x)]]z′ with z′ 6= ⊥ iff z(t), z(x), z′(x) ∈ [[p]] and z(y) = z′(y) for all y 6∈ x. z[[p(t, x)]] ⊥
iff z(t), z(x), ⊥ ∈ [[p]].

• z[[procbound κ in p(t, x)]]z′ with z′ 6= ⊥ iff z(t), z(x), z′(x) ∈ [[p]]n, where n = [[κ]]
z
, and

z(y) = z′(y) for all y 6∈ x. z[[procbound κ in p(t, x)]] ⊥ iff z(t), z(x), ⊥ ∈ [[p]]n

• [[〈α〉 ϕ]]
z

= tt iff there is a z′ 6= ⊥ with z[[α]]z′ and [[ϕ]]
z
′ = tt

• [[[α] ϕ]]
z

= tt iff for all z′ 6= ⊥ with z[[α]]z′: [[ϕ]]
z
′ = tt

• [[〈|α|〉 ϕ]]
z

= tt iff all z′ with z[[α]]z′: z′ 6= ⊥ and [[ϕ]]
z
′ = tt
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Remark 3 The semantics of expressions and programs is defined unambiguously, since each case
reduces the number of elementary statements in the expression/program considered.

Definition 9 Semantics of Procedure Declarations
A |= p(x; y).α, iff for every κ = 0 + 1 . . .+ 1 (representing a number n ≥ 0) the following property
holds:

[[procbound κ+ 1 in p(x; y)]] = [[procbound κ in α]]

In the definition procbound κ in α is the program, that results from replacing each procedure
call q(σ; z) in α by procbound κ in q(σ; z) (for every procedure name q).

Remark 4 For a list of procedure declarations, such that the called procedures in their bodies are
a subset of the set of all defined procedures, the semantics of each defined procedure is unambigu-
ously fixed. The proof is by induction on n, that [[p]]A,n is fixed for each defined procedure p. It
is also easy to show, that the [[p]]A,n are monotone increasing relations for the defined procedures.

Definition 10 models operator

• A, z |= ϕ holds (or is valid) for a formula ϕ iff [[ϕ]]
z

= tt

• A |= ϕ holds iff for all states z: A, z |= ϕ

• |= ϕ holds off for every algebra A : A |= ϕ

• Φ |= ψ holds iff for every algebra A: from A |= ϕ for every ϕ ∈ Φ follows A |= ψ.

Remark 5 The following properties are valid, if i does neither occur in α nor in ε. The first two
properties characterize while loops (they allow induction over the number of iterations). The third
property allows to avoid loops with a counter occurring in α.

• |= 〈while ε do α〉 ϕ ↔ ∃ i.〈loop if ε then α times i〉 (ϕ ∧ ¬ ε)

• |= 〈loop α times κ+ 1〉 ϕ ↔ 〈α; loop α times κ〉 ϕ

• |= 〈loop α times κ〉 ϕ ↔ (∀ i.i = κ → 〈loop α times i〉 ϕ)

Remark 6 Let A be an algebra with A |= p(x;var y) for a procedure declaration. Then the
forllowinf three formulas characterize the recursive procedure (i.e. their validity is equivalent to
the procedure declaration). Procedure declarations therefore can be viewed as abbreviations for
axioms. The formulas allow to induce over the recursion depth and unfolding of procedures. The
first formulas holds in every algebra. In the third formula x0 and y0 have to be new variables of
the same sorts as x and y. procbound κ in α again is the program, that is derived from α by
replacing all procedure calls q(σ; z) with procbound κ in q(σ; z).

• |= 〈p(t; z)〉 ϕ ↔ ∃ κ.〈procbound κ in p(t; z)〉 ϕ

• A |= 〈procbound κ+ 1 in p(t; z)〉 ϕ ↔
〈x0, y0, x, y := x, y, t, z;procbound κ in α;x, y, y0 := x0, y0, y; z := y0〉 ϕ

• A |= 〈p(t; z)〉 ϕ
↔ 〈x0, y0, x, y := x, y, t, z;α;x, y, y0 := x0, y0, y; z := y0〉 ϕ

Definition 11 (Basic) Specifications
A basic specification SPEC = (SIG,Ax,GAx,PAx) consists of

• a signature SIG = (SO,OP,P,X).
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• a set of axioms Ax (formulas over SIG).

• a set GAx of generation clauses of the form: s1, . . . sn generated by f1, . . . fm (n,m > 0).
It is required that s1, . . . sn ∈ Ŝ

∗ and all fj have a target sort in s1, . . . sn.

• a set PAx of procedure declarations over SIG.

Definition 12 Semantics of Specifications
An algebra A is a model of SPEC (written as A |= SPEC, if it is an algebra over the signature of
the specification with

• A |= ϕ for every ϕ ∈ Ax

• For every generation clause s1, . . . , sn generated by f1, . . . , fm ∈ GAx and every i = 1 . . . n,
every element a ∈ Asi

can be got as the semantics a = [[t]]
z

of some term t under some values
for z. The term must not contain variables of the sorts s1, . . . sn, and that contains operation
symbols only from {f1, . . . , fm}.

• A |= δ for every procedure declaration δ ∈ PAx

Remark 7 For every model of a specification (SIG,Ax,GAx,∅) with no procedure names in its
signature, there is exactly one extension to a model (SIG ∪ P,Ax,GAx, PAx ), where P is the
set of defined procedures in PAx.

Remark 8 We write SPEC |= ϕ, iff in every model A of SPEC A |= ϕ holds.

E.3 Higher-Order Rules in Cosi

expand left/expand right

f(τ) = g(τ), f = g,Γ ⊢ ∆

f = g,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ f(x′) = g(x′),∆

Γ ⊢ f = g,∆

• f, g are arbitrary expressions of function type with argument sorts of types s

• expand left/expand right work like all left/all right on ∀ x. f(x) = g(x), so just like for all
left, it is possible to discard f = g in the premise of expand left.

• An instance τ of terms of sort s must be given as τ1, . . . , τn manually or chosen from some
precomputed substitutions.

• x′ are new variables of sorts s (automatically computed)

choice left/choice right

∀ x.ϕ
f(x)
y ,Γ ⊢ ∆

∀ x.∃ y.ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∃ x.ϕ
f(x)
y ,∆

Γ ⊢ ∃ x.∀ y.ϕ,∆

• When the sorts of x are s′ and those of y are s1, . . . , sn, then f is a vector of new function
variables of types s′ → si.

• The variables defined in the specification must contain at least one function variable for each
type s′ → si (the order of the types in s′ may be permuted).

• The choice left rule also works if the formula has the form ∀ x.ψ → ∃ y.χ and free(ψ) ∩ y
= ∅, since then the formula is equivalent to ∀ x.∃ y.ψ → χ.
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E.4 Rules for Strong Diamonds and Indeterministic Choice

The rules for strong diamonds 〈|α|〉 ϕ are the same as for ordinary diamonds, except for inde-
terministic constructs: program or, random assignment, and choosing variables. Also the rules
execute call, omega right,split right, split left differ.

choose left/choose right

ψ
y
x, 〈α

y
x〉 ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈var x with ψ in α〉 ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∃ y.ψ
y
x ∧ 〈α

y
x〉 ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈var x with ψ in α〉 ϕ,∆

∀ y.ψ
y
x → [α

y
x] ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

[var x with ψ in α] ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

ψ
y
x,Γ ⊢ ⊢ [α

y
x] ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [var x with ψ in α] ϕ,∆

ψ
y
x,∀ y.ψ

y
x → 〈|α

y
x|〉 ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈|var x with ψ in α|〉 ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ ∃ y.ψ
y
x,∆ ψ

y
x,Γ ⊢ 〈|α

y
x|〉 ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈|var x with ψ in α|〉 ϕ,∆

• y is x, with those variables that conflict with free(ϕ,Γ Fol Delta) renamed to new variables

or left/or right

〈α〉 ϕ ∨ 〈β〉 ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈α ∨ β〉 ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ 〈α〉 ϕ, 〈β〉 ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈α ∨ β〉 ϕ,∆

[α] ϕ, [β] ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

[α ∨ β] ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ [α] ϕ ∧ [β] ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ [α ∨ β] ϕ,∆

〈|α|〉 ϕ, 〈|β|〉 ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

〈|α ∨ β|〉 ϕ,Γ ⊢ ∆

Γ ⊢ 〈|α|〉 ϕ ∧ 〈|β|〉 ϕ,∆

Γ ⊢ 〈|α ∨ β|〉 ϕ,∆



Appendix F

The Module Specific Heuristic

F.1 Introduction

While proving the verification conditions of a module, the user is often confronted with the fol-
lowing phenomen: In many proofs, the next rule to apply on the current goal depends only a few
relevant formulas, which are common to all these goals. Typical examples are:

• procedure calls (on recursive procedures), for which the current input will lead to no further
recursive calls when executing the procedure like in (only relevant formulas are shown!)

⊢ 〈add#(x, 0; y)〉 y = y0

(in a module implementing natural numbers by binary words) or

⊢ 〈union#(l1, nil; l2)〉 l2 = l3

(in a module implementing sets by lists).

• two procedure calls, for which executing the first will lead to a call of the second (with the
correct arguments for the second) like in (only relevant formulas are shown!)

〈member#(x, l; b)〉 b ⊢ 〈member#(x, cdr(l); b)〉 b

(in a module implementing sets by lists).

• situations, in which insert lemma with a simple often used theorem closes the goal. An
example is the theorem

〈r#(x)〉 true ⊢ 〈r#(cdr(x))〉 true

where r# terminates, iff its argument is an ordered list (in a module implementing sets by
ordered lists).

These regularities can be automated in the cosi strategy using the ‘module-specific’ heuristic.

F.2 Using the heuristic

The module-specific heuristic allows the user to specify sequent patterns and rule patterns. To-
gether they form a module specific entry, which is one entry in the list of all entries.

Sequent patterns are schemata, describing a class of goals (i.e. sequents). The heuristic tries
to match the current goal against the sequent patterns of all module specific entries (in the order
in which they are in the list). Matching a goal against a sequent pattern may be successful or
unsuccessful. If it is unsuccessful for all patterns, the heuristic does nothing. If the heuristic finds

193
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a first pattern that matches the goal (i.e. for which the match is successful), the success yields a
substitution. The substitution is applied on the corresponding rule pattern, giving a rule and its
arguments. Then this rule is applied on the goal. If the rule is not applicable, there will be an
error message, and the heuristic will do nothing.

It is possible to specify that a module specific entry should only be applied once in a proof
branch, or that it should be applied only once with the same substitution.

The module specific entries are defined in the file

<projectdir>/modules/<module-name>/module-specific

for each module. This file is loaded when beginning to work on a module. It can be reloaded at
any time using the command Reload Module Specific. The heuristic itself does not read the file,
so you have to reload the file yourself if you modify it.

Normally, the file will contain some declarations of meta variables at the beginning (see below).
The list of module specific entries is enclosed between

%"module specific

and

"

Nothing should follow afterwards.
The following sections give detailed informations on the syntax of an module specific entry,

the action of matching sequents to sequent patterns and its substitution result, and the syntax of
rule patterns.

F.3 Syntax of module specific entries

A module specific entry is given by

• A first sequent pattern (that must be present in the goal)

• Optional, a second sequent pattern (that must not be present)

• A rule pattern

• Optional, how often the rule should be applied

The concrete syntax of a module specific entry is

pattern: sequent;

[forbidden: sequent;]

rule: name [rulearg];

[apply rule: (1 | 11 | once | unique | always);]

If there is no forbidden sequent you can omit the whole line. If you omit apply rule it defaults
to apply rule: always. name in the rule pattern is the rule that should be applied. For more
informations about the rule pattern and apply rule see the corresponding sections below.

Formulas in the sequents are formula patterns (that match only the formula itself). Formula
schemes may include meta variables, that act as placeholders for formulas, boolean expressions
(bxp‘s), programs, procedure declaration lists (pdl‘s), variable declaration lists (vdl‘s), variable
lists (vl‘s), terms and variables. Matching instantiates them with concrete formulas, boolean
expressions etc.. All meta variables are symbols beginning with a $-sign and must be declared
before they can be used. The appropriate declarations have to be placed at the beginning of the
file.

Since a lot of meta variables are already predefined, most of the time only meta variables for
terms and variables have to be defined. For a more detailed information of defining meta variables,
see the last section. The following table lists the predifined meta variables.
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meta variables for variable
Formulas $phi, $phi0, $phi1, $phi2

$psi, $psi0, $psi1, $psi2
$chi, $chi0, $chi1, $chi2

Programs $alpha, $beta
Boolean Expressions $epsilon
Variable List $vl, $vl1, $vl2
Variable Declaration List $vdl, $vdl1, $vdl2

Now you see some examples which explain when and how you could use the module specific
heuristics, and how meta variables work.

1. consider a procedure call to a procedure add#, adding two integers, where the second argu-
ment is zero. If every such procedure call in the succedent should be executed, the following
entry (note that nil is the empty list) should be added:

pattern: |- < add#(x,zero;xvar) > $phi;

rule: call right;

in the file module-specific.

2. consider two related procedure calls, like in

〈member#(x1, l1; b1)〉 b1 ⊢ 〈member#(x2, l2; b2)〉 b2

(in a module, implementing sets of elems by lists of elems). If the left procedure should be
executed, whenever x1 = x2 and l2 = cdr(l1), and the result of both procedures is true, add
the following entry in the file module-specific:

pattern: < member#(x,l;bvar) > bvar = true |-

< member#(x,cdr(l);bvar0) > bvar0 = true ;

rule: call left;

3. In nearly every module, a lot of goals show up that relate the restriction procedure (or
its subprocedures) for different arguments. These relations are often proved by separate
theorems. A typical example is the theorem r-rcdr

〈r#(l)〉 true, l 6= nil ⊢ 〈r#(cdr(l))〉 true

in the module implementing sets by ordered lists. To insert this theorem when the formulas
of the antecedent and succedent of the theorem appear in the antecedent resp. succedent of
the goal, the following module specific entry is used:

pattern: < r#(l) > true |- < r#(cdr(l)) > true;

rule: insert lemma r-rcdr with [l] -> [l];

apply rule: unique;

Two things have to be noticed:

(a) The theorem will be applied only once with the same substitution. Since the rule is
again applicable after the insertion of the theorem, applying the rule always might lead
to a loop.

(b) The condition l 6= nil of the theorem does not appear in the sequent pattern. Appli-
cation of the theorem makes sense only if the condition holds. However, this may very
well be the case but the condition cannot be found literally in the goal. If we assume
that a term cdr(l) only shows up when the list l is not empty we can apply the theorem
and hope that the condition can be proved.
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4. In many modules, the verification conditions VC T (i.e. i-1, i-2, . . . ) are used as theorems
in other proofs. Sometimes, it is useful to insert a theorem i-2:

〈r#(x)〉 true ⊢ 〈f#(x; y)〉 〈r#(y)〉 true

whenever the formulas 〈r#(x)〉 true and 〈f#(x; y)〉 y = y0 appear in the sequent to get the
additional information 〈r#(y0)〉 true. This can be done by the following module specific
entry (and some declarations):

pattern: < r#(x) > true, < f#(x;yvar) > yvar = y |- ;

forbidden: < r#(y) > true |- ;

rule: insert lemma i-2 with [x] -> [x];

apply rule: unique;

Note, that the formula 〈r#(y)〉 true that will be added in the antecedent by inserting the
theorem (and following contract call left) is explicitly prohibited to be already in the an-
tecedent of the sequent. Otherwise the module specific heuristic would insert the theorem
even though it does not add really new information. Using the declaration to apply a rule
only once with the same substitution is different from the declaration to apply the rule only
once, and is different from using forbidden formula patterns, because formulas may be elim-
inated (by weakening left, call left, etc.) and variables may be renamed, which leads to the
danger of infinite loops.

F.4 Rule patterns

A rule pattern consists of two parts,

1. a name of a rule

Examples are

call left

call right

insert lemma

2. a pattern for a rule argument. This pattern is instantiated by applying Θ on it. The rule
argument should be admissible for the rule.

Actually, most of the existing rules of the proof strategy are never used for the module specific
heuristic, either because they are always applied by other heuristics (like the rules for symbolic
execution) or because it is much to complicated to define a pattern when to apply the rule. So
the following list of rules and their arguments is not complete but should cover all normal uses.

insert lemma

The insert lemma rule needs two informations: The name of the theorem to be inserted, given by
and a substitution for the free variables of the theorem. So the rule pattern is given by

rule: insert lemma 〈theorem name〉 with 〈free variables〉 -> 〈term patterns〉

The 〈free variables〉 must be the list of the free variables of the theorem in any order, written e.g.
as [x,y,z]. Note that this is the same list as shown in the pop-up window, when applying the
rule interactively, except that the order of the variables doesn’t matter. 〈term patterns〉 must be
a list of term patterns of the same length. The i-th free variable of the first list is instantiated by
the i-th term of the second list. Since the pattern will be instantiated with the substitution Θ,
you can use the meta variables of the sequent pattern.
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call left/right, split left/right

Used interactively, you have to select the formulas to discard. Used as a module specific entry,
you have to do the same. However, you can only select a formula that is matched by a formula
pattern. A formula position is given by an indicator for the antecedent (call/split left) or the
succedent (call/split right) and an index i. The index refers to the position of the formula
pattern in the list of patterns. The first formula that matches an indicated formula pattern will
be selected. If the sequent pattern is of the form

pattern: < f#(x;vary) > $phi,

< g#(x;vary) > $phi |- ;

the sequent is

〈g#(x;x0)〉 true, 〈f#(x;x0)〉 true, 〈g#(y; y0)〉 true, 〈f#(y; y0)〉 true ⊢

and the rule is

rule: call left

the rule will be applied on 〈f#(x;x0)〉 true. If the rule is

rule: call left 2

the rule will be applied on 〈g#(x;x0)〉 true. The same holds for the rules split left/right.

weakening

Used interactively, you have to select the formulas to discard. Used as a module specific entry, you
select a formula as described for the call left/right. Since it is possible to discard several formulas,
the formula positions must be listed as

〈formula positions〉, 〈formula positions〉, ...

Example: If the sequent pattern is of the form

pattern: < f#(x;vary) > $phi,

< g#(x;vary) > $phi |- ;

the sequent is

〈g#(x;x0)〉 true, 〈f#(x;x0)〉 true, 〈g#(y; y0)〉 true, 〈f#(y; y0)〉 true ⊢

and the rule is

rule: weakening left 2

the formula 〈g#(x;x0)〉 true will be discarded.

cut formula

The rule cut formula requires a formula as its argument. This has to be entered as

rule: cut formula 〈formula〉;

The formula may contain meta variables from the sequent pattern.
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all left/exists right

The rules all left and exists right need the position of the quantified formula (again a formula
position) and the substitution for the quantified variables (or a program). The formula position is
ignored and computed by the module specific heuristic in the same manner as for call left/right.
For example the this must be entered as

rule: all left 1 with 〈list of terms〉;

The list of terms and the program may contain meta variables of the sequent pattern.

insert spec-lemma

The rule insert spec-lemma needs the theorem to apply and a substitution. The theorem is
specified by its name. However, since the theorem stems from another specification that was
perhaps actualized several times, the unique name of the theorem consists of three parts: The
specification name, the instance name, and the theorem name. The three names are the same as
displayed when viewing the theorem with the command View Spec Theorems. If the specification
was not actualized you can leave out the instance name. The substitution is entered in the same
manner as for insert lemma, the complete rule has the form

rule: insert spec-lemma 〈theorem name〉 from specification

〈specification name〉 [〈instance name〉]
with 〈free variables〉 -> 〈instantiations 〉;

or, if no instance name is needed,

rule: insert spec-lemma 〈theorem name〉 from specification

〈specification name〉 with 〈free variables〉 -> 〈instantiations 〉;

Apply Rule

As you saw in the section for the concrete syntax of an module specific entry, you can say how
often a rule should be applied. The given parameter are 1, 11, once, unique, always.

If you want that the rule should be applied everytime the sequent pattern matches, you have
to write

apply rule: always

If it should be applied only once, write
apply rule: once

or
apply rule: 1

if the rule should be applied once with the same substitution, write
apply rule: unique

or
apply rule: 11

If you omit the line apply rule:. . . , this has the same meaning as to write apply rule: always

Summary

The following list gives an overview over the rules and its corresponding arguments.
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rule argument
insert lemma 〈theorem name〉 with 〈free variables〉 -> 〈term patterns〉
call left ( |1|2|..|9)

call right ( |1|2|..|9)

split left ( |1|2|..|9)

split right ( |1|2|..|9)

weakening ((left|right) (1|2|3|..|9))+

cut formula 〈formula〉
all left (1|2|3|..|9) with 〈list of terms〉
exists right (1|2|3|..|9) with 〈list of terms〉
insert spec-lemma 〈theorem name〉 from specification 〈specification name〉

[〈instance name〉] with 〈free variables〉 -> 〈instantiations〉;
insert spec-lemma 〈theorem name〉 from specification 〈specification name〉

with 〈free variables〉 -> 〈instantiations 〉;

F.5 Matching

Matching a sequent against a sequent pattern is based on the notion of matching data structures
against patterns. A data structure obj matches a pattern pat, if there is a substitution for the
meta variables of pat by concrete data structures of the appropriate type, such that applying the
substitution on pat yields obj. The data structures that allow matching are formulas, programs,
terms and lists and pairs built of the former. The following two subsections give examples for
successful matches, show some common errors, and explain how matching of sequents to sequent
patterns is reduced to ordinary matching of data structures to patterns.

Examples

1. %"x = y and y = z" matches %"$phi and $psi"

by the substitution {$phi ← x = y, $psi ← y = z}

2. %"x = z" matches %"$epsilon"

by the substitution {$epsilon ← x = z}

3. %"< skip > true" matches %"< $alpha > true"

by the substitution {$alpha ← skip}

4. %"x" matches %"$x"

by the substitution {$x ← x}, if the sort of x is int.

5. %"x := add(y,z)" matches %"<$xvar := $x"

by the substitution {$xvar ← x, $x ← add(y,z)}, if the sort of x is int.

6. %"all x. x = x" matches %"all \$vl. \$phi"

by the substitution {$vl ← (x), $phi ← x = x}

7. matches %"all $xvar,$vl. true"

by the substitution {$vl ← (), $xvar ← x}, if the sort of x is int,

but not %"all $xvar,$vl,$yvar. true"

8. (list %"skip" %"abort") matches (list %"$alpha" %"$beta")

by the substitution {$alpha ← skip, $beta ← abort},

but not (list %"$alpha" %"$alpha")
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9. %"[x, add(x,y)]" matches %"[$x, $y]"

by the substitution {$x ← x, $y ← add(x,y)},

10. (mkpair (list %"true" %"x = y") (list %"x = y"))

matches

(mkpair (list %"$phi" %"$psi") (list %"$psi"))

by the substitution {$phi ← true, $psi ← x = y}

Common Errors

1. %"all x. x = z" does not match %"$epsilon", since all x. x = z is not a boolean expression

2. (list) does not match (list %"$phi"), since the lists have different length.

3. (mkpair %"true" %"false" does not match (mkpair %"$phi" %"$phi"), since the same
metavariable cannot be instantiated by different data structures simultaneously. So use
different metavariables for different datastructures.

4. %"add(y,z)" does not match %"$xvar", since the xmv $xvar matches only variables, not
general terms.

5. %"f#($xvar; $yvar)" does not match %"f#(add(x,y); z)" since the xmv $xvar matches
only variables, not general terms. Therefore, do not use xmv’s as mv’s for value-parameters.
Use termmvs instead.

6. Diamond formulas in cosi sequents always have a procedure declaration list (pdl) in front of
their programs, that is hidden by the pretty-printer. So a formula printed

< f#(add(y,z); x) > true"

must be written (e. g. in the sequents file) as

%"< procedure ‘module-decls in begin f#(add(y,z); x) end > true"

Therefore the prodedure above matches

%"< procedure $pdl in begin f#($x; $xvar) end > true"

but not

%"< f#($x; $xvar) > true"

7. Note that there are hidden pdl‘s not only in front of procedure calls, but also in front of
other programs, even if there are no procedure calls in the program. So a formula printed

< skip > true

is a shortcut for

< procedure ‘module-decls in begin skip end > true

8. There are several pdl’s in the formulas, that appear while verifying a module: The mod-
ule declaration, containing the implementation of the module (written module-decls in the
sequents-file), the restriction declaration (written rest-decls in the sequents-file) and for all
modules for which VC A (i.e the vc’s iiii-1, iiii-2, . . . ) the declaration of the uniform restric-
tion (written uniform-decls in the sequents-file). Since different pdl‘s cannot be matched by
the same $pdl, use different mv‘s for different pdl‘s.
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Matching Sequents on Sequent Patterns

A given sequent matches a sequent pattern, where the first list of formula schemes l1 has length
m, and the second list l2 has length n, iff

1. there are m different formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕm in the antecedent of the sequent (in arbitrary order)
and n different formulas ψ1, . . . , ψn in the succedent, such that (mkpair (list ϕ1, . . . , ϕm) (list
ψ1, . . . , ψn)) matches (mkpair l1 l2) with substitution Θ.

2. Applying Θ on the third and fourth list of the sequent pattern yields two lists of formulas
(not only formula patterns!) l3 and l4, such that none of the formulas in l3 appear in the
antecedent of the sequent, and none of the formulas in l4 appear in the succedent of the
sequent.

F.6 Defining meta variables

Meta variables for formulas: fmamv

• predefined meta variables: $phi, $psi, $chi

• naming convention: additional meta variables should be named $phi1, $psi3, $chi0 etc.

• declaration: (defexprmv (mksym "$phi1") %"bool")

• examples of use:

%"$phi and $psi"

%"< skip > $phi"

%"not [ abort ]($phi -> $psi)"

Meta variables for boolean expressions: bxpmv

• predefined meta variables: $epsilon

• naming convention: additional meta variables should be named $epsilon0, $epsilon1, etc.

• declaration: (defbxpmv (mksym "$epsilon1"))

• examples of use:

%"< if $epsilon then skip > true"

%"$epsilon and $psi"

%"< if $epsilon then skip > all x. $epsilon and $phi"

Meta variables for programs: progmv

• predefined meta variables: $alpha, $beta

• naming convention: additional meta variables should be named $beta3, $alpha0 etc.

• declaration: (defprogmv (mksym "$alpha0"))

• examples of use:

%"< $alpha > $phi"

%"[ begin $alpha; $beta end ] true"

%"not < if $epsilon then $alpha else $beta > true"
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Meta variables for procedure declaration lists: pdlmv

• predefined meta variables: $pdl, $pdl1, $pdl2

• naming convention: additional meta variables should be named $pdl0, $pdl3 etc.

• declaration: (defpdlmv (mksym "$pdl0"))

• examples of use:

%"< procedure $pdl in begin $alpha end > $phi"

Meta variables for variable declaration lists: vdlmv

• predefined meta variables: $vdl, $vdl1, $vdl2

• naming convention: additional meta variables should be named $vdl0, $vdl3 etc.

• declaration: (defpdlmv (mksym "$vdl0"))

• examples of use:

%"< var $vdl in begin $alpha end > $phi"

• remark: rarely used

Meta variables for variable lists: vlmv

• predefined meta variables: $vl, $vl1, $vl2

• naming convention: additional meta variables should be named $vl0, $vl3 etc.

• declaration: (defpdlmv (mksym "$vl0"))

• examples of use:

%"all $vl. $phi"

%"all x,$vl,y. $phi"

%"all x,$vl. $phi"

%"all $vl,x. $phi"

• remark: only one vlmv is allowed in the list of quantified variables

%"all \$vl1,x,\$vl2. \$phi" is illegal. x,$vl,y can be instantiated to any concrete list
of variables beginning with x and ending with y. x,$vl,x can not be instantiated to the list
containing only x.

Meta variables for terms: termmv

• predefined meta variables: none

• naming convention: additional meta variables should be named as corresponding variables
(but beginning with $)

• declaration: (termmvs (list "var1" . . . "varn"))

var1 . . . varn must be existing variables. Then the meta variables $var1 . . . $varn are defined,
e. g.

(termmvs (list "x" "y" "z"))
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• examples of use:

%"< x := $x > $phi"

%"x = $x"

%"< procedure $pdl in begin r#($x) end > $phi

• remark: you can define new variables in the file in the same manner as in the sequents file:
%"variables x, y, z: nat;"

• remark: Always use meta variables for terms if possible instead of meta variables for vari-
ables, because meta variables for variables will not match a term. Use them only in situations
where terms are not allowed (see below).

Meta variables for variables: xmv

• predefined meta variables: none

• naming convention: additional meta variables should be named $〈prefix〉 var where prefix is
the name of a corresponding variable

• declaration: (varmvs (list "var1" . . . "varn"))

var1 . . . varn must be existing variables. Then the meta variables $var1 . . . $varn are defined,
e. g.

(varmvs (list "xvar" "yvar" "zvar"))

• examples of use:

%"< $xvar := $x > $phi"

%"$xvar = $x"

%"< procedure $pdl in begin f#($x;$xvar) end > $phi"

%"ex $xvar, $yvar, $zvar. $phi"

%"all $xvar,$vl,$yvar. $phi"

• remark: you can define new variables in the file in the same manner as in the sequents file:
%"variables x, y, z: nat;"

• remark: Note that meta variables for variables are acceptable as left sides of assignments
and variable declarations, as var parameters in procedure calls and as quantified variables,
but not termmvs!! In the above examples you had to use meta variables for variables. If
possible you should use meta variables for terms.
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